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Introduction

In his lifetime Lawrence published only one critical book,

Studies iiP Classic American Literature 1(1924). Yet he was con-

stantly engaged in literary criticism. He reviewed books; he
contributed prefaces and introductions to works in which h&
,was particularly interested; he wrote some of the most impor-^

tant essays that we have on the novel, its purpose and its rela-

tionship ^ith morality and societf, on pornography, obscenity,

,and the effect of Puritanism on the arts, ^fle believed

passionately that books should help us “to Joe alive, to be man
alive, to be whole man alive”, and in the light of this belief he

surveyed a great deal oSmodern literature—English, American,

European—and made his judgments and discriminations.

Much of this writing was done for ephemeral periodicals,

while some of the best of it was not published at all in his life-

time. But six years aftej his death it was dbllected together in

Phoenix (1936)* with many other essays, sir etches, articles and
stcjrie^hat had not appeared before in Ijook form.

Butthis does not complete the range of Lawrence’s criticism.

His Letters (1932) are’an invaluable jource of literary tpimdhs.

There is hardly one Vithout some comnynt on what he is

writing or what he is reading at the time. We sVe him ?t work,

struggling to bring his novels to •completion and describing the

effect that he hopes they will have. We hear his immediate

reactions to the books he is reading and their authors; and
some of Lawrence’s most perceptive and illuminating remarks

(together«with some of his most devastating) are to be found

here. This is Lawrence at his most impulsive, and it is possible

that he might have had second thoughts about a few of his snap

judgments blfore committing thejn to print. But they arenas

much a part oPhim as his more weighty aad considered essays,

and a selection of his literary criticism ^vould be the poorer

without them.

Since hi| death Lawrence’s importai^e as
#
a critic has been

increasingly recognised. Many of his judgments and comments
ix
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have parsed into critical parlance and any discussion of the

nov^J or the relation of literature to morally must heed his

views. But the reader looking for these opinions has had to

search through a number of books, Rooking for^what he wants

amongst a great deal of extraneous material.

The object of tips book then is to gather together ifi one
place for the fird! time all LawrenceV important writings <Sn

literature. It does not contain everything he ever wi^ote con-

cerning books or‘authors:/i comprehensive book would have'

become unwieldy, repetitive and scrappy. But it is*hoped that

everything of real importance has been included here.

The selection contains over a hundred passages varyjng in

length from a single sentence to sixty pages, and in substance

from closely argued essays to spur-of-the-moment as'ides yi

letters. How was such diverse material to be arranged in some
sort of order? It seemed to sort itself out finally into six main
groups, and the book has been divided accordingly.

I. Autobiographical. The Autobiographical Sketch and
Hymns in a Man's Life give the background of Lawrence’s child-

hood and early manhood and provide a key to many of his

beliefs, opinions and feelings. The rest of the section, drawn,

from the letters, sKows him mainly »t the beginning of his

career, «half-blindly\half-consciously evolving what he had to

say. From tfie first he,believed that the main purpose^f Vis

fiction was to explore the relationship between man and woman,
an^this preoccupation leads to the silbjcct of the next section.

II. Puritanism ajjd the Arts. Lawrcflce wished to describe
1 sexual relationships fully, frankly and seriously, yet he started

writing in a society still <uled by Victorian conventions ofwhat

could and what could not be said in print. A struggle was

inevitable. His fourth novel, The Rainbow, was seized by the

police, on grounds of obscenity, a few weeks after publication

in 1915; and the Bow Street magistrate ordered the seized

copies to be destroyed. For the rest of his life Lawrence was
harassed and persecuted by the official and unofficial guardians

of public morals—the censoK-morons, as he /•ailed them, who
“hate the living and growing human consciousness”. The
battle reached its height In the last two or three years -af his

life, when Lafy Chatterley's Lover, his* “direct phallic book” was

suppressed in bqjh Britain and America. Lawrence’s^ case

against the censors, “tie grey ones,” profound in its psycho-
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logical insight,- brilliant in argument, and based on tKe history
of the last four hftndred years, leaves nothing more to be%aid.
. HI. Verse. Lawrence was a poet before he was-a novelist,

and although .fcr a time K& was himself a “Georgian Poet”, he
very coon put his finger on the weaknesses of the others in the
gjoup. His verse criticism is not his greatt^ work, but at* its

best it is very fine, with an originality, immediacy and freshness

.that mikes nearly all other modern writing about poetry
appear dryland pedantic.

IV. Contemporaries and the Importance of the Novel^
Here at the hegft of the book are the magnificent essays in.
whiclf Lawrence affirms his faith in the importance of the novel
not me/efy as “literature”, but a»a vital force in life. Here too

ift-p his criticisms of the novelists who \fcre his contemporaries

—

criticisms which implicitly or explicitly hclpjto define Lawrence’s
own position amongst them.

V. Continentals. The beginning of the century saw the

first complete translations of the great Russian novelists into

English. To Lawrence) 'as to many others, this revelation of a

whole new literature^ “meant an enormous amount ... I

* thought them d i - greatest writers of all time”. Later he became
convinced “how much finer and purer and more ultimate

our own stuff is”, but his writing on the 'Russtefts and parti-

cular^ on “the Russian spirit” are as'relevant today as ever.

Lawrence lived for Ions* periods on the Continent,
#
andyvas

widely read in modern European literature. In discussing it

he sought always to penetrate to the locaf genius behind it

—

French or Sicilian, German or Sardinian. Both as a critic and
a traveller he was intensely aware of the “spirit of place”.

VI. Americans. “The Spirit of Place” is the introductory

essay to Studies in Classic American Literature, and Lawrence’s

ideas oi^ the American character are never far below the

surface in these essays that represent his most sustained venture

into literary criticism. The whole book i^ reprinted here, with

the exception of four pieces thatdeemed of less literafy interest

than the res*—those on Franklii^ Crevecceur, Dana find

Hawthorne’s Blithedale Romance. After the Studies the section

concludes with Lawrence in his best reviewing style discussing

some American books of the 1920’s—with a word of pj^ise

for Mr. Efnest Jlemingway.
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These *bald summaries are intended merely to indicate the

plamof the book. Yet even the plan itself suggests*ome unique

characteristics of Lawrence as a critic—{he complete absence

of the academic approach to liteAture, of the desire to fit

literature into tidy categories; the way in which miny pi his

important statempms occur in reviews or essays on books now
forgotffen; the striking fact that he never sets out to write directly

about any literature earlieith'an that of the century in|o which

he was born (though European literature from Horner onwards

was present in his mind to be drawn on where necessary to

.illustrate some point in contemporary work) ^ and how in this

respect, as in many others, he contrasts with that ‘Other

dominating literary figure c{ his generation, T. S.tEfoot.

But this Introduction is not a discussion of Lawrenceis

literary criticism. It is’ rather a direction sign pointing ahead
'

to the wonderful vitality and \ aricty of the work itself.

Anthony Beal.



PART ONE

Autobiographical 1

[i]

AUTJpBIOGRAPHfCAL SKETCH

They aflc*mc: “Did you find it %ery hard to get on and to

'btcome a success?” And I have to acftnit that if I can be said

to have got on, and if I can be called a success, then I did not

find it hard.

I nev^r starved in ^garret, nor waited in anguish for the

post to bring rre an answer from editor or publisher, nor did I

struggle in sweat and blood to bring forth mighty works, nor

did I ever wake up and find myself famous.

I was a poor boy. I oyght to ha\ e wrestled in the fell clutch

of circumstance, and undergone the bludgeonings of chance
before I became a writer with a very modest incdhfe and a very

questionable reputation. But I didn’t. It all happened by
itself and without any groans from n^e.

It seems a pity. Because I was undoubtedly a poor boy of

the working classes, with no apparent future in fron^ of me.

But after all, what am I now?
I was born among the working classes and brought up among

them. My father was a collier, and only a collier, nothing

praiseworthy about him. He wasn’t even respectable, in so far

as he gotjirunk rather frequently, never went near a chapel,

and was usually rather rude to his little immediate bosses at

the pit.

He practically never had a godlj stall, all the time lie was a

butty, becauset he was always sayfeig tiresome and foolish

tilings about the men just above him in control at the mine. He
offended them all, almost oti purpose, soliow coijld he expect

them to favour him? Yet he grumbled when they didn’t.

MjpmotRer was, I suppose, superior. $he came from town,
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and belonged really to the lower bourgeoisie. She spoke King’s

English, without an accent, and never in h£r life could even

imitate a sentence of the dialect which my father spoke, and
which we children spoke out of door?.

She wrote a fine Italian hand, and a clever and abusing
letter when she ^eft like it. And as she grew older she read

novels again, and got terribly impatient with Diana of Ike

Crossways and terribly thrilfed by East Lynne.

But she was a working man’s wife, and nothing^else, in her

jhabby little black bonnet and her shrewd, clear, “different”

face. And she was very much respected, just^as my father was

not respected. Her nature was quick and sensitive, and

perhaps really superior. But she was down, right d*A\^p in the

working class, among the mass ofpoorer colliers’ wives.

I was a delicate
f
palc brat with a snuffy nose, whom most

people treated quite gently as just an ordinary delicate little

lad. When I was twelve I got a county council scholarship,

twelve pounds a year, and went to Nottingham High School.

After leaving school I was a clerk for three months, then had

a very serious pneumonia illness, in my seventeenth year, that

damaged my health for life.

A year later I became a school teacher, and after three

years’ savag# Caching ofcollier lads I went to take the “normal”

course in Nottingham University.

4s I t^as glad to leave school, I wgf glad to leave college. It

had meant mere disillusion, instead o£ the living contact of

men. From college I wrent down to Croydon, near London, to

teach in a new elementary school at a hundred pounds a year.

It was while I was at Croydon, when I wras twenty-thr£e, that

the girl who had been the chief friend of my youth, and who
was herselfa school teacher in a mining village at home, copied

out some ofmy poems, and without telling me, sent tj|)em to the

English Review, which had just had a glorious rebirth under

Ford Madox Hueffef.

HueffiSr was most kind. Me printed the poems, and asked

mC to come and see him.^'tfie girl had lauifchqd me, so easily,

on my literary career, like a princess cutting a thread, launching

a ship.

£ had been tussling away for four years, getting out The White

Peacock in inchobte yits, from the underground 6f my. con-
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sciousness. I must have written most of it five or six time^ but
only in intervals, neyer as a task or a divine labour, or in the

groans of parturition.

I would dasfl at it, do a bit, show it to the girl; she always

admired it; then realise afterwards it wasn’t what I wanted,

ajid have another das{j. But at Croydon 1 #iad worked at it

fairly steadijy, in the evenings after school.

AnybBw, it was done, after foci
- or five years’ spasmodic

effort. Hujffer asked at once to see the manuscript. He read it

immediately, with the greatest cheery sort of kindness and bluft

And in his queer voice, when we were in an omnibus in London*
he shouted in my ear: “It’s got every fault that the English

novel oai#havc.”

Just then the English novel was sdj>posod to have so many
faults, in comparison with the French, jthat it was hardly

allowed to exist at all. “But,"’ shouted Hueffer in the bus,

“you’ve ™t GENIUS*
This made me want to laugh, it sounded so comical. In the

early days they were always ti lling me I had got genius, as if

to console me for not having their own incomparable

advantages.

But Hueffer
#
didn’t mean that. I always thought he had a bit

of genius himself. Anyhow', he sent J.he MS* Sf The If kite

Peacotf to William Heinemann, who accepted it at once, and

made me alter only four iittle lines yhose omission w*uld <ow
make anybody smile. I was to have £50#whcn the book was

published.

Meanwhile Hueffer printed more poems and some stories

of mine in the English Review, and people read them and told

me so, to my embarrassment and anger. I hated being an

author, in people’s eyes. Especially as I was a teacher.

When ] was twenty-five my mother died, and two months

later The White Peacock was published, but it meant nothing to

me. I went on teaching for another year, and then again a bad

pneumonia illness intervened. WJjen I got better I efid not go

b^ck to schook f lived henceforward on my scanty literary

earnings.

It is seventeen years sine* I gave up teaching ^pd started to

live an independent life of the pen. I have never starved, »nd

nev^even felt poor, though my incoma for the first ten years
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was no better, and often worse, than it would have been

ifI nad remained an elementary school teacher.

But when one has been born poor a very little money can b,e

enough. Now"my father would think I am ricH, if nobody else

does. And my mother would think I have risen in the world,

even i£I don’t thrnk so. t

But something is wrong, either with me or witjj the world,

or with both of As. I havf gone far and met many people, of

all sorts and all conditions, and many whom I ha\p genuinely

iiked and esteemed.

,
People, personally^have nearly always been friendly. Ofcritics

we will not speak, they are different fauna from people. And
I have wanted to feel truly friendly with some, at ldhs'V, of my
fellow-men.

Yet I have neves, quite succeeded. Whether I get on in the

world is a question; but I certainly don’t get on very well with

the world. And whether I am a worldly success or not I really

don’t know. But I feel, somehow, not much of a human
success.

By which I mean that I don’t feel there is any very cordial

or fundamental contact between me,and society, or me and

other people. There is a breach. And my qontact is with

something tfta*t is non-human, non-vocal.

I used to think it had something to do with the oldness and
th£t wofi-outness of Eur

(
ope. Having tried other places, I

know that is not ^o. Europe is, perhaps, the least worn-out

of the continents, because it is the most lived in. A place that

is lived in lives.

It is since coming back from America that I ask myself

seriously: Why is there so little contact between myself and the

people whom I know? Why
(

has the contact no vital meaning?

And if I write the question down, and try to write the answer

down, it is because I feel it is a question that troubles many men.

The answer, as far as I can see, has something to do with

class. Cfass makes a gulf, aqfoss which all the best human flow

is tost. It is not exactly the triumph of the middle classes that

has made the deadness, *but the triumph of the middle-class

thing. ,
As a man from the working class, I feel that the middle class

cut off some of my wtal vibration when I a&i with th^. I
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admit them charming and educated and good people often

enough. Bu{ they*just stop some part of me from working. Seme
part has to be left out/

Then why <jbn’t I live *vith my working people? Because

their #vibfation is limited in another direction. They are

narrow, but still fairly deep and passionate, whereas the middle
class is broad and shalfow and passionless. Quite passionless.

At the b/st fhey substitute affection jwhich is the great middle-

class positi\^ emotion.

But the working class is narrow in outlook, in prejudice, and
narrow in intelligence. This again makes a prison. One carf

"'belong absolutely to no class.

Yet l/fi#d, here in Italy, for example, that I live in a certain

siJcnt contact with the peasants who \fork the land of this villa.
1

1 am not intimate with them, hardly speak to them save to say

good day. And they are not working for me; I am not their

padrone .

Yet it is they, really, who form my ambiente
,
and it is from

them that the human flow corn^s to' me. I don’t want to live

with them in their cottages; that would be a sort of prison.

•But I want them to be there, about the pljce, their lives going

on along with mine, anti in relation to mine. I don’t idealise

them. Enough of that folly! It is worse than string
#
school-

cBildrfn to express themselv es in self-conscious twaddle. I don’t

expect them to make aijy millennium here on earth, neither

now nor in the futurg. But I want to live near them* because

their life still flows.

And now I know, more or less, why I cannot follow in the

footsteps even of Barrie or of Wells, who both came from the

common people also and are both such a success. Now I know
why I cannot rise in the world and become even a little popular

and rich.^

I cannot make the transfer from my own class into the middle

class. I cannot, not for anything in the world, forfeit my
passional cc^isciousness and my old blood-affinity* with my
fellow-men aigl tfte animals and thg land, for that other thin,

spurious mental conceit which is aty that* is left of the mental

consciousness once it has njade itself exclusive.
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W
\ HYMNS IN A MAN’S LIFE

NoTHftjo is more ditficult than to determine what a child takes

in, and does not take in, |f its environment and its Caching.
This fact is brought home to me by the hymns whj^h I learned

as a child, and never forgot. They mean to me almost more

,

than the finest poetry, and they have for me ^ more permanent
•value, somehow or other.

It is almost shameful to c§nfess that the poems vriifch have

meant most to me, liker Wordsworth’s Ode to Immortality a#d
Keats’s Odes, and pieces of Macbeth or As You Like It or Mid-

summer Night's Dream, and Goethe’s lyrics, such as Uber alien

Gipfeln ist Ruh, and Verlaine’s Ayant pou^se la porte qui chancelle—
all these lovely poems which after all give the ultimate shape

to one’s life; all these lovely poems woven deep into a man’s

consciousness, are still not woven so deep in me as the rather

banal Nonconformist hymns that penetrated through and*

through my childhood.

Each gentle dove
And sighing bough
That makes the? eve

So fair to me
Has something far

Diviner now*
To draw’ me back
To Galilee.

O Galilee, sweet Galilee,

Where Jesus loveef so much to be,

O Galilee, sweet Galilee,

Gome sing thy songs again to me!

To me the word Galilee Hhs a wonderful ^oujjd. The Lake

of Galilee! I don’t want to know where it is. I never want to

go to Palestine. Gaiilee is one of those lovely, glamorous

worlds, not jJlaces, that exist in the golden haze of a child’s

half-formed imagination. And in my man’s ijnagirtation^t is
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just the same. It has been left untouched. With regaiti to the

hymns whicl^ hath such a profound influence on my childish

consciousness, there hds been no crystallising out, no dwindling

into actuality, j® hardening into the commonplace. They are

the sajne to my man’s experience as they were to me nearly

forty years ago.

^he moon, perhaps, *has shrunken a littleT One ha# been

forced tqpledrn about orbits, eclipse*, relative distances, dead
worlds, cratjrs of the moon, and so on. The crescent at evening

still startles the soul with its delicate flashing. But the mind
Vorks automatically and says: “Ah, she is in her first quarter.*

She is all there, in spite of the fact that we see only this slim*

blade. The earth’s shadow is ovcj her.” And, willy-nilly, the

intrusion of the mental processes dimsfhc brilliance, the magic

'of the first apperception.

It is the same with all things The sheer delight of a child’s

apperception is based on wonder

;

and deny it as we may, know-

ledge and wonder counteract one another. So that as know-

ledge increases wonder decreasi s. We say again: Familiarity

breeds contempt. So that as wi grow older, and become more
familiar with phenomena, we become mojre contemptuous of

them. But that is only partly true. It has taken some races of

men thousands of years to become contemptuous #f the’moon,

arid toAhe Hindu the cow is still wondrous. It is not familiarity

that breeds contempt: it
jp

the assumption of knowledge. Any-
body who looks at thj moon and sa^s, “I know all aoout that

poor orb,” is, of course, bored by the moon*
Now the great and fatal fruit of our civilisation, which is a

civilisation based on knowledge, and hostile to experience, is

boredom. All our wonderful education and learning is pro-

ducing a grand sum-total of boredom. Modern people aie

inwardly thoroughly bored. Do As they may, they are bored.

They are bored because they experience nothing. And they

experience nothing because the wonder has gone out of them.

And when the wonder has gone out of a man he is dead. He is

henceforth only all insect.
#When all comes to all, the most prccioUs element in life is

wonder. Love is a great gmotion, and power is power. But

both love and power are based on wonder. Love without

wonder is*a sensational affair, and power without wonder is
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mere fdtce and compulsion. The one universal element in

consciousness which is fundamental to life *is the element of

wpnder. You cannot help feeling it in ‘a bean as it start&4o

grow and pulls itself out of its jacket. You caifttot help feeling

it in the glisten of the nucleus of the amoeba. You recogpise it,

willy-nilly, in aidant busily tugging at a straw; in a rook, a^it

walksthe frosty grass.

They all have their ovjn obstinate will. But alscfcthcy all

live with a sense of wonder. Plant consciousness% insect con-

sciousness, fish consciousness, animal consciousness, all arc

'related by one permanent element, which
#
we may call the

’religious element inherent in all life, even in a flea: the sense

of wonder. That is our spcth sense. And it is th& natural

religious sense.

Somebody says that mystery is nothing, because mystery'

is something you don’t know, and what you don’t know is

nothing to you. But there is more than
f
one way of knowing.

Even the real scientist works in the sense ofwonder. The pity

is, when he comes out of his laboratory he puts aside his

wonder along with his apparatus, and tries to make it all

perfectly didactic. Science in its true condition ofwonder is a£

religious as any religion. But didactic science is as dead and

boring* as dogmatic religion. Both are wondcrless and pro-
‘ ductive of boredom, endless boredom.

fiow we come back to the hymns.. They live and glisten in

the depftis of the man’s Consciousness ip undimmed wonder,

because they have* not been subjected to any criticism or

analysis. By the time I was sixteen I had criticised and got

over the Christian dogma.

It was quite easy for me; my immediate forebears had

already done it for me. Salvation, heaven, Virgin birth,

miracles, even the Christiafi dogmas of right and^ wrong

—

one soon got them adjusted. I never could really worry about

them. Heaven is one of the instinctive dreams. Right and

wrong is something you can’t»dogmatise about; it’« not so easy.

Asrfor my soul, I simply dpn*t and never did*unjlerstand how I

could “save” it. C/ne c^n save one’s pennies. But how can

one save one’s soul? ©ne can only Ifve one’s soul. The business

is to live, realfy alive. And this needs wonder.

f?o that the miracle£f the loaves and fishes ^ just’hs goqgl to
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me now as when I was a child. I don’t care whether it is

historically a /act br not. What does it matter? It is part of
the.genuine wonder. The same with all the religious teaching

I had as a child,tz/arf from the didacticism and sentimentalism.

I am efem'ally grateful for the wonder with which it filled my
childhood.

Sun ofmy soul, thou Saviour dear,

^t is not night ifThou tie near

—

That was the lasj hymn at the board school. It did not mean
t8 me any Christian dogma or any salvation. Just the words,

“Sun of*n*y soul, thou Saviour dear,” penetrated me with

wonder and the mystery of twilight. At, another time the last

Vymn was:

Fair waved the golden corn

In Canaans pleasant land

—

And again I loved “Canaan’s pleasant land”. The wonder of
‘‘Canaan”, which could never be localised.

I think it was good to be brought up a Frotcstant: and among
Protestants, a Nonconformist, and among Nonconformists, a

Cofigrcfationalist. Which sounds phaVisaic. But I should

have missed ^utterly a diject knowledge of the Bible, and, a

direct relation to Galjlec and Canaan, Moab and Kedron,

those places that never existed on earth. And in the Church of

England one would hardly have escaped those snobbish

hierarchies of class, which spoil so much for a child. And the

Primitive Methodists, when I was a boy, were always having

“revivals” and being “saved”, and I always had a horror of

being save^.

So, altogether, I am grateful to my “Congregational”

upbringing. The Congregationalists are jhe oldest Noncon-

formists, descendants of the Oliver Cromwell Independents.

They still had tfie Puritan traditional of no ritual. But they

avoided the personal emotionalism which one found among the

Methodists when I was a boy.

I liked our chapel, which was tall and full of lifht, and -jjpt

still: and cftlour-jvashed pale green anc!^ blue, with a bit of
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lotus pattern. And over the organ-loft, “O worship the Lord
in (he beauty ofholiness,” in big letters.

That was a favourite hymn, too:

O worship the Lord, in the beauty of holiness,

Bow down before Him, His glory proclaim;

With goltf of obedience and inctnse of lowliness

Kneel and adore Him, the Lord is His nam^

I don’t know what the “beauty of holiness” i% exactly. It

easily becomes cant, or nonsense. But if you don’t think about

it—and why should you?—it has a magic. The same with the

whole verse. It is rather bad, really, “gold of obedience” and

“incense oflowliness”. ButTn me, to the music, it stifll produces

a sense ofsplendour. •

I am always glad we had the Bristol hymn-book, not Moody
and Sankey. And I am glad our Scotch minister on the whole

avoided sentimental messes such as Lead, Kindly Light
,
or even

Abide With Me. He had a healthy preference for healthy

hymns.

At everv ere the sun was set,

The sick, O Lord, aroudd Thee lay.

Oh, in what divers pains they met!

Oh, in what joy they went away!

Wnd often we had “Fight the good fight with aft thy might”.

In Sunday School I am eternally grateful to old Mr.

Remington, with his round white beard and his ferocity. He
made us sing! And heioved the martial hymns:

Sound the battle-cry,

See, the foe is nigh.

Raise theStandard high

For the Lord.

The ghastly senfimentalijm that came like a leprosy over

region had not yet got hold ofour colliery village. I remember
when I was in Clbss if in the Sunday School, when I was

about seven, a worgan teacher trying to harrow us about the

Crucifixion# And she kept saying: “And aren’t you sorry for

JdSus? Aren’t you1

scyry?” And most of the«children wept. I
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believe I shed a crocodile tear or two, but very vivid is my
memory of saving 40 myself: “I don’t really care a bit.” Aryd I

.
could never go back on it. I never cared about the Crucifixion,

one’way or another. Yet the wonder of it penetrated very deep
in me.

Thirty-six years ago men, even Sunday School teachers, still

beMeved in the fight foriife and the fun of it. *‘Hold the* fort,

for I am (joimng.” It was far, far from any militarism or gun-

fighting.
#
But it was the battle-cry of a stout soul, and a fine

thing too.

Stand up
,
stand up for Jesus,

Ye soldiers of the Lord.

• Here is the clue to the ordinary Englishman—in the Non-
conformist hymns.

[First published in The Evening News (Lcndon), 13 October, 1928 J

[31

Letter to H. C., i guy.

... I admit your accusation of impi cssioniyn and’ dog-

matism^ Suddenly, in a world full of. tones and tints and

shadows I see a colour and it vibrates on my retina. I dip a

brush in it and say, “See* that's the* colour!” So it ft, so 'it

isn’t. . . .

[4]

Letter to Sydney S. Pawling (of Heincmann’s) 18 Oct., 1910

I am glad, and much relieved, lo hear that you have the

TMSS. of the S. of S.* in your hands. (By the way, don’t you
think the title idiotic? I am a failure there. How would The

Livanters do?) ,1 shall wait with some curiosity to hear your

opinion of the \^orfc. It contains, 1* know, some rattling goal
stdff. But if the whole is not to your .taste* I shall not mind,

for I am not in the least anxious to publish that book. I am
content to let it lie for a few years. Of course, yoti have on]y

* The^aga of SiegfAed, afterwards published as ‘Pjie Trespasser.
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got the»rapid work of three months. I should want, I do want,

to overhaul the book considerably as soon aayoujcare to return

it, to me. I am not anxious to publish it, and ifyou are of like

mind, we can let the thing stay, and I will giye you—with ho
intermediary this time—my third novel, Paul Morel,* which is

plotted out very interestingly (to me), and about one*eighth

of which is written. Paul Morel will be a novel—not a fldHd

prose poem, or a^decorated idyll running to seeH hg realism:

but a restrained, somewhht impersonal novel. It interests me
very much.

[5]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 21 Jan., 1912

... I will send you herewith the 180 or 190 pages of the?

Trespasser which I have done. It won’t take me much longer,

will it? I hope the thing is knitted firm—I hate those pieces

where the stitch is slack and loose* The Stranger piece is

probably still too literary—I don’t feel at all satisfied.

But this is a work one can’t regard easily—I mean, at one’s

ease. It is so much oneself, one’s naked self. I give myself

away so much, and write what is my most palpitant, sensitive

self, that I loathe the book, because it will betray me to a parcel

of fools. Which is what any deeply personal or lyrictft writer

feels, I guess. I often think Stendhal must haue writhed in

torture*every time he ibmembered Rouge et le Noir was

public property: atid Jefferies at The Story of my Heart. I don’t

like The Story ofmy Heart.

I wish the Trespasser\vere to be issued privately, to a few folk

who had understanding. But I suppose by all the rules of life,

it must take open chance, if it’s good enough.

[6]

Letter to Edward GarnjtI, 14 Nov., 19K
. . I hasten to* tell you I sent the MS. 01 the Paul M&rel

novel to Duckworth registered, yesterday. And I want to

defend it, qfcick. { wrote it again, pruning it and shaping it

f Published as Sons andoLovers.
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and filling it in. I tell you it has got form—-form: haven’t I

made it patiently,out of sweat as well as blood. It follows<his

idea: a woman of character and refinement goes into the lowpr
'

cldss, and has lift satisfaction in her own life. She has had a

passion for her husband, so the children are born of passion,

and have heaps of vitality. But as her sons grow up she selects

thSm as lovers—first thi eldest, then the second. These sons

are urged^intt> life by their reciprocal love of their mother

—

urged on and on. But when they come to manhood, they can’t

love, because their mother is the strongest power in their lives,

and holds them. It’s rather like Goethe and his mother and
’

'Frau von Stein ahd Christiana—As soon as the young men <

come into^ontact with women, there’s a split. William gives

hi%scx to a fribble, and his mother hol<js his soul. But the split

•kills him, because he doesn’t know where he is. The next

son gets a woman who fights for his soul—fights his mother.

The son loves the mother—all the sons hate and are jealous of

the fathci. The battle*goes on between the mother and the

girl, with the son as object. The mother gradually proves

stronger, because of the tic of biood. The son decides to leave

his soul in his mother’s hands, and, like his elder brother, go

for passion. He gets passton. Then the splitbegins to tell again.

But, almost unconsciously, the mother realisc% yrfiat Is the

matter^ and begins to die. The son casts off his mistress,

attends to his mother dying. He is left in the end naked of

everything, with the drift fowards death.

It is a great tragedy, and I tell you I h£\c written a great

book. It’s the tragedy ofthousands ofyoung men in England

—

it may*evcn be Bunny’s tragedy. I thiflk it was Ruskin’s, and

men like him.—Now tell me if I haven’t worked out my theme,

like life, but always my theme. Read my novel. It’s a great

novel. Ifyou can’t see the development—which is slow, like

•growth—fcan.

[71

Letter to Edward Garnett^ 12 Jan., 19*3

... I could do hack work, to a certain amount. But apjriy

my ergativ® self where it doesn’t want tote applied, makes me
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feel I should burst or go cracked. I couldn’t have done any
more at that novel—at least for six months. I must go on
pfoducing, producing, and the stuff must come more and more
to shape each year. But trim and garnish m^stuff I cannot

—

it must go.

[8]

Letter to Edward Garnett, ii March, 1913

. . . I’m a damned curse unto myself. I’ve written rather

more than halfofa most fascinating (to me) novel. But nobody
will ever dare to publish i*. I feel I could knock my head

against the wall. Yet I*love and adore this new book. It’s*Ul

crude as yet, like one of Tony’s clumsy prehistorical beasts—

•

most cumbersome and floundering—but I think it’s great —so

new, so really a stratum deeper than I think anybody has ever

gone, in a novel. But there, you see, it’s my latest. It is all

analytical—quite unlike Sons and Lovers
,
not a bit visualised. But

nobody will publish it. I wish I had never been born. But I’m

going to stick at it,
#
get it done, and then write another, shorter,

absolutely impeccable—as far as mdrals go—novel. It is an

oath I have*wowed—if I have to grind my teeth to stumps, I’ll

do it—or else what am I going to live on, and keep Fi*ledaPon

withal?

[9]

Letter to A. W. McLeod, 26 April, 1913

. . . Pray to your gods for me that Sons and Lovers shall

succeed. People should begin to take me seriously now. And I

do so break my heart over England when I rea<t the New'
Machiavelli.* And I am so sure that only through a readjustment

between«men and women, and a making free and Jiealthy ofthis

seic, will she get out of hef jfresent atrophy. Lord, and if I

don’t “subdue my* art to a metaphysic”, as somebody vdly

beautifully said of Hardy, I do write because I want folk

—

English folk—to altpr, and have more sense.

* Lawrence’s views on tfev> Machiavelli and Wells arejjiven dn pag^33
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[ 10]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 30 Dec., 1913
In a few days’ time I shall send you the first half of The

Sisters*—which I should rather call The Wedding Ring—to

Duckworth’s. It is very flifferent from Sons ancl Lovers : written

in anothef language almost. I shall be sorry ifyou don’t like it,

but am prepared. I shan’t write in the same manner as Sons

and Lovers again, I think—in that hard, violent style full of

sensation and presentation. You must see what you think of

^he new style.

[ii]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 29 Jan., 1914

I am not very much surprised, nor even very much hurt by

your letter- and I agre<*with you. I agree with you about the

Templeman cp' ,ode. In the scheme of the novel, however, I

must have Ella get some experii nee before she meets her Mr.

IJirkin. I also felt that the character was inclined to fall into

two halves—and gradations between them .• It came of trying

to graft on to the character of the char^f^r, mere or

les% ofJ . That I ought not to have done. To your two

main criticisms, that the Templeman episode is wrong, and

that the character of Ella*is incoherent, I agree. The* about

the artistic side beimf in the background* It is that which

troubles me most. I have no longer the joy in creating vivid

scenes,•that I had in Sons and Lovers. I*don’t care much more

about accumulating objects in the powerful light of emotion,

and making a scene of them. I have to write differently. I am
most anxious about your criticisnv of this, the second half of

•the novel? a hundred and fifty pages of which I send you

to-morrow. Tell me very frankly what you think of it: and if

it pleases you, tell me whether^you think Ella wjould be

possible, as slie nc*v stands, unles# she had some experience

o&love and of iflen. I think, impossible. 'Shen she must have

a love episode, a significant one. But it myst not be a Temple-

man episode.

* This was tjie firsUdraft of the novel eventuallyjmblished as The RainVbw
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I shall go on now to the end of the book. . It will not take

nn^long. Then I will go over it all again, #nd I shall be very

dad to hear all you have to say. But if this, tile second half,

also disappoints you, I will, when I come Jp the end, leave

this book altogether. Then I should propose to write a story

with a plot, and abandon the exhaustive method entirely

—

writ^pure objeft and story.

I am going through a transition stage myself.* I am a slow

writer, really—I only have great outbursts of work! So that

I do not much mind if I put all this novel in the*fire, because

it is the vaguer result of transition. I write with everything

vague—plenty offire underneath, but, like Hhlbs in the ground,

only shadowy flowers that must be beaten and sustained, for

another spring. I feel
#
that this second half of The Sister

,g is

very beautiful, but it may not be sufficiently incorporated to

please you. I do not try to incorporate it very much—I prefer

the permeating beauty. It is my transition stage—but I must
write to live, and it must produce it# flowers, andif they be

' frail or shadowy, they will be all right if they are true to their

hour. It is not so easy for one to be married. In marriage one

must become something else. And I am changing, one way or

the other. Thank \ou for the trouble you take for me. I shall

be all the ty^er in the end. Remember I am a slow producer,

really.

[ 12 ]

Letter to Edward Gannett, 22 April, 1914

... I am not after all a child working erratically. All the time,

underneath, there is something deep evolving itself out in me.

And it is hard to express a«new thing, in sincerity. And you

should understand, and help me to the new thing, not get'

angry and say it is common, and send me back to the tone of the

old Sisters. In the ^Sisters wgis the germ of this novel: woman
becoming individual, self-roBponsible, taking her own initiative.

But the first Sisters*was flippant and often vulgar and jeering.

I had to get out ofihat*attitude,
#
and make my subject really

worthy. Yom see—you tell me I am halfa Frenchman and one-

eighth a Cockney. Jut that isn’t it. I have veiy often the
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vulgarity and disagreeableness of the common people, as you
say Cockney, and Pmay be a Frenchman. But primarily lam
a passionately religious' man, and my novels must be writteh

from the depth c^my religious experience. That*I must keep

to, because* I can only work like that. And my Cockneyism
an^ commonness are on^y when the deep feklkig doesn’t find

its way out, and a sort ofjeer comes instead, and sentimentality,

and purjfism. But you should see the religious, earnest,

suffering maq, in me first, and then the flippant or common
things after. Mrs. Garnett says I have no true nobility—with

all my cleverness a#d charm. But that is not true. It is there,

ih spite of all the littlenesses and commonnesses

[13]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 5 June, 1914

... I don’t agree with you about the Wedding Ring. You will

find that in a while you will like the book as a whole. I don’t

think the psychology is wrong: it is only that I have a different

attitude to my characters, and that necessitates a different

attitude in you, which you are not prepared to give. As for its

being my cleverness which would pull the thing tffrough—that

souffds oad to me, for I don’t think I am so very clever, in that

way. I think the book is *bit futuristic—quite unconsciously

so. But when I read Marinetti
—

“the profound intuitions of

life added one to the other, woid by word, according tq their

illogical conception, will give us the general lines ofan intuitive

physiology of matter”—I see something of what I am after.

I translate him clumsily, and his Italian is obfuscated

—

and I don’t care about physiology of matter—but somehow

—

that whiejj is physic—non -human, in humanity, is more
interesting to me than the old-fashioned human element

—

which causes one to conceive a character jn a certain moral

scheme and make him consistent. The certain moral scheme is

what I object to« In Turgenev, and ia Tol^oi, and in Dostoi-

evsky, the moral scheme into which all the characters fit—and it

is nearly the same scheme—fe, whatever the extra^rdinariness

of the characters themselves, dull, old, dead. When Marinetti

writes^* It is*the sglidity of a blade of steeflthat is interesting by
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itself, that is, the incomprehending and inhuman alliance of its

molecules in resistance to, let us say, a bdllet. .The heat of a

piece ofwood or iron is in fact more passionate, for us, than the

laughter or tears of a woman”—then I kno ^.what he means.

He is stupid, as an artist, for contrasting the heat' of the iron

and the laugh offhe woman. Because what is interesting nyhe
laugh of the woman is the same as the binding of the molecules

of steel or their action in heat: it is the inhuman ^frill, call it

physiology, or like Marinetti—physiology of^matter, that

fascinates me. I don’t so much care about what the woman
feels—in the ordinary usage of the word. That presumes an ego

to feel with. I only care about what the woman is—what she is

—inhumanly, physiologically, materially—according to the use

of the word: but for. me, what she is as a phenomenon (dfr as

representing some greater, inhuman will), instead of what she

feels according to the human conception. That is where the

futurists are stupid. Instead of loolyng for the new human
phenomenon, they will only look for the phenomena of the

science of physics to be found in human beings. They are

crassly stupid. But if anyone would give them eyes, they would

pull the right apples off the tree, for their stomachs are true in

appetite. You mustn’t look in my novel for the old stable ego

of the chcfrcfcter. There is another ego, according to whose

action the individuals unrecognisable, and passes through, as

it wer^ allotropic. states which it nerds a deeper Sense than any

we’ve been used ya exercise, to discow are states of the same

single radically unchanged element. (Like as diamond and

coal are the same purg single element of carbon. The ordinary

novel would trace the history of the diamond—but I say,

“Diamond, what! This is carbon.” And my diamond might be

coal or soot, and my theme is carbon.) You must not say my
novel is shaky—it is not perfect, because I am nqf expert in

what I want to do. But it is the real thing, say what you like.

And I shall get njy reception, if not now, then before long.

Again I say, don’t look fov the development «f the novel to

follow the lines of jertai» characters: the cliararters fall into die

form of some other rhythmic form, as when one draws a

fiddle-bow^cross &fine tray delicately sanded, the sand takes

l\fies unknown.
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[14]

Letter to A. -W. McLeod, 2 June, 1914
... I have been interested in the futurists.* I got a book of

thefr poetry—a very fat btok too—and a book ofpictures-*and

I read Marinetti’s and Paolo Buzzi’s manifestations and essays

and Soffic?s essays on cubism and futurism. It interests me
very much, f like it because it is the applying to emotions

of the purging of the old forms and sentimentalities. I like it

fer its saying—enough of this sickly cant, let us be honest and
stick by wh#t is in us. Only when f£lk say, “Let us be honest

and^stick by what is in us”—they always mean, stick by those

things that have been thought horrid, and by those alone.

They want to deny every scrap of tradition and experience,

which is silly. They are very young, college-student and
medical-student at his most blatant. But I like them. Only I

don’t believe in them. I agree with them about the weary

sickness of pedantry and tradition and inertness, but I don’t

agree with them as to the cure and the escape. They will

progress down the purely male or intellectual or scientific line.

They will even use their intuition for intellectual dhti scierftific

purpose. ®The .one thing about their art is that it isn't art, but

ultra scientific attempts to ijfakc diagrams of certain physic or

mental states. It is ultra-ultra intellectual, going bfcyond

Maeterlinck and the Symbolistes, who are intellectual. There

isn’t one trace of naivete in the works—though there’s plenty of

naivete lh the authors. It’s the most self-amscious, intentional,

pseudo-scientific stuff on the face of the earth. Marinetti

begins: “Italy is like a great Dreadnought surrounded by her

torpedo bo^ts.” That is it exactly—n great mechanism. Italy

H&s got to go through the most mechanical and dead stage of

all—everything is appraised according to its mechanic value

—

everything is subject to the laws ofphysics. *This is the* revolt

against beastly sgptilhent and slavish ^dherence to tradition*

an<fthe dead mind. For that I love it. J love them when they

say to the child, “All right, ifyeu want to drag nests and torment

kittens, do it lustily.” But I reserve the right to answer, “All

right, it oh. But if I catch you at it you jet a hiding.”
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I think the only re-sourcing of art, revivifying it, is to make
it cnore the joint work of man and worrvan. I think the one
thing to do, is for men to have courage to draw nearer to

women, expose themselves to them, and b^fpltered by them:
and for women to accept and admit men. That is the start—by
bringing themselves together, men and women—revealing

themselves each to the other, gaining great blind knowledge
and suffering ^nd joy, which it will take a big further lapse of

civilisation to exploit and work out. Because the source of all

life and knowledge is in man and woman, and the source of all

living is in the interchange and the meeting and mingling of

these two: man-life and woman-life, man-knowledge and
woman-knowledge, man-being and woman-being. *

[15]

Letter to J. B. Pinker, 16 Dec., 1915
. . . Tell Arnold Bennett that all rules of construction hold

good only for novels which are copies of other novels. A book
which is not a copy of other books has its own construction, and
what he calls faults, he being an old imitator, I call character-

istics. I shall repeat till I am grey—when they have as good a

work to show, they may make their pronouncements ex

cathedra. Till then, let them learn decent respect*

[16]

Letter to Curtis Brown, 23 June, 1925

... I think next week I’ll send the MS. of The Plumed Serpent

(1Quetzalcoatl), my Mexican novel, to the New York office,

asking them to make the corrections on the duplicate and

forward a copy to you at once. I consider this my most impor-

tant navel, so far.
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[17]

Letter to Ernest Pollings, 24 Dec., 1912

... I am a great admirer ofmy own stuff wjiile it’s new, but

aftft
- a while I’m not s»*gone on it—like the true maternal

instinct, that kicks off an offspring as soon as it can go on its

own legs.

[18]

Lettff to Lady Ottoune Morrell* 5 Feb., 1929

«... Don’t you think it’s nonsense when Murry says that my
world is not the ordinary man’s world and that I am a sort of

animal with a sixth sense. Seems to me more likely he’s a sort

ofanimal with only four senses—the real sense oftouch missing.

They all seem determined to make a freak ofme—to save their

own short-failings, and make thi m “normal”.

[i9l

Letter to J. M;
Murry, 20 May, 1929

... You said in your review of myjpoems: “this is net life,

life is not like that.” Ahd you have the saAc attitude to the

real me. Life is not like that— ergo, there is no such animal.

Hence «ny “don’t care”. I am tired of being told there is no

such animal, by animals who are merely different. If I am a

giraffe, and the ordinary Englishmen who write about me and

say they know me are nice well-behaved dogs, there it is, the

animals ar? different. And the me that you say you love is not

me, but an idol of your own imagination. Believe me, you

don’t love me. The animal that I am you instinctively ttyslike

—

just as all the Lynds and Squires and»Eliots and Goulds instinc-

tively dislike it-^md you all say therms no %uch animal, or

there is there ought not to be—so why not stjpk to your position?
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[20]

#

Letter to Rolf Gardiner, 9 Aug., 1924

. . . Bah! If e^er you edit another paper, take up a hatchet,

not %dummy teat ofcommiseration.nWhat we need is to srrfhsh

a few big holes in European suburbanity, let in ap little real

fresh air. Oh, words are action good enough, if they’re the

right words. But all this blasted snivel of hopelessness and self-

pity and “stars”—and “Wind among the trees” and “camp-

fires”—and witanagemotery—It’s courage
rwe want, fresh air,

and not suffused sentiments. Even the stars are sta^e, that way.

If one is going to act, in 'words, one should go armed to, the

teeth, and fire carefully at the suburbanians—like Wells, White

Fox, Barrie, Jack Squire—even Murry—all the lot. Piff! and

down they go!



PART TWO

Puritanism and the Arts

[21 ]

Letter to Miss Pearn, 12 April, 1927
u ... I am in a quandary about my novel, Lady Chatterley's

Lover. It’s *vdiat the world would call very improper. But you
kn<|pw it’s not really improper—I always labour at the same
thing, to make the sex relation valid and precious, instead of

shameful. And this novel is the furthest I’ve gone. To me it is

beautiful and tender and frail as the naked self is, and I shrink

very inuen even from ffaving it typed. Probably the typist

would want to interfere.

[22]

Letitr J0*Martin Secker, 5 March, 1928

I posted off the MS. qf the novel to Pollinger to-day

—

changed the title to: John Thomas and*Lady Jane : which*! hope

you like, as it’s much more suitable than the other. I don’t at all

know how much you’ll react to the book, probably you’ll hate

it. Alcfous Huxley and Maria liked it ve^y much—so they said.

went into a fearful rage over it—a moral rage. They’re

the only people who have read it so far.

Then tlje expurgations—I did a feir amount of blanking out

and changing, then I sort of got colour-blind, and didn’t know
any more what was supposed to be proper and what not. So

you must consider it. Don’t all in a rush b^scared andwant to

pull whole sect^ns but. Just consicfc^a bit patiently, in detajj,

wTiat is possible and what isn’t. I knojv it’s not easy to judge.

And then ifthere are little bits you can leavf out without making
obvious gaps, then I’m willing you should leave tHfem out. But

if yon want any Substantial alteration m^de, then consider the

^3
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thing*carefully, in detail, and mark it carefully in blue pencil,

and send me the pages you want changed#and
(
I*ll do my best.

I think we ought to manage to make it feasible. . . .

Well, I hQpe you won’t hate the novel-y.hough you easily

may. It’s a bit ofa revolution in itself—a bit of a bomb.

[23]

Letter to Rolf Gardiner, 17 March, 1928

... It is strictly a novel of the phallic consciousness as against

the mental consciousness of to-day. For some things, you will

probably dislike it: because you are still squeamish,rand scared

of the phallic reality.
t
It is perfectly wholesome and noriral,

and man and a woman. But 1 protest against its being labelled
1

“sex”. Sex is a mental reaction nowadays, and a hopelessly

cerebral affair: and what I believe in is the true phallic con-

sciousness. But you’ll sec. So I shall send you a bunch of the

little order-forms, and you must get me what orders you can,

because the book must be read—it’s a bomb, but to the living,

a flood ofurge—and I must sell it. And it’s part of the crusade

that we are both out for, and una mano lava Valtra—but I

know you’K help me what you can. This is where I throw a

straight bomb at the skull of idealistic Mammon. ' Anti of

course it will in a way set me aparj even more definitely than

I am already set apart. It’s destiny. TustaiconmeJoso.

[24]

Letter to L. E. Pollinger, 2 April, 1928

If you haven’t sent over the MS. of Lady C. t<j Chatto’s

office, please don’t send it. I don’t want any more publishers

trying to cover their nakedness with “large patches of sheer

beauty” and sighing, “It’s a.great pity.” It is!
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Letter to Harry Crosby, Aug., 1928
?. . Savage rumours that Lady Chatterley is to be suppressed in

London: tmd*that it is stopped from entering America. Lieber

Ding! Betteryead it—it’s a direct phallic book, i.e. the direct

nocturnal connection of a man with the sun—the path of the

dark sun.

[26|

Letter to D. V. Lederhandler, 12 Sept., 1929

. . . Yes, the paralysis of Sir Clifford is symbolic—all art is au

fond symbolic, conscious or unconscious. When I began

Lady C., of couise I did not know what I was doing—I did

not deliberately work symbolically. But by the time the book

w,as finished I realised what the unconscious symbolism was.

And I wrote the book three times—I have three complete

MSS.—pretty different, yet the same. The wood is of course

unoenseSaus symbolism—perhaps even the mines—even Mrs.

.Bolton.

r27]

Letter to Lady Ottoline Morrell, 28 Dec., 1928

. . . About Lady C.—you mustn’t think I advocate perpetual

sex. Far from it. Nothing nauseate*me more than promiscuous

Sex in ancf out of season. But I want, with Lady C., to make an

adjustment in consciousness to the basic physical realities. I

realise that oi\e of the reasons wfyy the cofnmon people often

keep—or kept—the* good natural giow of life, just warm li^p,

ldhger than educated people, was because 'it was still possible

for them to say !* or —j—* without either a shudder or a

* The law being what it is, I have been compelled, reluctantly, to excise some
words.—(Editor's N6te to The Letters ofD. H. L^rence.)

m
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sensation. If a man had been able to say to you when you
were young and in love: an’ if tha ,* An’ if tha ,* I’m
glad, I shouldna want a woman who couldna * nor *

•^-surely it would have been a liberation tof^ou, and it would
have helped to keep your heart warm. Think of poor Swift’s

insane But of horror at the end of every verse of that poem to

Celiar. But Celia shits!—you see thievery fact that it should

horrify him, and simply devastate his consciousness, is all

wrong, and a bitter shame to poor Celia. It’s ^ust the awful

and truly unnecessary recoil from these things that I would
like to break. It’s a question of conscious acceptance and
adjustment—only that. God forbid that I should be taken as

urging loose sex activity. There is a brief time for sex, and
a long time when sex is out of place. But when it is out of

place as an activity there still should be the large and quiet

space in the consciousness where it lives quiescent. Old people

can have a lovely quiescent sort of sex, like apples, leaving the

young quite free for their sort.

v It’s such a pity preachers have always dinned in: Go thou

and do likewise! That’s not the point. The point is: It is so,

lei it be so, with a
(

generous heart.

[28]

INTRODUCTION TO*PALSIES
*

This litde bunch of fragments is offered as a bunch ofpensies,

anglici pansies; a handful of thoughts. Or, if you will have the

other derivation of pansy, from panser, to dress or soothe a

wound, these are my tend* administrations to the mental and

emotional wounds we suffer from. Or you can have heartsease

ifyou like, since the modern heart could certainly do with it.

Each iittle piece is a thought; not a bare idea or an opinion or

ai didactic statement, bu^ a' true thought, which comes as much
from the heart and the genitals as from the head. A thougfit,

with its own blood dfemotion and«instinct running in it like the

* The law being what it is, I have been compelled, reluctantly, to excise some
words—(Editor's Note

fj
The Letters of D. H. Lawrence.)
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fire in a fire-opal, if I may be so bold. Perhaps if you hold up
my pansies properly to the light, they may show a running

vein of fire. At least, they do not pretend to be half-baked

lyrics or melodic.^ in American measure. They are thoughts

which run through the modern mind and body, each having

its own separate existence, yet each of them combining with

all the others to make up*a complete state ofmind.

It suits^the •modern temper better to have its state of mind
made up of^apparcntly irrelevant thoughts that scurry in

different directions, yet belong to the same nest; each thought

trotting down the page like an independent creature, each with
1

*ils own small head and tail, trotting its own little way, then

curling up#to sleep. We prefer it, at least the young seem to

prefer it to those solid blocks of mental pabulum packed like

4)ales in the pages of a proper heavy book. Even we prefer it to

those slightly didactic opinions and slices of wisdom which are

laid horizontally across the pages of Pascal’s Pensees or La
Bruyeie's Carocteres

,
separated only by pattes de mouches

,
like

faint sprigs of parsley. Let every pensee trot on its own little

paws, not be laid like a cutlet trimmed with a patte de mouche.

.Live and let live, and each pansy will tip you its separate

wink. The fairest thing in nature, a flower, still has its roots in

earth and manure; and in the perfume there htouers still the

fair* strange scent of earth, the under-earth in all its heavy

humidity and. darkness. Certainly it is so in pansy-scent, and

in violet-scent; mingled with the blueof the morning thfc black

of the corrosive humus. Else the scent w&ild be just sickly

sweet.

So ifis: we all have our roots in earth. ^And it is our roots that

now need a little attention, need the hard soil eased away from

them, and softened so that a little fresh air can come to them,

and they can breathe. For by pretending to have no roots, we
liave trodden the earth so hard over them that they are

starving and stifling below the soil. We have roots, and our

roots are in the sensual, ins tinetive#and intifltive body,.and it is

here we need frggh air of open consciousness.
#
I am abused most of all for usin^the so-called “obscene”

words. Nobody quite kno\*s what the word “obscene” itself

means, or what it is intended to mean: but gradually all the

old words that belong to the body below^he navel, have coftic
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to be(judged obscene. Obscene means to-day that the police-

macs thinks he has a right to arrest you, nothing else.

,
Myself, I am mystified at this horror over a mere word, a

plain simple word that stands for a plain simple thing. “In the

beginning was the Word, and the Word was God and the

Word was with God.” If that is true, then we are very far

from «*he beginning. When did the Word “fall”? When did the

Word become unclean “below the navel”? Bec&use«to-day, if.

you suggest that ttie word arse was in the beginning and was
God and was with God, you will just be put in prison at once.

Though a doctor might say the same of the word ischial

tuberosity, and all the old ladies would piously murmur “Quite!”

Now that sort of thing is idiotic and humiliating? Whoever
the God was that made us', He made us complete. He didn’t

stop at the navel and leave the rest to the devil. It is too

childish. And the same with the Word which is God. If the

Word is God—which in the sense of the human it is—then you
can’t suddenly say that all the words*which belong below the

navel are obscene. The word arse is as much god as the word
face. It must be so, otherwise you cut offyour god at the waist.

What is obvious is that the words in these cases have been

dirtied by the min<3, by unclean mental associations. The words

themselves clean, so arc the things to which they apply.

But the mind drags* in a filthy association, calls fcp seme
repulsive emotion. Well, then, cleanse the mind, that is the real

job. It* is the mind* which is the Augean stables, not language.

The word arse is <!iean enough. Even
4

the part of the body it

refers to is just as much me as my hand and'my brain are me.

It is not for me to quarrel with my own natural make-up. If I

am, I am all that I am. But the impudent and dirty mind
won’t have it. It hates certain parts of the body, and makes the

words representing these parts scapegoats. It pelts them out of

the consciousness with filth, and there they hover, never dying*

never dead, slipping into the consciousness again unawares, and

pelted out again with filth, jaunting the margins of the con-

s<yousness like jackals or hyenas. And they £efer to parts of

our own living bodies, aftd to our most essential acts. So thht

man turns himself into a thing of^hame and horror. And his

consciousness shudders with horrors that he has made for

hilhself.
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That sort of thing has got to stop. Wc can’t have thc» con-

sciousness haunted qpy longer by repulsive spectres which mre

no more than poor simple scapegoat words representing parts

of man himself; \y>rds that the Cowardly and unclean mind
has driven out into the limbo of the unconscious, whence they

return upon us looming and magnified out of all proportion,

frightening us beyond altaeasons. We must put an end tovthat.

It is the selfdivided against itselfmost dangerously. The simple

and natural “obscene” words must be cleaned up of all their

depraved fear-associations, and readmitted into the con-

sciousness to take their natural place. Now they are magnified

Out of all proportion, so is the mental fear they represent. We
must accept the word arse as wc accept the word face, since

ars^ we have and always shall have. Wc can’t start cutting off

the buttocks of unfortunate mankind, like the ladies in the

Voltaire story, just to fit the mental expulsion of the word.

This scapegoat business does the mind itselfso much damage.

There io a poem of Swift*s which should make us pause. It is

written to Celia, his Celia—and e' cry verse ends with the mad,
maddened refrain: “But—Celia, Celia, Celia shits!” Now that,

stated baldly, is so ridiculous it is almost funny. But when one

remembers the gnashing insanity to which fhe great mind of

Swift was reduced by that and similar thoughts, *h* joke dies

awa^ Sftch thoughts poisoned him, like some terrible con-

stipation. Th^y poisoned his mind. And why, in Heaven’s

name? The fact cannot have troubleddiim, since it applied to

himself and to all of u£ It was not the fach that Celia shits

which so deranged him, it was the thought. His mind couldn’t

bear the thought. Great wit as he was, he could not sec how
ridiculous his revulsions were. His arrogant mind overbore

him. He couldn’t even see how much worse it would be if Celia

didn’t shit. His physical sympathy were too weak, his guts

vflere too cold to sympathise with poor Celia in her natural

functions. His insolent and sicklily squeamish mind just

turned her into a thing of horror, becau* she was jnerely

natural and went to the w.c. It is monstrous! One feels lik^

going back acrosfall the years to poorT^elia, to say to her: It’s

all right, don’t you take any qptice of that mental lunatic.

And Swift’s form of madness is very common tcJ-day. Men
with cold guts and over-squeamish minds^re always thinking
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thostf things and squirming. Wretched man is the victim of his

ovfa little revulsions, which he magnifies into great horrors and
terrifying taboos. We are all savages, we all have taboos. The
Australian black may have the kangaroo fjjr his taboo. And
then he will probably die of shock and terror if a kangaroo
happens to touch him. Which is what I would call a purely

unnecessary death. But modern merrhave even more dangerous

taboos. To us, certain words, certain ideas art taboo, and if

they come upon us and we can’t drive them a^vay, we die or

go mad with a degraded sort of terror. Which is what happened

to Swift. He was such a great wit. And the modern mind
altogether is falling into this form of degraded taboo-insanity.

I call it a waste of sane human consciousness. But it is very

dangerous, dangerous to the individual and utterly dangerous

to society as a whole. Nothing is so fearful in a mass-civilisatioM

like ours as a mass-insanity.

The remedy is, of course, the same in both cases: lift off the

taboo. The kangaroo is a harmless animal, the word shit is a

harmless word. Make either into a taboo, and it becomes more

dangerous. The result of taboo is insanity. And insanity,

especially mob-insanity, mass-insanity, is the fearful danger that

threatens our civilisation. There are certain persons with a

sort of ratted, who live only to infect the mass. If the young do

not watch out, they will find themselves, before so \lery many
years are past, engulfed in a howling manifestation of mob-

insanfty, truly terrifying to think of. It will be better to be

dead than to livedo see it. Sanity, wholeness, is everything. In

the name of piety and purity, what a mass of disgusting

insanity is spoken ani written. We shall have to fight the mob,

in order to keep sane, and to keep society sane.

[From the edition of Pansies privately printed for subscribers by P. R
Stephensen, London, 1929 ]

[29]

* £ <

Letter to Morris L. Ejinst, io Nov., 1928

I have finished ‘reading To the Pure. I find it a curious,

interesting,*pertinent book, curiously moving. As the work of

lawyers rather than^iterary men, it conveys»an impression that
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no truly literary work would achieve. I lobk out with those

unemotional la^yert eyes, and have a queer experience. I Im
left feeling puzzled, uneasy and a little frightened, as if I had
been watching a. great unchained ape fumbling through his

hairs for something—he doesn’t quite know what—which he

wil^ squash if he gets it. I see that weird and«horrible animal,

Social Man, devoid of reit individuality or personality, fumb-

ling gropingly and menacingly for something he is afraid of,

but he doesn’t#know what it is. It is a lawyer’s vision, not an

artist’s—but it is the result of experience in dealing with the

Social Man. The bpok, in its queer muddle—for legal precision

inartistic muddle—creates the weird reactionary of the ageless

censor-animal curiously and vividly. It leaves one feeling

breathless, and makes one realise the necessity of keeping a

Chain on the beast. For censorship is one of the lower and

debasing activities of social man— that is obvious.

Myself, I believe censorship helps nobody; and hurts many.

But the boox has brought it home to me much more grimly than

before. Our civilisation cannot afford to let the censor-moron

loose. The censor-moron docs not really hate anything but the

living and growing human consciousness. It^s our developing

and extending consciousness that he threatens—and our con-

sciousness in its newest, most sensitive activity, its vifhl growth.

To efrrest or circumscribe the vital consciousness is to produce

morons, and nothing but a rgoron would wish to do it.

No, the book is a goojj book—and the very effect of muddle

which it has on me conveys most vividly me feeling of the

groping atavistic working of the ageless censor, furtive, under-

hand, ifiean.

Print this letter if you like—or any bit of it. I believe in the

living extending consciousness of man. I believe the conscious-

ness of man has now to embrace the emotions and passions of

sex, and the deep effects ofhuman physical contact. This is the

glimmering edge of our awareness and our field of understand-

ing, in the endless business of knowing ourselves. And no

censor must or sl^U or even can realty interfere.
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[30]

PORNOGRAPHY AND OBSCENITY

WhaT they are depends, as usual, fcfttirely on the individual.

What is pornography to one man is the laughter qf genius to

another.

The word itself, we are told, means “pertaining to harlots”

—

the graph of the harlot. But nowadays, vyhat is a harlot? If

she was a woman who took money from a man in return for

going to bed with him—really, most wives sold thfcmselves, in

the past, and plenty of harlots gave themselves, when the^felt

like it, for nothing. If a woman hasn’t got a tiny streak of 5

harlot in her, she’s a dry stick as a rule. And probably most

harlots had somewhere a streak of w
(

omanly generosity. Why
be so cut and dried? The law is a dreary thing, and its judg-

ments have nothing to do with life.

The same with the word obscene : nobody knows what it

means. Suppose^ it were derived from obscena: that which

might not be represented on the stage; how much further are

you? Norib!* What is obscene to Tom is not obscene to Lucy
or Joe, and really, the meaning of a word has to waR for

majorities to decide it. If a pla,v shocks ten* people in an

audieftce, and doesn’t shock the remaining five hundred, then

it is obscene to t^i and innocuous to five hundred; hence, the

play is not obscene, by majority. But Hamlet shocked all the

Cromwellian Puritan^, and shocks nobody to-day, and some of

Aristophanes shocks everybody to-day, and didn’t galvanise

the later Greeks at all, apparently. Man is a changeable beast,

and words change their meanings with him, and things are not

what they seemed, and what’s what becomes what isn’t, and if

we think we know where we are it’s only because we are so

rapidly* being translated toisomewhere else. We have to leave

everything to the majority, everything to th^ majority, every-

thing to the mob, the; mob, the mob. They know whaf is

obscene and what* isn’t, they d». If the lower ten million

doesn’t kndw better than the upper ten men, then there’s

something wrong wjfh mathematics. Take & vote on it! Show
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hands, and prove it by count! Voxpopuli, vox Dei. Odiprofanum
vulgus! Profanutp vulgus.

So it comes down to this: if you are talking to the mob, th?

meaning of your* words is the mob-meaning, decided by
majority. As somebody wrote to me: the American law on
obscenity is very plain, and America is goiftg to enforce the

law. Quite, my dear, qui*tc, quite, quite! The mob knotvs all

abput obJfcemty. Mild little words that rhyme with spit or

farce are the*height of obscenity. Supposing a printer put
“h” in the place of “p”, by mistake, in that mere word spit?

Then the great ^nerican publiG knows that this ‘man has

Committed an obscenity, an indecency, that his act was lewd,

and as a compositor he was pornographical. You can’t tamper
with the great public, British or American. Vox populi, vox Dei,

fion’t you know. If you don’t we’ll let you know it. At the

same time, this vox Dei shouts with praise over moving-pictures

and books and newspaper accounts that seem, to a sinful

nature like mine, completely disgusting and obscene. Like a

real prude and Puritan, I have in look the other way. When
obscenity becomes mawkish, which is its palatable form for the

public, and when the Vox populi, vox Dei is Jioarse with senti-

mental indecency, then I have to steer away, like a Pharisee,

afraid of being contaminated. There is a certain \iftd of sticky

unhffersal pitch that I refuse to touch.

So again, it comes down Jo this: you accept the majority, the

mob, and its decisions, y you don’t. You bow down before the

Vox populi, vox Dei, or you plug your cars not to hear its obscene

howl. You perform your antics to please the vast public, Deus

ex macInna, or you refuse to perform for tiie public at all, unless

now and then to pull its elephantine and ignominious leg.

When it comes to the meaning of anything, even the simplest

word, then you must pause. Because there are two great

categories of meaning, for ever separate. There is mob-
meaning, and there is individual meaning. Take even the

word bread. The mob-meaning i« merely: stuff made with

white flour into*loavcs that you eaf. #But take the individual

meaning of the word bread: the white, the brown, the corn-

pone, the home-made, the smell of bread jhst out of the oven,

the crust, the crumb, the unleavened bread, the shew-bread,

the staff of life, *sour-dough bread, cofcage loaves, French
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bread, Viennese bread, black bread, a yesterday’s loaf, rye,

grlham, barley, rolls, Bretzeln, Kringetti, sfones, damper,
matsen—there is no end to it all, and the word bread will take

you to the ends of time and space, and far-dtf down avenues of
memory. But this is individual. The word bread will take the

individual off orl his own journey, and its meaning will be^his

own Cleaning, based on his own genuine imagination reactions.

And when a worfl comes to us in its individual cha&cter, and
starts in us the individual responses, it is great pleasure to us.

The American advertisers have discovered this, and some of

the cunningest American literature is to berfound in advertise-

ments of soap-suds, for example. These advertisements are

almost prose-poems. They give the word soap-sucte a bubbly,

shiny individual meaning, which is very skilfully poetic, wd&ld,

perhaps, be quite poetic to the mind which could forget that;

the poetry was bait on a hook.

Business is discovering the individual, dynamic meaning of

words, and poetry is losing it. Poetry more and more tends to

far-fetch its word-meanings, and this results once again in

mob-meanings, which arouse only a mob-reaction in the

individual. For fvery man has a mob-self and an individual

self, in varying proportions. Some men are almost all mob-self,

incapable
fc
oi‘ imaginative individual responses. T^he worst

specimens ofmob-self are usually to be found in the profesJlons,'

lawyers, professors, clergymen and so on. The* business man,

much maligned, has a*tough outside,mob-self, and a scared,

floundering yet still alive individual self. The public, which

is feeble-minded like an idiot, will never be able to preserve its

individual reactions from the tricks of the exploiter. The
public is always exploited and always will be exploited. The
methods of exploitation merely vary. To-day the public is

tickled into laying the goldfen egg. With imaginative words and

individual meanings it is tricked into giving the great goose-

cackle of mob-acquiescence. Vox populi, vox Dei. It has always

been s<J, and will always be so. Why? Because the public has

not enough wit to distinguish between mob-meanings and

individual meanings. The mass is for ever vulgar, because it

can’t distinguish between its owrRoriginal feelings and feelings

which are diddled into existence by the exploiter. The public

is always profane, because it is controlled*from the outside,
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by the trickster, and never from the inside, by its own sincerity.

The mob is always okscene, because it is always second-hancfc

Which brings us back to our subject of pornography and
obscenity. The reaction to any word may be, in any individual^

either a mob-reaction or an individual reaction. It is up to the

individual to ask himself: Is my reaction individual, or am I

merely reacting from my^fiob-sclf?

When if comes to the so-called obscene words, I should say

that hardly oryj person in a million escapes mob-reaction. The
first reaction is almost sure to be mob-reaction, mob-indigna-

tion, mob-condemnation. And the mob gets no further. But

tfhe real individual has second thoughts and says: Am I really

shocked? Do I really feel outraged and indignant? And the

answer of any individual is bound to be: No, I am not shocked,

hot outraged, nor indignant. I know the word, and take it

for what it is, and I am not going to be jockeyed into making a

mountain out of a molc-lpll, not for all the law in the world.

Now if tnc use of a few so-called obscene words will startle

man or woman out of a mob-habit into an individual state,

well and good. And word prude ry is so universal a mob-habit

that it is time we were startled out of it.

But still we have only tackled obscenity, and the problem of

pornography goes even deeper. When a man i^ startled into

his Ihdiv^lual self, he still may not be *able to know, inside

himself, whether Rabelais ^ or is not pornographic: and over

Aretino or even Boccaccio he may perhaps puzzle in vaift, torn

between different emotions.

One essay on pornography, I remember, comes to the con-

clusion* that pornography in art is that Tvhich is calculated to

arouse sexual desire, or sexual excitement. And stress is laid

on the fact, whether the author or artist intended to arouse

sexual feelings. It is the old vested question of intention,

Become so dull to-day, when we know how strong and influential

our unconscious intentions are. And why a man should be held

guilty of his conscious intentions, £nd innefeent of his* uncon-

scious intention^ I don’t know, sinefc every man is more madf
ujS of unconscious intentions than of conscious ones. I am what

I am, not merely what I think I am.

However! We take it, I assume, that pornography is some-

thing base, something unpleasant. In shfirt, we don’t like It.
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And Why don't we like it? Because it arouses sexual feelings?

Pthink not. No matter how hard we m£ty pretend otherwise,

most of us rather like a moderate rousing of our sex. It warms
us, stimulates us like sunshine on a grey da$k After a century

or two of Puritanism, this is still true of most people. Only the

mob-habit of condemning any form of sex is too strong toilet

us admit it naturally. And there art', of course, many people

who are genuin^Jy repelled by the simplest ana m$st natural

stirrings of sexual feeling. But these people ar«> perverts who
have fallen into hatred of their fellow-men: thwarted, dis-

appointed, unfulfilled people, of whom, a|as, our civilisation

contains so many. And they nearly alway enjoy some
unsimple and unnatural form of sex excitement, secretly.

Even quite ad\ anced art critics would try to make us believe

that any picture or book which had “sex appeal” was ipso

facto a bad book or picture. This is just canting hypocrisy.

Half the great poems, pictures, mqsic, stories of the whole

world are great by virtue of the beauty of their sex appeal.

Titian or Renoir, the Song of Solomon or Jane Eyre
,
Mozart or

“Annie Lauiic”, the loveliness is all interwoven with sex

appeal, sex stimulus, call it what you will. Even Michelangelo,

who rather hated sex, can’t help filling the Cornucopia with

phallic aedrns. Sex is a very powerful, beneficial and ^ecessary

stimulus in human life, and we arc all grateful when wdfecl

its warm, natural flow through us, Jikc a form of sunshine.

So we can dismiss thd idea that so^. appeal in art is porno-

graphy. It may b'e so to the grey Puritan, but the grey Puritan

is a sick man, soul and body sick, so why should we bother

about his hallucinations? Sex appeal, of course, varies enor-

mously. There are endless different kinds, and endless degrees

of each kind. Perhaps it may be argued that a mild degree of

sex appeal is not pornogfaphical, whereas a high degree is.

But this is a fallacy." Boccaccio at his hottest seems to me less

pornographical than Pamela or Clarissa Harlowe or even J&ie

Eyre, oi*a host ofnfodem bcx>ks or films which pass uncensored.

At the same time Wagn^i*s Tristan and Isolde seems to me very

near to pornography, and so, even, do some quite popular

Christian hymns. '

What is it, then? It isn’t a question of sex appeal, merely:

nor even a question|of deliberate intention bn the part of the
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author or artist to arouse sexual excitement. Rabelais some-
times had a deliberate intention, so in a different way* did
Boccaccio. And Pm sure poor Charlotte Bronte, or the authoress"

of The Sheik
,
didtiot have any deliberate intention to stimulate

sex feelings in the reader. Yet I find Jane Eyre verging towards^
pprnography and Boccaccio seems to me* always fresh and
wholesome.

. The l\tc British Home Secretary, who prides himself on
being a very^incere Puritan, grey, grey in every fibre, said with

indignant sorrow in one of his outbursts on improper books fc

“—and these twe* young people, who had been perfectly pure

*up till that time, after reading this book went and had sexual

intercous^ together! !
!” One up to them! is all we can answer.

Bft the grey Guardian of British Morals seemed to think that

if they had murdered one another, or worn each other to rags

of nervous prostration, it would have been much better. The
grey disease!

Then what is pornography, aftu all this? It isn’t sex appeal

or sex stimulus in art. It isn’t e\ n a deliberate intention on the

part of the artist to arouse or excite sexual feelings. There’s

nothing wrong with sexual feelings in th^nsches, so long as

they are straightforward and not sneaking or^ly. The right

sort of jpx stimulus is imaluablc to human daily lffe. Without

it Ihc w'orld grows grey. I would gfve everybody the gay

Renaissance stories to read, they would help to shake off a lot

ofgrey sclf-importanc^ which is oui ftiodern civilised disease.

But even I w'ould censor genuine pornography, rigorously. It

would not be very difficult. In the first place, genuine porno-

graphy is almost always underworld, it doesn’t come into the

open. In the second, you can recognise it by the insult it offers,

invariably, to sex, and to the human spirit.

Pornography is the attempt to Insult sex, to do dirt on it.

This is unpardonable. Take the very lowest instance, the

picture postcard sold underhand, by the underworld, in most

cities. What I have seen of them have been of an ugliness to

make you cry* The insult to the flujnan body, the insult to a

vital human relationship! Ugly and cheap they make the

human nudity, ugly and (^graded they fciakc the sexual act,

trivial and cheap and nasty.
,

It is the same* with the books they s*ll in the underworld.
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They dre either so ugly they make you ill, or so fatuous you
can’t imagine anybody but a cretin or a m*ron Reading them,

‘or. writing them.

It is the same with the dirty limericks tha*people tell after

pinner, or the dirty stories one hears commercial -

travellers

telling each other* in a smoke-room. Occasionally there is
#
a

really funny one, that redeems a great* deal. But usually they

are just ugly and Repellent, and the so-called “humoifl-” is ju$t

a trick of doing dirt on sex.

,
Now the human nudity of a great many modern people is

just ugly and degraded, and the sexual act^between modem
people is just the same, merely ugly and degrading. But this is

nothing to be proud of. It is the catastrophe of our civilisation.

I am sure no other civilisation, not even the Roman, has showed

such a vast proportion ofignominious and degraded nudity, and

ugly, squalid dirty sex. Because no other civilisation has driven

sex into the underworld, and nudity to jjhc w.c.

The intelligent young, thank heaven, seem determined to

alter in these two respects. They arc rescuing their young

nudity from the stuffy, pornographical hole-and-corner under-

world of their elders, and they refuse to sneak about the sexual

relation. This is a change the elderly grey ones of course

deplore, bu1»it
r
is in fact a very great change for the better, and

a real revolution.

But it is amazing how strong is tfye will in ordinary, vulgar

people, \o do dirt on sex. *It was one ofmy fond illusions, when
I was young, that frie ordinary healthy-seeming sort of men in

railway carriages, or the smoke-room of an hotel or a pullman,

were healthy in their ‘feelings and had a wholesome fough

devil-may-care attitude towards sex. All wrong! All wrong!

Experience teaches that common individuals of this sort have a

disgusting attitude towards «cx, a disgusting contempt of it, a

_

disgusting desire to insult it. If such fellows have intercourse*

with a woman, they triumphantly feel that they have done her

dirt, and* now she i? lower, cheaper, more contemptible than

sh$ was before.

It is individuals of tips sort that tell dirty stories, carry

indecent picture postcards, and know the indecent books.

This is the §reat pornographical class—the really common
mefi-in-the-street an<J women-in-the-street. * They have as
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great a hate and contempt of sex as the greyest Puritan, and
when an appeal is%nade to them, they are always on the#side
of the angels. They insist that a film-heroine shall be a neuter,

*

a sexless thing ,<Jf washed-out purity. They insist that real

sex-feeling shall only be shown by the villain or villainess, low*

lijst. They find a Titian or a Renoir really indecent, and they
don’t want their wives aifd daughters to see it.

.Why?* Because they have the grey disease of sex-hatred,

coupled with the yellow disease of dirt-lust. The sex functions

and the excrementory functions in the human body work so^

close together, y<;t they are, so to speak, utterly different in

^direction. Sex is a creative flow, the excrementory flow is

towards dissolution, de-crcation, if we may use such a word.

Ii#the really healthy human being the distinction between the

two is instant, our profoundest instincts are perhaps our

instincts of opposition between the two flows.

But in the degraded^human being the deep instincts have

gone dead, and then the two flows become identical. This is

the secret of really vulgar and of pornographical people: the

sex flow and the excrement flow is the same to them. It happens

when the psyche deteriorates, and the profound controlling

instincts collapse. Then sex is dirt and dirt is sex, and sexual

exciteirymt becomes a playing with dirt, and any sign ofsex in a

wdlnan becomes a show of her dirt. Thus is the condition of the

common, vulgar human being whose name is legion, and who
lifts his voice and it i^the Vox popult

\
vox Dei . And tins is the

source of all pornography.

And for this reason we must admit that Jane Eyre or Wagner’s

Tristan are much nearer to pornography than is Boccaccio.

Wagner and Charlotte Bronte were both in the state where the

strongest instincts have collapsed, and sex has become something

slightly obscene, to be wallowed in, but despised. Mr.

Rochester’s sex passion is not “respectable” till Mr. Rochester

is burned, blinded, disfigured, and reduced to helpless depen-

dence. Then, thoroughly humbled and humiliated, k may be

merely admit^d. All the previbijs titillations are slighdy

mdeceijt, as in Pamela or The Mill on the Floss or Anna Karenina .

As soon as there is sex extitement with*a desire to spite the

sexual feelings, to humiliate it and degrade it, tlie element of

pornography enters.
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For this reason, there is an element ofpornography in nearly

all ifineteenth-century literature and very iRany#so-called pure

'people have a nasty pornographical side to them, and never

was the pornographical appetite stronger thaft)t is to-day. It is

& sign of a diseased condition of the body politic. But the way
to treat the diseasi- is to come out into the open with sex aijd

sex stifhulus. The real pornographer* fruly dislikes Boccaccio,

because the fresh healthy naturalness of the Italian st£ry-tell?r

makes the modern pornographical shrimp feel the dirty worm
Jhe is. To-day Boccaccio should be given to everybody, young.or

old, to read if they like. Only a natural fre%h openness about

sex will do any good, now we are being swamped by secret or

semi-secret pornography. And perhaps the Renaissance story-

tellers, Boccaccio, Lasca, and the rest, are the best antidote

we can find now, just as more plasters of Puritanism arc the

most harmful remedy we can resort to.

The whole question ofpornography ijfcms to me a question of

secrecy. Without secrecy there would be no pornography. But

secrecy and modesty are two utterly different things. Secrecy

has always an element offear in it, amounting very often to hate.

Modesty is gentle tyid reserved. To-day, modesty is thrown to

the winds, even in the presence of the grey guardians. But

secrecy is hilgged, being a vice in itself. And the attitude of the

grey ones is: Dear yourig ladies, you may abandon all modefty,

so long as you hug your dirty little secret.

This *dirty little secret* has become infinitely precious to the

mob ofpeople to-day. It is a kind of hidden sore or inflamma-

tion which, when rubbed or scratched, gives off sharp thrills

that seem delicious. J?o the dirty little secret is rubbed and

scratched more and more, till it becomes more and more
secretly inflamed, and the nervous and psychic health of the

individual is more and more impaired. One might easily say

that half the love novels and half the love films to-day dy* end
entirely for their success on the secret rubbing of the dirty *..ttle

secret. You can calf this sex excitement ifyou like, but it is sex

excitement of a secretive,^ifrtive sort, quite special. The plain

and simple excitement, .quite open and wholesome, which

you find in some Bdfccaccio stories is not for a minute to be

confused witl? the furtive excitement aroused by rubbing the

dirfy little secret in %11 secrecy in modern Best-sellers. This
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furtive, sneaking, cunning rubbing of an inflamed spot’in the
imagination i^the^ery quick of modern pornography, add it

is a beastly and very dangerous thing. You can’t so easily
expose it, became of its very furtiveness and its sneaking
cunning. So the cheap and popular modern love novel and#
lqye film flourishes and is even praised by* moral guardians,
because you

#
get the snfaking thrill fumbling under til the

purity of^ainty underclothes, without one single gross word to
let you know%vhat is happening.
Without secrecy there would be no pornography. But if#

^pornography is th$ result of sneaking secrecy, what is the result

bf pornography? What is the effect on the individual?

The effect on the individual is manifold, and always
pefticious. But one effect is perhaps inevitable. The porno-
graphy of to-day, whether it be the pornography of the rubber-
goods shop or the pornography of the popular novel, film, and
play, is an invariable* stimulant to the vice of self-abuse,

onanism, masturbation, call it what you will. In young or old,

man or woman, boy or girl, modern pornography is a direct

provocative of masturbation. It cannot be otherwise. When
the grey ones wail that the >oung man anc^the young woman
went and had sexual intercourse, they are bewailing the fact

that the^young man and the young woman didn^ gb separately

and masturbate. Sex must go somewhere, especially in young
people. So, in our glorious civilisation, it goes in masturbation.

And the mass ofour pcjpular literaturb, the bulk ofour popular

amusements just exists to provoke masturbation. Mastur-
bation is the one thoroughly secret act of the human being,

more secret even than cxcrementation. *It is the one functional

result of sex-secrecy, and it is stimulated and provoked by our
glorious popular literature of pietty pornography, which rubs

on the dirty secret without letting yt)u know what is happening.

Now I have heard men, teachers and clergymen, commend
masturbation as the solution of an otherwise insoluble sex

problem. This at least is honest. The sex problem is there, and
you can’t just yill it away. There*it

#
is, and under the ban *)f

secrecy and taboo in mother and father, teacher, friend, and
foe, it has found its own solation, the solufion of masturbation.

But what about the solution? Do we accept i?? Do all the

grey ones of this ftorld accept it? If so, tl%ey must now accept it
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openly. We can none of us pretend any longer to be blind to

the tact of masturbation, in young and oldv map and woman.
The moral guardians who are prepared to censor all open and

plain portrayal of sex must now be made io give their only

justification: We prefer that the people shall masturbate. If

this preference is open and declared, then the existing forms ,of

censorship are justified. If the moral guardians prefer that the

people shall masturbate, then their present behaviour is correct,

and popular amusements are as they should ke. If sexual

intercourse is deadly sin, and masturbation is comparatively

pure and harmless, then all is well. Let tilings continue as

they now are.

Is masturbation so harmless, though? Is it even* compara-

tively pure and harmless? Not to my thinking. In the youn&*, a

certain amount of masturbation is inevitable, but not therefore

natural. I think, there is no boy or girl who masturbates

without feeling a sense ofshame, angert and futility. Following

the excitement comes the shame, anger, humiliation, and the

sense of futility. This sense of futility and humiliation deepens

as the years go on, into a suppressed rage, because of the

impossibility of escape. The one thing that it seems impossible

to escape from, once the habit is formed, is masturbation. It

goes on ana on, on into old age, in spite of marriage or love

affairs or anything else. And it always carries this secret feeling

of futility and humiliation, futility and humiliation. And this

is, perhaps, the deepest and most dapgerous cancer of our

civilisation. Instead of being a comparatively pure and
harmless vice, masturbation is certainly the most dangerous

sexual vice that a society can be afflicted with, in the long run.

Comparatively pure it may be—purity being what it is. But
harmless! ! !

The great danger of masturbation lies in its merely exhaus-

tive nature. In sexual intercourse, there is a give and take. A
new stimulus enters as the native stimulus departs. Something

quite new is added &s the old surcharge is removed. And this is

sain all sexual intercourse Where two creature^are concerned,

even in the homosexual intercourse. But in masturbation there

is nothing but loss. There is no reciprocity. There is merely the

spending away of a certain force, and no return. The body
remains, in a sense, acorpse, after the act of felf-abuse. There
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is no change, only deadening. There is what we call dead loss.

And this is not the#ase in any act ofsexual intercourse between
two people, "two people may destroy one another in sex. Bjut

1

they cannot just produce the null effect of masturbation.

The only positive effect of masturbation is that it seems to

release a certain mental energy, in some»people. But it is

mental energy which manifests itself always in the same way,
in a vicious Circle of analysis and impotent criticism, or else a
vicious circle,of false and easy sympathy, sentimentalities. The
sentimentalism and the niggling analysis, often self-analysis,

of most of our modern literature, is a sign of self-abuse. It is

’the manifestation of masturbation, the sort of conscious

activity stimulated by masturbation, whether male or female.

The outstanding feature of such consciousness is that there is

no real object, there is only subject. This is just the same
whether it be a novel or a work of science. The author never

escapes from himself, he pads along within the vicious circle of

himself. There is hardly a writer living who gets out of the

vicious circle of himself—or a painter either. Hence the lack of

creation, and the stupendous amount of production. It is a

masturbation result, within the vicious circle of the self. It is

self-absorption made public.

And of course the process is exhaustive. The%eal masturba-

tion of Englishmen began only in the nineteenth century. It

has continued with an increasing emptying of the real vitality

and the real being of men, till now people are little more than

shells of people. Most* of the responses arc? dead, most of the

awareness is dead, nearly all the constructive activity is dead,

and dll that remains is a sort of shell,*a half-empty creature

fatally self-preoccupied and incapable of either giving or

taking. Incapable either of giving or taking, in the vital self.

And this is masturbation result. Enclosed within the vicious

circle of the self, with no vital contacts outside, the self becomes

emptier and emptier, till it is almost a nullus, a nothingness.

But null or nothing as it may ^e, it stil> hangs on the dirty

little secret, which it must still secretly rub and inflame. For

ever the vicious circle. And it has 5 weird, blind will of its

own.

One ofmy most sympathetic critics wrote: “IfMl1

. Lawrence’s

attitude to sex were adopted, then two things would disappear,
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,

the love lyric and the smoking-room story.'* And this, 1 think,

is tine. But it depends on which love lyrif he means. If it is

the: Who is Sylvia, what is she?—then it mayjust asVeil disappear.

All that pure and noble and heaven-blessed stuff is only the

counterpart to the smoking-room story. Du bist wieeine Blum!
'Jawohl! One cary see the elderly gentleman laying his hands

on thfi head of the pure maiden and .praying God to keep Hfer

for ever so pure, so clean and beautiful. Very nicer for him!

Just pornography! Tickling the dirty little secret and rolling

his eyes to heaven! He knows perfectly well that if God keeps

‘the maiden so clean and pure and beautiful—in his vulgar

sense of clean and pure—for a few more years, then she’ll be

an unhappy old maid, and not pure nor beautiful fit all, only

stale and pathetic. Sentimentality is a sure sign of porno-

graphy. Why should “sadness strike through the heart” of

the old gentleman, because the maid was pure and beautiful?

Anybody but a masturbator w ould hav e been glad and would
have thought: What a lovely bride foF some lucky man 1—But

no, not the self-enclosed, pornographic masturbator. Sadness

has to strike into his beastly heai t'—Away with such love lyrics,

we’ve had too much of their pornographic poison, tickling the

dirty little secret at id lolling the eyes to heaven.

But if it is a question of the sound love lyric, My love is like a

red, red rose / then wc arc on other ground. My lov< is hj c a

red, red rose only when she’s not like a pure, pyre lily. And
nowadrys the pure, purr lilies are mostly festering, anyhow'.

Aw&y with them and their lyrics. Aw ay*With the pure, pure lily

lyric, along with the smoking-room story. They are counter-

parts, and the one is at, pornographic as the other. Du list wie

eine Blume is really as pornographic as a dirty story: tickling the

dirty little secret and rolling the eyes to heaven. But oh, ifonly

Robert Burns had been accepted for what he is, then love

might still have been like a red, red rose.

The vicious circle, the vicious circle! The vicious circle of

masturbation! Th« vicious circle of self-consciousness that is

never fully self-conscious, ,never fully and openly conscious,

bbt always harping on tlA; dirty little secret. Tlfie vicious circle

of secrecy, in paints* teacher^ friends—everybody. The
specially vicious circle of family. The vast conspiracy of secrecy

in 4he press, and at the same time, the endless tickling of the
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dirty little secret. The needless masturbation! and the endless

purity! The viciouscircle!

How to get out of it? There is only one way: Away with the

secret! No more *crecy! The only way to stop the terrible

mental itch 'about sex is to come out quite simply and naturally

into the open with it. It is terribly difficulty for the secret is

cunning as a crab. Yet the thing to do is to make a begirfhing.

The mannvho* said to his exasperating daughter: “My child,

the only pfeasijre I ever had out of you was the pleasure I had
in begetting you” has already done a great deal to release both

himselfand her froyi the dirty little secret.

*How to get out of the dirty little secret! It is. as a matter of

fact, extremely difficult for us secretive moderns. You can’t

do it by being wise and scientific about it, like Dr. Marie

Stopes: though to be wise and scientific like Dr. Marie Stopes is

better than to be utterly hypocritical, like the grey ones. But

by being wise and science in the serious and earnest manner
you only tend to disinfect the dirty little secret, and either kill

sex altogether with too much seriousness and intellect, or else

leave it a miserable disinfected secret. The unhappy “free and

pure” love of so many people who have taken out the dirty

little secret and thoroughly disinfected it witti scientific words

is apt to be more pathetic even than the common ri/h of dirty

-

little*6ecr?t love. The danger is, that in killing the dirty little

secret, you kill dynamic sex altogether, and leave only the

scientific and deliberate mechanism.

This is what happens to many of those who become seriously

“free” in their sex, free and pure. They have mentalised sex

till it i^ nothing at all, nothing at all but a mental quantity.

And the final result is disaster, every time.

The same is true, in an even greater proportion, of the

emancipated Bohemians: and v cry • many of the young are

Bohemian to-day, whether they ever set foot in Bohemia or not.

But the Bohemian is “sex free”. The dirty little secret is no

secret either to him or her. It is, indeed, a mbst blatantly open

question. There
jp

nothing they don't say: everything that can.

be revealed is revealed. And they do as jhey wish.

And then what? They hav« apparently killed the dirty little

secret, but somehow, they have killed everything else too. Some

of the dirt still sticks, perhaps; sex remain* still dirty. But the
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thrill 'of secrecy is gone. Hence the terrible dreariness and
dejJression ofmodem Bohemia, and the inward dreariness and
emptiness ofso many young people ofto-day. They have killed,

they imagine, the dirty little secret. The »‘hrill of secrecy is

gone. Some of the dirt remains. And for the rest, -depression,

inertia, lack oflife. For sex is the fountain-head ofour energetic

life, ahd now the fountain ceases to flow.

Why? For tvo reasons. The idealists alohg the Marie

Stopes line, and the young Bohemians of to-day have killed the

dirty little secret as far as their personal self goes. But they are

still under its dominion socially. In the social world, in the

press, in literature, film, theatre, wireless, everywhere purity

and the dirty little secret reign supreme. At home, a-t the dinner

table, it is just the same. It is the same wherever you go. /The

young girl, and the young woman is by tacit assumption pure,

virgin, sexless. Du bist wie eine Blume. She, poor thing, knows

quite well that flowers, even lilies, have tippling yellow anthers

and a sticky stigma, sex, rolling sex. But to the popular mind
flowers are sexless things, and when a girl is told she is like a

flower, it means she is sexless and ought to be sexless. She

herselfknows quite well she isn’t sexless and she isn’t merely like

a flower. But how bear up against the great social life forced

on her? She
r
can’t! She succumbs, and the dirty little secret

triumphs. She lose? her interest in sex, as far as’ me& are

concerned, but, the vicious circle of masturbation and self-

cOnsciousness encloses her even still faster.

This is one of £he disasters of young life to-day. Personally,

and among themselves, a great many, perhaps a majority of

the young people of to-day have come out into the opfcn with

sex and laid salt on the tail of the dirty little secret. And this

is a very good thing. But in public, in the social world, the

young are still entirely under the shadow of the grey elderly

ones. The grey elderly ones belong to the last century, the

eunuch century, the century of the mealy-mouthed lie, the

century that has
1

tried tot destroy humanity, the nineteenth

century. All our grey ond! are left over from this century. And
they rule us. They rule us with the grey, mealy-mouthed,

canting lie of that°great century*of lies which, thank God, we
are drifting away from. But they rule us still with the lie, for

the lie, in the name^of the lie. And they are too heavy and too
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numerous, the grey ones. It doesn’t matter what government
it is. They are ^11 gi«fey ones, left over from the last century, the

century of mealy-mouthed liars, the century of purity and the
dirty little secret.

So there is one cause for the depression of the young: the

public reign of the mealy-mouthed lie, purity and the dirty

little secret, which they thfcmselves have privately overthrown.
Haying killed a good deal of the lie in their own private lives,

the young are#still enclosed and imprisoned within the great

public lie of the grey ones. Hence the excess, the extravagance,

the hysteria, and th$n the weakness, the feebleness, the pathetic

siftiness of the modern youth. They are all in a sort of prison,

the prison af a great lie and a society of elderly liars. And this

is orfc of the reasons, perhaps the main reason, why the sex-flow

is dying out of the young, the real energy is dying away. They
are enclosed within a lie, and the sex won’t flow. For the length

of a complete lie is never jnore than three generations, and the

young arc the fourth generation of the nineteenth-century lie.

!«£ seconcKJreaspn why the sex-flow is dying is, ofcourse, that

the young, in spite of their emancipation, are still enclosed

within the vicious t irclc of self-CQnsciOU^ jmagturbation. They
are thrown back into it, when th^y try to escape,

Jpy
the enclo-

sure of th^ vast public lie of purity and the dirty little secret.

The fhost emancipated Bohemians, who swank most about sex,

are still utterly^elf-conscious and enclosed within the narcissus-

masturbation circle. Th^y have perhaps less sex even than the

grey ones. The whole thing has been dri\en up into their

heads. There isn’t even the lurking hole of a dirty little secret.

Their sex is more mental than their arithmetic; and as vital

physical creatures they arc more non-existent than ghosts.

The modern Bohemian is indeed a kind of ghost, not even

narcissus, only the image of narcissus^cflected on the face ofthe

audience. The dirty little secret is most difficult to kill. You
may put it to death publicly a thousand times, and still it

reappears, like a crab, stealthily from under the submerged

rocks of the persflnality. The French, jvho arc supposed to be*

so open about sex, will perhaps be the last to kill the dirty little

secret. Perhaps they don’t want to. AnyhBw, meje publicity

won’t do it.

You may parad<? sex abroad, but you viill not kill the dirty
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little' secret. You may read all the novels of Marcel Proust,

wiih everything there in all detail. Yet <you will not kill the

dirty little secret. You will perhaps only make it more cunning.

You may even bring about a state of utter hidifference and sex-

inertia, still without killing the dirty little secret. Or you may
be the most wispy and enamoured little Don Juan of modem
day$ and still the core of your spirit'merely be the dirty little

secret. That is*to say, you will still be in the narcissus-mastur-

bation circle, the vicious circle of self-enclosure.* For whenever

the dirty little secret exists, it exists as the centre of the vicious

circle of masturbation self-enclosure. .And whenever you

have the vicious circle of masturbation self-enclosure, you have

at the core the dirty little secret. And the most high-flown sex-

emancipated >oung people to-day are perhaps the most fatally

and nervously enclosed within the masturbation self-enclosure.

Nor do they want to get out of it, for there would be nothing

left to come out.

But some people surely do w ant to come out of the awful self-

enclosure. To-day, practically everybody is self-conscious and

imprisoned in self-consciousness. It is the joyful result of the

dirty little secret. Vast numbers of people don’t want to come
out of the prison of their self-consciousness: they have so little

left to cortie out with. But some people, surely, want to escape

this doom ofself-enclosure which is the doom ofour civilisation.

There is surely a proud minority that wants once and for all

to be'free ofthe dirty little secret.

And the way to do it is, first, to fight the sentimental lie of

purity and the dirty little secret wherever you meet it, inside

yourself or in the world outside. Fight the great lift of the

nineteenth century, which has soaked through our sex and our

bones. It means fighting with almost every breath, for the lie

is ubiquitous.

Then secondly, in his adventure of self-consciousness a man
must come to the limits of himself and become aware of some-

thing beyond him. A man must be self-conscious enough to

•know his own limits, and to be aware of thqt which surpasses

him. What surpasses me is the very urge of life that is within

me, and this life tfrges me to forget myself and to yield to the

stirring haff-bom impulse to smash up the vast lie of the world,

and make a new wcfld. Ifmy life is merely to go on in a vicious
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circle of self-enclosure, masturbating self-consciousness, it is

worth nothing tp m(?. If my individual life is to be enclosed
within the huge corrupt lie of society to-day, purity and the,*

dirty little secret, .tften it is worth not much to me. Freedom
is a very great reality. But it means, above all things, freedom
froyi lies. It is first, freedom from myself, *from the lie of
myself, from the lie ofmy ’all-importance, even to myselff it is

freedom fr<jm the self-conscious masturbating thing I am, self-

enclosed. And second, freedom from the vast lie of the social

world, the lie of purity and the dirty little secret. All the other

monstrous lies lurk* under the cloak of this one primary lie.

the monstrous lie of money lurks under the cloak of purity.

Kill the purfty-lie, and the inoncy-lie will be defenceless.

W^have to be sufficiently conscious, and self-conscious, to

know our own limits and to be aware of the greater urge within

us and beyond us. Then we cease to be primarily interested in

ourselves. Then we lear% to leave ourselves alone, in all the

affective centres: not to force our feelings in any way, and never

to force our sex. Then we make the great onslaught on to the

outside lie, the inside lie being settled. And that is freedom and

the fight for freedom.

The greatest of all lies in the modern world ^s the lie of

purity anc^ the dirty little secret. The grey ones left over from

the nfheteenth century arc the embodiment of this lie. They
dominate in society, in the press, in literature, everywhere.

And, naturally, they lcajJ the vast mol? of th^ general public

along with them.

Which means, of course, perpetual censorship of anything

that would militate against the lie of purity and the dirty little

secret, and perpetual encouragement of what may be called

permissible pornography, pure, but tickling the dirty little

secret under the delicate underclothing. The grey ones will

pass and will commend floods of evasive pornography, and

will suppress every outspoken word.

The law is a mere figment. In his article on the “Censorship

of Books”, in the Nineteenth Century
,
Viscpunt Brentford, the late

Home Secretary, says: “Let it be remembered that the pub-

lishing of an obscene book, the issue of an oBscene postcard or

pornographic photograph—are all offences against the law of

the land, and the Secretary ofState who is the general authority
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foi^jthe maintenance oflaw and order most clearly and definitely

cannot discriminate between one ofTeifce ?nd another in

discharge of his duty.”

So he winds up, ex cathedra and infallible?*JBut only ten lines

above he has written: “I agree, that if the law were pushed to

its logical conclusion, the printing and publication ofsuch bqpks

as The Decameron, Benvenuto Cellini’s Life,
t
and Burton’s

Arabian Nights might form the subject of proceedings. But the

ultimate sanction of all law is public opinion)- and 1 do not

believe for one moment that prosecution in respect of books

that have been in circulation for many centuries would com-
mand public support.”

Ooray then for public opinion! It only needs thafi. a few more
years shall roll. But now we see that the Secretary of State

most clearly and definitely does discriminate between one

offence and another in discharge of his duty. Simple and

admitted discrimination on his part' Yet what is this public

opinion? Just more lies on the part of the grey ones. They
would suppress Benvenuto to-morrow, if they dared. But they

would make laughing-stocks of themselves, because tradition

backs up Benvenuto. It isn’t public opinion at all. It is the

grey ones affaid of making still bigger fools of themselves. But

the case is simple. If the grey ones are going to be backed by a

general public, then every new book that would sma^h the

mealy-mouthed lie of the nineteenth century will be suppressed

as it appears. Y^t let tffe grey ones bejvare. The general public

is nowadays a very unstable affair, and no longer loves its

grey ones so dearly* with their old lie. And there is another

public, the small public of the minority, which hates the lie

and the grey ones that perpetuate the lie, and which has its

own dynamic ideas about pornography and obscenity. You
can’t fool all the people ‘all the time, even with purity and a

dirty little secret.

And this minority public knows well that the books of many
conteihporary writers, both big and lesser fry, are far more
pornographical than ,th'e liveliest story ip The Decameron:

because they tickle the dirty little secret and excite to private

masturbation, whfch the wholesome Boccaccio never does. And
the minprity public knows full well that the most obscene

painting on a Greek vase—Thou still unravisHed bride ofquietness—
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1

is not as pornographical as the close-up kisses on the film, \vhich

excite men and women to secret and separate masturbation.
1

And perhaps one day even the general public will desire to

look the thing intfche face, and see for itself the difference

between the sneaking masturbation pornography of the press,

the film, and present-day popular literature, and then the

creative portrayals of tHe sexual impulse that we ha?e in

Boccaccio or the Greek vase-paintings or some Pompeian art,

and which are necessary for the fulfilment of our consciousness.

As it is, the public mind is to-day bewildered on this point,

bewildered almost
#
to idiocy. When the police raided my

picture show, they did not in the least know what to take. So
they took e*ery picture where the smallest bit of the sex organ

of either man or woman showed. Quite regardless of subject

or meaning or anything else : they would allow anything, these

dainty policemen in a picture show, except the actual sight of a

fragment of the human pudenda. This was the police test. The
dabbing on of a postage stamp—especially a green one that

could be called a leaf—would in most cases have been quite

sufficient to satisfy this “public opinion”.

It is, we can only repeat, a condition of idiocy. And if the

purity-with-a-dirty-little-secret lie is kept up much longer, the

mass of society will really be an idiot, and a dangerous idiot at

that. For the public is made up of individuals. And each

individual has sex, and is pivoted on sex. And if, with purity

and dirty little secrets, you drive eve*y individual intt) the

masturbation self-enclosure, and keep him there, then you will

produce a state of general idiocy. For the masturbation

self-enclbsure produces idiots. Perhaps tf we are all idiots,

we shan’t know it. But God preserve us.

[First published in This Quarter; July-Stptember 1929 ]
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Letter to Donald Carswell, 5 Dec., 1927

. . . Cath’s idsa of a Bums’ book I like very much: I always

wanted to do one myself, but am ntft Scotchy enough. I read

just now Lockhart’s bit of a life of Burns. Made me spit!

Those damned middle-class Lockharts grew liljes of the valley

up their
,
to hear them talk. If Cath is condescending to

Burns, I disown her. He was quite right, ^ man’s a man for a’

that, and it’s not a bad poem. He means what he says. My word,

you can’t know Burns unless you can hate the Lockharts and
all the estimable bourgeois and upper classes as he really did

—

the narrow-gutted pigeons. Don’t, for God’s sake, be mealy-

mouthed like them. I'd like to write a Burns life. Oh, why
doesn’t Bums come to life again, anjl really salt them! I’m all

for Keir Hardie, my boy. Did you ever know Sir G. Trevelyan,

for example? Pfui! “I’m it, mealy-mouthed it!” No, my boy,

don’t be on the side of the angels, it’s too lowering.

From

INTRODUCTION TO THESE PAINTINGS

(Puritanism and the Arts)

The reason the English produce so few painters is not that they

are, as a nation, devoid* of a genuine feeling for visual art:

though to look at their productions, and to look at the mess

which has been made of actual English landscape, one might

really conclude that they <were, and leave it at that. But it is

not the fault of the God that made them. They are made with

aesthetic sensibilities tlje same as anybody else. The fault lies

in the English attitude to life.

The Engfish, an$ the Americans following’them, are paralysed

by fear. That is \^hat thwarts and distorts the Anglo-Saxon
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existence, this paralysis of fear. It thwarts life, it distorts vilion,

and it strangles impulse: this overmastering fear. And fear of

what, in Heaven’s name? What is the Anglo-Saxon stock to-day.

so petrified with fe£» about? We have to answer that before we
can understand the English failure in the visual arts: for, on the

whgle, it is a failure.

It is an old fear, which*seemed to dig in to the Englishsoul

at tjie time of the Renaissance. Nothing could be more lovely

and fearless than Chaucer. But already Shakespeare is morbid

with fear, fear ofconsequences. That is the strange phenomenon
of the English Renaissance: this mystic terror of the con-

sequences, the consequences of action. Italy, too, had her

reaction, at*the end of the sixteenth century, and showed a

similar fear. But not so profound, so overmastering. Aretino

was anything but timorous: he was bold as any Renaissance

novelist, and went one better.

What appeared to taj^e full grip on the northern con-

sciousness at the end of the sixteenth century was a terror,

almost a horror of sexual life. The Elizabethans, grand as we
think them, started it. The real “mortal coil” in Hamlet is all

sexual; the young man’s horror of his mother’s incest, sex

carrying with it a wild ancThameless terror which, it seems to

me, it had^never carried before. (Edipus and Hamlet are very

different in this respect. In (Edipus there Is no recoil in horror

from sex itself: Greek drama never shows us that. The horror,

when it is present in Greek tragedy, 4s against destiny, man
caught in the toils of destiny. But with the Renaissance itself,

particularly in England, the horror is sexual. Orestes is dogged

by destihy and driven mad by the Eumenides. But Hamlet is

overpowered by horrible revulsion from his physical connexion

with his mother, which makes him recoil in similar revulsion

from Ophelia, and almost from his father, even as a ghost. He
is horrified at the merest suggestion of physical connexion, as

ifit were an unspeakable taint.

This, no doubt, is all in the coyrse of tile growth «of the

“spiritual-mental” consciousness, £?t the expense of the

instinctive-intuitive consciousness. Mafl,came to have his own
body in horror, especially in its sexual implications: and so he

began to suppress with all his might his instinctive-intuitive

consciousness, whieh is so radical, so physical, so sexual.
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Cavalier poetry, love poetry, is already devoid of body.

D$nne, after the exacerbated revulsion-<Rttr£\ption excitement

•ofhis earlier poetry, becomes a divine. “Drink to me only with
thine eyes,” sings the cavalier: an explosion incredible in

Chaucer’s poetry. “I could not love thee, dear, so'much, loved

I not honour more,” sings the Cavalier lover. In Chaucer the

“dedl‘” and the “honour” would* nave been more or less

identical.

But with the Elizabethans the grand rupture had started in

the human consciousness, the mental consciousness recoiling in

violence away from the physical, instinctive-intuitive. To the

Restoration dramatists sex is, on the whole, a dirty business, but

they more or less glory in the dirt. Fielding tries in vain to

defend the Old Adam. Richardson with his calico puritf and
his underclothing excitements sweeps all before him. Swift

goes mad with sex and excrement revulsion. Sterne flings a bit

of the same excrement humorously around. And physical

consciousness gives a last song in Burns, then is dead. Words-

worth, Keats, Shelley, the Brontes, all are post-mortem poets.

The essential instinctive-intuitive body is dead, and worshipped

in death—all very unhealthy. Till Swinburne and Oscar Wilde

try to start a revival from the mental field. Swinburne’s

“white thighs” are purely mental.
(

Now, in England—and following, in America—the physical

self was not just fig-leafed over or suppressed in public, as was

the ckse in Italy and oli most of the Continent. In England it

excited a strange horror and terror. And this extra morbidity

came, I believe, from the great shock of syphilis and the

realisation of the consequences of the disease. Wherever

syphilis, or “pox”, came from, it was fairly new in England at

the end ofthe fifteenth century. But by the end of the sixteenth

its ravages were obvious, and the shock of them had just pene-

trated the thoughtful and the imaginative consciousness. The
royal families of England and Scotland were syphilitic;

Edwarcl VI and* Elizabeth born with the inherited conse-

quences of the disease. Edward VI died of it^while still a boy.

Mary died childless ancl in utter depression. Elizabeth had no

eyebrows, her teeth went rotten; she must have felt herself,

somewhere, utterly unfit for marriage, poor thing. That was

the grisly horror th^t lay behind the glory <jf Queen Bess. And
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so the Tudors died out: and another syphilitic-born unfor-

tunate came to the jhrone, in the person ofJames I. Miry
Qjieen of Scots Had no more luck than the Tudors, apparently..

Apparently Darnle^ was reeking with the pox, though probably

at first she did not know it. But when the Archbishop of St.

Andrews was christening her baby James, afterwards James I

of England, the old clergyman was so dripping with po% that

she was terrified lest he should give it to the infant. And she

need not Ifave troubled, for the wretched infant had brought

it into the world with him, from that fool Darnley. So James I

of England slobbered and shambled, and was the wisest fool in

Christendom, and the Stuarts likewise died out, the stock

enfeebled by the disease.

Wjth the royal families of England and Scotland in this

condition, we can judge what the noble houses, the nobility of

both nations, given to free living and promiscuous pleasure,

must have been like. England traded with the East and with

America., England, unknowing, had opened her doors to the

disease. The English aristocracy travelled and had curious

taste in loves. And pox entered the blood of the nation,

particularly of the upper classes, who had more chance of

infection. And alter it had entered the blofld, it entered the

consciousness, and hit the vital imagination.

It is p&sible that the effects of syphilis and the conscious

realisation of ifs consequences gave a great blow also to the

Spanish psyche, precisely at this period And it is possible that

Italian society, which wts on the whole so urltravelled, had no

connection with America, and was so privately self-contained,

suffered less from the disease. Somcoifc ought to make a

thorough study of the effects of “pox” on the minds and the

emotions and imaginations of the various nations of Europe,

at about the time ofour Elizabethan^,

The apparent effect on the Elizabethans and the Restoration

wits is curious. They appear to take the whole thing as a joke.

The common oath, “Pox on you!” was almost funny. I^ut how
common the oath was! How the "word “pox” was in every

mind and in evAy mouth. It is one ®f the words that haunt

Elizabethan speech. Taken very manfy, \^jth a great deal ol

Falstaffian bluff, treated as a huge joke! Pox! Why, he’s got

the pox! Ha-ha! What’s he been after?
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There is just the same attitude among the common run of

men to-day with regard to the minor serial diseases. Syphilis

is no longer regarded as a joke, according td my experience.

The very word itself frightens men. You^ould joke with the

word “pox”. You can’t joke with the word “syphilis”. The
change of word thas killed the joke. But men still joke about

f/a/)/vwhich is a minor sexual disease They pretend to thiifk it

manly, even, to have the disease, or to have had it. “What!
never had a shot of clap!” cries one gentlenjan to another.

“Why, where have you been all your life?” If we change the

word and insisted on “gonorrhoea”, or whatever it is, ‘in place

of “clap”, the joke would die. And anyhow I have had young
men come to me green and quaking, afraid theyiyc caught a

“shot of clap”.

Now, in spite of all the Elizabethan jokes about pox, pox was
no joke to them. A joke may be a very brave way of meeting a

calamity, or it may be a very cowardly way. Myself, I consider

the Elizabethan pox joke a purely ‘cowardly attitude. They
didn’t think it funny, for by God it wasn't funny. Even poor

Elizabeth’s lack of eyebrows and her rotten teeth were not

funny. And they all knew it. They may not have known it was
the direct result *of pox: though probably they did. This fact

remains, thak no man can contract syphilis, or any deadly

sexual disease, without feeling the most shattering anA profound

terror go through him, through the very roofs of his being.

And no man can took without a sort ofhorror on the effects ofa

sexual disease invmothcr person. We kre so constituted that we
are all at once horrified and terrified. The fear and dread has

been so great that tht pox joke was invented as an evasion, and
following that, the great hush! hush! was imposed. Man was

too frightened: that’s the top and bottom of it.

But now, with remedies discovered, we need no longer be

too frightened. We can begin, after all these years, to face the

matter. After the most fearful damage has been done.

For
t
an overmastering fear is poison to the human psyche.

And this overmastering fear, like some horrible secret tumour,

has been poisoning oar consciousness ever* since the Eliza-

bethans, who first wo*ke up with dread to the entry of the

original syphilitic jpoison into the blood.

I know nothing about medicine and very little about diseases,
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and my facts are such as I have picked up in casual reading.

Nevertheless I |im «onvinced that the secret awareness of
syphilis, and the utter secret terror and horror of it, has had an*

enormous and incalculable effect on the English consciousness

and on the' American. Even when the fear has never been
formulated, there it has lain, potent and overtnastering. I am
convinced that some of SHhkespeare’s horror and despair, ?n his

tragedies, arose from the shock of his consciousness of syphilis.

I don’t suggest for one moment Shakespeare ever contracted

syphilis. I have never had syphilis myself. Yet I know and
confess how profound is my fear of the disease, and more than

ftar, my horror. In fact, I don’t think I am so very much
afraid' of it.* I am more horrified, inwardly and deeply, at the

idea*)f its existence.

All this sounds very far from the art of painting. But it is not

so far as it sounds. The appeal ance of syphilis in our midst

gave a fearful blow to otg- sexual life. The real natural inno-

cence of Chaucer was impossible after that. The very sexual

act of procreation might bring is one of its consequences a

foul disease, and the unborn might be tainted from the moment
of conception. Fe.irful thought! It is truly a fearful thought,

and all the centuries of getting used to it won^t help us. It

remains ^ fearful thought, and to free ourselves from this

fearffll dread we should use all our wits* and all our efforts,

not stick our heads in the sand ofsome idiotic joke, or still more
idiotic don’t-mention-it^ The fearful ‘thought of the Conse-

quences of syphilis, or of any sexual disease, upon the unborn

gives a shock to the impetus offatherhood in any man, even the

cleanesf. Our consciousness is a strange thing, and the know-

ledge of a certain fact may wound it mortally, even if the fact

does not touch us directly. And so I am certain that some of

Shakespeare’s father-murder complex, some of Hamlet’s horror

of his mother, of his uncle, of all old men came from the feeling

that fathers may transmit syDhilis, or syphilis-consequences, to

children. I don’t know even whether Shakespeare was actually

aware of the cqpsequences to a child born of a syphilitic

father or mother. He may not have been, though most probably

he was. But he certainly was aware of thff effectg of syphilis

itself, especially on men. And this awareness struck at his deep

sex imagination, af his instinct for fatherhood, and brought in
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an element of terror and abhorrence there where men should

feel anything but terror and abhorrence* into the pro-

creative act.

The terror-horror element which had entered the imagina-

tion with regard to the sexual and procreative act' was at least

partly responsible for the rise of Puritanism, the beheading of

the King-father Charles, and the 'establishment of the New
England colonies* If America really sent us syphilis, she got

back the full recoil of the horror of it, in her puritanism.

But deeper even than this, the terror-horror element led to

the crippling of the consciousness of man. .Very elementary in

man is his sexual and procreative being, and on his sexual and
procreative being depend many of his deepest instfcicts and the

flow of his intuition. A deep instinct of kinship joins’ men
together, and the kinship of flesh-and-blood keeps the warm
flow ofintuitional awareness streaming between human beings.

Our true awareness of one another js intuitional, not mental.

Attraction between people is really instinctive and intuitional,

not an affair of judgment. And in mutual attraction lies

perhaps the deepest pleasure in life, mutual attraction which

may make us “like” our travelling companion for the two or

three hours v/e are together, then no more; or mutual attraction

that may deepen to powerful love, and last a lifetime.
t

The terror-horror"element struck a blow at our feelfhg of

physical communion. In fact, it almost killed it. We have

becOifre ideal beings, ertatures that exist in idea, to one another,

rather than flesh-and-blood kin. And with the collapse of the

feeling ofphysical, flesh-and-blood kinship, and the substitution

of our ideal, social or political oneness, came the failing of our

intuitive awareness, and the great unease, the nervousness of

mankind. We are afraid of the instincts. We are afraid of the

intuition within us. We suppress the instincts, and we cut off

our intuitional awareness from one another and from the world.

The reason being some great shock to the procreative self.

Now we know orfe another only as ideal or social or political

entities, fleshless, bloodlfcss, and cold, like, Bernard Shaw’s

creatures. „ Intuitively we are dead to one another, we have all

gone cold.

But by intuition alone can man really be aware ofman, or of

the living, substantial world. By intuition hlone can man live
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and know either woman or world, and by intuition alone can
he bring forth again images of magic awareness which we Adi
art. In the past fnen brought forth images ofmagic awareness,

#

and now it is the %convention to admire these images. The
convention says, for example, we must admire Botticelli or

Giorgione, so Baedeker stars the pictures, and jve admire them.

Buf it is all a fake. Even frhpse that get a thrill, even whenthey

call it ecstasy,* from these old pictures are only undergoing

cerdbral eRcit^tion. Their deeper responses, down in the

intuitive and instinctive body, are not touched. They cannot

be, because they are dead. A dead intuitive body stands there

a»d gazes at the corpse of beauty: and usually it is completely

and honestly bored. Sometimes it feels a mental coruscation

whicji it calls an ecstasy or an aesthetic response.

Modern people, but particularly English and Americans,

cannot feel anything with the whole imagination. They can see

the living body of imagery as little as a blind man can see

colour. The imaginative vision, which includes physical,

intuitional perception, they have not got . Poor things, it is dead

in them. And they stand in from of a Botticelli Venus, which

they know as conventionally “beautiful”, much as a blind man
might stand in front of a bunch of roses and phiks and monkey-

musk, saying: “Oh, do tell me which is red; let me feel red!

Now Jet n?e feel white! Oh, let me feel it! What is this I am
feeling? Monkpy-musk? Is it white? Oh, do you say it is

yellow blotched with orange-brown? f)h, but I can’t f«el it!

What can it be? Is white^clvety, or just silky?*

So the poor blind man! Yet he may have an acute perception

of aliveJbeauty. Merely by touch and sceift, his intuitions being

alive, the blind man may have a genuine and soul-satisfying

experience of imagery. But not pictorial images. These are

for ever beyond him.

So those poor English and Americans in front of the Botticelli

Venus. They stare so hard; they do so want to sec. And their

eyesight is perfect. But all they can see is a sort ofnude jvoman

on a sort of shell on a sort of pretty greenislvwater. As a rule

they rather dislilfe the “unnaturalness^’ or “affectation” of it.

If they are high-brows they may get a little ^elf-conscious thrill

of aesthetic excitement. But real imaginative awarfiness, which

is so largely physical, is denied them. Ils rCont pas de quoi
,
as the
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Frenchman said of the angels, when aske<| ifthey made love in

Hdaven.

Ah, the dear high-brows who gaze in a sort 6fecstasy and get

a correct mental thrill! Their poor highbrow bodies stand

there as dead as dust-bins, and can no mote feel. the sway of

complete imagery upon them than they can feel any other real

sway. Its n'ont pas de quoi. The instincts and the intuitions*are

so nearly dead ih them, and they fear even the'feeble remains.

Their fear of the instincts and intuitions is evgn greater than

that of the English Tommy who calls: “Eh, Jack! Come an’

look at this girl standin’ wi’ no clothes on, an’ two blokes

spittin’ at ’er.” That is his vision of Botticelli’s Venus. It is,

for him, complete, for he is void ofthe image-seeing imagination.

But at least he doesn’t have to work up a cerebral excitation,

as the highbrow does, who is reallyjust as void.

All alike, cultured and uncultured, they arc still dominated

by that unnamed, yet overmastering dread and hate of the

instincts deep in the body, dread bf the strange intuitional

awareness of the body, dread of anything but ideas, which can't

contain bacteria. And the dread all works back to a dread of

the procreative body, and is partly traceable to the shock of

the awareness ofSyphilis.

The dread'of the instincts included the dread of intuitional

awareness. “Beauty is a snare”
—

“Beauty is but Ijcin-deep”—“Handsome is as handsome does”
—

“Looks .don’t count”

—

“Don’tjudge by appearances”—ifwe only realised it, there are

thousands of these vile proverbs whidi have been dinned into

us for over two hundred years. They are all of them false.

Beauty is not a snare, nor is it skin-deep, since it* always

involves a certain loveliness of modelling, and handsome doers

are often ugly and objectionable people, and if you ignore the

look of the thing you placer England with slums and produce

at last a state of spiritual depression that is suicidal, and if you

don’t judge by appearances, that is, if you can’t trust the

impression which«things make on you, you are a fool. But all

these base-born proverbs, born in the cash-box, hit direct

against the intuitional •consciousness. Naturally, man gets a

great deal of his life’s satisfaction from beauty, from a certain

sensuous pleasure ip the look of the thing. The old Englishman

built his hut of a cottage with a childish joy in its appearance,
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purely intuitional and direct. The modern Englishman hy

\

a
few borrowed ijleas,* simply doesn’t know what to feel, and
makes a silly mess of it: though perhaps he is improving, hope*
fully, in this field*of architecture and house-building. The
intuitional faculty, which alone relates us in direct awareness

to physical things and substantial presences, Is atrophied and
dead, and we don’t know "what to feel. We know we ou£ht to

feel something, but what?—Oh, tell us what! And this is true

of all nations, Ihe French and Italians as much as the English.

Look at new French suburbs! Go through the crockery and
fvjrniture departments in the Dames de France or any big shop.

The blood in the body stands still, before such cretin ugliness.

One has to decide that the modern bourgeois is a critin.

Tftis movement against the instincts and the intuition took

on a moral tone in all countries. It started in hatred. Let us

never forget that modern morality has its roots in hatred, a

deep, evil bate of the instinctive, intuitional, procreative body.

This hatred is made more virulent by fear, and an extra poison

is added to the fear by unconscious horror of syphilis. And so

we come to modern bourgeois consciousness, which turns upon
the secret poles of rear and hate. That is the real pivot of all

bourgeois consciousness in all countries: fear a^d hate of the

instinctive intuitional, procreative body in man or woman.
But 8f course this fear and hate had to* take on a righteous

appearance, so* it became moral, said that the instincts, intui-

tions and all the activities of the procreative body wer£ evil,

and promised a reward for their suppression. *That is the great

clue to bourgeois psychology: the reward business. It is

screamingly obvious in Maria Edgeworth’s talcs, which must

have done unspeakable damage to ordinary people. Be good,

and you’ll have money. Be wicked, and you’ll be utterly

penniless at last, and the good one? will have to offer you a

little charity. This is sound working morality in the world.

And it makes one realise that, even to Milton, the true hero

of Paradise Lost must be Satan. But*by this Whited morality the

masses were caught and enslaved to industrialism before ever

they knew it; the good got hold of thc*goods, and our modern

“civilisation” of money, machines, and* wage-slaves was

inaugurated. The very pivot of it, let us never forget, being fear

and hate, the moft intimate fear and h^e* fear and hate of
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onf’s own instinctive, intuitive body, and fear and hate ofevery

other man’s and every other woman’s wrfrm, procreative body
and imagination.

Now it is obvious what result this will hav£ on the plastic arts,

which depend entirely on the representation of substantial

bodies, and on ‘'the intuitional perception of the reality of

substantial bodies. The reality of Substantial bodies can only

be perceived by 4hc imagination, and the imagination is a

kindled state of consciousness in which intuitive awareness

predominates. The plastic arts are all imagery, and imagery

is the body of our imaginati\ e life, and our 'imaginative life is a

great joy and fulfilment to us, for the imagination is a more
powerful and more comprehensive flow of consciousness than

our ordinary flow'. In the flow of true imagination we know
in full, mentally and physically at once, in a greater, enkindled

awareness. At the maximum ofour imagination we are religious.

And ifwe deny our imagination, and have no imaginative life,

we are poor worms who ha\ e never lived.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries we have the

deliberate denial of intuitiv e awareness, and we see the results

on the arts. Visjon became more optical, less intuitive and

painting begjn to flourish. But what painting! Watteau,

Ingres, Poussin, Chardin have some real imaginative^glow still.

They are still somewhat free. The puritan and the intellectual

has not yet struck.them down with his fear and'hatc obsession.

But look at England! Eiogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborough, they

all are already bourgeois. The coat is really more important

than the man. It is ^mazing how important clothes suddenly

become, how they cover the subject. An old Reynolds colonel

in a red uniform is much more a uniform than an individual,

and as for Gainsborough, all one can say is: What a lovely

dress and hat! What ftally expensive Italian silk! This

painting of garments continued in vogue, till pictures like

Sargent’s seem to be nothing but yards and yards of satin from

the most expensive shops, having some pretty head popped on
the top. The imagination is quite dead. Th% optical vision, a

sort offlashy coloured photography of the eye, is rampant.

In Titian^ in Velasquez, in Rembrandt, the people are there

inside their clothes* all right, and the clothes are imbued with

the life of the indivylual, the gleam of the*warm procreative
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body conies through all the time, even if it be an old,’half-

blind woman or a yeird, ironic little Spanish princess. 6ut
modern people *are nothing inside their garments, and a head
sticks out at the top and hands stick out of the sleeves, and it is h
bore. Or, «as in Lawrence or Raeburn, you have something
very pretty but almost a mere cliche, with vcsy little instinctive

or intuitional perception? to it.

After this, atid apart from landscape and water-colour, there

is strictly ho English painting that exists. As far as I am con-

cerned, the pre-Raphaelites don’t exist; Watts doesn’t, Sargent

doesn’t, and none yf the moderns.

There is the exception of Blake. Blake is the only painter of

imaginative pictures, apart from landscape, that England has

produced. And unfortunately there is so little Blake, and even

in that little the symbolism is often artificially imposed.

Nevertheless, Blake paints with real intuitional awareness and
solid instinctive feeling. He dares handle the human body,

even if he sometimes male it a mere ideograph. And no other

Englishman has even dared handle it with alive imagination.

Painters of composition-pictures in England, ofwhom perhaps

the best is Watts never quite get beyond the level of cliche,

sentimentalism, and funk. Even Watts is aTailure, though he

made some sort of try: even Etty’s nudes in Yofk fail imagina-

tively, tlTough they have some feeling for flesh. And the rest,

the Leightons^even the moderns don’t really do anything. They
never get beyond studio models and eliches of the nude. The
image never gets acros^to us, to seize us intuftively. It remains

merely optical.

Landscape, however, is different. Hei% the English exist and

hold their own. But, for me, personally, landscape is always

waiting for something to occupy it. Landscape seems to be

meant as a background to an integer vision of life, so to my
feeling painted landscape is background with the real subject

left out.

Nevertheless, it can be very lovely, especially in watercolour,

which is a more bodiless medium, and doesn’t aspire to very

substantial existence, and is so small Aat it doesn’t try to make

a very deep seizure on the consciousness Water-colour will

always be more of a statement than an experience!

And landscaper on the whole, is the same. It doesn’t call up
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the more powerful responses of the human imagination, the

sensual, passional responses. Hence it is the favourite modem
form of expression in painting. There is no deep conflict. The
instinctive and intuitional consciousness is called into play, but

lightly, superficially. It is not confronted with any living,

procreative body*

Herce the English have delighted* in landscape, and have

succeeded in it well. It is a form of escape for them, from the

actual human body they so hate and fear, and it,iS afi outlet for

their perishing aesthetic desires. For more than a century we
have produced delicious water-colours, aqd Wilson, Crome,
Constable, Turner are all great landscape-painters. Some of

Turner’s landscape compositions are, to my feelings* among the

finest that exist. They still satisfy me more even thanevan
Gogh’s or Cezanne’s landscapes, which make a more violent

assault on the emotions, and repel a little for that reason.

Somehow I don’t want landscape to make a violent assault on
my feelings. Landscape is background with the figures left

out or reduced to minimum, so let it stay back. Van Gogh’s

surging earth and Cezanne’s explosiv c or rattling planes worry

me. Not being profoundly interested in landscape, I prefer it

to be rather quiet'and unexplosive.

But, of courfe, the English delight in landscape is a delight in

escape. It is always the same. The northern races a»e so

innerly afraid of their own bodily existence, which they believe

fantastically to be 'an evi1 thing—you could never find them feel

anything but uneasy shame, or an equally shameful gloating,

over the fact that a man was having intercourse with his wife,

in his house next doof—that all they cry for is an escape. And,
especially, art must provide that escape.

It is easy in literature. Shelley is pure escape: the body is

sublimated into sublime g$s. Keats is more difficult—the body
can still befelt dissolving in waves of successive death—but the

death-business is very satisfactory. The novelists have even a

better time. Youcan get some of the lasciviousness of Hetty

Sorrell’s “sin”, and you can enjoy condemning her to penal

servitude for life. You c&n thrill to Mr. Rochester’s passion, and
you can enjoy having his eyes burnt out. So it is, all the way:

the novel oF,

‘passiqn”!

But in paint it is more difficult. You cannot paint Hetty
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Sorrell’s sin or Mr. Rochester’s passion without being replly

shocking. And ,you ^daren't be shocking. It was this fact that

unsaddled Watts and Millais. Both might have been painted
if they hadn’t beSn Victorians. As it is, each of them is a
wash-out.

Which is the poor, feeble history of art in England, since we
can lay no cl^im to the great Holbein. And art on the Con-
tinent, injhe last century? It is more interesting, and has a
fuller story. A^i artist can only create what he really religiously

feels is truth, religious truth really felt,
in the blood and the.

Jpones. The English could never think anything connected

with the body religious—unless it were the eyes. So they

painted th? social appearance of human beings, and hoped to

give? them wonderful eyes. But they could think landscape

religious, since it had no sensual reality . So they felt religious

about it and painted it as well as it could be painted, maybe,
from theii point of view.i

And in Franc'*0 In France it was more or less the same, but

with a difference. The French, being more rational, decided

that the body had its place, but that it should be rationalised.

The Frenchman cf to-day has the most reasonable and rational-

ised body possible. His conception of sex is basically hygienic.

A certain amount of copulation is good for you. (fa fait du

bien au corps! sums up the physical side of a Frenchman’s idea

of love, marriage, food, sport, and all the rest. Well, it is more

sane, anyhow, than the#Anglo-Saxon ferrors# The Frenchman
is afraid of syphilis and afraid of the procreative body, but not

quite so deeply. He has known for a lqng time that you can

take precautions. And he is not profoundly imaginative.

Therefore he has been able to paint. But his tendency, just

like that of all the modern world, Has been to get away from the

body, while still paying attention tt) its hygiene, and still not

violently quarrelling with it. Puvis de Chavannes is really as

sloppy as all the other spiritual sentimentalisers. Renoir is

jolly: fa fait du bien au corps! is hi§ attitude to the fleSh. If a

woman didn’t iiave buttocks and lyeasts, she wouldn’t be

paintable, he said, and he was right. • fa fait du bien au corps!

What do you paint with, Maitre?—Witlf my penis, and be

damned! Renoir didn’t try to get away from the body. But he

had to dodge it income of its aspects, rob ofits natural terrors,
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its^natural demonishness. He is delightful, but a trifle banal.

Qafait du bien au corps! Yet how infinitely itiuch,better he is than

any English equivalent.

Courbet, Daumier, Degas, they all painted the human body.

But Daumier satirised it, Courbet saw it as a toiling thing,

Degas saw it as a
f
wonderful instrument. They all ofthem deny

it its 'finest qualities, its deepest instincts, its pqrest intuitions.

They prefer, as it were, to industrialise it. They deny it the

best imaginative existence.

And the real grand glamour of modern French art, the real

outburst of delight came when the body was at last dissolved

of its substance, and made part and parcel of the sunlight-and-

shadow scheme. Let us say what we will, but tin* real grand

thrill of modern French art was the discovery of light? the

discovery of light, and all the subsequent discoveries of the

impressionists, and of the post-impressionists, even Cezanne.

No matter how Cezanne may ha\ e reacted from the impres-

sionists, it was they, with their deliriously joyful discovery of

light and “free” colour, who really opened his eyes. Probably

the most joyous moment in the whole history of painting was

the moment whey the incipient impressionists discovered light,

and with it, folour. Ah, then they made the grand, grand

escape into freedom, into infinity, into light and delight. They,

escaped from the tyranny of solidity and the menace of mass-

form. They escaped, they escaped from the dirk procreative

body which so haunts & man, they escaped into the open air,

plein air and plein soleil: light and almost ecstasy.

Like every other hyman escape, it meant being hauled back

later with the tail between the legs. Back comes the truant,

back to the old doom of matter, of corporate existence, of the

body sullen and stubborn and obstinately refusing to be

transmuted into pure liglfi., pure colour, or pure anything. It

is not concerned with purity. Life isn’t. Chemistry and
mathematics and ideal religion arc, but these are only small

bits of life, which‘is itself bodily, and hence neither pure nor

impure.

After the grand escape into impressionism and pure light,

pure colour, pure *bodilessness—for what is the body but a

shimmer of lights *and colours!—poor art came home truant

and sulky, with its t^il between its legs. Ahd it is this return
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which now interests us. We know the escape was illilsion,

illusion, illusion. TJie cat had to come back. So now fwe
despise the “light” blighters too much. We haven’t a good
word for them. Which is nonsense, for they too are wonderful,

even if their escape was into le grand niant
,
the great nowhere.

But the cat came back. And it is the home-coming tom that

now has our sympathy: Renoir, to a certain extent, but mostly

Cezanne, the ‘sublime little grimalkin, who is followed by
Matisse add (iauguin and Derain and Vlaminck and Braque
and all the host ofother defiant and howling cats that have come
back, perforce, to jorm and substance and thereness

,
instead of*

ftelicious nowhereness. . . .

{The remainder of the essay deals specifically with French painting.)

[F^st published in The Paintings ofD. H. Law) nice, London, 1929; reprinted
complete in Phoenix and in Sex, Literature and Censorship

]

[‘IV.

From

STUDY OF THOMAS H'VRDY*

^Malcness and Fcmaleness in Art)

. . . Thus Correggio «leads on to the whole of modern art,

where the male still wrestles with the female, in unconscious

struggl/e, but where he gains ever gradu^ly over her, reducing

her to nothing. Ever there is more and more vibration,

movement, and less and less stability, centralisation. Ever

man is more and more occupied with his own experience, with

his own overpowering of resistance, ever less and less aware

of any resistance in the object, less and less aware of any

stability, less and less aware of anything unknown, more and

more preoccupied with that which lie knows, till his knowledge

tends to becomt an abstraction, because it is limited by no

unknown.

* This is a part of the essay on Hardy that is (as Lawrence himself said)

“about everything but Hardy”. The material that does refer to Hardy will

be found on pp. 166-2*8.
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It is the contradiction of Diirer, as the Parthenon Frieze was
the contradication of Babylon and Egyptf. To Diirer woman
did not exist; even as to a child at the breast, woman does not

exist separately. She is the overwhelming condition oflife. She
was to Diirer that which possessed him, and not that which he

possessed. Her being overpowered him, he could only see in

her terms, in terms of stability and* of stable, incontrovertible

being. He is overpowered by the vast assurance at whose
breast he is suckled, and, as if astounded, hcv grdsps at the

unknown. He knows that he rests within some great stability,

and, marvelling at his own power for movement, touches the

objects of this stability, becomes familiar with them. It is a

question of the starting-point. Durer starts with a sense of

that which he does not know and would discover; Correggio

with the sense ofthat which he has known, and would re-create.

And in the Renaissance, after Botticelli, the motion begins to

divide in these two directions. The hands no longer clasp in

perfect union, but one clasp overbears the other. Botticelli

develops to Correggio and to Andrea del Sarto, develops

forward to Rembrandt, and Rembrandt to the Impressionists,

to the male extreme of motion. But Botticelli, on the other

hand, becomes Raphael, Raphael and Michelangelo.

In Raphael we see the stable, architectural developing out

further, and becoming the geometric: the denial or refusalof all

movement. In the Madonna degli Ansidei the child is drooping,

the -mother stereotyped^ the picture geometric, static, abstract.

When there is an'f union of male and female, there is no goal of

abstraction: the abstract is used in place, as a means of a real

union. The goal of the male impulse is the announcement of

motion, endless motion, endless diversity, endless change. The
goal of the female impulse is the announcement of infinite

oneness, of infinite stability. When the two are working in

combination, as they must in life, there is, as it were, a dual

motion, centrifugal for the male, fleeing abroad, away from the

centre, .outward to infinite^vibration, and centripetal for the

female, fleeing in to the eternal centre of rest. A combination

of the two movements j^roduces a sum of motion and stability

at once, satisfying. fBut in life there tends always to be more of

one-than the other, The Cathedrals, Fra Angelico, frighten us

or [bore] us with their final annunciation* of centrality and
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stability. We want to escape. The influence is too female for us.

In Botticelli, the# architecture remains, but there is *the

wonderful movement outwards, the joyous, if still clumsy,

escape from the pentre. His religious pictures tend to be
stereotyped, resigned. The Primavera herself is static, melan-

choly, a stability become almost a negatiop. It is as if the'

female, instead of being.the great, unknown Positive, towards
which all must flow, became the great Negative, the centre

which deified pll motion. And the Aphrodite stands there not

as a force, to draw all things unto her, but as the naked, almost

unwilling pivot, as the keystone which endured all thrust and

remained static, llut still there is the joy, the great motion

around hef, sky and sea, all the elements and living, joyful

forces.

Raphael, however, seeks and finds nothing there. He goes to

the centre to ask: “What is this mystery we are all pivoted

upon?” To Fra Angelico it was the unknown Omnipotent. It

was a goal, to which Aan travelled inevitably. It was the

desired, the end of the long horizontal journey. But to Raphael

it was the negation. Still he is a seeker, an aspirant, still his

art is religious art. But the Virgin, the essential female, was

to him a negation, a neutrality. Such must have been his vivid

experience. But still he seeks her. Still he desifes the stability,

the positive keystone which grasps the arch together, not the

negative keystone neutralising the thrust, itself a neutrality.

And reacting upon his own desire, fhe male reacting upon

itself, he creates the Abstraction, the geom*?tric conception of

life. The fundament of all is the geometry of all. Which is the

Plato conception. And the desire is to formulate the complete

geometry.

So Raphael, knowing that his desire reaches out beyond the

range of possible experience, sensible that he will not find

satisfaction in any one woman, sensible that the female impulse

does not, or cannot unite in him with the male impulse

sufficiently to create a stability, an eternal moment
#
of truth

for him, or realisation, closes hfs eyes and his mind upon

experience, anfl abstracting himself* reacting upon himself,

produces the geometric conception of the^ fundamental truth,

departs from religion, from any God idea, ind becomes

philosophic.
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Raphael is the real end of Renaissance in Italy; almost he is

th<?*real end of Italy, as Plato was the^real end of Greece.
When the God-idea passes into the philosopHic or geometric
idea, then there is a sign that the male impulse has thrown the

female impulse, and has recoiled upon itself, has become
abstract, asexual.*

Miqhelangelo, however, too physically passionate, containing

too much of the female in his body ever to reachf the geometric
abstraction, unable to abstract himself, and at the Same time,

like Raphael, unable to find any woman who in her being
• should resist him and reserve still some unknown from him,

strives to obtain his own physical satisfaction in his art. He is

obsessed by the desire of the body. And he mustcreact upon
himself to produce his own bodily satisfaction, aware that he
can never obtain it through woman. He must seek the moment,
the consummation, the keystone, the pivot, in his own flesh.

For his own body is both male and female.

Raphael and Michelangelo are Aien of different nature

placed in the same position and resolving the same question

in their several ways. Socrates and Plato are a parallel pair,

and, in another degree. Tolstoi and Turgenev, and, perhaps,

St. Paul and St. John the Evangelist, and, perhaps, Shake-

speare and Shdiley.

The body it is which attaches us directly to the female. «Sex,

as we call it, is only the point where the dual sUeam begins to

divijde^where it is fiearly/ogether, almost one. An infant is ofno
very determinate Sex: that is, it is of bofti. Only at adolescence

is there a real differentiation, the one is singled out to pre-

dominate. In what \fe call happy natures, in the lazy, con-

tented people, there is a fairly equable balance of sex. There is

sufficient of the female in the body of such a man as to leave

him fairly free. He does got suffer the torture of desire of a

more male being. It is obvious even from the physique of such

a man that in him there is a proper proportion between male

and fertile, so that he can be easy, balanced, and without

excess. The Greek sculptors*of the “best” period, Phidias and
then Sophocles, Alcibiafties, then Horace, iiust have been

fairly well-balanced^en, not passionate to any excess, tending

to voluptuousness rather than to passion. So also Victor Hugo
and Schiller and Tennyson. The real voluptuary is a man who
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is female as well as male, and who lives according to the fe*njale

side ofhis nature like Lord Byron.

The pure male is himself almost an abstraction, almost

bodiless, like Shelley or Edmund Spenser. But, as we know
humanity, this condition comes of an omission of some vital,

part. In the ordinary sense, Shelley never* lived. He tran-

scended life. But we do hot want to transcend life, siifce we

are of life.,

Why should^Shelley say of the skylark:

“Hail to thee
, blithe Spirit !—bird thou never wert !

—
”?

Why should he insist on the bodilessness of beauty
,
when we

cannot know of anv~save embodied beauty? Who would wish

that the skylark were not a bird, but a spirit? If the whistling

skvlhrk were a spirit, then ~we should all wish to be spirits .

Which were impious and flippant—

I can think of no being in the world so transcendently male

as Shelley. He is phenomenal. The rest of us have bodies

which contain the male and the female. If we were so singled

out as Shelley, we should not belong to life, as he did not belong

to life. But it were impious to wish to be like the angels. So

long as mankind exists it must exist in the jxrdy, and so long

must each body pertain both to the male and thg female.

In thetdegree of pure maleness below Shelley are Plato and

Raphael and Wordsworth, then Goefhe and Milton and

Dante, then Michelangelo, then Shakespeare, then Tolstoi,

then St. Paul.

A man who is well balanced between male and female, in his

jown nature, is, as a rule, happy, easy t<j mate, easy to satisfy,

land content to exist. It is only a disproportion, or a dissatis-

faction, which makes the man struggle into articulation. And

the articulation is of two sorts, the cry of desire or the cry of

realisation, the cry ofsatisfaction, the effort to prolong the sense

of satisfaction, to prolong the moment ofconsummation.

[The Study of Thomas Hardy was first published posthumously in Phamx.]



PART THREE

Verse*

[34]

GEORGIAN POETRY: i £11-1912

Georgian Poetry is an anthology of verse which ha? been pub-
lished during the reign of our present king, George It

contains one poem of my own, but this fact will not, I hope,

preclude my reviewing the book.

This collection is like a big breath tiken when we are waking
up after a night of oppressive dreams. The nihilists, the

intellectual, hopeless people—Ibsen, Flaubert, Thomas Hardy
—represent the dream we are waking from. It was a dream of

demolition. Notlyng was, but was nothing. Everything was
taken from us.. And now our lungs are full of new air, and our

eyes see it is morning, but we have not forgotten the* terror of

the night. We dreamed we were falling through space into

nothingness, and the anguish of it leaves us rather eager.

But we are awgke ag&in, our lungs .are full of new air, our

eyes of morning. The first song is nearly a cry, fear and the

pain of remembrance^ sharpening away the pure music. And
that is this book.

The last years have been years of demolition. Because faith

and belief were getting pot-bound, and the Temple was made
a place to barter sacrifices, therefore faith and belief and the

Temple must be broken. This time art fought the battle,

rather than science or any new religious faction. And art has

been demolishing Tor us: Nietzsche, the Christian religion as

it stood; Hardy, our fajth in our own endeavour; Flaubert,

our beliefin love. Now,* for us, it is all smashed, we can see the

whole again* We >fere in prison, peeping at the sky through

loop-holes. The great prisoners smashed at the loop-holes, for

lying to us. And beheld, out of the ruins lea£s the whole sky.

72
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It is wc who see it and breathe in it for joy. God is there,

faith, belief, love, everything. We are drunk with the joy ofit,

having got away from the fear. In almost every poem in the.

book comes this note of exultation after fear, the exultatiort

in the vast- freedom, the illimitable wealth that we have
suddenly got.

Butjsend desire often forth to scan

.The immense night that is thy greater soul,

says Mr. Abercrombie. His deadly sin is Prudence, that will

not risk to avail itself of the new freedom. Mr. Bottomley

ex&lts to find men for ever building religions which yet can

never compass all.

Yet the yielding sky

Invincible vacancy was there discovered.

Mr. Rupert Brooke sees

every glint

Posture and jest and thought and tint

Freed from the ma*k of transiency

Triumph int in eternity,

Immote, immortal

and this a*t Afternoon Tea. Mr. John Drinkwater sings:

We cherish every hour that strays

Adown the cataract of days?

We see the clear, untroubled skies,

We see the glory of the rose

*

Mr. Wilfrid Wilson Gibson hears the “terror turned to tender-

ness,” then

I watched the mother sing to rest

The baby snuggling on her breast.

And to Mr. Masefield

:

When men count

Those hours of life that were a. bursting fount

Sparkling the dusty heart with living springs,

There seems a world, beyond our earthly filings,

Gated by.golden moments.
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It ^s* all the same—hope, and religious joy. Nothing is really

wrong. Every new religion is a waste-product from the last,

and every religion stands for us for ever. We love Christianity

for what it has brought us, now that we are no longer upon
the cross.

The great liberation gives us an overwhelming sense ofjpy,
joie dlitre, joie de vivre. This sense of exceeding keen relish and
appreciation of life makes romance. I think I iould say every

poem in the book is romantic, tinged with*a Jove of the

marvellous, a joy of natural things, as if the poet were a child

for the first time on the seashore, finding treasures. “Best

trust the happy moments,” says Mr. Masefield, who seems

nearest to the black dream behind us. There is*Mr. W. H.
Davies’s lovely joy, Mr. De La Mare’s perfect appreciation of

life at still moments, Mr. kupert Brooke’s brightness, when he

"lived from laugh to laugh”, Mr. Edmund Beale Sargant’s

pure*,' excited happiness in the woodland—it is all the same,

keen zest in life found wonderful. In Mr. Gordon Bottomley it

is the zest of activity, of hurrying, labouring men, or the zest

of the utter stillness of long snows. It is a bookful of Romance
that has not quite got clear of the terror of realism.

There is no carjse diem touch. The joy is sure and fast. It is

not the falling rose, but the rose for over rising t(^ bud and

falling to fruit that gives us joy. We have faith in the vaStness

of life’s wealth. We are always rich: rich in buds and in shed

blossoftns. There is no winter that we fear. Life is like an orange

tree, always in letfand bud, in blossom and fruit.

And we ourselves, in each of us, have everything. Somebody
said: “The Georgian ^>oets are not love poets. The influence of

Swinburne has gone.” But I should say the Georgian poets

are just ripening to be love poets. Swinburne was no love poet.

What are the Georgian poets, nearly all, but just bursting into

a thick blaze of being? They are not poets of passion, perhaps,

but they are essentially passionate poets. The time to be

impersonal has gone. We ^tart from the joy we have in being

ourselves, and everything must take colour fr^m that joy. It is

the return of the blood** that has been held back, as when the

heart’s action is avested by fear. Now the warmth of blood

is in everything, qpick, healthy, passionate blood. I look at

my hands as I write and know they are mine, with red blood
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running its way, sleuthing out Truth and pursuing it to eternity,

and I am full ofawe ibr this flesh and blood that holds this pen.

Everything that ever was thought and ever will be thought;

lies in this body of mine. .This flesh and blood sitting here

writing, the’great impersonal flesh and blood, greater than me,

«

which I am proud to belong to, contains all th*e future. What is

it but the quicjc of all groWth, the seed of all harvest, this*body
of mine? .And grapes and corn and birds and rocks and
visions, all hre in my fingers. I am so full ofwonder at my own
miracle of flesh and blood that I could not contain myself, if I

did not remember we arc all alive, have all of us living bodies.

And that is a joy greater than any dream of immortality in the

spirit, to flic. It reminds me of Rupert Brooke’s moment
triuifiphant in its eternality; and of Michelangelo, who is also

the moment triumphant in its eternality: just the opposite from

Corot, who is the eternal triumphing over the moment, at the

moment, at the very point ofsweeping it into the flow.

Of all love poets, we are the love poets. For our religion is

loving. To love passionately, but completely, is our one desire.

What is “The Hare” but a complete love poem, with none

of the hackneyed “But a bitter blossom w^f born” about it,

nor yet the Yeats, “Never give all the heart.* Love is the

greatest rtf all things, no “bitter blossom” nor suchlike. It is

sex-passion, so separated, in which we do not believe. The
Carmen and Tosca sort of passion is not interesting any longer,

because it can’t progress. Its goal *and qjm is possession,

whereas possession in love is only a means to love. And
because passion cannot go beyond possession, the passionate

heroes and heroines—Tristans and what-not—must die. We
believe in the love that is happy ever after, progressive as

life itself.

I worship Christ, I worship Jehovah, I worship Pan, I

worship Aphrodite. But I do not worship hands nailed and

running with blood upon a cross, nor licentiousness, nor lust.

I want them all, all the gods. Th«y are all*God. But* I must

serve in real love* If I take my whole, passionate, spiritual and

physical love to the woman who in return loves me, that is how
I serve God. And my hymn and my game*ofjoy*is my work.

All ofwhich I read in the anthology ofGeorgian Poetry.

[Review in Rhythm, tylarch 1913 ]
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[35]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 3 March, 1913
... I should rthink Masefield’s masterpieces will do for a

sort ofheavy hors d’mores—pickled herring, though not so good

—to introduce m)telegant dishes. He’s a horrible sentimentalist

—the cheap Byron of the day—his stuff is Lara **91 3.

[36]

Letter to Ernest Collings, 14 Nov., 1912

... I can see all the poetry at the back of your verse—but

there isn’t much inside the lines. It’s the rhythm and the

sound that don’t penetrate the blofd—only now and then.

I don’t like the crackly little lines, nor the “thou wouldest”

style, nor “mighty hills” and garlands and voices of birds and

caskets—none of that. I can remember a few things, that

nearly made poems in themselves.

We'met again, and for a short laughing

Did play with words; till suddenly
I knew—didst thou?

And tfien all the rest is inconsequent tq me.

The coverings of the doorway
Are flung Apen

:

Superb thou standest, wild-eyed, eager girl,

Letting fall thy gown to feel the little

Winds of the morning soothe thy breasts and
shoulders.

Then you go on “Walk the earth in gladness”—but that girl

isn’t going to walkKhe earth .

,

The first stanza of “Adventure” is so nice, ajid I love

Now—go thy way.

A, through the open door

Is there an almond tree

Aflame with blossom!
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A little longer stay

—

Whv do tears blind me?
* Nay, but go thy way.

That’s a little poem, sufficient in itself. Then you go off to the

“Love did turn to hate” business. And fancy anybody saying#

“ft)y, whither away?” Then I like

I think you must have died last night,

For*in my dreams you came to me

then the rest isn’t good. Do them in better form—put them in

f>lank verse or something. Your rhythms aren’t a bit good.

Forgive fhe if I’m nasty. That’s what I say to myself, what

I saf to you.

[371

Letter to Edward Marsh, 18 Aug., 1913

... I think you will find my verse smoother—not because I

consciously attend to rhythms, but because l am no longer so

criss-crossy in myself. I think, don’t you know, that my
rhythms flt my mood pretty well, in the verse. And if the mood
is out ofjoint, the rhythm often is. I have always tried to get an

emotion out in*its own course, without altering it. It negds the

finest instinct imaginable, much finer thaj* the skill of the

craftsmen. That Japanese Yone Noguchi tried it. He doesn’t

quite Ijring it off. Often I don’t—sometynes I do. Sometimes

Whitman is perfect. Remember skilled verse is dead in fifty

years—I am thinking of your admiration of Flecker.

[38]

Letter to Edward Marsh, 28 Oct*, 1913

. . . Poor Dafies*—he makes me *0 furious, and so sorry.

He’s really like a linnet that’s got just’a wjc little sweet song,

but it only sings when it’s wild. And he’s matle himself a

*W. H. Davies.
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bird—-spoor little devil. He makes me |Uriou|v,;‘i,

_ mhkm to make a sound ofmtisSI,%r month*,

isn’t as ifhe were a passionate writer, writing his
,f
agon*\ Oh,

toy God, he’s li%c teaching a bull-finch to talk. I think one
ought to be downright cruel to him, and drive him back: sa^to

him, Davies, your work is getting like Birmingham tin-ware;

Davies, you drop your h’s, and everybody is tempering the wind
to you, because you are a shorn lamb; Davies, your accent is

intolerable in a carpeted room; Davies, you hang on like the

mud on a lady’s silk petticoat. Then He might leave his

Sevenoaks room, where he is rigged up as a rural poet, proud

of the gilt mirror and his romantic past: and he might gro,w his

wings again, and chirrup a little sadder song.

And now I’ve got to quarrel with you about the Ralph
Hodgson poem: because I think it is banal in utterance. The
feeling is there, right enough—but nothin itself, only represented.

It’s like “I asked for bread, and he gave me a penny.” Only
here and there is the least touch of personality in the poem:

it is the currency of poetry, not poetry itself. Every single line

of it is poetic curvency—and a good deal of emotion handling

it about. But 'it isn’t really poetry. I hope to God you won’t

hate me and think me carping, for this. But look:
*

the ruby’s and the rainbow’s song
the mghtihgale’s—all thi^e

There’s the emotion in the rhythm, but it’s loose emotion,

inarticulate, commoiV—the words are mere currency] It is

exactly like a man who feels very strongly for a beggar, and
gives him a sovereign. The feeling is at either end, for the

moment, but the sovereign is a dead bit of metal. And this

poem is the sovereign. “Oh, I do want to give you this

emotion,” cries Hodgson, “I do.” And so he takes out his poetic

purse, and gives y«u a handful of cash, and feels very strongly,

even a bit sentimentally over it.

, the sky was lit

The sky was stars all over it,

T stood, I knew not why
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mt m,f' any more. It tikmtmm tetter;

[39]

Letter to Edwa&d Marsh, *19 Nov., 1913

You are wrong. It makes me open my eyes. I think I read

my poetry mote by length than by stress—as a matter of

movements in space than footsteps hitting the earth.

Ju* a few of the roses we gatheied by the Isar

Are fallen, and their blood-red petals on the cloth,

Float like boats on a river, waiting

Fa* a fairy wind $o wake them fiom their sloth.

I think more of a bird with bn -ad wings flying and lapsing

through the air, than anything, when 1 think of metre.—So I

read

I wonder if that is quite intelligible. I am sure I am right.

There is a double method of scanning \ erse—if you’ll notice it.

I have
I

forgot much|, Cynara!
|

gone with the
|
wind

Flung rosesl, roses
|
riotously

|
with the

|

throng,)

Dancing
|
tojput

|
thy pale|, lost lil|ies out |of mind;

But \
|
was desjolate), and sick

|
of an old

|
passion,

|

Yea, all the time because the dance was ldng:

I have been faithful to thee Cynara, qj my fashion.
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Wnifld you scan like that? I hate an on-foot method ofreading.
I should go:

It all depends <*>n the pause—the natural pause, the natural

lingering of the voice according to the feeling—it is the hidden
emotional pattern that makes poetry, not the obvious form.

I have forgot much, Cynara, gone with the wind.

It is the lapse ofthe feeling, something as indefinite as expression

in the voice carrying emotion. It doesn’t depend on the ear,

particularly, but on the sensitive soul^ And the ear gets a habit,

and becomes master, when the ebbing and lifting emotion

should be master, and the car the transmitter. If your ear

has got stiff" and a bit mechanical, don’t blame my poetry.

That’s why you like Golden Journey to Samarkand—it fits your

habituated ear, and your feeling crouches subservient and a bit

pathetic. “It satisfies my ear,” you say. Well, I don,t write for

your ear. This is the constant war, I reckon, between new
expression and the habituated, mechanical tiansmitters and
receivers of the human constitution.

I' can’t tell you what pattern I see in any poetry, save one

complete thing. But surely you don’t class poetry among the

decorative or conventional arts. I always wonder if the Greeks

and Romans really did scan, or if scansion wasn’t a thing

invented afterwards by the schoolmaster. Yet I seem to find

about the same number of long lingering notes in each line. I

know nothing about it. I only know you aren’t right.

Y'ou are wrong, I think, about the two rhymes—why need

you notice they aie rhymes? You are a bit of a policeman in

poetry. I never put them in because they are rhymes.

“Drearisome,” I am guilty of—peccavi.
“Sloth,”

|
feel ssbit guilty about—not quite so guilty as you

would have me. I’m not sure about “Purity”—I always felt

suspicious of it, and yet I am inclined to think it is good.
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“The land ofher glad surmise” is a penny, not a sovereign- I

always knew it was shocking bad. I must think about that

ballad.

I rather suspect you of being a young Philistine with thef

poetry ofyouth on you, and the

But I am being a David that throws stones.

Don’t mind me. I find it. frightfully easy to theorise and say

all the things I don’t mean, and frightfully difficult to find out,

even for myself^what I do mean.

I only know that the verse you quote against me is right, and
you are wrong. Aijd I am a poor, maligned, misunderstood,

'

patronised and misread poet, and soon I shall burst into tears.

But thanks be to God above, my poetry doesn’t stick to me.

My vyfe has a beastly habit of comparing poetry—all literature

in fact—to the droppings of the goats among the rocks—mere

excreta that fertilises the ground it falls on.

I think I came a real cropper in my belief in metre, over

Shelley. I iried all roads ?o scan him, but could never read him
as he could be canned. And I thought what bit of Latin

scansion I did was a horrible f«kc: I ne\cr believed for an

instant in the Sapphic form—and Horace is already a bit of a

mellow varsity mail who never quite forgot Oxford.

[40]

Letter to Edward MarsS, 17 Dec., 1913

. . . About metres, I shall have to pray for grace from God.

But (scissors!) I think Shelley a million Ihousand times more

beautiful than Milton.

[41]

Letter to Edward Marsh, 24 May^ 1914

. . . The other day I got the second New Numbers. I was rather

disappointed, because I expected Abeitrombie’s long poem to

be great indeed. I can’t write to Wilfrid* because I think I

have never seen him to worse advantage than in this quarter.

•W.W Gibson



And it is no good your telling Me Lascefles’ End of the World is

great, because it isn't. There are some £ne bits of rhetoric, as

there always are in Abercrombie. But oh, thetyirit ofthe thing

altogether seems mean and rather vulgar. When I remember
even H. G. Wells' Country ofthe Blind, with which .this poem of

Abercrombie’s had got associated beforehand in my mind, then

I see how beautiful is Wells’ conception, and how paltry this

other. Why, why, in God’s name, is Abercrombie messing

about with Yokels and Cider and runaway wivfs? No, but* it is

bitterly disappointing. He who loves Paradise Lost must don

the red nose and rough-spun cloak of Masefield and Wilfrid.

And you encourage it—it is too bad. Abercrombie, if he does

anything, surely ought to work upon rather noble, and rather

chill subjects. I hate and detest his ridiculous imitation yokels

and all the silly hash of his bucolics; I loathe his rather nasty

efforts at cruelty, like the wrapping frogs in paper and putting

them for cartwheels to crush; I detest this irony with its clap-

trap solution ofeverything being that which it seemeth not; and

I hate that way of making what Meredith called Cockney

metaphors:—moons like a white cat and meteors like a pike

fish. And nearly all of this seems to me an Abercrombie

turning cheap and wicked. What is the matter with the man?
There’s sometning wrong with his soul. Mary and the Bramble

and Sale of St. Thomas weren’t like this. They had a certain

beauty of soul, a certain highness which I lqved:—though I

dicin'* like the Indian, horrors in the St. Thomas. But here

everything is mean and rather sordid, and full of rancid hate.

He talked of Sons and Lovers being all odi et amo. Well, I wish

I could find the “amo” in this poem of his. It is sheen “odi”,

and rather mean hatred at that. The best feeling in the thing is

a certain bitter gloating over the coming destruction. What has

happened to him? Something seems to be going bad in his

soul. Even in the poem before this, the one of the Shrivelled

Zeus, there was a gloating over nasty perishing which was

objecdpnable. Bpt what is the matter with him? The feelings

in these late things are corrupt and dirty. What has happened

to the man? I wish to heaven he were writing the best poems

that wrere ever written,* and then he turns out this.
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[42]

Letter to Harriet Monroe, 17 Nov., 1914
• . . To-day came the War Number of Poetry

,
for which also I

thank you. It put me into such a rage—how dare Amy talk

about bohemia^ glass and sialks of flame?—that in a real fury I

had«to write my war poem, because it breaks my heart, this war.

I hate, and Ifate, and hate the glib irreverence of some of

your contributors—Aldington with his “Do you know what it’s

alk about, brother •Jonathan? We don’t.” It is obvious he

doesn’t. And your nasty, obscene, vulgar in the last degree

—

“Hero”—-— may God tread him out—why did you put him
in? You shouldn’t.

At least I like the woman who wrote Metal Checks—her

idea, her attitude—but her poetry is pretty bad. I rather like

the suggestion of Marian* Ramie’s Face I shall never see—man

I shall never see. And Unser Gott isn’t bad—but unbeautifully

ugly. Your people have such littlr pressure: their safety valve

goes off at the high scream when the pressure is still so low.

Have you no pcopl< with any force in them? Aldington almost

shows most—if he weren’t so lamentably imitating Hueffer.

I don’t #are what you do with my war poem. I don’t parti-

cularly care if I don’t hear of it any moi e. The war is dreadful.

It is the business of the artist to follow it home to the h^rt of

the individual fighters—#ot to talk in armie^and nations and

numbers—but to track it home—home—their war—and it’s

at the bottom of almost every Englishmens heart—the war

—

the desire of war—the will to war—and at the bottom of every

German’s.

Don’t put common things in like the Campfollowe)—why do

you? They are only ugly, ugly
—

“pufrid lips”—it is something

for the nasty people of this world to batten on.

[43]

Letter to Catherine Carswell, ii Jan., i$i6 _

. . . The essence of poetry with us in this age of stark and

unlovely actualities*is a stark directness, w^hout a shadow of a
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li^ or a shadow of deflection anywhere. Everything can go,

but this stark, bare, rocky directness of statement, this alone

.makes poetry, to-day. That poem is very good
, the best yet.

My scribblings on it are only impertinent suggestions.

But you know it isn’t rhythmed at all, metrically. So why
rhyme ifyou dofi’t rhythm. I mean that for your other poe^ns.

This has got its own form as it stands. But in general, why use

rhyme when yoij don’t use metrical rhythm?—which .you

don’t—you’d lose all reality if you did. Use rhyme accidentally,

not as a sort ofdraper’s rule for measuring lines off.

The second poem is not good. It is agafn not created. Do
it in free verse accidentally rhymed, and let us see.

I send you the Spoon River Anthology. It is gdod, but too

static, always stated, not really art. Yet that is the line poetry

will take, a free, essential verse, that cuts to the centre of things,

ithout any flourish.

[44]

INTRODUCTION TO NEW POEMS

It seems when we hear a skylark singing as if soundj were run-

ning into the future," running so fast and utterly without con-

sideration, straight on into futurity. And when we hear a

nightingale, we hear the pause and tpc rich, piercing rhythm

of recollection, the perfected past. The lark may sound sad,

but with the lovely lapsing sadness that is almost a swoon of

hope. The nightingale’s triumph is a paean, but a death-paean.

So it is with poetry. Poetry is, as a rule, either the voice ofthe

far future, exquisite and ethereal, or it is the voice of the past.

rich", magnificent. When the Greeks heard the Iliad and the

Xlayssey, they heard their own past calling in their hearts, as

men far inland sometimes hear the sea and fall weak with

powerflil, wonderful regret, nostalgia; or else their own future

rippled its time-beats through their blood, eas they followed

the painful, glamorous progress of the Ithacan. This was

Homer to tlje Greeks: their Past, splendid with battles won and

death achieved, arvd their Future, the magic wandering of

Ulysses through the pnknown.
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With us it is the same. Our birds sing on the horizons. TJfey

sing out of the blue, Ijpyond us, or out of the quenched night.

They sing at datvn and sunset. Only the poor, shrill, tame,

canaries whistle while we talk. The wild birds begin before we
are awake, or as we drop into dimness, out of waking. Our
poets sit by the gateways, some by the east, same by the west.

As we arrive and as wc go out our hearts surge with response.

But whilst wc afe in the midst of life, we do not hear them.

The poetry qf the beginning and the poetry of the end must
have that exquisite finality, perfection which belongs to all that

is far off. It is in the realm of all that is perfect. It is of the

nature of all that is complete and consummate. This complete-

ness, this c«nsummateness, the finality and the perfection are

convgyed in exquisite form: the perfect symmetry, the rhythm
which returns upon itselflike a dance where the hands link and
loosen and link for the supreme moment of the end. Perfected

bygone moments, perfected moments in the glimmering

futurity, these are the treasured gem-like lyrics of Shelley

and Keats.

But there is another kind ofpoetry: the poetry of that which is

at hand: the immediate present. In the immediate present

there is no perfection, no consummation, notlfiqg finished. The
strands arg all flying, quivering, intermingling into the web,

the waters are shaking the moon. There is no round, con-

summate moon.on the face of running water, nor on the face

of the unfinished tide. There are no g%ms of the living jdasm.

The living plasm vibrates unspeakably, it inhUles the future, it

exhales the past, it is the quick of both, and yet it is neither.

There is no plasmic finality, nothing crystal, permanent. If

we try to fix the living tissue, as the biologists fix it with

formation, we have only a hardened bit of the past, the bygone

life under our. observation.

Life, the ever-present, knows no finality, no finished crystal-

lisation. The perfect rose is only a running flame, emerging

and flowing off, and never in any sense at rest, static, finished.

Herein lies its transcendent loveliness. The whole tide of all

life and all time suddenly heaves, and tippears before us as an

apparition, a revelation. We look at the vgry white quick of

nascent creation. A water-lily heaves herself from the flood,

looks around, gleams, and is gone. We have seen the incarna-
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tiyt, the quick of the ever-swirling flood. We 'have seen the

invisible. We have seen, we have touched, we have partaken

of the very substance of creative change, creative mutation. If

you tell me about the lotus, tell me of nothing changeless or

eternal. Tell me of the mystery of the inexhaustible, forever-

unfolding creatif/e spark. Tell me of the incarnate disclosure

of the flux, mutation in blossom, laughter and decay perfectly

open in their transit, nude in their movement before us.

Let me feel the mud and the heavens in my lq<rus. Let me feel

the heavy, silting, sucking mud, the spinning ofsky winds. Let

me feel them both in purest contact, the pfikedness of sucking

weight, nakedly passing radiance. Give me nothing fixed, set,

static. Don’t give me the infinite or the eternal* nothing of

infinity, nothing of eternity. Give me the still, white seething,

the incandescence and the coldness of the incarnate moment:
the moment, the quick of all change and haste and opposition:

the moment, the immediate present, the Now. The immediate

moment is not a drop of water running downstream. It is the

source and issue, the bubbling up of the stream. Here, in this

very instant moment, up bubbles the stream of time, out of the

wells of futurity, flowing on to the oceans of the past. The
source, the issue, the creative quick.

There is poetry of this immediate present, instant poetry, as

well as poetry of the infinite past and the infinite future The
seething poetry of the incarnate Now is supreme, beyond even

the, {everlasting gdms o,f the before and after. In its quivering

momentaneity it surpasses the crystalline, pearl-hard jewels, the

poems of the eternities. Do not ask for the qualities of the un-

fading timeless gems." Ask for the whiteness which is the seethe

of mud, ask for that incipient putrescence which is the skies

falling, ask for the never-pausing, never-ceasing life itself.

There must be mutation, swifter than iridescence, haste, not

rest, come-and-go, not fixity, inconclusiveness, immediacy, the

quality of life itself, without denouement or close. There must

be the rapid mo/nentaneous association of things which meet

and pass on the for ever incalculable journey of creation:

everything left in its ovn rapid, fluid relationship with the rest

of things.

This is tlie unrestful, ungraspable poetry of the sheer present,

poetry whose very permanency lies in its wind-like transit.
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Whitman's is the best poetry of this kind. Without beginhfig

and without end^withgut any base and pediment, it sweeps past

for ever, like a wind that is for ever in passage, and unchainable..

Whitman truly looked before and after. But he did not sigh

for what is not. The clue to all his utterance lies in the sheer

appreciation of the instant moment, life sifrging itself into

utterance at its very well-head. Eternity is only an abstraction

from the actual present. Infinity is only a great reservoir of

recollection, of a reservoir of aspiration: man-made. The
quivering nimble hour of the present, this is the quick of Time.

This is the immanence. The quick of the universe is the

pulsating
,
carnal self

\
mysterious and palpable. So it is always.

Because Whitman put this into his poetry, we fear him and

respoct him so profoundly. We should not fear him if he sang

only of the “old unhappy far-off things”, or of the “wings of

the morning”. It is because his heart beats with the urgent,

insurgent Now, which is jven upon us all, that we dread him.

He is so near the quick.

From the foregoing it is obviou* that the poetry ofthe instant

present cannot have the same body or the same motion as the

poetry of the before and after. It can never submit to the same

conditions. It is never finished. There is rio%rhythm which

returns uppn itself, no serpent of eternity with its tail in its own
mouth. There is no static perfection, none of that finality

which we find so satisfying because we are so frightened.

Much has been written about free verse. But all that «an be

said, first and last, is tffat free verse is, or Should be, direct

utterance from the instant, whole man. It is the soul and the

mind zfhd body surging at once, nothing*left out. They speak

all together. There is some confusion, some discord. But the

cofifusion and the discord only belong to the reality, as noise

belongs to the plunge ofwater. It is np use inventing fancy laws

for free verse, no use drawing a melodic line which all the feet

must toe. Free verse toes no melodic line, no matter what drill-

sergeant. Whitman pruned away his cliahcs—perhaps his

cliches of rhythn^as well as of phrase. And this is about all we
can do, deliberately, with free verse. #

#
We can get rid of the

stereotyped movements and the old hackneyed ^associations

ofsound or sense. We can break down those artificial conduits

and canals through?which we do so love to force our utterance.
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Wfc 'can break the stiff neck of habit. We can be in ourselves

spontaneous and flexible as flame, we «an see that utterance

•lushes out without artificial form or artificial smoothness. But
we cannot positively prescribe any motion, any rhythm. All

the laws we invent or discover—it amounts to pretty much the

same—will fail to apply to free verse. They will only apply, to

some form ofrestricted, limited unfree verse.

All we can say is that free verse docs not have fhe same nature

as restricted verse. It is not of the nature of reminiscence. It is

not the past which we treasure in its perfection between our

hands. Neither is it the crystal of the perfect future, into which

we gaze. Its tide is neither the full, yearning flow of aspiration,

nor the sweet, poignant ebb of remembrance and legret. The
past and the futuie are the two great bournes of human
emotion, the two great homes of the human days, the two
eternities. They are both conclusive, final. Their beauty is

the beauty of the goal, finished, perfected. Finished beauty

and measured symmetry belong to the stable, unchanging

eternities.

But in free verse we look for the insurgent naked throb of the

instant moment. To break the lovely form of metrical verse,

and to dish up the fragments as a new substance, called vers

litre, this is what most of the free-versifiers accomplish. They
do not know that frefe verse has its own nature, that it is ntither

star nor pearl, but instantaneous like plasm. It has no goal in

eitliei* eternity. It has no finish. It has no satisfying stability,

satisfying to those who like the immufable. None of this. It is

the instant; the quick^ the very jetting source of all will-be and

has-been. The utterance is like a spasm, naked contact frith all

influences at once. It does not want to get anywhere. It just

takes place.

For such utterance anyexternally applied law would be mere

shackles and death. The law must come new each time from

within. The bird is on the wing in the winds, flexible to every

breath; a living sjfcirk in th% storm, its very flickering depending

upon its supreme mutability and power of fhange. Whence
such a bird came: whitjfer it goes: from what solid earth it rose

up, and upqp what solid earth it will close its wings and settle,

this is not the question. This is a question of before and after.

Now, now
,
the bird is on the wing in the winds.
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Such is the rare new poetry. One realm we have never<yn-
quered: the pure present. One great mystery of time is terra

incognita to us: the instant. The most superb mystery we have

hardly recognised: the immediate, instant self. The quick of

all time is the instant. The quick of all the universe, of all

creation, is the incarnate, carnal self. Poetry.gave us the clue:

free verse: Whitman. Now we know.

The ideal—what is the ideal? A figment. An abstraction.

A static abstraction, abstracted from life. It is a fragment ofthe

before or the after. It is a crystallised aspiration, or a ‘crystal-

lised remembrancg : crystallised, set, finished. It is a thing set*

'apart, in the great storehouse of eternity, the storehouse of

finished things.

do not speak ofthings crystallised and set apart. We speak

of the instant, the immediate self, the very plasm of the self.

We speak also of free verse.

All this should have come as a preface to Look! We Have Come

Through

!

But is it not better to publish a preface long after the

book it belongs to has appeared? For then the reader will have

had his fair chance with the book, alone.

[From New Poems D. H. Lawrence, New York, 1920 ]

[45]

From

CHAOS IN POETRY

Poetry, they say, is a matter of words. And this is just as

much true as that pictures are a matter of paint, and frescoes a

matter of water and colour-wash. It is such a long way from

being the whole truth that it is sflghtly silly if uttered sen-

tentiously.

Poetry is a matter of words. Poetry is a stringing together of

words into a ripple and jingle and a run of colours. Poetry is an

Interplay ol lmlges. Poctrvis the iridescent suggestion of an

idea. Poetry is alT these things, and still jt is something else.

Given all these ingredients, you have somethiiig very like

poetry, somethingfor which we might borrow the old romantic
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narne of poesy. And poesy, like bric-k-brac, will for ever be in

fashion. But poetry is still another thing
fe

The essential quality of poetry is that it makes a new effort

of attention, and “discovers” a new world within the known
world. Man, and the animals, and the flowers, all live within a

strange and for ever surging chaos. The chaos which we have
got used to we call a cosmos. The unspeakable inner chaos of

which we arc composed we call consciousness, 'and mind, and
even civilisation. ‘But it is, ultimately, chaos, lij up by visions,

or not lit up by visions. Just as the rainbow may or may not

light up the storm. And, like the rainbow, tjie vision perisheth.

But man cannot live in chaos. The animals can. To the

animal all is chaos, only there are a few recurring rpotions and
aspects within the surge. And the animal is content. Butjnan
is not. Man must wrap himself in a vision, make a house of

apparent form and stability, fixity. In his terror of chaos he

begins by putting up an umbrella between himself and the

everlasting whirl. Then he paints the underside of his umbrella

like a firmament. Then he parades around, lives and dies under

his umbrella. Bequeathed to his descendants, the umbrella

becomes a dome, a vault, and men at last begin to feel that

something is wrong.

Man fixes some wonderful erection of his owi^ between

himself and the wild -chaos, and gradually goes bleached, and
stifled under his parasol. Then comes a poet, .enemy of con-

vention, and makes a sl^t in the umbrella; and lo! the glimpse

of chaos is a vision, a window to the*sun. But after a while,

getting used to the v ision, and not liking the genuine draught

from chaos, commonplace man daubs a simulacrum of the

window that opens on to chaos, and patches the umbrella with

the painted patch of the simulacrum. That is, he has got used

to the vision; it is part of his house-decoration. So that the

umbrella at last looks like a glowing open firmament, of many
aspects. But alas! it is all simulacrum, in innumerable patches.

Homer £nd Keats annotated and with glossary.

This is the history of poetry in our era. Someone sees Titans

in the wild air of chaos, and the Titan become! a wall between

succeeding generations* and the chaos they should have

inherited. The wild sky moved and sang. Even that became a

great umbrella between mankind and th^ sky of fresh air;
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then it became a painted vault, a fresco on a vaulted *f>f,

under which men bleach and go dissatisfied. Till another poet

makes a slit on tc? the open and windy chaos.

But at last our roofdeceives us no more. It is painted plaster,

and all the skill of all the human ages won’t take us in. Dante
or^Leonardo, Beethoven or Whitman: lo! it is painted on the

plaster of our vault. Like St. Francis preaching to the birds in

Assisi. Wonderfully like air and birdy space and chaos of

many things—partly because the fresco is faded. But even so,

we are glad to get out of that church, and into the natural chaos.

This is the mon^entous crisis for mankind, when we have to

%et back to chaos. So long as the umbrella serves, and poets

make slits«in it, and the mass of people can be gradually

educated up to the vision in the slit: which means they patch

it over with a patch that looks just like the vision in the slit: so

long as this process can continue, and mankind can be educated

up, and thus built in, soJong will a civilisation continue more
or less happily, completing its own painted prison. It is called

completing the consciousness.

The joy men had when Wordsworth, for example, made a slit

and saw a primrose! Till then, men had only seen a primrose

dimly, in the shadow of the umbrella. The^ saw it through

Wordsworth in the full gleam of chaos. Since then, gradually,

we have come to sec primavera nothing -but primrose. Which
means, we have patched over the slit.

And the greater joy when Shakespeare made a big r^it and

saw emotional, wistful ?nan outside in the fchaos, beyond the

conventional idea and painted umbrella of moral images and

iron-bbund paladins, which had been put up in the Middle

Ages. But now, alas, the roof of our vault is simply painted

dense with Hamlets and Macbcths, the side walls too, and the

order is fixed and complete. Man can’t be any different from

his image. Chaos is all shut out.

The umbrella has got so big, the patches and plaster are so

tight and hard, it can be slit no more. If i^wcie slit, .the rent

would no more be a vision, it would only be an outrage. We
should dab it over at once, to match the rest.

So the umbrella is absolute. And so th^ yearning for chaos

becomes a nostalgia. And this will go on till some terrific wind

blows the umbrella to ribbons, and much of mankind to
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ob^vion. The rest will shiver in the midst of chaos. For chaos

is always there, and always will be, no {natter how we put up
umbrellas of visions.

‘

What about the poets, then, at this juncture? They reveal

the inward desire of mankind. What do they reveal? They
1 show the desire for chaos, and the fear of chaos. The desire £or

chaos is the breath of their poetry. The fear of chaos is in their

parade of forms and technique. Poetry is made of words, they

say. So they blow bubbles of sound and image, which soon

burst with the breath of longing for chaos, which fills them.

'But the poetasters can make pretty shiny bubbles for the

Christmas-tree, which never burst, because there is no breath

ofpoetry in them, but they remain till we drop thcim

[Written in 192S as part of Preface to Chariot of the Sun by Harry Cfosby
(Pans, 1931), but first published as "Chaos in Poetry ’ in Exchanges, December
1929 ]

[46]

A SECOND CONTEMPORARY VERSE ANTHOLOGY

“It is not merely an assembly of verse, but the spiritual record

of an entire people.’.’—This from the wrapper of A Second

Contemporary Verse Anthology. The spiritual record of an entire

people^sounds rather impressive. The book as a matter of fact

is a collection ofvplcasant verse, neaif and nice and easy as

eating candy.

Naturally, any collection of contemporary verse in any

country at any time is bound to be more or less a box of candy.

Days of Horace, days of Milton, days of Whitman, it would be

pretty much the same, more or less a box of candy. Would it

be at the same time the spiritual record of an entire people?

Why not? If we had a good representative anthology of the

poetry qf Whitman’s day, and if it contained two poems by

Whitman, then it would be a fairly true spiritual record of the

American people of tha£ day. As if the wh*ole nation had

whispered or chanted ifs inner experience into the horn of a

gramophone.
1

And the bulk of tbe whisperings and murmurings would be
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candy: sweet nothings, tender trifles and amusing things. ,Epr

of such is the bulk of the spiritual experience of any ennre
people.

The Americans have always been good at “occasional”.'

verse. Sixty years ago they were very good indeed: making
their little joke against themselves and their century. To-day <

thAe are fewer jokes. There are also fewer footprints on the

sands of time, Life is still earnest, but a little less real. And the

soul* has left offjusserting that dust it isn’t nor to dust returneth.

The spirit of verse prefers now a “composition salad” of fruits

of sensation, in a cooked mayonnaise of sympathy. Odds and •

yids of feelings smoothed into unison by some prevailing

sentiment:

My face is wet with the rain

But my heart is warm to the core. . . .

Or you can call it a bo?*of chocolate candies. Let me offer

you a sweet! Candy! Isn’t everything candy?

There be none of Be auty’s daughters
With a magic like thee

—

And like music on the waters

Is thy sweet voice to me.

Is that candy? .Then what about this?

But you aroa girl and 1 un
Fresh bathed and warm and sweet,

After the flying ball

On little, sandalled feet.

One of those two fragments is a classic. And one is a scrap

from the contemporary spiritual record.

The river boat had loitered down its way,

The ropes were coiled, and business fo» the day
Was done

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,

And all the air a solemn stillness holds;

Save where
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Two more bits. Do you sec any intrinsic difference between
tnem? After all, the one means as much as the other. And what
is there in the mere stringing together ofwords?

For some mysterious reason, there is everything.

When lilacs last in the dooryard bloomed

It is a string of words, but it makes me prick my innermost

ear. So do I prick my ear to: “Fly low, verjnilion dragon.”

But the next line: “With the moon horns,” makes me lower

that same inward ear once more, in indifference.

There is an element ofdanger in all new utterance. We prick

our ears like an animal in a wood at a strange sounjl.

Alas! though there is a modicum of “strange sound” in this

contemporary spiritual record, we are not the animal to prick

our ears at it. Sounds sweetly familiar, linked in a new crochet

pattern. “Christ, what are patterns for?” But why invoke

Deity? Ask the Ladies' Home Journd. You may know a new
utterance by the element of danger in it. “My heart aches,”

says Keats, and you bet it’s no joke.

Why do I think of stairways

V'ith a rush of hurt surprise?

Heaven knows, my dear, unless you once fell down.

The element of danger. Man is always, all the time and for

ever on the brinjj of the unknown. The minute you realise this,

you prick your cars in alarm. And the minute any man steps

alone, with his whole naked self, emotional and mental, into

the everlasting hinterland of consciousness, you hate him and

you wonder over him. Why can’t he stay cozily playing word-

games around the camp fire?

Now it»is time to invoke the Deity, who made man an

adventurer into the everlasting unknown of consciousness.

The spiritual record of any people is 99 per cent a record of

games
£

aroundacampfire: word-games and picture-games. But

the one per cent is a step into the grisly dark) which is for ever

dangerous and wonderful. Nothing is wonderful unless it is

dangerous. Dangerous to the status quo of the soul. And there-

fore to some degree detestable.
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When the contemporary spiritual record warbles away abdit
the wonder of the blu$ sky and the changing seas, etc,, etc.,

etc., it is all candy. The sky is a blue hand-mirror to the

modern poet and he goes on smirking before it. The blue sky

of our particular heavens is painfully well known to us all. In

fact, it is like the glass bowl to the goldfish, ft ne plus ultra in

which he sees himself as he goes round and round.

The actual heavens can suddenly roll up like the heavens of

Ezekiel. That’ifwhat happened at the Renaissance. The old

heavens shrivelled and men found a new empyrean above

them. But they didn’t get at it by playing word-games around

tlfie camp fire. Somebody has to jump like a desperate clown

through thcfvast blue hoop of the upper air. Or hack a slow

way through the dome of crystal.

Play! Play! Play! All the little playboys and playgirls of the

western world, playing at goodness, playing at badness, playing

at sadness, and playing d^afeningly at gladness. Playboys and

playgirls ol the western world, harmlessly fulfilling their higher

destinies and registering the spiritual record of an entire

people. Even playing at death, and playing with death. Oh,

poetry, you child m a bathing-dress, playing at ball!

You say nature is always nature, the sky isalways the sky.

But sit sti# and consider for one moment what sort of nature

it was the Romans saw on the face of the earth, and what

sort of hcavens*the medievals knew above them, and your sky

will begin to crack like glass. The would is what it is, and the

chimerical universe of tlie ancients was always child’s play.

The camera cannot lie. And the eye of man is nothing but a

camera photographing the outer world in colour-process.

This sounds very well. But the eye of man photographs the

chimera of nature, as well as the so-called scientific vision.

The eye of man photographs gorgon^ and chimeras, as the eye

of the spider photographs images unrecognisable to
#
us and the

eye of the horse photographs flat ghosts and looming motions.

We are at the phase of scientific vjsion. This phase will pass

and this vision wj]l seem as chimciical to our descendants as the

medieval vision seems to us.

The upshot of it all is that we are pot-bound in our con-

sciousness. We are like a fish in a glass bowl, swimming round

and round and gaping at our own image reflected on the walls
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ofDthe infinite: the infinite being the glass bowl of our con-

ception of life and the universe. We are prisoners inside our
,own conception of life and being. We have exhausted the

possibilities of the universe, 21s we know it. All that remains is

r
to telephone to Mars for a new word of advice.

Our consciousness is pot-bound. Our ideas, our emotions, 9ur
experiences are all pot-bound. For us there is nothing new
under the sun. What there is to know, we know it already, find

experience adds little. The girl who is goinjf to fall in love

knows all about it beforehand from books and the movies. She

knows what she wants and she wants what she knows. Like

candy. It is still nice to cat candy, though one has eaten it

every day for years. It is still nice to eat candy. But the spiritual

record of eating candy is a rather thin noise. *

There is nothing new under the sun, once the consciousness

becomes pot-bound. And this is what ails all art to-day. But

particularly American art. The Ajuerican consciousness is

peculiarly pot-bound. It doesn’t even have that little hole in

the bottom of the pot through which desperate roots straggle.

No, the American consciousness is not only potted in a solid

and everlasting pot, it is placed moreover in an immovable

ornamental vass. A double hide to bind it and a double bond

to hide it.

European consciousness still has cracks in its vessel <*nd a

hole in the bottom of its absoluteness. It still hus strange roots

ofmemory groping down to the heart of the world.

But American consciousness is absolutely free of such

danglers. It is free from all loop-holes and crevices of escape.

It is absolutely safe inside a solid and ornamental confcept of

life. There it is Free! Life is good, and all men are meant to

have a good time. Life is good! that is the flower-pot. The
ornamental vase: Having a good time.

So they proceed to have it, even with their woes. The young

maiden knows exactly when she falls in love: she knows exactly

how she feels whan her lovfr or husband betrays her or when

she betrays him: she knows precisely what it is to be a forsaken

wife, an adoring mothf*i, an erratic grandmother. All at the

age of eighteen.

Vive la vie!

There is nothing new iiftder the sun, but you can have a jolly
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good old time all the same with the old things. A nut sundag or

a new beau, a baby or an automobile, a divorce or a trouble-

some appendix: fny dear, that’s Life! You’ve got to get a good
time out of it, anyhow, so here goes

!

In which attitude there is a certain piquant stoicism. The
stoicism of having a good time. The heroism of enjoying*

yourself. But, as I say, it makes rather thin hearing in a

spiritual record. Rechauffes of rechauffes. Old soup of old bones

of life, heated «p again for a new consomme. Nearly always

called printaniere.

I know*a forest, stilly-deep . . .

Mark tht poetic novelty of stilly-deep, and then say there is

nothing new under the sun.

My soul-harp never thrills to peaceful tunes;

I should :,ny so.

For after all, the thine- to do
Is just to put your heart in song

Or in pickle.

I sometimes wish that God were back

In this dark world and wide;

Foe though some virtues he might lack,

He had his pleasant side.

“ ting on the pleasant side of God, and how to stay

there. —Hints by a Student of Life.

Oh, ho! Now I am masterful!

Now I am filled with power.

Now I am brutally myself again

And my own man.

For I have been among my hills today,

On the scarred dumb ipeks standing;

And it made a Aan of him . . .

Open confession is good for the soul.

The spiritual record of an entire . . . what?

[Review in New York Evening Post Litercny Review, 29 September, 1923 ]
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[47]

From

THE NIGHTINGALE

. . . The nightingale, let us repeat, is the mosl unsad thing in

the world; even more unsad than the peacock full ofgleam. He
4 has nothing to be sad about. He feels perfeft with life. It isn’t

conceit. He just feels life-perfect, and he trills it out—shouts,

jugs, gurgles, trills, gives long, mock-plaintiff Qftlls, makes
declarations, assertions, and triumphs; but he never rejects.

It is pure music, in so far as you could never put words to it.

But there are words for the feelings aroused in us by the song.

No, even that is not true. There arc no words to tell what one

really feels, hearing the nightingale. It is something so much
purer than words, which are all tainted. Yet we can say, it is

some sort of feeling of triumph in one’s own life-perfection.

’Tis not through envy of thy happy lot,

But beihg too happy in thy happiness,

—

That thou, light-winged Dryad of the tre&,

In some melodious plot

Of beechen* green, and shadows numberless,

Singest ofsummer in full-throated case.

Poor Keats, he has to be “too happy” in the nightingale’s

happiness, not being very happy in himself at all. So he*wants

to drink the blushful Hippocrene, and fade away with the

nightingale into the forest dim.

Fade»far away, dissolve, and quite forget

What thou among the leaves hast never known,
The weariness, the fever, and the fret. . . .

It is such sad, beautiful poetry of the hum%n male. Yet the

next line strikes me as aJSit ridiculous.

Here, where men sit and hear each other groan;

Where palsy shakes a few, sad, last gr^y hairs. . . .
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This is Keats, not at all the nightingale. But the sad hufc&n
male still tries to Jjreal# away, and get over into the nightingale

world. Wine will not take him across. Yet he will go.

Away! away! for I will fly to thee,

Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards,

But on the viewless wings of Poesy. . . .

He doesn’t s€cceed, however. The viewless wings of Poesy

carry him only into the bushes, not into the nightingale world.

He is still outside.

Darkling I listen; and for many a time

I have been half in love with easeful Death. . . .

The nightingale never made anv man in love w'ith easeful

death, except by contrast. The contrast between the bright

flame of positive pure ?elf-aliveness, in the bird, and the

uneasy flickering of yearning selflessness, for ever yearning for

something outside himself, which is Keats:

To cease upon the midnight with no pain.

While thou art pouring forth thy soulAbroad
In such an ecstasy

!

Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain,

—

To thty high requiem become a sod.

How astonished the nightingale w ould be if lie could be made
to realise what sort of answer the poet was answering to his

song, tie would fall off the bough w'ith amazement.

Because a nightingale, when you answer him back, only

shouts and sings louder. Suppose a few other nightingales pipe

up in neighbouring bushes—as they alw ays do. Then the blue-

white sparks of sound go dazzling up to heaven. And suppose

you, mere mortal, happen to be sitting on the shady bank

having an altercation with the mispress of ycAir heart, hammer

and tongs, then $he chief nightingale swells and goes at it like

Caruso in the Third Act—simply a Brilliant, bursting frenzy

of music, singing you down, till you simply»can’t tear yourself

speak to quarrel.

There was, in feet, something very like a nightingale in
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Cdbflso—that bird-like, bursting, miraculous energy of song,

and fullness of himself, and self-luxurian«e.

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!

No hungry generations tread thee down.
I

Not yet in Tuscany, anyhow. They are twenty to the dozen.

Whereas the cuckoo seems remote and low-voiced, calling, his

low, half secretive call as he flies past. PerHhps it really is

different in England.

The voice I hear this'passing night was heard

In ancient days by emperor and clown:

Perhaps the self-same song that found a path
,

Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home,

She stood in tears amid the alien corn.

And why in tears? Always tears. Bid Diocletian, I wonder,

among the emperors, burst into tears when he heard the

nightingale, and AEsop among the clowns? And Ruth, really?

Myself, I strongly suspect that young lady of setting the nightin-

gale singing, like the nice damsel in Boccaccio’s story, who

went to sleep with the lively bird in her hand, “

—

tua jigliuola i

stata vaga deWusignuolo
,
cKella Vha pieso e tienlosi in mano/’’

And what does the hen nightingale think of it all, as she

mildly sits upon the eggs and hears milord giving himself forth?

Probafily she like§ it, for'shc goes on feeding him as jaunty as

ever. Probably she prefers his high cockalorum to the poet’s

humble moan:

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain. . . .

That wouldn’t be much use to the hen nightingale. And one

sympathises with Keats’s Fanny, and understands why she

wasn’t having any Much good such a midnight would have

been to kerf r

Perhaps, when all’s said and done, the female of the species

gets more out of life*when the male isn’t wanting to cease upon

the midnight, with or without pain. There are better uses for

midnights. And a bird that sings because he’s full of his own
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bright life, and leaves her to keep the eggs cosy, is perhlps

preferable to one.who moans, even with love of her.

Of course, the nightingale is utterly unconscious of the little,

dim hen, while he sings. And he never mentions her name.

But she knows well enough that the song is half her: just as she

knows the eggs are half him. And just as she doesn’t want him
coming in and ^putting a heavy foot down on her little bunch

of eggs, he doesn’t want her poking into his song, and fussing

over it, and mussing it up. Every man to his trade, and every

woman to hers:

Adieu! adieu 1 thy plaintive anthem fades. . . .

It n(*er was a plaintive anthem—it was Caruso at his jauntiest.

But don’t try to argue with a poet.

[The Nightingale m Forum, September J927 and Spcrtatoi 10 September,

1927 ]



PART FOUR

Contemporaries and the Importance*
of the Novel

[48]

WHY THE NOVEL MATTERS

We have curious ideas of ourselves. Wc think of ourselves*as a

body with a spirit in it, or a body with a soul in it, or a body
with a mind in it. Mens sana in corpore sano. The years drink up
the wine, and at last throw the bottle Jfway, the body, ofcourse,

being the bottle.

It is a funny sort of superstition. Why should I look at my
hand, as it so cleverly writes these words, and decide that it is a

mere nothing compared to the mind that directs it? Is there

really any huge•difference between my hand and my brain?

Or my mind? My hand is alive, it flickers with a life df its own.
It meets all the strange universe in touch, and learns a*vast

nunjber of things; and knows a vast number of things. My
hand, as it writes^ these Vords, slips g^ily along, jumps like a

grasshopper to dot an i, feels the table rather cold, gets a little

bored if I write too long, has its own rudiments of thought, and
is just as much me as is my brain, my mind, or my soul. Why
should I imagine that there is a me which is more me than my
hand is? Since my hand is absolutely alive, me alive.

Whereas, ofcourse, as faros I am concerned, my pen isn’t alive

at all. My pen isn't me alive. Me alive ends at my finger-tipv

Whatever is me alive is me. Every tiny bit of my hands is

alive, ev£ry little ffecklc and hair and fold of skin. And what-

ever is me alive is me. Only my finger-nails* those ten little

weapons between me ansfan inanimate universe, they cross the

mysterious Rwbicon'between me alive and things like my pen,

which are not alive,* in my own sense.

So, seeing my hand is all alive, and me ajive, wherein is it

102
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just a bottle, or a jug, or a tin can, or a vessel of clay, or aav of

the rest of that nonsense? True, if I cut it it will bleed, like a
can ofcherries. But then the skin that is cut, and the veins that

bleed, and the bones that should never be seen, they are aH
just as alive as the blood that flows. So the tin can business,

or vessel of clay, is just bunk.

\nd that’s what you learn, when you’re a novelist. And that’s

what you are very liable not to know, if you’re a parson, or a
philosopher, or* scientist, or a stupid person. Ifyou’re a parson,

you talk about souls in heaven. If you’re a novelist, you know
that paradise is in^ the palm of your hand, and on the end of

your nose, because both are alive; and alive, and man alive,

which is ipore than you can say, for certain, of paradise.

Paradise is after life, ‘and I for one am not keen on anything

that is after life. If you are a philosopher, you talk about

infinity, and the pure spirit which knows all things. But if

you pick up a novel, you realise immediately that infinity is

just a Inind'e to this self-same jug of a body of mine; while as

for knowing, if 1 find my finger in the fire, I know that fire

burns, with a knowledge so emphatic and vital, it leaves

Nirvana merely a conjecture. Oh, yes, my body, me alive,

knows, and knows intensely. And as for the sum of all know-

ledge, it yn’t be anything more than an accumulation of all

the things I know in the body, and you, dear reader, know
in the body. .

These damned philosophers, they talk as if they suddenly

went off in steam, and •ere then much mone important than

they are when they’re in their shirts. It is nonsense. Every

man, philosopher included, ends in his own finger-tips. That’s

the end of his man alive. As for the words and thoughts and

sighs and aspirations that fly from him, they are so many
tremulations irv the ether, and not alive at all. But if the

tremulations reach another man alive, he may receive them

into his life, and his life may take on a new colour, like a

chameleon creeping from a brown rock op to a grgen leaf.

All very well and good. It still d&esn’t alter the fact that the

so-called spirit, the message or teaching of the philosopher or

the saint, isn’t alive at all, but just 3 tremulation upon the

ether, like a radio message. All this spirit stuff is"just tremula-

tions upon the etjier. If you, as man alive, quiver from the
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trfmulation of the ether into new life, that is because you are

man alive, and you take sustenance and stimulation into your

alive man in a myriad ways. But to say th£t the message, or

the spirit which is communicated to you, is more important

than your living body, is nonsense. You might as well say that

' the potato at dinner was more important.

Nothing is important but life. And for myself, I can absolutely

see life nowhere but in the living. Life with a tapital L is only

man alive. Even a cabbage in the rain is cabbage alive. All

things that are aliv c arc amazing. And all things that are dead

are subsidiary to the living. Better a live dqg than a dead lion.

But better a live lion than a live dog. C’est la vie.1

It seems impossible to get a saint, or a philosopher, or a

scientist, to stick to this simple truth. They arc all, in a $ense,

renegades. The saint wishes to offer himself up as spiritual

food for the multitude. Even Francis of Assisi turns himself

into a sort of angel-cake, of w hich
#
an\one may take a slice.

But an angel-cake is rather less than man alive. And poor

St. Francis might well apologise to his body, when he is dying:

“Oh, pardon me, my body, the wrong I did you through

the years!” It was no wafer, for others to eat.

The philosopher, on the other hand, because he can think,

decides that nothing but thoughts matter. It is as if a rabbit,

because he can mako little pills, should decide that nothing but

little pills matter. /As for the scientist, he has absolutely no

use for me so long as I, am man alive. To the scientist, I am
Bead. Hepiits under the microscope® bit ofdead me, and calls

it me. He takes me to pieces, and says first one piece, and then

another piece, is me. My heart, my liver, my stomach have all

been scientifically me, according to the scientist; and nowadays

I am either a brain, or nerves, or glands, or something more

up-to-date in the tissue line.

Now I absolutely flatly deny that I am a soul, or a body, or a

mind, or an intelligence, or a brain, or a nervous system, or a

bunch fif glands^or any of the rest of these bits of me. The
whole is greater than the part. And therefore, I, who am man
alive, am greater than *iy soul, or spirit, or fiody, or mind, or

consciousness, or anything else that is merely a part of me. I

am a man, 2nd alive. I am man alive, and as long as I can, I

intend to go on being man alive.
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For this reason I am a novelist. And being a novelist, I €an-
sider myself superior to the saint, the scientist, the philosopher,

and the poet, who are all great masters of different bits ofman
alive, but never get the whole hog.

The novel is the one bright book of life. Books are not life.

Thpy are only tremulations on the ether. But the novel as a
tremulation can make the whole man alive tremble. Which
is njorc than pbetry, philosophy, science, or any other book-
tremulation caifdo.

The novel is the book of life. In this sense, the Bible is a great

confused novel. Y#u may say, it is about God. But it is really

<tbout man alive. Adam, Eve, Sarai, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Samuel, Dfevid, Bath-Shcba, Ruth, Esther, Solomon, Job,
Isaiah, Jesus, Mark, Judas, Paul, Peter: what is it but man
alive, from start to finish? Man alive, not mere bits. Even the

Lord is another man alive, in a burning bush, throwing the

tablets of stone at Moses’%head.

I do hope you begin to get my idea, why the novel is

supremely important, as a tremulation on the ether. Plato

makes the perfect ideal being tiemblc in me. But that’s only a

bit of me. Perfection is only a bit, in the strange make-up of

man alive. The Sermon on the Mount makesjthe selfless spirit

of me quieer. But that, too, is only a bit of me. The Ten
Commandments set the old Adam shivering in me, warning

me that I am«a thief and a murderer, unless I watch it. But

even the old Adam is only a bit of m<'.

I very much like all tlftse bits ofme to be sftt trembling with

life and the wisdom of life. But I do ask that the whole of me
shall tfemble in its wholeness, some time or other.

And this, of course, must happen in me, living.

But as far as it can happen from a communication, it can only

happen when ar whole novel commynicates itself to me. The

Bible—but all the Bible—and Homer, and Shakespeare:

these are the supreme old novels. These are all things to all

men. Which means that in theij wholeness they affect the

whole man alive^ which is the man himself, beyond any part of

.
him. They set the whole tree trembling with a new access of

life, they do not just stimulate growth in on$ direction.

I don’t want to grow in any one direction any more. And, if

I can help it, I don’t want to stimulate anybody else into some
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particular direction. A particular direction ends in a cul-de-sac.

We’re in a cul-de-sac at present.

I don’t believe in any dazzling revelation, or in any supreme
Word. “The grass withereth, the flower fadeth, but the Word
of the Lord shall stand for ever.” That’s the kind ofstuffwe’ve

drugged ourselves with. As a matter offact, the grass withcrefch,

but comes up all the greener for that reason, after the rains.

The flower fadeth* and therefore the bud opens.* But the Wprd
of the Lord, being man-uttered and a mere Vibration on the

c
ether, becomes staler and staler, more and more boring, till at

last we turn a deaf ear and it ceases to exist, far more finally

than any withered grass. It is grass that renews its youth like

the eagle, not any Word.

We should ask for no absolutes, or absolute. Once and for all

and for ever, let us have done with the ugly imperialism of any

absolute. There is no absolute good, there is nothing absolutely

right. All things flow and change, «and even change is not

absolute. The whole is a strange assembly of apparently

incongruous parts, slipping past one another.

Me, man alive, I am a very curious assembly of incongruous

parts. My yea! of to-day is oddly different from my yea! of

yesterday. My tears of to-morrow will have nothing to do with

my tears of a year ago. If the one I love remains iMchanged

and unchanging, I shall cease to love her. It is only becauSb she

changes and startles me into change and defies my inertia, and

is herself staggered in her inertia by my changing, that I can

continue to love Ker. If she stayed pu£ I might as w ell love the

pepper-pot.

In all this change, I maintain a certain integrity. But woe
betide me if I try to put my finger on it. If I say of myself, I

am this, I am that!—then, if I stick to it, I turn into a stupid

fixed thing like a lamp-post. I shall never knt>w wherein lies

my integrity, my individuality, my me. I can never know it. It

is useless to talk about my ego. That only means that I have

made up an idea a£ myself, ?nd that I am trying to cut myself

out to pattern. Which is no good. You can cu^your cloth to fit

your coat, but you can’j^tlip bits off your living body, to trim

it down to ypur idta. True, you can put yourself into ideal

corsets. But even in ideal corsets, fashions change.

Let us learn from the novel. In the novel, die characters can
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myrrh and bacon-fat and Shedand tweed? The audience

round the death-bed gapes for the answer. And when, in^t

sepulchral tone, tlfc answer comes at length, after hundreds of

pages: “It is none of these, it is abysmal chloro-coryambasis,”

the audience quivers all over, and murmurs: “That’s just how
I feel myself.”

Which is the dismal, long-drawn-out comedy of the death-

bed ofthe seriousmovel. It is self-consciousness picked into such

fine bits that the Mts are most ofthem invisible, and you have to

go by smell. Through thousands and thousands of pages Mr.

Joyce and Miss Richardson tear themselves to pieces, strip

their smallest emotions to the finest threads, till you feel you
are sewed in§ide a wool mattress that is being slowly shaken up,

and y<ju are turning to wool along with the rest ofthe woolliness.

It’s awful. And it’s childish. It really is childish, after a

certain age, to be absorbedly self-conscious. One has to be

self-conscious at seventeen: still a little self-conscious at twenty-

seven; but xf we arc going*t strong at thirty-seven, then it is a

sign of arrested development, nothing else. And if it is still

continuing at forty-seven, it is obv ious senile precocity.

And there’s the serious novel: senile-precocious. Absorbedly,

childishly concerned with what I am. “I am this, 1 am that, I

am the othy. My reactions are such, and such, and such. And,

oh, Lcyrd, if I liked to watch myself closely .enough, if I liked to

analyse my feelings minutely, as I unbutton my gloves, instead

of saying crudely I unbuttoned them, then I could go on to a

million pages instead of a*thousand. In fact, tfie more I come

to think of it, it is gross, it is uncivilised bluntly to say: I

unbuttoned my gloves. After all, the absorbing adventure of it!

Which button did I begin with?” etc.

The people in the serious novels arc so absorbedly concerned

with themselves ^nd what they feel and don’t feel, and how they

react to every mortal button; and th&r audience as frenziedly

absorbed in the application of the author’s discoveries to their

own reactions: “That’s me! That’s exactly it! I’m just finding

myself in this book!” Why, this is tnore than death-bed, it is

almost post-mortAi behaviour.

Some convulsion or cataclysm will have to get this serious

novel out of its self-consciousness. The last great war made it

worse. What’s to be done? Because, poor thing, it’s really
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|Qung yet. The novel has never become fully adult. It has

never quite grown to years of discretion. It has always youth-

fully hoped for the best, and felt rather sorry for itself on the

last page. Which is just childish. The childishness has become
very long-drawn-out. So very many adolescents who drag

their adolescence on into their forties and their fifties and their

sixties! There needs some sort ofsurgical operation, somewhere.

Then the popular novels—the Sheiks and Babbitts and Zane
Grey novels. They are just as self-conscious,', only they do have

more illusions about themselves. The heroines do think they

are lovelier, and more fascinating, and purer. The heroes do
see themselves more heroic, braver, more chivalrous, more
fetching. The mass of the populace “find themselves” in the

popular novels. But nowadays it’s a funny sort of self they find.

A sheik with a whip up his sleeve, and a heroine with weals on
her back, but adored in the end, adored, the whip out of sight,

but the weals still faintly visible.

It’s a funny sort of self they discover in the popular novels.

And the essential moral of If Winter Comes
,
for example, is so

shaky. “The gooder you are, the worse it is for you, poor you,

oh, poor you. Don’t you be so blimey good, it’s not good

enough.” Or Babbitt: “Go on, you make your pile, and then

pretend you’re too good for it. Put it over th^ rest of the

grabbers that way. They’re only pleased with themselves

when they’ve made their pile. You go one better.”

Always the same sort of baking-powder gas to make you rise:

the soda counteracting the cieam.of tartar, and the tartar

counteracted by the soda. Sheik heroines, duly whipped,

wildly adored. Babbitts with solid fortunes, weeping from self-

pity. Winter-Comcs heroes as good as pie, hauled off to jail.

Moral: Don’t be too good, because you’ll go to jail for it.

Moral: Don’t feel sorry for yourself till you’ve made your pile

and don’t need to feel sorry for yourself. Moral: Don’t let him
adore you till he’s whipped you into it. Then you’ll be partners

in mil{j crime as well as in holy matrimony.

Which again is childish! Adolescence which can't grow up.

Got into the self-consgious rut and going ’fcrazy, quite crazy

in it. Carrying on thbir adolescence into middle age and old

age, like tlfc looney Cleopatra in Dombey and Son, murmuring
“Rose-coloured curtains” with her dying bjreath.
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The future ofthe novel? Poor old novel, it’s in a rather duty,

messy tight corner. And it’s either got to get over the wall or

knock a hole through it. In other words, it’s got to grow up.

Put away childish things like: “Do I love the girl, or don’t I?”

—

“Am I pure and sweet, or am I not?”
—“Do I unbutton my

rigl^t glove first, or my left?”
—“Did my mother ruin my life

by refusing to drink the cocoa which my bride had boiled for

her?” These questions and their answers don’t really interest

me any more, though the world still goes sawing them over. I

simply don’t care for any of these things now, though I used to.

The purely emotional and self-anajytical stunts are played out

hi me. I’m finished. I’m deaf to the whole band. But I’m

neither blast nor cynical, for all that. I’m just interested in

something else.

Supposing a bomb were put under the whole scheme of

things, what would we be after? What feelings do we want to

carry through into the ne^, epoch? What feelings will carry us

through ^ vvdiat is the underlying impulse in us that will

provide the motive power for a new state of things, when this

democratic-industrial-lovey-do> ey-darling-take-me-to-mamma

state of things is bust?

What next? That’s what interests me. “What now?” is no fun

any more.

Ifyou wish to look into the past for whatmext books, you can

go back to the Greek philosophers. Plato’s Dialogues are queer

little novels. It seems to me it was the greatest pity in the world,

when philosophy and fictfon got split. They*used to be one,

right from the days of myth. Then they went and parted, like

a naggmg married couple, with Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas

and that beastly Kant. So the novel went sloppy, and philo-

sophy went abstract-dry. The two should come together

again—in the novel.

You’ve got to find a new impulse for new things in mankind,

and it’s really fatal to find it through abstraction. No, no;

philosophy and religion, they’ve both gone# too far ©n the

algebraical tack: Let X stand for sheep and Y for goats: then X
minus Y equals Heaven, and X plus ¥ equals Earth, and Y
minus X equals Hell. Thank you! But wfcat coloured shirt

does X have on?

The novel has a future. It’s got to have the courage to tackle
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iww propositions without using abstractions; it’s got to present

us with new, really new feelings, a whole line of new emotion,

which will get us out of the emotional rut. Instead ofsnivelling

about what is and has been, or inventing new sensations in the

old line, it’s got to break a way through, like a hole in the wall.

And the public will scream and say it is sacrilege: because, of

course, when you’ve been jammed for a long time in a tight

corner, and you get really used to its stuffiness'and its tightness,

till you find it suffocatingly cosy; then, cif course, you’re

horrified when you see a new glaring hole in what was your

cosy wall. You’re horrified. You back away from the cold

stream of fresh air as if it were killing you. But gradually, first

one and then another of the sheep filters through'"the gap and
finds a new world outside. -

[From Internationa l Book Review, April 1923 j

[51]

JOHN GALSWORTHY

Literary criticism can be no more than a reasoned account of

the feeling produced upon the critic by the book he is criticising.

Criticism can never be a science: it is, in the first place, much
too personal, and in the second, it is concerned with values that

science ignores. The touchstone is emotion, not reason. We
judge a work of art by its effect on our sincere and vital

emotion, and nothing else. All the critical twiddle-lwaddle

about style and form, all this pseudo-scientific classifying and

analysing of books in an imitation-botanical fashion, is mere

impertinence and mostly.dull jargon.

A critic must be able tofeel the impact of a work of art in all

its complexity and its force. To do so, he must be a man of

force and complexity himself, which few critics are. A man
with a paltry, impudent nature will never write anything but

paltry, impudent criticism. And a man who is emotionally

educated is rare a? a pfioenix. The more scholastically educated

a man is generally, the more he is an emotional boor.

More than this, even an artistically and emotionally educated
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man must be a man ofgood faith. He must have the courage*to

admit what he feels, as well as the flexibility to know what he

feels. So Sainte-Beuve remains, to me, a great critic. And a

man like Macaulay, brilliant as he is, is unsatisfactory, because

he is not honest. He is emotionally very alive, but he j'uggles

hisjeelings. He prefers a fine effect to the sincere statement of

the aesthetic and emotional reaction. He is quite intellectually

capable of giving us a true account of what he feels. But not

morally. A critic must be emotionally alive in every fibre,

intellectually capable and skilful in essential logic, and then

morally very honest.
** Then it seems to me a good critic should give his reader a

few standaAs to go by. He can change the standards for every

new aritical attempt, so long as he keeps good faith. But it is

just as well to say: This and this is the standard we judge by.

Sainte-Beuve, on the whole, set up the standard of the “good

man”. He sincerely belie^d that the great man was essentially

the good man in the widest range of human sympathy. This

remained his universal standard. Pater’s standard was the

lonely philosopher of pure thought and pure aesthetic truth.

Macaulay’s standard was tainted by a political or democratic

bias, he must be on the side of the weak. Gibbon tried a purely

moral standard, individual morality.

Reading Galsworthy again—or most of him, for all is too

much—one feels oneself in need of a standard, some conception

of a real man and a real woman, by which to judge alhthcse

Forsytes and their conterrf^oraries. One canndt judge them by
the standard of the good man, nor of the man of pure thought,

nor of*the treasured humble nor the moral individual. One
would like to judge them by the standard of the human being,

but what, after all, is that? This i* the trouble with the Forsytes.

They arc human«cnough, sin^e anythipg in humanity is human,
just as anything in nature is natural. Yet not one ofthem seems

to be a really vivid human being. They are social beings. And
what do we mean by that?

It remains to Refine, just for the purpose of this criticism,

what we mean by a social being as distiftet from a human being.

The necessity arises from the sense of dissatisfaction which

these Forsytes give us. Why can’t we admit them as human
beings? Why can’4 we have them in the same category as
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S&trey Gamp for example, who is satirically conceived, or of

Jane Austen’s people, who are social enough? We can accept

Mrs. Gamp or Jane Austen’s characters or even George
Meredith’s Egoist as human beings in the same category as

ourselves. Whence arises this repulsion from the Forsytes, this

refusal, this emotional refusal, to have them identified vdth

our common humanity? Why do we feel so instinctively that

they are inferiors?

It is because they seem to us to have los^ caste as human
beings, and to have sunk to the level of the social being, that

peculiar creature that takes the place in our civilisation of the

slave in the old civilisations. The human individual is a queer

animal, always changing. But the fatal change tt)-day is the

collapse from the psychology of the free human individual

into the psychology of the social being, just as the fatal change

in the past was a collapse from the freeman’s psyche to the

psyche of the slave. The free mora1 and the slave moral, the

human moral and the social moral: these are the abiding

antitheses.

While a man remains a man, a true human individual, there

is at the core of him a certain innocence or naivete which

defies all analysis, and which you cannot bargain with, you can

only deal with it in good faith from your own corresponding

innocence or naivete. This does not mean that the human
being is nothing, but naive or innocent. He is Mr. Worldly

Wiseman also to his own degree. But in his essential core he is

naive, and mon£y docs not touch hifn. Money, of course, with

every man living goes a long way. With the alive human being

it may go as far as his penultimate feeling. But in the last

naked him it does not enter.

With the social being it goes right through the centre and is

the controlling principle jio matter how much* he may pretend,

nor how much bluff he may put up. He may give away all he

has to the poor and still reveal himself as a social being swayed

finally ‘and helpiessly by t,he money-sway, and by the social

moral, which is inhuman.

It seems to me thatrwhen the human being becomes too

much divided between his subjective and objective conscious-

ness, at last something splits in him and he becomes a social

being. When he becomes too much aware of objective reality,
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and of his own isolation in the face of a universe of objective

reality, the core of his identity splits, his nucleus collapses, his

innocence or his
f
naivcte perishes, and he becomes only a

subjective-objective reality, a divided thing hinged together

but not strictly individual.

\yhile a man remains a man, before he falls#and becomes a

social individual, he innocently feels himself altogether within

the great continuum of the universe. He is not divided nor cut

off. 'Men may bifagainst him, the tide of affairs may be rising

to sweep him away. But he is one with the living continuum of

the universe. From this he cannot be swept away. Hamlet
and Lear feci it, as does QEdipus or Phaedra. It is the last and
deepest feeling that is in a man while he remains a man. It is

therc^hc same in a deist like Voltaire or a scientist like Darwin:

it is there, imperishable, in every great man: in Napoleon the

same, till material things piled too much on him and he lost it

and was doomed. It is tfjf essential innocence and naivete of

the human being, the sense of being at one with the great

univeise-continuum of space-time-life, which is vivid in a great

man, and a pure nuclear spark in every man who is still free.

But if man lose* his mysterious naive assurance, which is his

innocence; if he gives too much importance to the external

objective reality and so collapses in his natural innocent pride,

then h£ becomes obsessed with the idea of objectives 01 material

assurance; he wants to insure himself, and perhaps everybody

else: universal insurance. The impulse rests on fear.^jQnce

the individual loses his nai^c at-oneness with the living universe

he falls into a state of fear and tries to insure himself with

wrealtht If he is an altruist he wants to insure everybody, and

feels it is the tragedy of tragedies if this can’t be done. But the

whole necessity for thus materially insuring oneselfwith wealth,

money, arises frogn the state of fear into which a man falls who
has lost his at-oneness with the living universe, lost his peculiar

nuclear innocence and fallen into fragmentariness. Money
,

material salvation is the only salvation. Wfrflt is salvation is

God. Hence mor^Vis GodL The social being rnay rebel even

against this god , as do many of Galsv^orthy’s characters^ But

tHaTdoes not give~tKem back their innocence. They are only

anti-materialists; instead of positive materialists^ Aid the anti-

materialist is a social being just theTsame as the materialist,
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neither more nor less. He is castrated just the same, made a
neuter by having lost his innocence, the bright litde individual

spark of his at-oneness.

When one reads Mr. Galsworthy’s books it seems as if there

were not on earth one single human individual. They are all

these social beings, positive and negative. There is not a free

soul among them, not even Pcndyce, orJune Forsyte. Ifmoney
does not actively determine their being, it ‘does negatively.

Money, or property, which is the same thin£. Mrs. Pendyce,

lovable as she is, is utterly circumscribed by property. Ulti-

mately, she is not lovable at all, she is part of the fraud, she is

prostituted to property. And there is nobody else. Old Jolyon

is merely a sentimental materialist. Only for one«momcnt do

we see a man, and that is the road-sweeper in Fraternity after

he comes out of prison and covers his face. But even his man-
hood has to be explained away by a wound in the head: an

abnormality.

Now it looks as if Mr. Galsworthy set out to make that very

point: to show that the Forsytes were not full human individuals,

but social beings fallen to a lower level of life. They have lost

that bit of free manhood and free womanhood which makes

men and women. The Man of Property has the elements of a

very great novel, a very great satire. It sets out te> reveal the

social being in all hfe strength and inferiority. But the author

has not the courage to carry it through. The greatness ofibf
bopk wests in its new and sincere and amazingly profhe is

satire. It is the ultimate satire on m6dem humanity, and with
from the inside, with really consummate skill and ?bein,c

creative passion, something quite new. It seems to bene lasd

effort to show up the social being in all his weirdnes' nd

then it fizzles out. an<

Then, in the love affair of Irene and Bosinney, ancrete/the

sentimentalising of old jolyon Forsyte, the thing isy ajfclly

blemished. Galsworthy had not quite enough of tlyar ^perb
courage of his satire. He faltered, and gave in to thg Forsytes.,

Jt is a thousand pities. He" might have been_the syrgeon the

modern soul needs? so h*d1v" to cut away the proufo&esh ofour

Eorsytes from thq. living body of men who ar/ fully alive.

Instead, hiTput dpwn the knife and laid on a sojp., sentimental

poultice, and helped to make the corruptibly wqtfse.
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Satire exists for the very purpose of killing the social beiqg,

showing him what an inferior he is and, with all his parade of

social honesty, hoV subtly and corruptly debased. Dishonest

to life, dishonest to the living universe on which he is parasitic

as a louse. By ridiculing the social being, the satirist helps the

true individual, the real human being, to rise Jo his feet again

and go on with the battle. For it is always a battle, and always

will be.

Not that the nfejority arc necessarily social beings. But the

majority is only conscious socially: humanly, mankind is helpless

and unconscious, unaware even of the thing most precious to

•any human being, that core ofmanhood or womanhood, naive,

innocent aUoneness with the living universe-continuum, which

aloneynakes a man individual and, as an individual, essentially

happy, even ifhe be driven mad like Lear. Lear was essentially

happy, even in his greatest misery. A happiness from which

Goneril and Regan were excluded as lice and bugs arc excluded

from happmess, being social beings, and, as such, parasites,

fallen from true freedom and independence.

But the tragedy to-day is that men are only materially and

socially conscious. They arc unconscious of their own man-
hood, and so they let it be destroyed. Out of free men we
produce social beings by the thousand every week.

Thq. Forsytes arc all parasites, and Mr. Galsworthy set out
T
in

a really magnificent attempt, to let us see it . They are parasites

upon the thought, the feelings, the whole body of life ofj-eally

living individuals who have gone before them and who exist

alongside with them. All they can do, having no individual

life of their own, is out of fear to rake together property, and to

feed upon the life that has been given by living men to mankind.

They have no life, and so they live for ever, in perpetual fear of

death, accumulating property to ward offdeath. They can keep

up convention, but they cannot carry on a tradition. There is

a tremendous difference between the tw o things. To carry on a

tradition you must add something to the tradijjon. Butjto keep

up a convention needs only the Monotonous persistency of a

parasite, the endless endurance of thq»craven, those who fear

life because they are not alive, and who cannot die because

they cannot live—the social beings.

As far as I can see there is nothing but Forsyte in Galsworthy’s
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bpoks: Forsyte positive or Forsyte negative, Forsyte successful or

Forsyte manqui. That is, every single character is determined by
money: either the getting it, or the having if, or the wanting it,

or the utter lacking it. Getting it are the Forsytes as such;

having it are the Pendyces and patricians and Hilarys and
Biancas and all/hat lot; wanting it are the Irenes and Bosinpcys

and young Jolyons; and utterly lacking it are all the char-

women and squalid poor who form the background—the

shadows of the “having” ones, as old Mr. SVone says. This is

the whole Galsworthy gamut, all absolutely determined by
money, and not an individual soul among them. They are all

fallen, all social beings, a castrated lot.

Perhaps the overwhelming numerousness of die Forsytes

frightened Mr. Galsworthy from utterly damning therp. Or
perhaps it was something else, something more serious in him.

Perhaps it was his utter failure to sec what you were wrhen you

weren't a Forsyte. What was there besides Forsytes in all the wide

human world? Mr. Galsworthy looked, and found nothing.

Strictly and truly, after his frightened search, he had found

nothing. But he came back with Irene and Bosinney, and

offered us that. Here! he seems to say. Here is the anti-

Forsyte! Here! Here you have it! Love! Pa-assion!

PASSION.
We look at this love, this PASSION, and wc sc c nothing but a

doggish amorousness and a sort of anti-Forsytism. They are

the a*ti half of the show'. Runaway dogs of these Forsytes,

running in the back garden and furtively and ignominiously

copulating—this is the effect, on me, of Mr. Galsworthy’s

grand love affairs, Dark Flowers or Bosinncys, or Apple Trees

or George Pendyce—whatever they be. About every one of

them something ignominious and doggish, like dogs copulating

in the street, and looking round to see if jthc Forsytes are

watching.

Alas! this is the Forsyte trying to be freely sensual. He can’t

do it; he’s lost it.. He can only be doggishly messy. Bosinney is

not only a Forsyte, but an anti-Forsyte, with a vast grudge

against property. Anck the thing a man fias a vast grudge

against is the mjn’s ‘determinant. Bosinney is a property

hound, but "he ha? run away from the kennels, or been born

outside the kennels, so he is a rebel. So he»goes sniffing round
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the property bitches, to get even with the successful property
hounds that way. One cannot help preferring Soames Forsyte,

in a choice of evils!

Just as one prefers June or any of the old aunts to Irene.

Irene seems to me a sneaking, creeping, spiteful sort of bitch,

an ^inti-Forsyte, absolutely living off the Forsytes—yes, to the
*

very end; absolutely living off their money and trying to do
them dirt. She ft like Bosinney, a property mongrel doing dirt

in the property jfenncls. But she is a real property prostitute,

like the little model in Fraternity . Only she is anti\ It is a type

recurring again and again in Galsworthy: the parasite upon the
*

parasites, “Big fleas have little fleas, etc.” And Bosinney and
Irene, as ^11 as the vagabond in The Island Pharisees

,
are

amoi\g the little fleas. And as a tramp loves his own vermin,

so the Forsytes and the Hilarys love these, their own particular

body parasites, their antis .

It is when he comes tc^sex that Mr. Galsworthy collapses

finally. He becomes nastily sentimental. He wants to make
sex important, and he only makc^ it repulsive. Sentimentalism

is the working off on yourself of feelings you haven’t really got.

We all want to ha\ e certain feelings: feelings oflove, ofpassionate

sex, of kindliness, and so forth. Very few people really feel

love, or sc3*passion, or kindliness, or anything else that goes at

all degp. So the mass just fake these feelings inside themselves.

Faked feelings! The world is all gummy with them. They are

better than real feelings, because you can spit them oufrwhen

you brush your teeth; and then to-morrow yefu can fake them

afresh.

Shekon, in The Island Pharisees, is the first ofMr. Galsworthy’s

lovers, and he might as well be the last. He is almost comical.

All we know of his passion for Antonia is that he feels at the

beginning a “himger” for her, as if she were a beefsteak. And
towards the end he once kisses her, and expects her, no doubt,

to fall instantly at his feet overwhelmed. He never for a second

feels a moment of gentle sympathy with h^r. She is class-

bound, but she doesn’t seem to have been inhuman. The

inhuman one was the lover. He ca» gloat over her in the

distance, as if she were a dish of pig’s trotters, pieds truffh:

she can be an angelic vision to him a little way off, But when the

poor thing has to be just a rather ordinary middle-class girl to
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him, quite near, he hates her with a comical, rancorous hate.

It is most queer. He is helplessly anti. He hates her for even
existing as a woman of her own class, for even having her own
existence. Apparently she should just be a floating female sex-

organ, hovering round to satisfy his little “hungers”, and then

basta. Anything of the real meaning of sex, which involves
fthe

whole of a human being, never occurs to him. It is a function,

and the female i^a sort ofsexual appliance, ncrmore.

And so we have it again and again, on thiMow and bastard

level, all the human correspondence lacking. The sexual level

is extraordinarily low, like dogs. The Galsworthy heroes are

all weirdly in love with themselves, when we know them better,

afflicted with chronic narcissism. They know just three types of

women: the Pendyce mother, prostitute to property: thejrene,

the essential anti prosdtute, the floating, flaunting female organ;

and the social woman, the mere lady. All three are loved and
hated in turn by the recurrent heroes. But it is all on the

debased level of property, positive or anti. It is all a doggy
form of prostitution. Be quick and have done.

One of the funniest stories is The Apple Tree. The young man
finds, at a lonely De\on farm, a little Welsh farm-girl who,

being a Celt and not a Saxon, at once falls for the Galsworthian

hero. This young gentleman, in the throes of narcissistic love

for his marvellous self, falls for the maid because she ha^, fallen

so utterly and abjectly for him. She doesn’t .rail him “My
King*, not being Wellsian; she only says: “I can’t live away
from you. Do what you like with mV. Only let me come with

you!” The proper prostitutional announcement!

For this, of course, a narcissistic young gentleman just down
from Oxford falls at once. Ensues a grand pa-assion. He goes

to buy her a proper frock to be carried away in, meets a college

friend with a young lady sister, has jam for tea and stays the

night, and the grand pa-assion has died a natural death by the

time he spreads the marmalade on his bread. He has returned

to his own class,%and nothing else exists. He marries the young

lady, true to his class. But to fill the cup of his vanity, the maid

drowns herself. It is funny that maids only seem to do it for

these narcissistic ypung gentlemen who, looking in the pool for

their own ifnage,. desire the added satisfaction of seeing the

face of drowned Ophelia there as well;, saving them the
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necessity of taking the narcissus plunge in person. We hare
gone one better than the myth. Narcissus, in Mr. Galsworthy,

doesn’t drown himself. He asks Ophelia, or Megan, kindly to

drown herself instead. And in this fiction she actually does.

And he feels so wonderful about it!

Mr. Galsworthy’s treatment of passion k really rather

shameful . The whole thing is doggy to a degree. The man
has a temporary “hunger”; he is “on the heat” as they say of

dogs. The heat ^passes. It’s done. Trot away, if yo.u’re not

tangled. Trot off, looking shamefacedly over your shoulder.

People have been watching! Damn them! But never mind, it’ll

'

\>low over. Thank God, the bitch is trotting in the other

direction. She’ll soon have another trail of dogs after her.

Thatill wipe out my traces. Good for that! Next time I’ll get

properly married and do my doggishness in my own house.

With the fall of the individual, sex falls into a dog’s heat.

Oh, ifonly Mr. Galsworthy had had the strength to satirise this

too, instead of pouring a sauce of sentimental savouriness over

it. Of course, if he had done so he would never have been a

popular writer, but he would have been a great one.

However, he rhose to sentimentalise and glorify the most

doggy sort of sex. Setting out to satirise the Forsytes, he

glorifies ihGanti, who is one worse. While the individual remains

real and unfallen, sex remains a vital and Supremely important

thing. But o«ac(* you have the fall into social beings, sex

becomes disgusting, like dogs on the heat. Dogs are^social

beings, with no true carftne individuality. Wolves and foxes

don’t copulate on the pavement. Their sex is wild and in act

utterly private. Howls you may hear, but you will never see

anything. But the dog is tame—and he makes excrement and

copulates on the pavement, as if to spite you. He is the Forsyte

anti .

The same with human beings. Once they become tame they

become, in a measure, exhibitionists, as if to spite everything.

They have no real feelings of their own. Unless somebody

“catches them atjt” they don’t really feel they’ve felt anything

at all. And this is how the mob is to-d»y. It is Forsyte anti. It

is the social being spiting society. ,

Oh, ifonly Mr. Galsworthy had satirised this side ofForsytism,

the anti-Forsyte posturing of the “rebel”, the narcissus and the
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exhibitionist, the dogs copulating on the pavement! Instead of

that, he glorified it, to the eternal shame ofEnglish literature.

The satire, which in The Man of Property really had a certain

noble touch, soon fizzles out, and we get that series of Gals-

worthian “rebels” who arc, like all the rest of the modem
* middle-class rebels, not in rebellion at all. They are merely

social beings behaving in an anti-social manner. They worship

their own class, but they pretend to go one better and sneer at it.

They are Forsyte antis
, feeling snobbish about snobbery.

Nevertheless, they want to attract attention and make money.

That’s why they are anti. It is the \icious circle of Forsytism.

Money means more to them than it does to a Soamcs Forsyte,

so they pretend to go one better, and despise it, but They will do
anything to ha\e it—things which Soames Forsyte would not

have done.

If there is one thing more repulsive than the social being

positive, it is the social being negative, the mere anti. In the

great debacle of decency this gentleman is the most indecent.

In a subtle way Bosinney and Irene are more dishonest and

more indecent than Soames and Winifred, but they are anti
,
so

they are glorified. It is pretty sickening.

The introduction to The Island Pharisees explains the whole

show: “Each man born into the wwld is born to gd*a journey,

and for the most part he is born on the high road. ... As soon

as he can toddle, he moves, by the queer inJtinn we call the

love of life, along this road: . . . his fathers went this way
before him, they*made this road for

rnim to tread, and, when
they bred him, passed into his fibre the love of doing things

as they themselves had done them. So he walks on and dn. . . .

Suddenly, one day, without intending to, he notices a path or

opening in the hedge, leading to right or left, and he stands

looking at the undiscovered. After that he *stops at all the

openings in the hedge; one day, with a beating heart, he tries

one. And this is where the fun begins.”—Nine out of ten get

back to*the broad road again, and sidetrack no more. They
snuggle down comfortably in the next inn, an<4 think where they

might have been. “But «lhc poor silly tenth is faring on. Nine

times out of ten hq goes down in a bog; the undiscovered has

engulfed him.” But the tenth time he gets across, and a new
road is opened to mankind.
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It is a class-bound consciousness, or at least a hopeless social

consciousness which sees life as a high road between two
hedges. And the only way out is gaps in the hedge and excur-

sions into naughtiness! These little anti excursions, from which
the wayfarer slinks back to solid comfort nine times out of ten;

an gdd one goes down in a bog; and a very rare*onc finds a way 1

across and opens out a new road.

In Mr. Galswdrthy’s novels we see the nine, the ninety-nine,

the nine hundreef and ninety-nine slinking back to solid com-
fort; we see an odd Bosinney go under a bus, because he hadn’t

guts enough to do something else, the poor anti? but that rare

figure sidetracking into the unknown we do not see. Because,

as a mattci*of fact, the whole figure is faulty at that point. If

life is#a great highway, then it must forge on ahead into the

unknown. Sidetracking gets nowhere. That is mere anti. The
tip of the road is always unfinished, in the wilderness. If it

comes to a precipice and c^canon —well, then, there is need for

som*' exploiing. But we see Mr. Galsworthy, after The Country

House
,
very sate on the old highway, very secure in comfort,

wealth, and renown. He at least has gone down in no bog, nor

lost himself striking new paths. The hedges nowadays are

ragged with gaps, anybody vvho likes strays out on the little

trips of “ui*convcntions”. But the Forsyte road has not moved
on at, all. It has only become dishevelled and sordid with

excursionists doing the anti tricks and being “unconventional”,

and leaving tin cans behind.

In the three early novels, The Island Pharisees
,
The Man of

Property
,
Fraternity

,
it looked as if Mr. Galsworthy might break

through the blind end of the highway with the dynamite of

satire, and help us out on to a new lap. But the sex ingredient

of his dynamite was damp and muzzy, the explosion gradually

fizzled off in sentimentality and we arc left in a worse state

than before.

The later novels are purely commercial, and, if it had not

been for the early novels, of no importance. TJiey are popular,

they sell well, ancj there’s the end of them. They contain the

explosive powder of the first books in minute quantities, fizzling

as silly squibs. When you arrive at To Let, agd the end, at least

the promised end, of the Forsytes, what have you? ^fust money!

Money, money, mpney and a certain snobbish silliness, and
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muny more anti tricks and poses. Nothing else. The story is

feeble, the characters have no blood and bpnes, the emotions

are faked, faked, faked. It is one great fake. Not necessarily of

Mr. Galsworthy. The characters fake their own emotions. But

that doesn’t help us. And if you look closely at the characters,

the meanness atfd low-level vulgarity are very distasteful. You
have all the Forsyte meanness, with none of the energy. Jolyon

and Irene are meaner and more treacherous^o their son than

the older Forsytes were to theirs. The young ones arc of a

limited, mechanical, vulgar egoism far surpassing that of

Swithin or James, their ancestors. There is in it all a vulgar

sense of being rich, and therefore we do as we like: an utter

incapacity for anything like true feeling, especially in*the women,
Fleur, Irene, Annette, June: a glib crassncss, a youthful

spontaneity which is just impertinence and lack of feeling; and
all the time, a creeping, “haring” sort of vulgarity of money
and self-will, money and self-will, so that we wonder sometimes if

Mr. Galsworthy is not treating his public in real bad faith, and

being cynical and rancorous under his rainbow sentimentalism.

Fleur he destroys in one word: she is “having”. It is perfectly

true. We don’t blame the youngJon for clearing out. Irene he

destroys in a phrase out of Fleur’s mouth to June: “Didn’t she

spoil your life too?”—and it is precisely what she did. Sneaking

and mean, Irene prevented June from getting her lover.

Sneaking and mean, she prevents Fleur. She is the bitch in the

manger. She is the sneaking anti. Irene, the most beautiful

woman on earth'. And Mr. Galsworthy, \yith the cynicism of a

successful old sentimentalist, turns it off by making June say:

“Nobody can spoil a life, my dear. That’s nonsense. Things

happen, but we bob up.”

This is the final philosophy of it all. “Things happen, but we
bob up.” Very well, then, write the book in that key, the

keynote of a frank old cynic. There’s no point in sentimen-

talising it and being a sneaking old cynic. Why pour out masses

of feelirfgs that pretend to \)c genuine and then turn it all off

with: “Things happen, but we bob up”?

It is quite true, things happen, and we bob up. If we are

vulgar sentimentalists, we bob up just the same, so nothing has

happened and nothing can happen. All is vulgarity. But it

pays. There is money in it.
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Vulgarity pays, and cheap cynicism smothered in senti-

mentalism pays better than anything else. Because nothing

can happen to the degraded social being. So let’s pretend it

does, and then bob up!

It is time somebody began to spit out the jam of senti-

mentalism, at least, which smothers the “bobbing-up” philo-

sophy. It is time we turned a straight light on this horde of

rats,, these younger Forsyte sentimentalists whose name is

legion. It is sentimentalism which is stifling us. Let the social

beings keep on bobbing up while ever they ran. But it is time

^an effort was made to turn a hosepipe on the sentimentalism

they ooze over everything. The world is one sticky mess, in

which the lfttle Forsytes indeed may keep on bobbing still, but

in which an honest feeling can’t breathe.

But if the sticky mess gets much deeper, even the little

Forsytes won’t be able to bob up any more. They’ll be

smotherrd in their own*slimc along with everything else.

Which is a comfort.

[From Scrutinies by various wTiturs, T ondon, 1928 ]

[52]

Letter to A. W. McLeod, G Oct., 1912

... I have ccad Anna of the Five Town* to-day, because it is

stormy weather. For five months I have scarcely seen S word

of English print, and to i^ad it makes me feel fearfully queer.

I don’t know where lam. I am so used to the people going by

outsidt, talking or singing some foreign language, always

Italian now: but to-day, to be in Hanley, and to read almost

my own dialect, makes me feel quite ill. I hate England and its

hopelessness. I*hate Bennett’s resignation. Tragedy ought

really to be a great kick at misery. But Anna of the Five Towns

seems like an acceptance—so does all the modern stuff since

Flaubert. I hate it. I want to w^sh again ojuickly, \frash off

England, the oldness and grubbiness and despair.
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[53]

Letter to Edward Garnett, 30 Oct., 1912

Thanks so much for the books. I hate Strindberg—he sefms
unnatural, forced, a bit indecent—a bit wooden, like Ibsen,

a bit skin-erupty. The Conrad, after months of Europe, makes
me furious—and the stories are so good. Bu't why this giving

in before you start, that pervades all Conrad and such folks

—

the Writers among the Ruins. I can’t forgive Conrad for being

so sad and for giving in.

[541

Letter to Edward Garnett, i Feb., 1913

... I believe that, just as an audience was found in Russia

for Tchekhov, so an audience might be found in England for

some ofmy stuff, if there were a man to whip ’em in. It’s the

producer that is lacking, not the audience. I am sure we are

sick of the rather bony, bloodless drama we get now adays—it is

time for a reaction against Shaw and Galswoi thy and Barker

and Irishy (except
,
Synge) people—the rule and measure

mathematical folk. But you are of them and your sympathies

are with your own generation, not with miner I think it is

inevitable. You are about the only tjian who is willing to let a

new generation come in. It will seem a bit rough to me, when I

am 45, and must see myself and my tradition supplanted. I

shall bear it badly. Damn my impudence, but don’t dislike

me. But I don’t want to write like Galsworthy nor Ibsen, nor

Strindberg, nor any of them, not even if I could. We have to

hate our immediate predecessors, to get free from their authority.

But Lord, I can’t be sententious and keep my dignity.

[55]

Letter to Martin Secker, 24 July, 1928

Many thanks for the books. I have great fun reading

Hardy’s stories again. What a commonplace genius he has; or a
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genius for the commonplace, I don’t know which. He doesn't

rank so terribly high, really. But better than Bernard Shaw,
even then. I’m afraid The Intelligent Woman's Guide I shall

have to leave to the intelligent woman: it is too boring for the

intelligent man, if I’m any sample. Too much gas-bag.

[561

Letter to A. W. McLeod, 26 April, 1913

... I am wading through New Machiavelli. It depresses me.*

"I sometimes find it too long. But it is awfully interesting. I

like Wellsf he is so warm, such a passionate declaimer or

reas^ner or whatever you like. But, ugh!—he hurts me. He
always seems to be looking at life as a cold and hungry little

boy in the street stares at a shop where there is hot pork. I do

like him and esteem him and wish I knew half as much about

things.

[57]

THE WORLD OF WILLIAM CLIS SOLD

By H. G. Wells

The World of William Cl&sold is, wc are told, a novel. We are

assured it is a novel, and nothing but a no\cl. Wc are not

allowed to think of it even as a “mental autobiography” of

Mr. Wells. It is a novel.

Let us hope so. For, having finished this first \ olumc, nothing

but hope of finding something in the two volumes yet to appear

will restrain us from asserting, roundly and flatly, that this is

simply not good enough to be called a no\el. If Tono-Bungay

is a novel, then this is not one.

We have witl^us the first \olume of The Woild of William

Clissold. The second volume will appear on October 1st, the

third on November 1st. Wc may still liopc# then, if we wish to.

This first volume consists of “A Note before th£ Title-Page,”

in which we are forbidden to look on this book as anything but
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a gavel, and especially forbidden to look on it as a roman & clef:

which means we mustn’t identify the characters with any living

people such as, for instance, Mr. Winston Churchill or the

Countess of Oxford and Asquith; which negative command is

very easy to obey, since, in this first volume, at least, there are

•no created characters at all: it is all words, words, words, about
Socialism and Karl Marx, bankers and cave-men, money and
the superman. Qne would welcome any old*scarecrow <?f a

character on this dreary, flinty hillside of abstract words.

The next thing is the title-page: “The World of William

Glissold: A Novel from a New Angle”—whatever that pseudo-

scientific phrase may mean.

Then comes Book I: “The Frame of the Picture.’* All right,

we think! If wc must get the frame first, and the picture Inter,

let’s make the best of the frame.

The frame consist of William Clissold informing us that he is

an elderly gentleman of fifty-nine, a*d that he is going to tell

us all about himself. He is quite well off, having made good in

business, so that now he has retiied and has bought a house

near Cannes, and is going to tell us everything, absolutely

everything about himself: insisting rather strongly that he is

and always has been a somewhat scientific gentleman with an

active mind, and that his mental activities have been more

important than any other activity in his life. In short, he is not

a “mere animal”,, he is an animal w'ith a ferocious appetite for
„

“idfeas’i, and enormous thinking powers.

Again, like a submissive reader* we say: “Very well!

Proceed!” and wc sit down in front of this mental gentleman.

William Clissold immediately begins to tell us what he believes,

what he always has believed, and what he hasn’t always

believed, and what he won’t believe, and we feel how superior

he is to other people who believ e other mere things. He talks

about God, is very uneasy because of Roman Catholics—like

an Early Victorian—and is naughtily funny about Mr. G.

—

which cam mean qjther Mr. Gladstone or Mr. God.

But we bear up. After all, God, or Mr. G., js only the frame

for William Clissold. W* must put up with a frame of some

sort. And God turqp out to be Humanity in its nobler or disin-

terestedly scientific aspect: or the Mind of Men collectively:

in short, William Clissold himself, in a homc*madc halo. Still,
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after all, it is only a frame. Let us get on to the picture.

Mr. Clissold, being somewhat of an amateur at making a
self-portrait and framing it, has got bits of the picture stuck on
to the frame, and great angular sections of the frame occupying

the space where the picture should be. But patience! It is a

sovt of futuristic interpenetration, perhaps.

The first bit of the story is a little boy at a country house,

sitting in a boit and observing the scientific phenomena of

refraction and reflection. He also observes some forget-me-nots

on the bank, and rather likes the look of them. So, scrambling

^carefully down through mud and sedges, he clutches a handful’

of the blue flowers, only to find his legs scratched and showing

blood, fronft the sedges.
“ ‘Oh! Oh!’ I cried in profound dismay.

. . . Still do I remember most vividly my astonishment at the

treachery of that golden, flushed, and sapphire-eyed day.

—

That it should turn on me!”

This “section” is called*“The Treacherous Forget-me-nots.”

But since, aftei all, the forget-me-nots had never asked the boy

to gather them, wherein lay the treachery?

But they represent poetry. And perhaps William Clissold

means to convey that, scrambling after poetry, he scratched his

legs, and fell to howling, and called the poetry treacherous.

As for h child thinking that the sapphire-eyed day had

turned on him—what a dreary old-boy ofa child, if he did! But

it is cldcrly-g«ntlcman psychology, not childish.

The story doesn’t get on very' fast, and is extremely sketchy.

The elderly Mr. Clissold ts obviously bored by it himself. Two
little boys, their mother and father, move from Bexhill to a

grand country house called Mowbray. In the preface we are

assured that Mowbray does not exist on earth, and we can well

believe it. After a few years, the father of the two boys, a

mushroom city* magnate, fails, is arrested as a swindler,

convicted, and swallows potassium cyanide. We have no vital

glimpse of him. He never says anything, except “Hello,

Sonny!” And he does ask the police to have some dejeuner with

him, when he is jrrested. The boys are trailed round Belgium

by a weeping mother, who also is not created, and with whom
they are only bored. The mother marries again: the boys go to

the London University: and the story is lost agdin in a vast

grey drizzle ofwowis.
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jyilliam Clissold, having in “The Frame” written a feeble

resume of Mr. Wells’s God the Invisible King
,
proceeds in The

Story, Book II, to write a much duller resufne of Mr. Wells’s

Outline of History. Ca\ e-men, nomads, patriarchs, tribal Old
Men, out they all come again, in the long march of human
progress. Mr. Clissold, who holds forth against “system#”,

cannot help systematising us all into a gradual and systematic

uplift from the ape. There is also a complete expose ofSocialism

and Karl Marxism and finance, and a ^denunciation of

Communism. There is a little feeble praise of the pure scientist

‘who does physical research in a laboratory, and a great con-

tempt of professors and dons who luik in holes and study

history. Last, and not least, there is a c ontemptuoas sweeping

of the temple, of all financiers, bankers, and money-men *they

are all unscientific, untrained semi-idiots monkeying about with

things they know nothing of.

And so, rather abruptly, end of VqJ. I.

Except, of course, William Clissold has been continually

taking a front scat in the picture, aged fifty -nine, in the villa

back of Cannes. There is a slim slip of a red-haired Clem, who
ruffles the old gentleman’s hair.

“
‘It’s no good!’ she said. ‘I can’t keep away from you

to-day.’ And she hasn’t! She has ruffled my hair, she has also

ruffled my mind”—*much more important, of course, to

William C.

This.is the young Clementina: “She has .1 mind like one of

those water-insects that newer get belcAv the surface ofanything.

. . . She professes an affection for me that is altogether mon-
strous”—I should say so

—“and she knows no more about my
substantial self than the water-insect knows of the deeps of the

pond. . . . She knows as little about the world.”

Poor Clementina, that lean, red-haired slip of a young thing.

She is no more to him than’an adoring sort ofmosquito. But oh!

wouldn’t we like to hear all she does know about him, this

sexagenarian bor^, who says of her: “the same lean, red-haired

Clem, so absurdly insistent that she idolises me, and will have

no other man but me, invading me whenever she dares, and

protecting me,” etc.
*

Clementind, really, sounds rather nice. What a pity she

didn’t herself write The World of William Clissfild: it would have
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been a novel, then. But she wouldn’t even look at the frame-
work of that world, says Clissold. And we don’t blame her.

What is the elderly gentleman doing with her at all? Is it his

“racial urge”, as he calls it, still going on, rather late in life?

We imagine the dear little bounder saying to her: “You are the

mere object of my racial urge.” To which* no doubt, she
1

murmurs in the approved Clissold style: “My King!”

But it is altogether a poor book: the effusion of a peeved

elderly gentleman who has nothing to grumble at, but who
peeves at everything, from Clem to the High Finance, and from
^God, or Mr. G., to Russian Communism. His effective self is

disgruntled, his ailment is a peevish, ashy indifference to

everything
,
Accept himself, himself as centre of the universe.

Thert is not one gleam of sympathy with anything in all the

book, and not one breath of passionate rebellion. Mr. Clissold

is too successful and wealthy to rebel and too hopelessly peeved

to sympathise.

What has got him into such a state ofpeevishness is a problem:

unless it is his insistence on the Unhersal Mind, which he, of

course, exemplifies. The emotions are to him irritating

aberrations. Yet *ven he admits that even thought must be

preceded by some obscure physical happenings, some kind of

confused sensation or emotion which is the necessary coarse

body of thought and from which thought, living thought, arises

.or sublimates.*

This being so, we wonder that he so insists on the Uifiversal

or racial mind of man, a? the only hope or sahation. If the

mind is fed from the obscure sensations, emotions, physical

happenings inside us, if the mind is really no more than an

exhalation of these, is it not obvious that without a full and

subtle emotional life the mind itsdf must wither: or that it must

turn itself into a*i automatic sort of grind-mill, grinding upon

itself?

And in that case the superficial Clementina no doubt knows

far more about the “deeps of the pond” of Mr. Clissdld than

that tiresome gergleman knows himself. He grinds on and on

at the stale bones of sociology, while fiis actual living goes to

pieces, falls into a state of irritable peevishn^s which makes his

“mental autobiography” tiresome. His scale of values is all

wrong.
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So far, anyhow, this work is not a novel, because it contains

none of the passionate and emotional reactions which are at

the root of all thought, and which must be conveyed in a novel.

This book is all chewed-up newspaper, and chewed-up scientific

reports, like a mouse’s nest. But perhaps the novel will still

come: in Vols. H and III.

For, after all, Mr. Wells is not Mr. Clissold, thank God! And
Mr. Wells has given us such brilliant and su*ch very genuine

novels that we can only hope the Clissold “angle” will straighten

out in Vol. II.

[Review in Calendar of Modern Letlets, October 1926 ]

[58]

Letter to A. W. McLeod, 9 Feb., 1914

. . . I’ think Crosland’s Sonnets are objectionable—he is a nasty

person. I think Hilaire Belloc is conceited. Full of that French

showing-off which goes down so well in England, and is so

smartly shallow. And I ha\ e always a greater respect for Mark
Rutherford: I do think he is jolly good— so thorough, so sound,

and so beautiful.

[59]

Letter to A. W. McLeod, 2 Dec., rt)i2

. . . I’ve read the Revolution in Tanner's Lane, and find myself

fearfully fond of Rutherford. I used to think him dull, but now
I see he is so just and plucky and sound—and yes, perhaps I

like his dullness—when one lives in a whirl of melodrama, as

I seem to do just now, one is glad of a glass ofgood porter, like

Rutherford.

[60]

Letter to J. B. Pinker,' 5 Dec., 1914

... I am glad of this war. It kicks the pasteboard bottom in

of the usual “good” popular novel. People have felt much
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more deeply and strongly these last few months, and they.are

not going to let themselves be taken in by “serious” works

whose feeling is shallower than that of the official army reports.

Mackenzie was a fool not to know that the times are too serious

to bother about his Sinister Street frippery. Folk will either

read sheer rubbish, or something that has in it as much or more
emotional force than the newspaper has in it to-day. I am glad

of the war. It sets a slump in trifling. If Lucas reads my novel,

he ought to knowHow good it is, and he ought to respect it.

[61]

Letter% to E. M. Forster, 20 Sept
, 1922

We got here last week from San Francisco —from Sydney

—

Found your letter. Yes, I think of you—of your saying to me,

on top of the downs in Sussex—“How do you know I’m not

dead?’ Well, you can’t be dead, since here’s your script. But

think you did. make a nearly di.idly mistake glorifying those

business people in Howard's End. Business is no good.

[62]

letter to Margin Sfcker, 23 July, 1924

Am reading Passage to India. It’s pood, but makes oneawish a

bomb would fall and end* everything. Life is more interesting

in its undercurrents than in its ob\ious; and E. M. does see

people, people and nothing but people: ad nauseam.

[63]

Letter to J. M. Murry, 3 Oct., 1924

... I agree Forster doesn’t “understand” Jiis Hindu. And
India is to him just negative: because he doesn’t go down to the

root to meet it. But the Passage to India interested me very much.

At least the repudiation of our white blink js genuine, sincere,

and pretty thorough, it seems to me. Negative, yfis. But King

Charles must have Jus head off. Homage to the headsman.
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[64]

Letter to J. M. Murry, 17 Sept., 1923
. . . That lady into fox stuff is pretty piffle—just playboy

stuff.*

[
65]

FOUR CONTEMPORARY BOOKS

The Station: Athos
,
Treasures and Aten, by Robert Byron;

England and the Octopus
,
by Clough Williams-Ellis;

Comfortless Memory
,
by Maurice Baring; Ashenden

,
by

W. Somerset Maugham

Athos is an old place, and Mr. Byron is a young man. The
combination for once is really happy. We can imagine our-

selves being very bored by a book on ancient Mount Athos and

its ancient monasteries with their ancient rule. Luckily Mr.
Byron belongs to the younger generation, even younger than

the Sitwells, whp have shown him the way Jto be young.

Therefore he is not more than becomingly impressed with

ancientness. He never gapes in fronfrof it. He settles on it like

a butterfly, tastes it, is perfectly honest about the taste, and

flutters on. And it is charming.

We confess that we find this youthful revelation of ancient

Athos charming. It is all in the butterfly manner. But the

butterfly, airy creature, is by no means a fool* And its interest

is wide. It is amusing to watc h a spangled beauty settle on the

rose, then on a spat-out cherry-stone, then with a quiver of

sunny attention, ^ipon a bit of horse-droppings in the road. The
butterfly tries them all, with equal concern. It is neither

shocked nor surprised, though sometimes, if thwarted, it is a

little exasperated. JButlt is still a butterfly, graceful, charming,

and ephemefral. And, of course, the butterfly on its careless,

• Lady into Fox by David Garnett, published 1923.
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flapping wings is just as immortal as some hooting and utterly

learned owl. Which is to say, we are thankful Mr. Byron*is

no more learned aftid serious than he is, and his description of
Athos is far more vitally convincing than that, for example, of
some heavy Gregorovius.

The four young men set out from England ^vith a purpose.

The author wants to come into closer contact with the monks
and monasteries^ which he has already visited; and to write a
book* about it. i9e definitely sets out with the intention of

writing a book about it. He has no false shame. David, the

archaeologist, wants to photograph the Byzantine frescoes in*

*the monastery buildings. Mark chases and catches insects.

And Reincaker looks at art and old pots. They are four young
gentlemen with the echoes of Oxford still in their ears, light

and frivolous as butterflies, but with an underneath tenacity of

purpose and almost a grim determination to do something .

The butterfly and the Si^wcllian manner need not deceive us.

These young gentlemen are not simply gay. They are grimly

in earnest to get something done. They are not young sports

amusing themselves. They are young earnests making their

mark. They are stoics rather than frivolous, and epicureans

truly in the deeper sense, of undergoing suffering in order to

achieve a higher pleasure.

For the monasteries of Mount Athos are no Panidise. The
food which piadc the four young men shudder makes us

shudder. The vermin in the beds are lurid. The obstinacy and

grudging malice of some* of the monks, whose one pleasure

seems to have been in thwarting and frustrating the innocent

desires of the four young men, make our blood boil too. We
know exactly what sewage is like, spattering down from above

on to leaves and rocks. And the tortures of heat and fatigue

arc very real inched.

It is as if the four young men expected to be tormented at

every hand’s turn. Which is just as well, for tormented they

were. Monks apparently have a special gift of tormenting

people: though of course some of•the monks were charming.

But it is chiefly out of the torments fcf the young butterflies,

always humorously and gallantly told, that we get our picture

of Athos, its monasteries and its monks. And we "are left with

no desire at all to yisit the holy mountain, unless we could go
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disembodied, in such state that no flea could bite us, and no
stale fish could turn our stomachs.

Then, disembodied, we should like to go and see the unique
place, the lovely views, the strange old buildings, the unattrac-

tive monks, the paintings, mosaics, frescoes of that isolated

little Byzantine^world.

For everything artistic is there purely Byzantine. Byzantine

is to Mr. Byron what Baroque is to the Sitwel’s. That is to say,

he has a real feeling for it, and finds in it a real kinship with his

own war-generation mood. Also, it is his own special elegant

stone to sling at the philistine world.

Perhaps, in a long book like this, the unfailing humoresque
of the style becomes a little tiring. Perhaps a page; or two here

and there of honcst-to-God simplicity might enhance the high

light of the author’s facetious impressionism. But then the book
might have been undertaken by some honest-to-God professor,

and we so infinitely prefer Mr. Byron.

When we leave Mr. Byron we leave the younger generation

for the elder; at least as far as style and manner goes. Mr.

Williams-Ellis has chosen a thankless subject: England and the

Octopus: the Octopus being the millions of little streets of mean
little houses that are getting England in their grip, and devour-

ing her. It is a depressing theme, and the author rubs it in. We
see them all, those millions of beastly little red houses spreading

like an eruption over the face of rural England. Look! Look!

says Mr. Williartis-Ellis, till we want to shout: Oh, shut up!

What’s the good ofour looking! We’ve looked and got depressed

too often. Now leave us alone.

But Mr. Williams-Ellis is honestly in earnest and bas an

honest sense of responsibility. This is the difference between the

attitude ofthe younger and the older generations. The younger

generation can’t take anything very seriously, and refuses to

feel responsible for humanity. The younger generation says in

effect: I didn’t make the world. I’m not responsible. All I can

do is tQ make my own little mark and depart. But the elder

generation still feels responsible for all humanity.

And Mr. Williams-E^is feels splendidly r&ponsible for poor

old England: the face of her, at least. As he says: You can be

put in prison for littering a few mere swear-words to a police-

man, but you can*disfigure the loveliest features of the English
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countryside, and probably be called a public benefactor.

And he wants to alter all that.

And he’s quite fight. His little book is excellent: sincere,

honest, and even passionate, the well-written, humorous book
of a man who knows what he’s writing about. Everybody
ought to read it, whether we know all about ifr beforehand or

not. Because in a question like this, of the utter and hopeless

disfigurement of tljc English countryside by modern industrial

encroachment, the point is not whether we can do anything

about it or not, all in a hurry. The point is, that we should all

become acutely conscious ofwhat is happening, and ofwhat has

fiappened; and as soon as we arc really aw ake to this, we can

begin to arAnge things differently.

Mr* Williams-Ellis makes us conscious. He wakes up our

age to our own immediate surroundings. He makes us able to

look intelligently at the place we live in, at our owTn street, our

own post office or pub orlbank or petrol pump-station. And
when we begin to look around us cj ideally and intelligently, it

is great fun. It is like analysing a bad picture and seeing how
it could be turned into a good picture.

Mr. Williams-FIlis’s six questions which should be asked of

every building ought to be printed on a card and distributed

to every individual in the nation. Because, as a nation, it is our

intuitive faculty for seeing beauty and ugliness wThich is lying

dead in us. Aa a nation we are dying of ugliness.

Let us open our eyes, or let Mr. Williams-Ellis open them for

us, to houses, streets, railways, railings, paint, trees, roofs,

petrol-pumps, advertisements, tea-shops, factory-chimneys,

let us ©pen our eyes and see them as they are, beautiful or ugly,

mean and despicable, or grandiose, or pleasant. People who
live in mean, despicable surroundings become mean and

despicable. The •chief thing is to become properly conscious of

our environment.

But ifsome of the elder generation really take things seriously,

some others only pretend. And this pretending to take things

seriously is a vice, £ real vice, and the young know it.

Mr. Baring’s book Comfortless MemoryAs, thank heaven, only a

little book, but it is sheer pretence of taking seriously things

which its own author can never for a moment consider serious.

That is, it is faked seriousness, which is utterly boring. I don’t
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know when Mr. Baring wrote this slight novel. But he ought to

have published it at least twenty years ago, when faked

seriousness was more in the vogue. Mr. *Byron, the young
author, says that progress is the appreciation of Reality. Mr.
Baring, the elderly author, offers us a piece of portentous

unreality larded with Goethe, Dante, Heine, hopelessly out of

date, and about as exciting as stale restaurant cake.

A dull, stuffy elderly author makes faked love to a bewitching

but slightly damaged lady who has “lived^ with a man she

wasn’t married to!! She is an enigmatic lady: very! For she

falls in love, \iolently, \irginally, deeply, passionately and
exclusively, with the comfortably married stuffy elderly

author. The stuffy elderly author himself tells us«So, much to

his own satisfaction. And the lovely, alluring, enigmatic,

experienced lady actually expires, in her riding-habit, out of

sheer love for the comfortably married elderly author. The
elderly author assures us of it. If i{ were not quite so stale it

would be funny.

Mr. Somerset Maugham is even more depressing. His

Mr. Ashenden is also an elderly author, w ho becomes an agent

in the British Secret Sen ice during the War. An agent in the

Secret Sen ice is a sort of spy. Spying is a dirty business, and

Secret Service altogether is a world of under-dogs, a world in

which the meanest passions are given play.

And this is Mr. Maugham’s, or at least Mr. Ashcndcn’s

worid* Mr. Ashenden is an eldctly author, so he takes life

seriously, and takes his fellow-men seriously, with a seriousness

already a little out of date. He has a sense of responsibility

towards humanity. It would be much better if he hadn’<. For

Mr. Ashenden’s sense of responsibility oddly enough is inverted.

He is almost passionately concerned with proving that all men
and all women are either dirty dogs or imbeciles. If they are

clever men or women, they are crooks, spies, police-agents, and

tricksters “making good”, living in the best hotels because they

know that in a,humble hotel they’ll be utterly declasse, and

showing off their base cleverness, and being dirty dogs, from

Ashenden himself, and iris mighty clever colonel, and the dis-

tinguished diplomat, down to the mean French porters.

If, on the'other hand, you get a decent, straight individual,

especially an individual capable of feeling love for another,
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then you are made to see that such a person is a despicable fool,

encompassing his own destruction. So the American dies for

his dirty washing, *the Hindu dies for a blowsy woman who
wants her wrist-watch back, the Greek merchant is murdered

by mistake, and so on. It is better to be a live dirty dog than

a dead lion; says Mr. Ashcndcn. Perhaps it is, to*Mr. Ashenden.

But these stones, being “serious”, arc faked. Mr. Maugham
is a splendid obsfcjver. He can bring before us persons and
places most excellently. But as soon as the excellently observed

characters have to move, it is a fake. Mr. Maugham gives

them a humorous shove or two. Wc find they are nothing but

puppets, instruments of the author’s pet prejudice. The
author’s pe^prcjudicc being “humour”, it would be hard to

find a* bunch of more ill-humoured storits, in which the

humour has gone more rancid.

[Review in I ogue (I ondon) 20 July 19.8 ]

[661

Letter to A. Huxl^, 27 March, 1928

... I got yesterday two copies of Scrutinies—the book with my
Galsworthy essay in it. Some of ’em hit fairly straight but

Edwin Muir, real Scotchy, is overpowered by Bennett’s gold

watch-chain, i’d like to write an essay on Bennett—sort of

pig in clover.

[67]

Letter to A. Huxley, Nov., 1927

Many thanks for Proper Studies. I ha\ e read 70 pages, with a

little astonishment that you are so serious and professorial.

You are not your grandfather’s Enkel for nothing—that funny

dry-mindedness and underneath social morality. But you’ll say

I’m an introvert, |ind no fit judge. Though I think to make
people introverts and extras erts is bunk—the words apply,

obviously, to the direction of the consciousness 01 the attention,

and not to anything in the individual essence. You are an

extravert by inheritance far more than tn esse. You’d have
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a much better introvert, had you been allowed. “Did she

fall or was she pushed”—Not that I care very much whether
people are intro or extra or anything else, "So long as they're a
bit simpatico. But, my dear, don’t be dry and formal and
exposition all that—What’s the odds! I just read Darwin's

Beagle again—he dried himself—and tant de bruit pour des

insectes!—But I like the book.

[68]

Letter to A. Huxley, Oct., 1928

I have read Point Counter Point with a heart sinking through

my boot-soles and a rising admiration. I do think you’vcishown
the truth, perhaps the last truth, about you and your genera-

tion, with really fine courage. It seems to me it would take ten

times the courage to write P. Cou\ ter P. that it took to write

Lady C.

:

and if the public knew what it was reading, it would
throw a hundred stones at you, to one at me. I do think that art

has to reveal the palpitating moment or the state ofman as it is.

And I think you do that, terribly. But what a moment! and
what a state! ifyou can only palpitate to murder, suicide, and
rape, in their various degrees—and >ou state plainly that it is

so

—

caro, however arc we going to live through the days?

Preparing still another murder, suicide, and rape? But it

becomes of a phantasmal boredom and produces ultimately

inertia, inertia, inertia and final avophy of the feelings. Till,

I suppose, comes a final super-war, and murder, suicide, rape

sweeps away the vast bulk of mankind. It is as you say

—

intellectual appreciation does not amount to so much, it’s

what you thrill to. And if murder, suicide, rape is what you

thrill to, and nothing else, then jt’s your destiny—you can’t

change it mentally. You live by what you thrill to, and there’s

the end of it. Still for all that it’s a perverse courage which

makes ‘the man accept the slow suicide of inertia and sterility:

the perverseness of a perverse child.—It’s amazing how men
are like that. v is exactly the same inside, murder,

suicide, rape—with a desire to be raped very strong—same

thing really—justVhe you—only he doesn’t face it, and gilds his

perverseness. It makes me feel ill, I’ve hajl more hemorrhage
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here and been in bed this week. Sporca miseria. If I don’t find

some solid spot to climb out of, in this bog, I’m done. I can’t

stand murder, suicide, rape—especially rape: and especially

being raped. Why do men only thrill to a woman who’ll rape

them? All I want to do to your Lucy is smack her across the

month, your Rampion is the most boring character in the book
—a gas-bag. Your attempt at intellectual sympathy!—It’s all

rather disgusting,*^nd I feel like a badger that has its hole on
Wimbledon Common and trying not to be caught. Well, caro

,

I feel like saying good-bye to you—but one will have to go on
saying good-bye for years.

[69]

Letter to Lady Ottoline Morrell, 5 Feb, 1929

Aldoup and Maria were here for ten days or so—neither of

them very well, run down. Aldous with liver, and Maria going

very thin and not eating enough. I think the Counter-Point

book sort of got between them—she found it hard to forgive

the death of the child—which one can well understand. But,

as I say, there’s more than one self to everybody, and the

Aldous that writes those novels is only one little Aldous amongst

others—probably much nicer—that don’t write novels— I mean
it’s only one of* his little selves that writes the book and makes

the child die, it’s not all hjmself. No, I don’t like his books:

even if I admire a sort of desperate courage of repulsion and

repudiation in them. But again, I feel only half a man writes

the books—a sort of precocious adolescent. There is surely

much more ofa man in the actual Aldous.

[70]

Letter to A. and M* Huxley, July, 1927

. . . Proust too much water-jelly—I «can’t read him. Faux

Motmayeurs was interesting as a revelation ofjthe modern state

of mind—but it’s done to shock and surprise, pour 'ipater—and

fanfarons de vice!—not real.
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f7l]

Letter to A. Huxley, 27 March, 1928

. . . Your id*, as of the grand perverts is excellent. You might

begin with a Roman—and go on to St. Francis—Michael

Angelo and Leonardo — Goethe or Kjmt —Jean-Jacques

Rousseau or Louis Quatorze. Byron—Baudelaire—Wilde

—

Proust: they all did the same thing, or tried to: to kick off, or to

intelleetualise and so utterly falsify the phallic consciousness,

which is the basic consciousness, and the thing we mean, in the

best sense, by common sense. I think Wilhelm Meiskr is amazing

as a book of peculiar immorality, the perversity of intel^ctual-

ised sex, and the utter incapacity for any development of contact

with any other human being, which is peculiarly bourgeois and

Goethian. Goethe began millions rf intimacies, and never got

beyond the how-do-you-do stage, then fell off into his own

boundless ego. He perverted himself into perfection and God-

likeness. But do do a book of the grand orthodox perverts.

Back of all ofthem lies ineffable conceit.

[72l

Letter ‘to A. and M. Huxlf.y, 15 Aug., 1928

... I had a copy of Transition• that
,
Paris magazine—the

Amer. number. My God, what a clumsy olla putrida James

Joyce is! Nothing but old fags and cabbage-stumps ofquotations

from the Bible and the rest, stewed in the juice of deliberate,

journalistic dirty-mindedness—what old and hard-worked

staleness, masquerading as the <ill-ncw! Gertrude Stein is

more amusing—and some of the Americans quite good. But

for prize jejune pap, take the letters from Frenchmen at the end

—the dheer rinsings of baby’s napkins. How feeble the Frcnchy

mind has become!
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[73]

Letter to Harry Crosby, 6 Sept., 1928

. -. . Some of the things in Transition I found really good and
amusing. But James Joyce bores me stiff—too terribly would-

be and done-on-Jyrpose, utterly without spontaneity or real

life. Gertrude Stein amuses me for a while, but soon palls.

Some of the other things, not the most ambitious, made me
laugh. But the feeblest of all feebles were the sayings of the

french wise men at the end, about America. Really the

French arc Crumbling to sheer puerile inanity. They have the

mindsiof domestic cats.

[74l

HADRIAN THE SEVENTH

By Baron Corvo

In Hadrian the Seventh, Frederick Baron Corvo falls in, head

over heels, in deadly earnest. A man must keep his earnestness

nimble, to escape ridicule. The so-<. ailed Baron Gorvo'by no

means escapes. He reaches heights, or depths, of sublime

ridiculousness.

It doesn’t kill the book, however. Neither ridicule nor dead

earnest kills it. It is extraordinarily alive, even though it has

been buried for twenty years. Up it rises to confront us. And,

great test, it does not “date” as do Huysmans’s books, or

Wilde’s or the rest of them. Only a first-rate book escapes its

date.

Frederick Rolfe was a fantastic ^figure of the nineties, the

nineties of the Ye[low Book, Oscar Wilde, Aubrey Beardsley,

Simeon Solomon, and all the host of«the godly. The whole

decade is now a little ridiculous, ridiculous decadence as well as

ridiculous pietism. They said of Rolfe that he was certainly

possessed of a devil. At least his devil is still alive, it hasn’t
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ttfmed into a sort of gollywog, like the bulk of the nineties’

devils.

Rolfe was one of the Catholic converts of the period, very

intense. But if ever a man was a Protestant in all his being, this

one was. The acuteness of his protest drove him, like a crazy

serpent, into thfe bosom of the Roman Catholic Church.

He seems to have been a serpent of serpents in the bosom of

all the nineties. ..That in itself endears him- to one. The way
everyone dropped him with a shudder is almost fascinating.

He died about 1912, when he was already forgotten: an
outcast and in a sense a wastrel.

We can well afford to remember him again: he was not

nothing, as so many of the estimables were. He was a gentle-

man of education and culture, pining, for the show’s s&ke, to

be a priest. The Church shook him out of her bosom before

he could take orders. So he wrote himself Fr. Rolfe. It would

do for Frederick, and if you thought it meant Father Rolfe,

good old you!

But then his other passion, for medieval royalism, overcame

him, and he was Baron Corvo when he signed his name. Lord

Rook, Lord Raven, the bird was the same as Fr. Rolfe.

Hadrian the Seventh is, as far as his connexion with the Church

was concerned, largely an autobiography of Frederick Rolfe.

It is the story of a young English corn ei t, George Arthur Rose

(Rose for Rolfe), who has had bitter experience With the priests

and eftrgy, and years of frustration and disappointment, till he

arrives at about the age offorty, a highly-bred, highly-sensitive,

super-aesthetic man, ascetic out of aestheticism, athletic the

same, religious the same. He is to himself beautiful, withh slim,

clean-muscled grace, much given to cold baths, white-faced

with a healthy pallor, and pure, that is sexually chaste, because

of his almost morbid repugnance for women. He had no

desires to conquer or to purify. Women were physically

repulsive to him, and therefore chastity cost him nothing, the

Church' would be a kind of,asylum.

The priests and clergy, however, turned him down, or

dropped him like the* proverbial snake in the bosom, ahd

inflamed him against them, so that he was burned through and

through with white, ceaseless anger. His anger had become so

complete as to be pure: it really was demonish. But it was all
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nervous and imaginative, an imaginative, sublimated hate, ofa
creature born crippled in its affective organism.

The first part of the book, describing the lonely mail in a

London lodging, alone save for his little cat, whose feline

qualities of aloofness and self-sufficiency he so much admires,

fixes the tone at once. And in the whole of lijprature I know
nothing that resembles those amazing chapters, when the

bishop and the -archbishop come to him, and when he is

ordained and mates his confession. Then the description of

the election of the new pope, the cardinals shut up in the

Vatican, the failure of the Way of Scrutiny and the Way of

^Access, the fantastic choice, by the Way of Compromise, of

George Arthur Rose, is too extraordinary and daring ever to

be foigotten.

From being a rejected aspirant to the priesthood, George

Arthur Rose, the man in the London lodgings, finds himself

suddenly not only consecrated, but elected head of all the

Catholic Church. He becomes Pope Hadrian the Seventh.

Then the real fantasy and failure begins. George Arthur

Rose, triple-crowned and in the chair of Peter, is still very

much Frederick Rolfe, and perfectly consistent. He is the

same man, but now he has it all his own way: a White Pope,

pure, scrupulous, chaste, living on two dollars a day, an aesthetic

idealist, and really, a supei -Protestant. • He has the British

instinct of authority, which is now gloriously gratified. But

he has no inward power
,
power to make true changesin the

world. Once he is on the throne of high power, wc realise

his futility.

He .is, like most modern men, especially reformers and

idealists, through and through a Protestant. Which means, his

life is a changeless fervour of protest. He can’t help it. Every-

thing he comes ijito contacj with he must criticise, with all his

nerves, and react from. Fine, subtle, sensitive, and almost

egomaniac, he can accept nothing but the momentary thrill

of aesthetic appreciation. His life-flow is like a^ stream washing

against a false world, and ebbing Itself out in a marsh and a

hopeless bog.

So it is with George Arthur Rose, become Pope Hadrian the

Seventh, while he is still in a state ofpure prolest, he is vivid and

extraordinary. But once he is given full opportunity to do as he
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wjpjies, and his raison d'ttre as a Protestant is thereby taken

away, he becomes futile, and lapses into the ridiculous.

He' can criticise men, exceedingly well: hence his knack of

authority. But the moment he has to build men into a new
form, construct something out ofmen by making a new unity

among them, swarming them upon himself as bees upon a

queen, he is ridiculous and powerless, a fraud.

It is extraordinary how blind, he is, with all his keen insight.

He no more “gets” his cardinals than we get the men on Mars.

He can criticise them, and analyse them, and reject or condone

them. But the real old Adam that is in them, the old male

instinct for power, this, to him, does not exist.

In actual life, of course, the cardinals would drop a Hadrian

down the oubliette, in ten minutes, and without any difficulty

at all, once he was inside the Vatican. And Hadrian would be

utterly flabbergasted, and call it villainy.

And what’s the good of being Pape, if you’ve nothing but

protest and aesthetics up your sleeve? Just like the reformers

who are excellent, while fighting authority. But once authority

disappears, they fall into nothingness. So with Hadrian the

Seventh. As Pope, he is a fraud. His critical insight makes him
a politician of the League of Nations sort, on a vast and curious

scale. His medievalism makes him a truly comical royalist.

But as a man, a real power in the world, he does not exist.

Hadrian unwinding the antimacassar is a sentimental farce.

Hadrian persecuted to the point of suicide by a blowsy lodging-

house keeper is a bathetic farce. Hadrian and the Socialist

“with gorgonzola teeth” is puerile beyond words. It is all

amazing, that a man with so much insight and fineness, en the

one hand, should be so helpless and just purely ridiculous, when
it comes to actualities.

He simply has no conception of \vhat it is t© be a natural or

honestly animal man, wifh the repose and the power that goes

with the honest animal in man. His attempt to appreciate his

Cardinal Ragn^—probably meant for Rampolla—is funny. It

is as funny as would be ah attempt on the part of the late

President Wilson to appreciate Hernan Cortes, or even

•Theodore Roosevelt, supposing they were put face to face.

The time has comeJot stripping: cries Hadrian. Strip then, if

there are falsities to throw away. But ifyou
Q
go on and on and
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on peeling the onion down, you’ll be left with blank notfyvig

between your hands, at last. And this is Hadrian’s plight. He
is assassinated in fhe streets of Rome by a Socialist, and dies

supported by three Majesties, sublimely absurd. And there is

nothing to it. Hadrian has stripped himself and everything else

till nothing is left but absurd conceit, expiring in the arms of#

the Majesties.

Lord! be to me a Saviour, not ajudge! is Hadrian’s prayer: when
he is not affectedly praying in Greek. But why should such a

white streak of blamclcssness as Hadrian need saving so badly?

Saved from what? If he has done his best, why mind beingf

Judged—at least by Jesus, who in this sense is any man’s
peer?

Th$ brave man asks for justice: the rabble cries for favours! says

some old writer. Why docs Hadrian, in spite of all his protest,

go in with the rabble?

It is a problem. The b#ok remains a clear and definite book

ofour epoch, not to be swept aside. If it is the book ofa demon,

as the contempuiaries said, it is the book of a man-demon, not

of a mere poseur . And if some ol it is caviare, at least it came
out of the belly of a live fish.

[Review in Adtlplhi, December 1025 ]

r?5i

THE DRAGON OF THE APOCALYPSE

By Frederick Carter

It is some years now since Frederick Carter fiist sent me the

manuscript of his Diagon of the Apocalypse . I remember it

arrived when I was staying in Mexico, in Chapala. The village

postmaster sent for me to the post office: Will the honourable

Senor please come to the post office I went, on a blazing

April morning, there in the northern tfopics. The postmaster,

a dark, fat Mexican with moustaches, was most polite: but also

rather mysterious.. There was a packet—did I know there was
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a {jacket? No, I didn’t. Well, after a great deal of suspicious

courtesy, the packet was produced; the rather battered

typescript of the Dragon
,
together with sonSe of Carter’s line-

engravings, mainly astrological, which went with it. The post-

master handled them cautiously. What was it? What was it?

It was a book, Icsaid, the manuscript ofa book, in English. Ah,
but what sort of a book? What was the book about? I tried to

explain, in my hesiiating Spanish, what the firagon was about,

with its line-drawings. I didn’t get far. The postmaster looked

darker and darker, more uneasy. At last he suggested, was it

''magic? I held my breath. It seemed like the Inquisition again.

Then I tried to accommodate him. No, I said, it was not

magic, but the history of magic. It was the histdry of what
magicians had thought, in the past, and these were the designs

they had used. Ah! The postman was relieved. The history

of magic! A scholastic work! And these were the designs they

had used! He fingered them gingerly, but fascinated.

And I walked home at last, under the blazing sun, with the

bulky package under my arm. And then, in the cool of the

patio, I read the beginning of the first Dragon.

The book was not then what it is now. Then, it was nearly

all astrology, and very little argument. It was confused: it was,

in a sense, a chaos. And it hadn’t very much to do with St.

John’s Revelation. But that didn’t matter to me. I was very

often smothered in.words. And then would come a page, or a

chapiter, that would release my imagination and give me a

whole great sky to move in. For the ffrst time I strode forth into

the grand fields of the sky. And it was a real experience, for

which I have been always grateful. And always the sensation

comes back to me, of the dark shade on the veranda in Mexico,

and the sudden release into the great sky of the old world, the

sky of the zodiac.

I have read books of astronomy which made me dizzy with

the sense ofillimitable space. But the heart melts and dies—it is

the dis&nbodied mind alone which follows on through this

horrible hojlow void of space, where lonely stars hang in awful

isolation. And this is ntt a release. It is a strange thing, but

when science exteiyds space ad infinitum ,
and we get the terrible

sense oflimitlessnes?, we have at the same time a secret sense of

imprisonment. Three-dimensional space is homogeneous, and
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no matter how big it is, it is a kind of prison. No matter how
vast the range ofspace, there is no release. ##

Why then, this .sense of release, of marvellous release, in

reading the Dragon? I don’t know. But anyhow, the whole

imagination is released, not a part only. In astronomical space,

one can only move
,
one cannot be. In the astrological heavens,

that is to say, the ancient zodiacal heavens, the whole man is set,

free, once the imagination crosses the border. The whole man,
bodily and spiritual, walks in the magnificent fields of the stars,

and the stars have names, and the feet tread splendidly upon

—

we know not what, but the heavens, instead of untreadable

space.

It is an ^cpericnce. To enter the astronomical sky of space

is a great sensational experience. To enter the astrological sky

ofthe^zodiac and the living, roving planets is another experience,

another hind of experience; it is truly imaginative, and to me,

more valuable. It is not a^mere extension ofwhat we know: an
extension that becomes awful, then appalling. It is the entry

into another worH, another kind ofworld, measured by another

dimension. And we find some p’ isoncd self in us coming forth

to live in this world.

Now it is ridiculous for us to deny any experience. I well

remember my first real experience of space, reading a book of

modern astronomy. It was rather awfyl, and since then I

rather hate the mere suggestion of illimitable space.

But I also remember very vividly my first experience of the

astrological heavens, reading Frederick Carter’s Dragon: the

sense of being the Macrocosm, the great sky with its meaningful

stars and its profoundly meaningful motions, its wonderful

bodily vastness, not empty, but all alive and doing. And I

value this experience more. For the sense of astronomical space

merely paralyses me. But the sense of the living astrological

heavens gives me an extcnSion of my being, I become big and

glittering and vast with a sumptuous vastness. I am the

Macrocosm, and it is wonderful. And since I am not afraid

to feel my own nothingness in* front of *ihe vast void of

astronomical space, neither am I afraid to feel my own
splendidness in the zodiacal heavens.

The Dragon as it exists now is no longer the Dragon which I

read in Mexico. It has been made more—more argumentative,
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shall we say. Give me the old manuscript and let me write an
infrbduction to that! I urge. But: No, says Carter. It isn’t sound.

Sound what? He means his old astrological theory of the

Apocalypse was not sound, as it was exposed in the old manu-
script. But who cares? We do not care, vitally, about theories

,
of the Apocalypse: what the Apocalypse means. What we cjire

mbout is the release of the imagination. A real release of the

imagination renews our strength and our vitality, makes us

feel stronger and happier. Scholastic work£ don’t release the

imagination: at the best, they satisfy the intellect, and leave the

body an unleavened lump. But when 1 get the release into the

zodiacal cosmos my very feet feel lighter and stronger, my very

knees are glad.

What docs the Apocalypse matter, unless in so far as it gives

us imaginative release into another vital world? After all, what

meaning has the Apocalypse? For the ordinary reader, not

much. For the ordinary student anc^ biblical student, it means

a prophetic vision of the martyrdom of the Christian Church,

the Second Advent, the destruction of worldly power, parti-

cularly the power of the great Roman Empire, and then the

institution of the Millennium, the rule of the risen Martyrs of

Christendom for the space of one thousand years: after which,

the end of everything, the last Judgment, and souls in heaven;

all earth, moon and sun being wiped out, all stars and all space.

The New Jerusalem, and Finis!

Tlys is all very fine, but we know it pretty well by now, so it

offers no imaginative release to most people. It is the orthodox

interpretation of the Apocalypse, and probably it is the true

superficial meaning, or the final intentional meaning of the

work. But what of it? It is a bore. Of all the stale buns, the

New Jerusalem is one of the stalest. At the best, it was only

invented for the Aunties of this world.

Yet when we read Rcwelation, we feel at once there arc

meanings behind meanings. The visions that we have known
since childhood are not so easily exhausted by the orthodox

commentators. And the phrases that have haunted us all our

life, like: And I saw heaven opened, and behold! A white

horse!—these are not. explained quite away by orthodox

explanations. Whin all is explained and expounded and

commented upon, still there remains a curious fitful, half-
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spurious and half-splendid wonder in the work. Sometimes the

great figures loom up marvellous. Sometimes there is a strange

sense of incomprehensible drama. Sometimes the figures have
a life of their own, inexplicable, which cannot be explained

away or exhausted.

find gradually we realise that we are in the
#
world of symbol,

as well as of allegory. Gradually wc realise the book has no
one meaning. It has meanings. Not meaning within meaning:
but rather, meaning against meaning. No doubt the last writer

left the Apocalypse as a sort of complete Christian allegory, a

Pilgrim’s Progress to theJudgment Day and the NewJerusalem:

^and the orthodox critics can explain the allegory fairly satis-

factorily. JJut the Apocalypse is a compound work. It is no
doubt the work of different men, of different generations and
even different centuries.

So that we don’t have to look for a meaning
,
as we can look

for a meaning in an allegfry like Pilgrim's Progress
,
or even like

Dante. John of Patmos didn’t compose the Apocalypse. The
Apocalypse is the work of no one man. The Apocalypse began

probably two centuries before Christ, as some small book,

perhaps, of Paran ritual, or some small pagan-Jewish

Apocalypse written in symbols. It was written over by other

Jewish apocalyptists, and finally came down to John of Patmos.

He turned it more or less, rather less than more, into a Christian

allegory. And later scribes trimmed up his work.

So the ultimate intentional, Christian meaning of the book

is, in a sense, only plastered over. The great images incor-

porated are like the magnificent Greek pillars plastered into the

Chrijtian Church in Sicily: they arc not merely allegorical

figures: they arc symbols, they belong to a bigger age than that

ofJohn of Patmos. And as symbols they defy John’s superficial

allegorical meaning. You can’t give a great symbol a

“meaning”, any more tha*n you can give a cat a “meaning”.

Symbols arc organic units of consciousness with a life of their

own, and you can never explain them away, because their

value is dynamic, emotional, belonging to the sense—con-

sciousness of the body and soul, and^not simply mental. An
allegorical image has a meaning . Mr. Facing-both-ways has a

meaning. But I defy you to lay your fingertm the full meaning

ofJanus, who is a symbol.
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Jt is necessary for us to realise very definitely the difference

between allegory and symbol. Allegory is narrative description

using, as a rule, images to express certain definite qualities.

Each image means something, and is a term in the argument
and nearly always for a moral or didactic purpose, for under the

narrative of aij allegory lies a didactic argument, usually

moral. Myth likewise is descriptive narrative using images.

But myth is never^an argument, it never has- a didactic nor a

moral purpose, you can draw no conclusion from it. Myth is

an attempt to narrate a whole human experience, of which the

purpose is too deep, going too deep in the blood and soul, for

mental explanation or description. Wc can expound the myth
of Chronos very easily. We can explain it, we cant even draw
the moral conclusion. But wc only look a little silly. Thc

t
myth

of Chronos lives on beyond explanation, lor it describes a

profound experience of the human body and soul, an experi-

ence which is never exhausted and n< ver will be exhausted, for

it is being felt and suffered now, and it will be felt and suffered

while man remains man. You may explain the myths away:

but it only means you go on suffering blindly, stupidly, “in the

unconscious,” instead of healthily and with the imaginative

comprehension playing upon the suffering.

And the images of myth arc symbols. They don’t “mean
something”. They stand for units of human feeling, human
experience. A complex of emotion.il experience is a symbol.

And thf power of the symbol is to arouse the deep emotional

self, and the dynamic self, beyond comprehension. Many ages

of accumulated experience still throb within a symbol. And
we throb in response. It takes centuries to create a really

significant symbol: even the symbol of the Cross, or of the

horseshoe, or the horns. No man can invent symbols. He can

invent an emblem, made up of jmages: 01; metaphors: or

images: but not symbols. ‘Some images, in the course of many
generations of men, become symbols, embedded in the soul and

ready to start alive when touched, carried on in the human
consciousness for centuries* And again, when men become

unresponsive and halfdqad, symbols die.

Now the Apocalypse has many splendid old symbols, to

make us throb. Anjl symbols suggest schemes of symbols. So

the Apocalypse, with its symbols, suggests schemes of symbols,
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deep underneath its Christian, allegorical surface meaning^ of
the Church of Christ.

And one ofthe chiefschemes ofsymbols which the Apocalypse
will suggest to any man who has a feeling for symbols, as con-

trasted with the orthodox feeling for allegory, is the astrological

scheme. Again and again the symbols of the#Apocalypse are»

astrological, the movement is star-movement, and these suggest

an astrological scheme. Whether it is worth while to work out

the astrological scheme from the impure text of the Apocalypse

depends on the man who finds it worth while. Whether the

scheme can be worked out remains for us to judge. In all

probability there was once an astrological scheme there.

But whafeis certain is that the astrological symbols and sugges-

tions ^re still there, they give us the lead. And the lead leads

us sometimes out into a great imaginative world where we feel

free and delighted. At least, that is my experience. So what
does it matter whether tht astrological scheme can be restored

intact ur riot? Who cares about c xplaining the Apocalypse,

either allegorically or astrologicahy or historically or any other

way? All one cares about is the lead, the lead that the symbolic

figures give us, ard their dramatic movement: the lead, and

where it will lead us to. If it leads to a release of the imagina-

tion into some new sort of world, then let us be thankful, for

that is what we want. It matters so little- to us who care more

about life thap about scholarship, what is correct or what is not

correct. What does “correct” mean, anyhow? Sanahorigs is the

Spanish for carrots: I hope I am correct. But what are carrots

correct for?

Wl^at the ass wants is carrots; not the idea of carrots, nor

thought-forms of carrots, but carrots. The Spanish ass doesn’t

even know that he is eating sanahorias. He just cats and feels

blissfully full of carrot. Now docs he have more of the carrot,

who eats it, or do I, who luiow that in Spanish it is called a

sanahoria (I hope I am correct) and in botany it belongs to the

umbellifene?

We are full of the wind of thought-forms, and starved for a

good carrot. I don’t care what a man jets out to prove, so long

as he will interest me and carry me away. I don’t in the least

care whether he proves his point or not, so l?mg as he has given

me a real imaginative experience by the way, and not another
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se$. of bloated thought-forms. We are starved to death, fed on
the 'eternal sodom-apples of thought-forms. What we want is

complete imaginative experience, which goes •through the whole

soul and body. Even at the expense ofreason we Want imagina-

tive experience. For reason is certainly not the final judge

, of life.

Though, if we pause to think about it, we shall realise that

it is not Reason herselfwhom we have to defy* it is her myrmi-
dons, our accepted ideas and thought-forms. Reason can adjust

herself to almost anything, if we will only free her from her

crinoline and powdered wig, with which she was invested in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Reason is a supple

nymph, and slippery as a fish by nature. She had ar. leave give

her kiss to an absurdity any day, as to syllogistic truth. The
absurdity may turn out truer.

So we need not feel ashamed of flirting with the zodiac. The
zodiac is well worth flirting with. Fut not in the rather silly

modem way ofhoroscopy and telling your fortune by the stars.

Telling your fortune by the stars, or trying to get a tip from the

stables, before a horse-race. You want to know what horse to

put your money on. Horoscopy is just the same. They want

their “fortune” told, never their misfortune.

Surely one of the greatest imaginati\c experiences the

human race has ever had was the Chaldean experience of the

stars, including the sun and moon. Sometimes it seems it must

have been greater experience than any God-experience. For

God is only a great imaginative experience. And sometimes it

seems as if the experience of the living heavens, with a living

yet not human sun, and brilliant living stars in live space, must

have been the most magnificent of all experiences, greater than

any Jehovah or Baal, Buddha or Jesus. It may seem an

absurdity to talk of live space. But is it? While we are warm
and well and “unconscious” of our bodies, arc we not all the

time ultimately conscious of our bodies in the same way, as live

or living space? And is not this the reason why void space so

terrifies us?
' '

I would like to know jhe stars again as the Chaldeans knew
them, two thousand years before Christ. I would like to be able

to put my ego into'the sun, and my personality into the moon,

and my character into the planets, and live the life of the
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heavens, as the early Chaldeans did. The human consciousness

is really homogeneous. There is no complete forgetting, even
in death. So that somewhere within us the old experience ofthe
Euphrates, Mesopotamia between the rivers, lives still. And in

my Mesopotamian self I long for the sun again, and the moon
ariW stars, for the Chaldean sun and the Chaldean stars. I long*

for them terribly. Because our sun and our moon are only
thought-forms to us, balls of gas, dead globes of extinct

Volcanoes, things we know but never feel by experience. By
experience

,
we should feel the sun as the savages feel him, we

^hould “know” him as the Chaldeans knew him, in a terrific

embrace. But our experience of the sun is dead, wc are cut off.

All we havt now is the thought-form of the sun. He is a blazing

ball #f gas, he has spots occasionally, from some sort of indiges-

tion, and he makes you brown and healthy if you let him. The
first two “facts” we should never have known if men with

telescope called astronomers, hadn’t told us. It is obvious,

they aie men thought-forms. The thiid “fact”, about being

brown and healthy, wc believe because the doctors have told

us it is so. As a matter of fact, many neurotic people become
more and more neurotic, the browner and “healthier” they

become by sun-baking. The sun can rot as well as ripen. So

the third fact is also a thought-form.

And that is all we have, poor things, of the sun. Two or three

cheap and inadequate thought-forms. Where, for us, is the

great and royal sun of the Chaldeans? Where even, forvs, is the

sun of the Old Testament, coming forth like a strong man to

run a race? We have lost the sun. Wc have lost the sun, and we
have* found a few miserable thought-forms. A ball of blazing

gas! With spots! Hebrowmsyou!
To be sure, we are not the fiist to lose the sun. The Baby-

lonians themseWcs began# the losing of him. The great and

living heavens of the Chaldeans deteriorated already in

Belshazzar’s day to the fortune-telling disc of the night skies.

But that was man’s fault, not #
the heavens’. Man always

deteriorates. And when he deteriorates he always becomes

inordinately concerned about his “fortune” and his fate. While

life itself is fascinating, fortune is completely uninteresting, and

the idea of fate does not enter. When men become poor in

life then they become anxious about their fortune and frightened
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about their fate. By the time of Jesus, men had become so

anxious about their fortunes and so frightenejl about their fates,

that they put up the grand declaration that life was one long

misery and you couldn’t expect your fortune till you got to

Heaven; that is, till after you were dead. This was accepted
f

by all men, and has been the creed till our day, Buddha aVid

Jesus alike. It has provided us with a vast amount of thought-

forms, and landed *us in a sort of living death.

So now we want the sun again. Not the spotted ball of gas

tfiat browns you like a joint of meat, but the living sun, and the

living moon of the old Chaldean days. Think of the moon,
think of Artemis and Cybele, think of the white wonder of the

skies, so rounded, so velvety, moving so serene; ancfthen think

of the pock-marked horror of the scientific photographs of

the moon!
But when we have seen the pock-marked face of the moon in

scientific photographs, need that be tfic end of the moon for us?

Even rationally? I think not. It is a great blow: but the

imagination can recover from it. Ev en if we have to believe

the pock-marked photograph, ev en if we believe in the cold

and snow and utter deadness of the moon—which we don't

quite believe—the moon is not therefore a dead nothing. The
moon is a white strange world, great, white, soft-seeming globe

in the night sky, and what she actually communicates to me
across space I shall never fully know. But the mOon that pulls

the tide*, and the moon that controls the menstrual periods of

women, and the moon that touches the lunatics, she is not the

mere dead lump of the astronomist. The moon is the great

moon still, she gives forth her soft and feline influenced, she

sways us still, and asks for sympathy back again. In her so-

called dcadness there is enormous potency still, and power even

over our lives. The Mooq! Artemi*! the greafi goddess of the

splendid past of men! Arc you going to tell me she is a dead

lump?

She is not dead. But ma^be we are dead, half-dead little

modem worms stuffing our damp carcasses with thought-forms

that have no sensual reality. When we describe the moon as

dead, we are describing the deadness in ourselves. When we
find space so hideously void, we are describing our own unbear-

able emptiness. Do we imagine that we,
4
poor worms with
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spectacles and telescopes and thought-forms, arc really mgre
conscious, more vitally aware of the universe than the men in

the past were, who called the moon Artemis, or Cybele, or

Astarte? Do we imagine that we really, livingly know the

moon better than they knew her? That our knowledge of the

moon is more real, more “sound”? Let us di^buse ourselves.*

We know the moon in terms of our own telescopes and our own
deadness. We know everything in terms ofour own deadness.

But the moon is Artemis still, and a dangerous goddess she is,

as she always was. She throws her cold contempt on you as she

passes over the sky, poor, mean little worm ofa man who thinks

She is nothing but a dead lump. She throws back the cold white

vitriol of her angry contempt on to your mean, tense nerves,

nervQjLis man, and she is corroding you away. Don’t think you
can escape the moon, any more than you can escape breathing.

She is on the air you breathe. She is acti\e within the atom.

Her stine
-

is part of the activity of the electron.

Do you think you can put the universe apart, a dead lump
here, a ball of gas there, a bit of fume somewhere else? How
puerile it is, as if the unherse were the back yard of some
human chemical vvorks! How gibbering man becomes, when
he is really clever, and thinks he is gi\ing the ultimate and final

description of the universe! Can’t he sec that he is merely

describing himself, and that the self he is describing is merely

one of the mgre dead and dreary states that man can exist in?

When man changes his state of bring, he needs an^entirely

different description of *the universe, and so the universe

changes its nature to him entirely. Just as the nature of our

universe is entirely different from the nature of the Chaldean

Cosmos. The Chaldeans described the Cosmos as they found it:

Magnificent. We describe the universe as we find it: mostly

void, littered wijh a certaiij number of dead moons and unborn

stars, like the back yard of a chcmiciff works.

Is our description true? Not for a single moment, once you

change your state of mind: or your state of soul. It is true for

our present deadened state of mind. Our state of mind is

becoming unbearable. We shall havt^to change it. And when

we have changed it, wre shall change* our description of the

universe entirely. We shall not call the moon Artemis, but the

new name will be nearer to Artemis than to a dead lump or an
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extinct globe. We shall not get back the Chaldean vision of the

living heavens- But the heavens will come to life again for us,

and the vision will express also the new men fhat we are.

And so the value pf these studies in the Apocalypse. They
wake the imagination and give us at moments a new universe

*to live in. We«may think it is the old cosmos of the Baby-

lonians, but it isn’t. We can never recover an old vision, once

it has been supplanted. But what we can dd is to discover a

new vision in harmony with the memories of old, far-off, far,

far-off experience that lie within us. So long as we are not

deadened or drossy, memories of Chaldean experience still

live within us, at great depth, and can vivify our impulses in a

new direction, once we awaken them.

Therefore we ought to be grateful for a book like this ©f the

Dragon . What docs it matter if it is confused? What docs it

matter if it repeats itself? What docs it matter if in parts it is

not very interesting, when in other pdrts it is intensely so, when
it suddenly opens doors and lets out the spirit into a new world,

even if it is a very old world! I admit that I cannot see eye to

eye with Mr. Carter about the Apocalypse itself. I cannot,

myself, feel that old John of Patmos spent his time on his

island lying on his back and gazing at the resplendent heavens;

then afterwards wanting a book in which all the magnificent

cosmic and starry dra'ma is deliberately wrapped up in Jcwish-

Christian moral xhreats and vengeances, somotimes rather

vulgar. «

But that, no doubt, is due to our different approach to the

book. I was brought up on the Bible, and seem to have it in my
bones. From early childhood I have been familiar .with

Apocalyptic language and Apocalyptic image: not because I

spent my time reading Revelation, but because I wras sent

to Sunday School and to Chapel, ,to Band of Hope and to

Christian Endeavour, and"was always having the Bible read at

me or to me. I did not even listen attentively. But language

has a power ofechoing and re-echoing in my unconscious mind.

I can wake up in the night and “hear” things being said—or

hear a piece of music-yto which I had paid no attention

during the day. The Very sound itself registers. And so the

sound of Revelation had registered in me very early, and I was

as used to: “I was in the Spirit on the Lord’s day, and heard
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behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, saying: I am Alpha
and the Omega”—as I was to a nursery rhyme like “Little

Bo-Peep”! I didn’t know the meaning, but then children so
often prefer sound to sense. “Alleluia: for the Lord God
omnipotent rcigneth.” The Apocalypse is full of sounding
phfases, beloved by the uneducated in the chapels for their

true liturgical powers. “And he treadeth the winepress of the
fierceness and wfhth of Almighty God.”
No, for me the Apocalypse is altogether too full of fierce

feeling, fierce and moral, to be a grand disguised star-myth.

<j\nd yet it has intimate connexion with star-myths and the

movement of the astrological heavens: a sort ofsubmerged star-

meaning. And nothing delights me more than to escape from
the 41-too-moral chapel meaning of the book, to another

wider, older, more magnificent meaning. In fact, one of the

real joys of middle age is in coming back to the Bible, reading a

new tratrhtion, such as AfofTatt’s, reading the modern research

and modern criiicism of some Old
r

l estament books, and of the

Gospels, and getting a whole ne\ conception of the Scriptures

altogether. Modern research has been able to put the Bible

back into its livin' connexions, and it is splendid, no longer the

Jewish-moral book and a stick to beat an immoral dog, but a

fascinating account of the adventure of the Jewish —or Hebrew

or Israelite nation, among the great old civilised nations of the

past, Egypt, Assyria, Babylon and Persia: then on into the

Hellenic world, the Scleucids, and the Romans, Pompey and

Antony. Reading the Bible in a new translation, with modern

notes and comments, is more fascinating than reading Homer,

for the adventure goes even deeper into time and into the soul,

and continues through the centuries, and moves from Egypt to

Ur and to Nineveh, from Sheba to Tarshish and Athens and

Rome. It is the *ery quicker ancient history.

And the Apocalypse, the last and* presumably the latest of

the books of the Bible, also comes to life with a great new life,

once we look at its symbols and take the lead^hat they offer us.

The next leads most easily into the great chaotic Hellenic world

of the first century: Hellenic, not Reman. But the symbols

lead much further back. t

They lead Frederick Carter back to Chaldea and to Persia,

chiefly, for his ski$s are the late Chaldean, and his mystery is
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chjefly Mithraic. Hints, we have only hints from the outside.

But*the rest is within us, and if we can take a hint, it is extra*

ordinary how far and into what fascinating worlds the hints

can lead us. The orthodox critics will say: Fantasy! Nothing

but fantasy! But then, thank God for fantasy, if it enhances

•our life.

And even so, the “reproach” is not quite just. The Apocalypse

has an old, submerged astrological meaning, and probably even

an old astrological scheme. The hints are too.obvious and too

splendid: like the ruins of an old temple incorporated in a

Christian chapel. Is it any more fantastic to try to reconstruct

the embedded temple, than to insist that the embedded images

and columns are mere rubble in the Christian building, and

have no meaning? It is as fantastic to deny meaning #whcn
meaning is there, as it is to iment meaning when there is none.

And it is much duller. Tor the imented meaning may still

have a life of its own.

[Published entitled simpl\ Introduction in I otidon Mitcury, July 1930
For details of the connection between I aw rente and I rodtrick ( arter ^ work
on the Apocahpse, see introduction to Phocmx pp \\ 111 \i\

]
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From

STUDY OF THOMAS HARDY*

This is supposed to be a book about the people in Thomas
Hardy’s novels. But if one wrote e\ erything they give rise to, it

would fill the Judgment Book.

[One thing about them is that none of the heroes and

heroines care very much for money, or immediate self-prc-

* Lawrence wrote tlj B Pmkef on 5 September 1914 "What a miserable
world What colossal idiocy, this war Out of sheer rage I’ve begun my book
about Thomas Hardy It will be about anything but Thomas Hardy, I am
afraid—queer stuff—but not

#
tftd

"

In fact less than half the Study has any direct reference to Hardy only
the relevant parts are Reprinted here A small part of the other material is

given on pp 67-71 None of the Study was published in Lawrence’s lifetime;

it appeared complete for the first time in Phoenix
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servation, and all of them are struggling hard to come fclto

being?} What exactly the struggle into being consists in, is the
question. But most obviously, from the Wessex novels, the first

and chiefest factor is the struggle into love and the struggle

with love: by love, meaning the love of a man for a woman and
a vfoman for a man. The via media to being, for tnan or woman,
is love, and love alone. Having achieved and accomplished
love,- then the man passes into the unknown. He has become
himself, his tale is told. Of anything that is complete there is

no more tale to tell. The tale is about becoming complete,

qr about the failure to become complete.

It is urged against Thomas Hardy’s characters that they do
unrcasonabTe things—quite, quite unreasonable things. They
are ahvays going off unexpectedly and doing something that

nobody would do. That is quite true, and the charge is amusing.

These people of Wessex are alway bursting suddenly out of

bud and *^king a wild night into flower, always shooting

suddenly out cf a tight convention, a tight, hide-bound

cabbage state into something quite madly personal. It would

be amusing to count the number ol special marriage licenses

taken out in Hard, ’s books. Nowhere, except perhaps in Jude,

is there the slightest development of personal action in the

characters: it is all explosive. Jude, however, does see more or

less what he is doing, and acts from choice. He is more con-

secutive. The* rest explode out of the convention. They are

people each with a real, vital, potenti d self, even the apparently

wishy-washy heroines of the earlier books, and this selfsuddenly

bursts the shell of manner and convention and commonplace

opinion, and acts independently, absurdly, without mental

knowledge or acquiescence.

And from such an outburst the tragedy usually develops.

For there does exist, after aft, the great self-preservation scheme,

and in it we must all live. Now to live in it after bursting out of

it was the problem these Wessex people found themselves faced

with. And they never solved the problem, none of them except

the comically, insufficiently treated Ethelberta.

This because they must subscribe to Ihe system in themselves.

From the more immediate claims of self-preservation they could

free themselves: from money, from ambition for social success.

None of the heroei^or heroines of Hardy cared much for these
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thipgs. But there is the greater idea of self-preservation, which
is formulated in the State, in the whole modelling of the

community. And from this idea, the heroes and heroines of

Wessex, like the heroes and heroines of almost anywhere else,

could not free themselves. In the long run, the State, the

Community, the established form of life remained, remaiVied

intact and impregnable, the individual, trying to break forth

from it, died of fr.ir, of exhaustion, or of exposure to attacks

from all sides, like men who have left the walled city to live

outside in the precarious open.

This is the tragedy of Hardy, always the same: the tragedy of

those who, more or less pioneers, have died in the wilderness,

whither they had escaped for free action, after hating left the

walled security, and the comparative imprisonment, of the

established convention. This is the theme of novel after novel:

remain quite within the convention, and you are good, safe,

and happy in the long run, though* you never have the vivid

pang of sympathy on your side: or, on the other hand, be

passionate, individual, wilful, you will find the security of the

convention a walled prison, you will escape, and you will die,

either ofyour own lack of strength to bear the isolation and the

exposure, or by direct revenge from the community, or from

both. This is the tragedy, and only this: it is nothing more
metaphysical than the division of a man against himself in

such a way: first,. that he is a member of the community, and

mu'st, «pon his honour, in no way move to disintegrate the

community, either in its moral or its practical form; second,

that the convention of the community is a prison to his natural,

individual desire, a desire that compels him, whether he feci

justified or not, to break the bounds of the community, lands

him outside the pale, there to stand alone, and say: “I was

right, my desire was real and inevitable; if I «vvas to be myself

I must fulfil it, convention or no convention,” or else, there to

stand alone, doubting, and saying: “Was I right, was I wrong?

If I was wrong*oJ|, let nje die!”— in which case he courts

death.

The growth and iftic development of this tragedy, the deeper

and deeper realisation of this division and this problem, the

coming towards some conclusion, is the one theme of the

Wessex novels.
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And therefore the books must be taken chronologically, Jo
reveal the development and to advance towards the conclusibn.

1. Desperate Remedies.

Springrove, the dull hero, fast within convention, dare not

tell Cytherea that he is already engaged, and thus prepares the

complication. Manston, represented as flesljily passionate,

breaks the convention and commits murder, which is very

extreme, under compulsion of his desire for Cytherea. He is

aided by the darkly passionate, lawless Miss Aldclyffe. He and
Miss Aldclyffe meet death, and Springrove and Cytherea are

united to happiness and success.

* 2. Under the Greenwood Tree .

After a b«ief excursion from the beaten track in the pursuit

of social ambition and satisfaction of the imagination, figured

by the Clergyman, Fancy, the little school-mistress, returns to

Dick, renounces imagination, and settles down to steady, solid,

physically satisfactory mafried life, and all is as it should be.

But Fancy will carry in her heart all her life many unopened

buds that will die unflowercd: and Dick will probably have a

bad time of it.

3. A Pair ofBlue Eyes .

Elfride breaks down in her attempt to jump the first little

hedge of convention, when she comes back after running away
with Stephen. She cannot stand even a little alone. Knight,

his conventional ideas backed up by selfish instinct, cannot

endure Elfride when he thinks she is not virgin, though now
she loves him beyond bounds. She submits to him, and owns

the conventional idea entirely right, even whilst she is innocent.

An aristocrat walks off with her whilst the two men hesitate,

and she, poor innocent victim of passion not vital enough to

overthrow the most banal conventional ideas, lies in a bright

coffin, while the
#
three confirmed lovers mourn, and say how

great the tragedy is.

Farfrom the Madding Crowd .

^The unruly Bathsheba, tnough almost pledged to Farmer

Boldwood, a ravingly passionate, middfe-aged bachelor

pretendant, who has suddenly started
f
in mad pursuit of some

unreal conception of woman, personified in Bathsheba, lightly

runs off and marries Sergeant Troy, an illegitimate aristocrat,

unscrupulous and yet sensitive in taking his pleasures. She
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leaves Troy, he does not love her. All the time she is loved

faithfully and persistently by the good Gabriel, who is like a

dog that watches the bone and bides the time. Sergeant Troy
treats Bathsheba badly, never loves her, though he is the only

man in the book who knows anything about her. Her pride

helps her to recover. Troy is killed by Boldwood; exit* the

unscrupulous, but discriminative, almost cynical young soldier

and the mad, middle-aged pursuer of the fata Morgana; enter

the good, steady Gabriel, who marries Bathsheba because he

will make her a good husband, and the flower of imaginative

•first love is dead for her with Troy’s scorn of her.

5 . The Hand ofEthelberta.

Ethelberta, a woman of character and of brilliasl parts, sets

out in pursuit of social success, finds that Julius, the only man
she is inclined to love, is too small for her, hands him over to

the good little Picotec, and she herself, sacrificing almost

cynically what is called her heart, r».arrics the old scoundrelly

Lord Mountclerc, runs him and his estates and governs well,

a sound, strong pillar of established society, now she has nipped

off the bud of her heart. Moral: it is easier for the butler’s

daughter to marry a lord than to find a husband with her love,

ifshe be an exceptional woman.
The Hand of Ethelberta is the one almost cynical comedy. It

marks the zenith of a certain feeling in the Wessex novels, the

zenith of the feeling that the best thing to do is to kick out the

craving for “Love” and substitute common sense, leaving senti-

ment to the minor characters.

This novel is a shrug of the shoulders, &nd a last taunt to

hope, it is the end of the happy endings, except where sanity

and a little cynicism again appear in The Trumpet-Major, to

bless where they despise. It is the hard, resistant, ironical

announcement of personal failure, resistant and half-grinning.

It gives way to violent, angry passions and real tragedy, real

killing of beloved people, self-killing. Till now, only Elfri^e

among the beloved, has been killed; the good men have

always come out <5h top.

6. The Return of the Native.

This is the first tragic and important novel. Eustacia, dark,

wild, passionate, qhite conscious of her desires and inheriting

no tradition which would make her ashamed ofthem, since she
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is ofa novelistic Italian birth, loves, first, the unstable Wildevf,
who does not satisfy her, then casts him aside for the neftly

returned Clym, whom she marries. What does she want? She
does not know, but it is evidently some form of self-realisation;

she wants to be herself, to attain herself. But she does not know
ho\y, by what means, so romantic imagination ^ays: Paris and
the beau monde. As if that would have stayed her unsatisfaction.

Clym has found out the vanity of Paris and the beau monde.

What, then, does he want? He does not know; his imagination
tells him he wants to serve the moral system of the community,
since the material system is despicable. He wants to teach little

Egdon boys in school. There is as much vanity in this, easily,

as in Eustagia’s Paris. For what is the moral system but the

ratified form of the material system? What is Clym’s altruism

but a deep, very subtle cowardice, that makes him shirk his own
being whilst apparently acting nobly; which makes him choose

to improve mankind rather than to struggle at the quick of

himself into Deing. He is not able to undertake his own soul,

so he will take a commission for society to enlighten the souls

of others. It is subtle equivocation. Thus both Eustacia and he

sidetrack from themselves, and each leaves the other uncon-

vinced, unsatisfied, unrealised. Eustacia, because she moves

outside the convention, must die; Clym, because he identified

himself with the community, is transferred from Paris to

preaching. He had never become an integral man, because

when faced with the demand to produce himself, he remained

under cover of the community and excused by his altruism.

His remorse over his mother is adulterated with sentiment;

it is exaggerated by the push of tradition behind it. Even in this

he docs not ring true. He is always according to pattern,

producing his feelings more or less on demand, according to

the accepted standard. Practically never is he able to act or

even feel in his original self; he is always according to the

convention. His punishment is his final loss of all his original

self: he is left preaching, out of sheer emptiness.

Thomasin and Venn have nothirftj in themturbulent enough

to push them to the bounds of the convention. There is always

room for them inside. They are genuine people, and they get

the prize within the walls.

Wildeve, shifty and unhappy, attracted always from outside
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and never driven from within, can neither stand' with nor

without the established system. He cares nothing for it, because

he is unstable, has no positive being. He is an eternal assump-

tion.

The other victim, Clym’s mother, is the crashing-down ofone

of the old, rigi^ pillars of the system. The pressure on her if, too

great. She is weakened from the inside also, for her nature is

non-conventional; it cannot own the bounds.

So, in this book, all the exceptional people, those with strong

feelings and unusual characters, are reduced; only those

remain who arc steady and genuine, if commonplace. Let a

man will for himself, and he is destroyed. He must will

according to the established system. „
The real sense of tragedy is got from the setting. What is the

great, tragic power in the book? It is Egdon Heath. And who
are the real spirits of the Heath? First, Eustacia, then Clym’s

mother, then Wilde\e. The nati\<n have little or nothing in

common with the place.

What is the real stuff of tragedy in the book? It is the Heath.

It is the primiti\e, primal earth, where the instinctive life

heaves up. There, in the deep, rude stirring of the instincts,

there was the reality that worked the tragedy. Close to the

body of things, there can be heard the stir that makes us and

destroys us. The Heath hea\ed with raw instinct. Egdon,

whose dark soil was strong and crude and organic as the body

ofa beast. Out ofthe body of this crude earth are born Eustacia,

Wildeve, Mistress Yeobright, Clym, and all the others. They
are one year’s accidental crop. What matters if some are

drowned or dead, and others preaching or married :
t
what

matter, any more than the withering heath, the reddening

berries, the seedy furze, and the dead fern of one autumn of

Egdon? The Heath persists. Its body is strong and fecund, it

will bear many more csops besidt- this. Hc*rc is the sombre,

latent power that will go on producing, no matter what happens

to the product. Here is the deep, black source from whence

all these little c&itents of lives are drawn. And the contents

of the small lives are spilled and wasted. There is savage satis-

faction in it: for so much more remains to come, such a black,

powerful fecundity is working there that what does it matter?

Three people die and are taken back into the Heath; they
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mingle their strong earth again with its powerful soil, having
been broken off at their stem. It is very good. Not Egdoif is

futile, sending forth life on the powerful heave of passion. It

cannot be futile, for it is eternal. What is futile is the purpose
of man.
\(an has a purpose which he has divorced from^the passionate

purpose that issued him out of the earth into being. The Heath
threw forth its shaggy heather and furze and fern, clean into

being.* It threw forth Eustacia and Wildevc and Mistress

Yeobright and Clym, but to what purpose^ Eustacia thought

she wanted the hats and bonnets of Paris. Perhaps she was
right. The heavy, strong soil of Egdon, breeding original native

beings, is mjider Paris as well as under Wessex, and Eustacia

sought herself in the gay city. She thought life there, in Paris,

would be tropical, and all her energy and passion out of

Egdon would there come into handsome flower. And if Paris

real had been Paris as she imagined it, no doubt she was right,

and her instinct was soundly expressed. But Paris real w'as not

Eustacia’s imagined Paris. Where was he' imagined Paris, the

place where her powerful natme could come to blossom?

Beside some strong-passioned, unconfined man, her mate.

Which mate Clym might have been. He was born out of

passionate Egdon to live as a passionate being whose strong

feelings moved him e\ er further into beings But quite early his

life became narrowed dowrn to a small purpose: he must of

necessity go into business, and submit his whole being^ body

and soul as well as mind, to the business and to the greater

system it represented. His feelings, that should ha\e produced

the man, were suppressed and contained, he worked according

to a system imposed from without. The dark struggle ofEgdon,

a struggle into being as the furze struggles into flower, went on

in him, but could not burst the enclosure of the idea, the

system which contained hiifl. Impotent to be
,
he must trans-

form himself, and live in an abstraction, in a generalisation, he

must identify himself with the system. He must li\e as Man or

Humanity, or as the Community, oT as Society, or as Civilisa-

tion. “An inner strenuousness was jpeying on his outer

symmetry, and they rated his look as singular. . . . His counten-

ance was overlaid with legible meanings? Without being

thought-worn, he yet had certain marks derived from a
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perception of his surroundings, such as are not infrequently

f&und on man at the end of the four or five years of endeavour
which follow the close of placid pupilage.

,
He already showed

that thought is a disease of the flesh, and indirectly bore

evidence that ideal physical beauty is incompatible with

emotional development and a full recognition of the co
(
il of

things. Mental luminousness must be fed with the oil of life,

even if there is already a physical seed for, it; and the pitiful

sight of two demands on one supply was just showing itself

here.”

But did the face of Clym show that thought is a disease of

flesh, or merely that in his case a dis-ease, an un-ease, of flesh

produced thought? One does not catch thought
4
likc a fever:

one produces it. If it be in any way a disease of flesh, it is

rather the rash that indicates the disease than the disease itself.

The “inner strenuousness” of Clym’s nature was not fighting

against his physical symmetry, but^against the limits imposed

on his physical movement. By nature, as a passionate, violent

product of Egdon, he should have lo\ ed and suffered in flesh

and in soul from love, long before this age. He should have

lived and moved and had his being, whereas he had only his

business, and afterwards his inactivity. His years of pupilage

were past, “he was one of whom something original was

expected,” yet he continued in pupilage. For he produced

nothing original in being or in act, and certainly no original

thought. None of his ideas were original. E\ cn‘ fie himself w'as

not original. He was over-taught, had become an echo. His

life had been arrested, and his activity turned into repetition.

Far from being emotionally developed, he was emotionally

undeveloped, almost entirely. Only his mental faculties were

developed. And, hid, his emotions were obliged to work

according to the label he put upon them: a ready-made label.

Yet he remained for all that an Original, tHc force of life was

in him, however much he frustrated and suppressed its natural

movement. “As is usual with bright natures, the deity that

lies ignominiouliy chained within an ephemeral human
carcass shone out ofhim like a ray.” But was the deity chained

within his ephemeral riuman carcass, or within his limited

human consciousness? Was it his blood, which rose dark and

potent out of Egdo'n, which hampered and confined the diety,
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or was it his mind, that house built of extraneous knowledge
and guarded by his will, which formed the prison?

P

He came back to Egdon—what for? To reunite himself with
the strong, free flow of life that rose out of Egdon as from a
source? No—“to preach to the Egdon eremites that they
might rise to a serene comprehensiveness withoufcgoing through
the process of enriching themselves.” As if the Egdon eremites

had npt already f<!r more serene comprehensiveness than ever

he had himself, rooted as they were in the soil of all things, and
living from the root! What did it matter how they enriched

themselves, so long as they kept this strong, deep root in the

primal soil, so long as their instincts mo\ed out to action and
to expressioif? The system was big enough foi them, and had
no power over their instincts. They should have taught him
rather than he them.

And Egdon made him marry Eustacia. Here was action and
life, here was a mo\e into l?eing on his part. But as soon as he

got her, she became an idea to him, she had to fit in his system

of ideas. According to his way of living, he knew her already,

she was labelled and classed and fixed down. He had got into

this way of li\ing. and he could not get out of it. He had

identified himself with the system, and he could not extricate

himself. He did not know that Eustacia had her being beyond

his. He did not know that she existed* untouched by his

system and hiwnind, where no system had sway and where no

consciousness had risen to the surface. He did not know that

she was Egdon, the powerful, eternal origin seething with pro-

duction. He thought he knew. Egdon to him was the tract of

common land, producing familiar rough herbage, and having

some few unenlightened inhabitants. So he skated over heaven

and hell, and having made a maj. of the surface, thought he

knew all. But underneath eyid among his mapped world, the

eternal powerful fecundity worked on* heedless of him and his

arrogance. His preaching, his superficiality made no difference.

What did it matter if he had calculated a mor^l chart from the

surface of life? Could that affect life, any more than a chart of

the heavens affects the stars, affects th^vhole stellar universe

which exists beyond our knowledge? Cbulc^ the sound of his

words affect the working of the body of Egdon, where in the

unfathomable womb was begot and conceived all that would
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?ver come forth? Did not his own heart beat far removed
aifd immune from his thinking and talking? Had he been able

to put even his own heart’s mysterious resonance upon his map,
from which he charted the course of lives in his moral system?

And how much more completely, then, had he left out, in utter

ignorance, thr dark, powerful source whence all thingsr rise

into being, whence they will always continue to rise, to struggle

forward to further being? A little of the static surface he could

see, and map out. Then he thought his map was the thing

itself. How blind he was, how utterly blind to the tremendous
movement carrying and producing the surface. He did not

know that the greater part of every life is underground, like

roots in the dark in contact with the beyond. Kc preached,

thinking lives could be moved like hen-houses from here to

there. His blindness indeed brought on the calamity. But what
matter if Eustacia or Wildeve or Mrs. Yeobright died: what
matter if he himself became a merd'rattle of repetitive words

—

what did it matter? It was regrettable; no more. Egdon, the

primal impulsive body, would go on producing all that was to

be produced, eternally, though the will of man should destroy

the blossom yet in bud, over and ov er again. At last he must

learn 'what it is to be at one, in his mind and will, with the

primal impulses that rise in him. Till then, let him perish or

preach. The great* reality on which the little tragedies enact

themselves cannot be detracted from. The vyll and words

w'hiclynilitatc against it are the only vanity.

This is a constant revelation in Hardy’s novels: that there

exists a great background, vital and vivid, which matters more

than the people who move upon it. Against the background of

dark, passionate Egdon, of the leafy, sappy passion and senti-

ment of the woodlands, of the unfathomed stars, is drawn the

lesser scheme of lives: The Return of the Native The Woodlanders ,

or Two on a Tower. UpoTi the vast, incomprehensible pattern of

some primal morality greater than ever the human mind can

grasp, is drawn the little, pathetic pattern of man’s moral life

and struggle, paThctic, almost ridiculous. The little fold of law

and order, the little w^led city within which man has to defend

himself from the waste enormity of nature, becomes always too

small, and the pipneers venturing out with the code of the

walled city upon them, die in the bondj of that code, free
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and yet unfree, preaching the walled city and looking to th#
waste.

This is the wonddt of Hardy’s novels, and gives them their

beauty. The vast, unexplored morality of life itself, what we
call the immorality of nature, surrounds us in its eternal incom-
prehensibility, and in its midst goes on the little human morality
play, with its queer frame of morality and its mechanised
movement; seriously, portentously, till some one of the prota-

gonists chances to look out of the charmed circle, weary of the

stage, to look into the wilderness raging round. Then he is lost,

his little drama falls to pieces, or becomes mere repetition, but
tfife stupendous theatre outside goes on enacting its own incom-
prehensible drama, untouched. 1'here is this quality in almost

all Hardy’s w'ork, and this is the magnificent irony it all cpntains,

the challenge, the contempt. Not the deliberate ironies, little

tales of widows or widowers, contain the irony of human life

as we live it in our self-aggfendised gra\ ity, but the big novels,

The Return oj the .Native, and the othei s.

And this is the quality Hardy shares with the great writers,

Shakespeare or Sophocles or Toistoi, this setting behind the

small action ofhis protagonists the terrific action ofunfathomed

nature; setting a smaller system of morality, the one grasped

and formulated by the human consciousness within the vast,

uncomprehended and incomprehensible rrforality of nature or

of life itself, surpassing human consciousness. The difference is,

that whereas in Shakespeare or Sophocles the greater, qpcom-

prehended morality, or fate, is actively transgressed and gives

active punishment, in Hardy and Tolstoi the lesser, human
morality, the mechanical system is actively transgressed, and

holds, and punishes the protagonist, whilst the greater morality

is only passively, negatively transgressed, it is represented

merely as being present in background, in scenery, not taking

any active part, having no direct connexion with the prota-

gonist. CEdipus, Hamlet, Macbeth set themselves up against,

or find themselves set up against, the unfathomed moral forces

of nature, and out of this unfathomed forarcomes their death.

Whereas Anna Karenina, Eustacia, Typ, Sue, and Jude find

themselves up against the established system ofhuman govern-

ment and morality, they cannot detach themselves, and are

brought down. Their real tragedy is that they are unfaithful
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t» the greater unwritten morality, which would have bidden
Ahna Karenina be patient and wait until she, by virtue of

greater right, could take what she needed^from society; would
have bidden Vronsky detach himself from the system, become
an individual, creating a new colony of morality with Anna;
would have hidden Eustacia fight Clym for his own soul,« and
Tess take and claim her Angel, since she had the greater light;

would have bidden Jude and Sue endure* for very honour’s

sake, since one must bide by the best that one has known, and
not succumb to the lesser good.

Had (Edipus, Hamlet, Macbeth been weaker, less full of real,

potent life, they would have made no tragedy; they would have

comprehended and contrived some arrangement oftheir affairs,

sheltering in the human morality from the great stress and
attack of the unknown morality. But being, as they arc, men
to the fullest capacity, when they find themselves, daggers

drawn, with the very forces of life hself, they can only fight till

they themselves are killed, since the morality of life, the greater

morality, is eternally unalterable and invincible. It can be

dodged for some time, but not opposed. On the other hand,

Anna, Eustacia, Tess or Sue—what was there in their position

that was necessarily tragic? Necessarily painful it was, but

they were not at war with God, only with Society. LYet they

were all cowed by the mere judgment of man upon them, and
all the while by their own souls they were right. And the

judgment of man killed them, not tjic judgment of their own
souls or thejudgment ofEternal God. 1

Which is the weakness ofmodern tragedy, w here transgression

against the social code is made to bring destruction, as though

the social code worked our irrevocable fate. Like Clym, the

map appears to us more real than the land. Shortsighted

almost to blindness, we pore over the chart, jnap out journeys,

and confirm them: and*wc cannot see life itself giving us the

lie the w'hole time.

* • * * *

Looking over the%ydy novels, it is interesting to see which

of the heroes one would call a distinct individuality, more or

less achieved, which an unaccomplished potential indivi-

duality, and which an impure, unindividualised life embedded
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in the matrix, either achieving its own lower degree of distinct

tion, or not achieving it.

In Desperate Remedies there are scarcely any people at all,

particularly when the plot is working. The tiresome part

about Hardy is that, so often, he will neither write a morality

play*nor a novel. The people of the first book, as«far as the plot

is concerned, are not people: they are the heroine, faultless

and wjiite; the hefo, with a small spot on his whiteness; the

villainess, red -and black, but more red than black; the villain,

black and red; the Murderer, aided by the Adulteress, obtains

power over the Virgin, who, rescued at the last moment by the

Virgin Knight, evades the evil clutch. Then the Murderer,

overtaken b^vengeancc, is put to death, whilst Divine Justice

descends upon the Adulteress. Then the Virgin unites with the

Virgin Knight, and receives Divine Blessing.

That is a morality play, and if the morality were vigorous and
original, all well and good? But, between-whiles, we see that

the Virgin is being played by a nice, rather ordinary girl.

In The Laodicean
,
there is all tin way through a predilection

d
y

artiste for the aristocrat, and all the way through a moral

condemnation of h ; m, a substituting the middle- or lower-class

personage with bourgeois virtues into his place. This wras the

root of Hardy’s pessimism. Not until he comes to Tess and

Jude does he ever sympathise with the aristocrat—unless it be

in The Mayor Casterbridgc
,
and then he sympathises only to

slay. He always, always represents them the same, as l*a\ing

some vital weakness, some radical ineffectuality. From first to

last it is the same.

Mis»Aldclyffe and Manston, Elfride and the sickly lord she

married, Troy and Farmer Boldwood, Eustacia Vye and

Wildcve, de Stancy in The Laodicea z, Lady Constantine in Two

on a Tower
,
the Mayor of ^lasterbridge and Lucetta, Mrs.

Charmond and Dr. Fitzpiers in The Wlodlanders
,
Tess and Alec

d’Urberville, and, though different, Jude. There is also the

blond, passionate, yielding man: JSergeaij^ Troy, Wildeve,

and, in spirit, Jude.

These are all, in their way, the autocrat-characters of

Hardy. They must every one die, every sihgle one.

Why has Hardy this predilection d'artiste for the aristocrat, and

why, at the same tiuje, this moral antagonism to him?
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It is fairly obvious in The Laodicean
,
a book where, the spirit

b&ing small, the complaint is narrow. The heroine, the

daughter of a famous railway engineer, lh?es in the castle of the

old de Stancys. She sighs, wishing she were of the de Stancy

line: the tombs and portraits have a spell over her. “But,”

says the henrto her, “have you forgotten you father’s lifre of

ancestry: Archimedes, Newcomen, Watt, Tylford, Stephenson?”—“But I have a predilection d*artiste for ancestors of the other

sort,” sighs Paula. And the hero despairs of impressing her

with the list of his architect ancestors: Phidias, Ictinus and
Callicrates, Chersiphron, Vitruvius, Wilars of Cambray,
William of Wykeham. He deplores her marked preference for

an “animal pedigree”.

But what is this “animal pedigree”? If a family pedigree of

her ancestors, working-men and burghers, had been kept,

Paula would not have gloried in it, animal though it were.

Hers was a predilection d'artiste.
c

And this because the aristocrat alone has occupied a position

where he could afford to he
,
to be himself, to create himself,

to live as himself. That is his eternal fascination. This is

why the preference for him is a predilection d' artiste. The prefer-

ence for the architect line would be a predilection de savant
,
the

preference for the engineer pedigree would be a predilection

d'iconomiste.

The predilection d'artiste—Hardy has it strongly, and it is

roo*e<? deeply in every imaginative human being. The glory of

mankind has been to produce lives, to produce vivid, inde-

pendent, individual men, not buildings or' engineering works

or even art, not even the public good. The glory of mankind

is not in a host of secure, comfortable, law-abiding citizens, but

in the few more fine, clear lives, beings, individuals, distinct,

detached, single as may be from the public.

And these the artist of all time has chosen. Why, then, must

the aristocrat always be condemned to death, in Hardy? Has

the community copie to consciousness in him, as in the French

Revolutionaries* O^termined to destroy all that is not the

average? Certainly the Wessex novels, all but the average

people die. But why? Is there the germ of death in these more
single, distinguished people, or has the artist himselfa bourgeois

taint, a jealous vindictiveness that will now. take revenge, now
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that the community, the average, has gained power over the

aristocrat, the exception?

It is evident that
,both is true. Starting with the bourgeois

morality, Hardy makes every exceptional person a villain, all

exceptional or strong individual traits he holds up as weaknesses

or wicked faults. So in Desperate Remedies
,
Unde* the Greenwood

Tree
,
Far from the Madding Crowd

,
The Hand of Ethelberta

,
The

Return of the Native (but in The Trumpet-Major there is an

ironical dig in the ribs to this civic communal morality), The

Laodicean
,
Two on a Tower

,
The Mayor of Casterbridge

,
and Tess,

in steadily weakening degree. The blackest villain is Manston,

the next, perhaps, Troy, the next Eustacia, and Wildeve,

always bccc*ning less villainous and more human. The first

show of real sympathy, nearly conquering the bourgeois or

commune morality, is for Eustacia, whilst the dark villain is

becoming merely a weak, pitiable person in Dr. Fitzpiers. In

The Mayor of Casterbridge tlfe dark villain is already almost the

hero. Tlieri >s a lapse in the maudlin, weak but not wicked Dr.

Fitzpiers, duly condemned, Alec d’Urbcrville is not unlikeable,

and Jude is a complete tragic hero, at once the old Virgin

Knight and Dark Villain. The condemnation gradually shifts

over from the dark villain to the blond bourgeois virgin hero,

from Alec d’Urberville to Angel Clare, till in Jude they are

united and loved, though the preponderance is of a dark

villain, now c^ck, beloved, passionate hero. The condemnation

shifts over at last from the dark villain to the white virgin, the

bourgeois in soul: from Arabella to Sue. Infinitely more subtle

and sad is the condemnation at the end, but there it is: the

virgin%knight is hated with intensity, yet still loved; the white

virgin, the beloved, is the arch-sinner against life at last, and

the last note of hatred is against her.

It is a completf and devastating shift-over, it is a complete

volte-face of moralities. Bla£k docs net become white, but it

takes white’s place as good; white remains white, but it is found

bad. The old, communal morality is like a leprosy, a white

sickness: the old, anti-social, individualist Morality is alone on

the side of life and health.

But yet, the aristocrat must die, all the way through: even

Jude. Was the germ of death in him at the start? Or was he

merely at outs with his times, the times of the Average in
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triumph? Would Manston, Troy, Farmer Boldwood, Eustacia,

de*Stancy, Henchard, Alec d’Urberville, Jude have been real

heroes in heroic times, without tragedy? Ifseems as ifManston,

Boldwood, Eustacia, Henchard, Alec d’Urberville, and almost

Jude, might have been. In an heroic age they might have

lived and more or less triumphed. But Troy, Wildevoj de

Stancy, Fitzpiers, and Jude have something fatal in them.

There is a rottenness at the core of themi The failure, the

misfortune, or the tragedy, whichever it may be, was inherent

in them: as ifwas in Elfride, Lady Constantine, Marty South in

The Woodlanders, and Tess. They have all passionate natures,

and in them all failure is inherent.

So that we have, of men, the noble Lord in A'Pair of Blue

Eyes
,
Sergeant Troy, Wildcve, dc Stancy, Fitzpiers, and Jude,

all passionate, aristocratic males, doomed by their very being,

to tragedy, or to misfortune in the end.

Of the same class among wom'n arc Elfride, Lady Con-
stantine, Marty South, and Tess, all aristocratic, passionate,

yet necessarily unfortunate females.

We have also, ofmen, Manston, Farmer Boldwood, Henchard,
Alec d’Urberville, and perhaps Jude, all passionate, aristo-

cratic males, who fell before the weight of the average, the

lawful crowd, but who, in more primitive times, would have

formed romantic rather than tragic figuics.

Of women in the same class are Miss Aldcjyffe, Eustacia,

Lucetta, Mrs. Charmond.
The third class, of bourgeois or average hero, whose purpose

is to live and have his being in the community, contains the

successful hero of Desperate Remedies, the unsuccessful hut not

very much injured two heroes ofA Pair ofBlue Eyes, the success-

ful Gabriel Oak, the unsuccessful, left-preaching Clym, the

unsuccessful but not very much injured astropomer of Two on a

Tower, the successful Scotchman or Casterbridge, the unsuccess-

.

fill and expired Giles Winterborne of The Woodlanders, the arch-

type, Angel Clare, and perhaps a little ofJude.

The companidh^women* to these men are: the heroine of

Desperate Remedies, lWhsheba, Thomasin, Paula, Henchard’s

daughter, Grace in Tne Woodlanders, and Sue.

This, then, is the jnoral conclusion drawn from the novels:

i. The physical individual is in the end an inferior thing
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which must fall before the community: Manston, Henchafd,
etc.

2. The physical and spiritual individualist is a fine thing

which must fall because of its own isolation, because it is a

sport, not in the true line of life: Jude, Tcss, Lady Constantine.

3. The physical individualist and spiritual bourgeois or*

communist is a thing, finally, of ugly, undeveloped, non-

distinguished or« perverted physical instinct, and must fall

physically. Sue, Angel Clare, Clym, Knight. It remains,

however, fitted into the community.

4. The undistinguished, bourgeois or average being with

^average or civic virtues usually succeeds in the end. If he fails,

he is left practically uninjured. If he expire during probation,

he has flowers on his grave.

By individualist is meant, not a selfish or greedy person,

anxious to satisfy appetites, but a man of distinct being, who
must act in his own particular way to fulfil his own individual

nature. Ke r a man who, being beyond the average, chooses

to rule his own life to his own completion, and as such is an

aristocrat.

The artist always has a predilection for him. But Hardy,

like Tolstoi, is forced in the issue always to stand with the

community in condemnation of the aristocrat. He cannot help

himself, but must stand with the average’against the exception,

he must, iij fiis ultimate judgment, represent the interests of

humanity, or the community as a whole, and rule out the

individual interest.

To do this, however, he must go against himself. His private

sympathy is always with the individual against the community:

as is the case with the artist. Therefore he will create a more or

less blameless individual and, making him seek his own fulfil-

ment, his highest aim, will show him destroyed by the com-

munity, or by that in himlelf which*reprcsents the community,

or by some close embodiment of the civic idea. Hence the

pessimism. To do this, however, he must select his individual

with a definite weakness, a certain coldne& of temper, inelas-

tic, a certain inevitable and inconaj arable adhesion to the

community.

This is obvious in Troy, Clym, Tess, and Jude. They have

naturally distinejt individuality but, as it were, a weak life-flow,
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sc^that they cannot break away from the old adhesion, they

cannot separate themselves from the mass which bore them,

they cannot detach themselves from the common. Therefore

they are pathetic rather than tragic figures. They have not the

necessary strength: the question of their unfortunate end is

. begged in the beginning.

Whereas (Edipus or Agamemnon or Clytemnestra or Orestes,

or Macbeth or Harriet or Lear, these are destroyed by their

own conflicting passions. Out of greed for adventure, a desire

to be off, Agamemnon sacrifices Iphigenia: moreover he has his

love-affairs outside Troy: and this brings on him death from

the mother of his daughter, and from his pledged wife. Which
is the working of the natural law. Hamlet, a latei» Orestes, is

commanded by the Erinyes of his father to kill his mother and

his uncle: but his maternal filial feeling tears him. It is almost

the same tragedy as Orestes, without any goddess or god to

grant peace.

In these plays, conventional morality is transcended. The
action is between the great, single, individual forces in the

nature ofMan, not between the dictates of the community and

the original passion. The Commandment says: “Thou shalt

not kill.” But doubtless Macbeth had killed many a man who
was in his way. Certainly Hamlet suffered no qualms about

killing the old man behind the curtain. Why should he? But

when Macbeth killed Duncan, he divided hiiqself in twain,

into two hostile parts. It was all in his own soul and blood: it

was nothing outside himself: as it was, really, with Clym,

Troy, Tess, Jude. Troy would probably ha\ e been faithful to

his little unfortunate person, had she been a lady, and had he

not felt himself cut off from society in his very being, whilst all

the time he cleaved to it. Tess allowed herselfto be condemned,

and asked for punishment from Angel Clare.
t
Why? She had

done nothing particularly* or at le*ast irrevocably, unnatural,

were her life young and strong. But she sided with the com-

munity’s condemnation of her. And almost the bitterest, most

pathetic, deepest part of Jude’s misfortune was his failure to

obtain admission to (\^ord, his failure to gain his place and

standing in the world’s knowledge, in the world’s work.

There is a lack of sternness, there is a hesitating betwixt life

and public opinion, which diminishes the Wessex novels from
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the rank ofpure tragedy. It is not so much the eternal, immut-
able laws of being which are transgressed, it is not that vital

life-forces are set in conflict with each other, bringing almost

inevitable tragedy—yet not necessarily death, as we see in the

most splendid TEschylus. It is, in Wessex, that the individual

succumbs to what is in its shallowest, public* opinion, in its*

deepest, the human compact by which we live together, to

form a community.

* * * * *

Most fascinating in all artists is this antinomy between Law
and Love, between the Flesh and the Spirit, between the

Father and*the Son.

For the moralist it is easy. He can insist on that aspect of the

Law or Love which is in the immediate line of development for

his age, and he can sternly and severely exclude or suppress

all the rest.

So th*n all morality is of temporary value, useful to its times.

But Art must give a deeper satisfaction. It must give fair play

all round.

Yet every work of art adheres to some system of morality.

But if it be really a work of art, it must contain the essential

criticism on the morality to which it adheres. And hence the

antinomy, hence the conflict neccssa'ry to every tragic

conception.

The degree to which the system of morality, or tfye meta-

physic, of any work of art is submitted to criticism within the

work of art makes the lasting value and satisfaction of that

work* iEschylus, having caught the oriental idea of Love,

correcting the tremendous Greek conception of the Law with

this new idea, produces the intoxicating satisfaction of the

Orestean trilogy. The Law, and Love, they are here the

Two-in-One in all their magnificence. But Euripides, with his

aspiration towards Love, Love the supreme, and his almost

hatred of the Law, Law the Triumphant but Base Closer of

Doom, is less satisfactory, because of the ver^ fact that he holds

Love always Supreme, and yet must, endure the chagrin of

seeing Love perpetually transgressed and overthrown. So he

makes his tragedy: the higher thing eternally pulled down by

the lower. And this unfairness in the use of terms, higher and
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latver, but above all, the unfairness of showing Love always

violated and suffering, never supreme and triumphant, makes
us disbelieve Euripides in the end. For we have to bring in

pity, we must admit that Love is at a fundamental disadvantage

before the Law, and cannot therefore ever hold its own. Which
• is weak philosophy.

If .Eschylus has a metaphysic to his art, this metaphysic is

that Love and Law ^re Two, eternally in conflict, and eternally

being reconciled. This is the tragic significance of jEschylus.

But the metaphysic of Euripides is that the Law and Love are

two eternally in conflict, and unequally matched, so that Love
must always be borne down. In Love a man shall only suffer.

There is also a Reconciliation, otherwise Euripides' vvere not so

great. But there is always the unfair matching, this disposition

insisted on, which at last leaves one cold and unbelieving.

The moments ofpure satisfaction come in the choruses, in the

pure lyrics, when Love is put into ti*ue relations with the Law,
apart from knowledge, transcending knowledge, transcending

the metaphysic, where the aspiration to Love meets the acknow-

ledgment of the Law in a consummate marriage, for the

moment.
Where Euripides adheres to his metaphysic, he is unsatis-

factory. Where he transcends his metaphysic, he gives that

supreme equilibrium'wherein we know satisfaction.

The adherence to a metaphysic does not necessarily give

artistic
t
form. Indeed the over-strong adherence to a meta-

physic usually destroys any possibility of artistic form. Artistic

form is a revelation of the two principles of Love and the Law
in a state of conflict and yet reconciled: pure motion struggling

against and yet reconciled with the Spirit: active force meeting

and overcoming and yet not overcoming inertia. It is the

conjunction of the two which makes form. j\nd since the two

must always meet under fresh conditions, form must always be

different. Each work of art has its own form, which has no

relation to any other form. When a young painter studies an

old master, he studies, not the form, that is an abstraction

which does not exist: studies maybe the method of the old

great artist: but he studies chiefly to understand how the old

great artist suffered in himself the conflict of Love and Law,
and brought them to a reconciliation. Apart from* artistic
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method, it is not Art that the young man is studying, but tljp

State of Soul of the greafold artist, so that he, the young artist,

may understand his own soul and gain a reconciliation between
the aspiration and the resistant.

It is most wonderful in poetry, this sense of conflict contained

within a reconciliation.

Hail to thee, blithe Spirit!

Bird'thou never wert,

That from heaven or near it

Pourest thy full heart

In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.

Shelley wishes to say, the skylark is a pure, untrammelled

spirit, a pure motion. But the very “Bird thou never wert”

admits that the skylark is in very fact a bird, a concrete,

momentary thing. If the line ran, “Bird thou never art,” that

would spoil it all. Shclley«vvishes to say, the song is poured out

of heaven: but “or near it”, he admits. There is the perfect

relation between heaven and earth. And the last line is the

tumbling sound of a lark’s singing, the real Two-in-Onc.

The very adherence to rhyme and regular rhythm is a con-

cession to the Law, a concession to the body, to the being and

requirements of the body. They are an admission of the living,

positive inertia which is the other half of life, other than the

pure will to motion. In this consummation, they are the

resistance and response of the Bride in the arms of the Bride-

groom. And according as the Bride and Bridegroofti come
closer together, so is the response and resistance more fine,

indistinguishable, so much the more, in this act of consumma-
tion, is the movement that of Two-in-One, indistinguishable

each from the other, and not the movement of two brought

together clumsily.

So that in Swinburne, w4ierc almgst all is concession to the

body, so that the poetry becomes almost a sensation and

not an experience or a consummation, justifying Spinoza’s

“Amor est titxllatio
,
concomitante idea causa extemae,” we find con-

tinual adherence to the body, to the Rose, to the Flesh, the

physical in everything, in the sea, in the marshes; there is an

overbalance in the favour of Supreme Law; Love is not Love,

but passion, oart of the Law; there is no Love, there is only
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Supreme Law. And the poet sings the Supreme Law to gain

rebalance in himself, for he hovers alw&ys on the edge of death,

of Not-Being, he is always out of reach of the Law, bodiless, in

the faintness of Love that has triumphed and denied the Law,
in the dread of an over-developed, over-sensitive soul which

t
exists always on the point of dissolution from the body.

But he is not divided against himself. It is the novelists and
dramatists who have the hardest task in reconciling their meta-
physic, their theory* of being and knowing, with their living

sense of being. Because a novel is a microcosm, and because

man in viewing the universe must view it in the light of theory,

therefore every novel must have the background or the struc-

tural skeleton of some theory of being, some metaphysic. But

the metaphysic must always subserve the artistic purpose beyond
the artitfe’s conscious aim. Otherwise the novel becomes a

treatise.

And the danger is, that a man shall make himself a meta-
physic to excuse or cover his own faults or failure. Indeed, a

sense of fault or failure is the usual cause of a man’s making
himself a metaphysic, to justify himself.

Then, having made himself a metaphysic of self-justification,

or a metaphysic ofself-denial, the novelist proceeds to apply the

world to this, instead of applying this to the world.

Tolstoi is a flagrant example of this. Probably because of

profligacy in his youth, because he had disgusted himself in his

own fl[csh, by excess 'or by prostitution, therefore Tolstoi, in his

metaphysic, renounced the flesh altogether, later on, when he
had tried and had failed to achieve complete marriage in the

flesh. But above all things, Tolstoi was a child of the Lajv, he

belonged to the Father. He had a marvellous sensuous under-

standing, and very little clarity of mind.

So that, in his metaphysic, he had to deny himself, his own
being, in order to escape Jus own disgust of what he had done
to himself, and to escape admission of his own failure.

Which made all the later part of his life a crying falsity and
shame. Reading the reminiscences of Tolstoi, one can only feel

shame at the way Tolstoi denied all that was great in him, with

vehement cowardice. .He degraded himself infinitely, he

peijured himself far more than did Peter when he denied

Christ. Peter repented. But Tolstoi denied the Father, and
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propagated a great system of his recusancy, elaborating hfe

own weakness, blaspheming his own strength. “What difficulty

is there in writing about how an officer fell in love with a

married woman?” he used to say of his Anna Karenina ; “there’s

no difficulty in it, and, above all, no good in it.”

Because he was mouthpiece to the Father in uttering the law 1

of passion, he said there was no difficulty in it, because it came
naturally to him. * Christ might just as easily have said, there

was no difficulty in the Parable of the Sower, and no good in it,

either, because it flowed out of him without effort.

And Thomas Hardy’s mctaphysic is something like Tolstoi’s.

“There is no reconciliation between Love and the Law,” says

Hardy. “The spirit of Love must always succumb before the

blind, stupid, but overwhelming power of the Law.”

Already as early as The Return of the Native he has come to

this theory, in order to exjplain his own sense of failure. But

before that time, from the very start, he has had an over-

weening theoretic antagonism to the Law. “That which is

physical, of the body, is weak, despicable, bad,” he said at the

very start. He represented his fleshy heroes as villains, but very

weak and maunderng villains. At its worst, the Law is a weak,

craven sensuality: at its best, it is a passive inertia. It is the gap

in the armour, it is the hole in the foundation.

Such a metaphysic is almost silly. If it were not that man is

much stronger* in feeling than in thought, the Wessex novels

would be sheer rubbish, as they are already in parts. TJ}e Well-

Beloved is sheer rubbish, fatuity, as is a good deal of The

Dynasts conception.

Bui it is not as a metaphysician that one must consider

Hardy. He makes a poor show there. For nothing in his work

is so pitiable as his clumsy efforts to push events into line with

his theory of beuig, and to make calamity fall on those who
represent the principle of Love. He does it exceedingly badly,

and owing to this effort his form is execrable in the extreme.

His feeling, his instinct, his sensuous understanding is, how-

ever, apart from his metaphysic, very great
#
and deep, deeper

than that, perhaps, of any other English novelist. Putting aside

his metaphysic, which must always obtAide when he thinks of

people, and turning to the earth, to landscape, then he is true

to himself.
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Always he must start from the earth, from the great source of

the Law, and his people move in his landscape almost insignif-

icantly, somewhat like tame animals wandering in the wild.

The earth is the manifestation of the Father, of the Creator,

Who made us in the Law. God still speaks aloud in His Works,

as to Job, so to Hardy, surpassing human conception and the

human law. “Dost thou know the balancings of the clouds, the

wondrous works oflhim which is perfect in'knowlcdge? .How
thy garments arc warm, when he quieteth the earth by the

south wind? Hast thou with him spread out the sky, which

is strong?”

This is the true attitude of Hardy—“With God is terrible

najesty.” The theory of knowledge, the metaphysic of the

man, is jnuch smaller than the man himself. So with Tolstoi.

“Knowest thou the time when the wild goats of the rock

bring forth? Or canst thou mark when the hinds do calve?

Canst thou number the months that they fulfil? Or knowest

thou the time when they bring forth? They bow themselves,

they bring forth their young ones, they cast out their sorrows.

Their young ones are good in liking, they grow up with corn;

they go forth, and return not unto them.”

There is a good deal of this in Hardy. But in Hardy there is

more than the concept ofJob, protesting his integrity. Job says

in the end: “Therefore have I uttered that I understood not;

things too wonderfyl for me, which I knew not. *

“I hjve heard of thee by hearing of the ear; but now mine

eye seeth thee.

“Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes.”

But Jude ends where Job began, cursing the day and the

services ofhis birth, and in so much cursing the act of the Lord,

“Who made him in the womb.”
It is the same cry all through Hardy, this curse upon the

birth in the flesh, and this unconscious adherence to the flesh.

The instincts, the bodily passions are strong and sudden in all

Hardy’s men. They are too strong and sudden. They fling

Jude into the am?s of Arabella, years after he has known Sue,

and against his own will.

For every man comprises male and female in his being, the

male always struggling for predominance. A woman likewise

consists in male and female, with female predominant.
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And a man who is strongly male tends to deny, to refute the

female in him. A real “man” takes no heed for his body, which
is the more female part of him. He considers himselfonly as an
instrument, to be used in the service ofsome idea.

The true female, on the other hand, will eternally hold herself

superior to any idea, will hold full life in the bojiy to be the real,

happiness. The male exists in doing, the female in being. The
male lives in the satisfaction of some purpose achieved, the

female in the satisfaction ofsome purpose contained.

In iEschylus, in the Eumenides> there is Apollo, Loxias, the

Sun God, the prophet, the male: there are the Erinyes, daughters

&fprimeval Mother Night, representing here the female risen in

retribution for some crime against the flesh; and there is Pallas,

unbegotten daughter of Zeus, who is as the Holy Spirit in the

Christian religion, the spirit of wisdom.

Orestes is bidden by the male god, Apollo, to avenge the

murder of his father, Agdmemnon, by his mother: that is, the

male, ruui Jer^d by the female, must be avenged by the male.

But Orestes is child of his mother. He is in himself female. So

that in himself the conscience, t he madness, the violated part

of his own self, his own body, drives him to the Furies. On the

male side, he is right; on the female, wrong. But peace is given

at last by Pallas, the Arbitrator, the spirit of wisdom.

And although iEschylus in his consciousness makes the

Furies hideoys, and Apollo supreme, yet, in his own self and

in very fact, he makes the Furies wonderful and noble, with

their tremendous hymns, and makes Apollo a trivial, sixth-

form braggart and ranter. Clytcmnestra also, wherever she

appears, is wonderful and noble. Her sin is the sin of pride:

she was the first to be injured. Agamemnon is a feeble thing

beside her.

So jEschylus^ adheres still to the Law, to Right, to the

Creator who created ma*i in His, Own Image, and in His

Law. What he has learned of Love, he does not yet quite

believe.

Hardy has the same belief in the Law, but in conceipt of his

own understanding, which cannot understand the Law, he says

that the Law is nothing, a blind confusion.

And in conceipt of understanding, he deprecates and

destroys both women and men who would represent the old
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primeval Law, the great Law of the Womb, the primeval

Female principle. The Female shall not exist. Where it

appears, it is a criminal tendency, to be stamped out.

This in Manston, Troy, Boldwood, Eustacia, Wildcve,

Henchard, Tess, Jude, everybody. The women approved of

are not Female, in any real sense. They are passive subjects to

the male, the re-echo from the male. As in the Christian

religion, the Virgin worship is no real Female worship, but

worship of the Female as she is passive and subjected to the

male. Hence the sadness of Botticelli’s Virgins.

• Thus Tess sets out, not as any positive thing, containing all

purpose, but as the acquiescent complement to the male. 1 he

female in her has become inert. Then Alec d’Urbenville comes

along, and possesses her. From the man who takes her Tess

expects Her own consummation, the singling out of herself, the

addition of the male complement. She is of an old line, and

has the aristocratic quality of respecV for the other being. She

does not see the other person as an extension of herself, existing

in a universe of which she is the centre and pivot. She knows

that other people are outside her. Therein she is an aristocrat.

And out of this attitude to the other person came her passivity.

It is not the same as the passive quality in the other little

heroines, such as the girl in The Woodlanders
,
who is passive

because she is small. •

Tess is passive out of self-acceptance, a true aristocratic

quality, amounting almost to self-indifference. She knows she

is herself incontrovertibly, and she knows that other people

are not herself. This is a very rare quality, even in a woman.
And in a civilisation so unequal, it is almost a weakness.

Tess never tries to alter or to change anybody, neither to

alter nor to change nor to divert. What another person decides,

that is his decision. She respects utterly the other’s right to be.

She is herself always.

But the others do not respect her right to be. Alec d’Urber-

ville sees her as the embodied fulfilment of his own desire:

something, that is,«belonging to him. She cannot, in his con-

ception, exist apart from him nor have any being apart from

his being. For she is ths embodiment of his desire.

This is very natural and common in men, this attitude to the

world. But in Alec d’Urberville it applies only to the woman
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of his desire. He cares only for her. Such a man adheres <0

the female like a parasite.

It is a male quality to resolve a purpose to its fulfilment. It is

the male quality, to seek the motive power in the female, and
to convey this to a fulfilment; to receive some impulse into his

senses, and to transmit it into expression.

Alec d’Urberville does not do this. He is male enough, in his

way; but only physically male. He is constitutionally an enemy
ofthe principle ofself-subordination, which principle is inherent

in every man. It is this principle which makes a man, a true

male, see his job through, at no matter what cost. A man is

sfHctly only himself when he is fulfilling some purpose he has

conceived:* so that the principle is not of self-subordination,

but of continuity, of development. Only when insisted on, as

in Christianity, does it become self-sacrifice. And this resistance

to self-sacrifice on Alec d’Urbcrvillc’s part does not make him
an individualist, an egoist, but rather a non-individual, an

incomplete, almost a fragmentary thing.

There seems to be in d’Urbcrvillc an inherent antagonism to

any progression in himself. Yet he seeks with all his power for

the source of stimulus in woman. He takes the deep impulse

from the female. In this he is exceptional. No ordinary man
could really have betrayed Tess. Even if she had had an

illegitimate child to another man, to Angel Clare, for example,

it would not have shattered her as did her connexion with Alec

d’Urberville. For Alec d’Urberville could reach sonjc of the

real sources of the female in a woman, and draw from them.

Troy could also do this. And, as a woman instinctively knows,

such* Incn are rare. Therefore they have a power over a

woman. They draw from the depth of her being.

And what they draw, they betray. With a natural male,

what he draws from the source of the female, the impulse he

receives from the source lie transmits through his own being

into utterance, motion, action, expression. But Troy and Alec

d’Urberville, what they received they knew only as gratification

in the senses; some perverse will prevented them from sub-

mitting to it, from becoming instrumental to it.

Which was why Tess was shattered by Alec d’Urberville,

and why she murdered him in the end. The murder is badly

done, altogether the book is botched, owing to the way of
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thinking in the author, owing to the weak yet obstinate theory

of being. Nevertheless, the murder is true, the whole book is

true, in its conception.

Angel Clare has the very opposite qualities to those of Alec

d’Urberville. To the latter, the female in himself is the only

'part of himself<he will acknowledge: the body, the senses, that

which he shares with the female, which the female shares with

him. To Angel Clare, the female in himself' is detestable, the

body, the senses, that which he will share with a woman, is

held degraded. What he wants really is to receive the female

impulse other than through the body. But his thinking has

made him criticise Christianity, his deeper instinct has for-

bidden him to deny his body any further, a deadlock in his own
being, which denies him any purpose, so that he must take to

hand, labour out of sheer impotence to resolve himself, drives

him unwillingly to woman. But he must see her only as the

Female Principle, he cannot bear to* see her as the Woman in

the Body. Her he thinks degraded. To marry her, to have a

physical marriage with her, he must overcome all his ascetic

revulsion, he must, in his own mind, put off his own divinity,

his pure maleness, his singleness, his pure completeness, and
descend to the heated welter of the flesh. It is objectionable to

him. Yet his body, his life, is too strong for him.

Who is he, that he shall be pure male, and deny the existence

of the female? Thi% is the question the Creator asks of him. Is

then thq.male the exclusive whole of life?—is he even the higher

or supreme part of life? Angel Clare thinks so: as Christ

thought.

Yet it is not so, as even Angel Clare must find out. Life, that

is Two-in-One, Male and Female. Nor is either part greater

than the other.

It is not Angel Clare’s fault that he cannpt come to Tess

when he finds that she has, in his' words, been defiled. It is

the result of generations of ultra-Christian training, which had

left in him an inherent aversion to the female, and to all in

himselfwhich pertSined to the female. What he, in his Christian

sense, conceived of as. Woman, was only the servant and
attendant and administering spirit to the male. He had no idea

that there was such a thing as positive Woman, as the Female,

another great living Principle counterbalancing his own male
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principle. He conceived of the world as consisting of the One,
the Male Principle.

Which conception was already gendered in Botticelli,

whence the melancholy of the Virgin. Which conception

reached its fullest in Turner’s pictures, which were utterly

bodiless; and also in the great scientists or thinkers of the last

generation, even Darwin and Spencer and Huxley. For these

last conceived of ^volution, of one spirit or principle starting

at the far end of time, and lonelily traversing Time. But there

is not one principle, there arc two, travelling always to meet,

each step of each one lessening the distance between the two

of them. And Space, which so frightened Herbert Spencer,

is as a Brido to us. And the cry ofMan does not ring out into the

Void. It rings out to Woman, whom we know not.

This Tess knew, unconsciously. An aristocrat «hc was,

developed through generations to the belief in her own self-

establishment. She could* help, bat she could not be helped.

She could give, but she could not receive. She could attend

to the wants of the other person, but no other person, save

another aristocrat—and there is arcely such a thing as another

aristocrat—could attend to her wants, her deepest wants.

So it is the aristocrat alone who has any real and vital sense

of “the neighbour”, of the other person; who has the habit of

submerging himself, putting himself entirely away before the

other person: because he expects to receive nothing from the

other person. "So that now he has lost much of his initiative

force, and exists almost isolated, detached, and without the

surging ego of the ordinary man, because he has controlled his

nature according to the other man, to exclude him.

And Tess, despising herself in the flesh, despising the deep

Female she was, because Alec d’Urberville had betrayed her

very source, loved Angel Clare, who also despised and hated

the flesh. She did not haU*ci’Urberyille. What a man did, he

did, and if he did it to her, it was her look-out. She did not

conceive of him as having any human duty towards her.

The same with Angel Clare as with Alec^d’Urbervillc. She

was very grateful to him for saving her from her despair of

contamination, and from her bewildered isolation. But when

he accused her, she could not plead or answer. For she had no

right to his goodness. She stood alone.
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The female was strong in her. She was herself. But she was

out of place, utterly outof her element and her times. Hence
her utter bewilderment. This is the reason why she was so

overcome. She was outwcaried from the start, in her spirit.

For it is only by receiving from all our fellows that we are kept

fresh and vital. Tess was herself, female, intrinsically a woman.
The female in her was indomitable, unchangeable, she was

utterly constant to herself. But she was, fc>y long breeding,

intact from mankind. Though Alec d’Urberville was of no kin

to her, yet, in the book, he has always a quality of kinship. It

was as if only a kinsman, an aristocrat, could approach her.

And this to her undoing. Angel Clare would never have

reached her. She would have abandoned herself to him, but he

would never have reached her. It needed a physical aristocrat.

She would have lived with her husband, Clare, in a state of

abandon to him, like a coma. Alec d’Urberville forced her to

realise him, and to realise herself. 'He came close to her, as

Clare could never have done. So she murdered him. For she

was herself.

And just as the aristocratic principle had isolated Tess, it had

isolated Alec d’Urberville. For though Hardy consciously

made the younger betrayer a plebeian and an imposter, uncon-

sciously, with the supreme justice of the artist, he made him
the same as de Stancy., a true aristocrat, or as Fitzpiers, or Troy.

He did not give him the tiredness, the touch of exhaustion

necessary, in Hardy’s mind, to an aristocrat. But he gcve
him

the intrinsic qualities.

With the men as with the women of old descent: the have

nothing to do with mankind in general, they are exceedingly

personal. For many generations they have been accustomed

to regard their own desires as their own supreme laws. They
have not been bound by the conventional morality: this they

have transcended, being a code urto themselves. The other

person has been always present to their imagination, in the

spectacular sense. He has always existed to them. But he has

always existed as something other than themselves.

Hence the inevitable isolation, detachment of the aristocrat.

His one aim, during
#
centuries, has been to keep himself

detached. At last he finds himself, by his very nature, cut off.

Then either he must go his own way, or he must struggle
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towards reunion with the mass of mankind. Either he must ^e

an incomplete individualist, like de Stancy, or like the famous

Russian nobles, he must become a wild humanitarian and
reformer.

For as all the governing power has gradually been taken from

thcbnobleman, and as, by tradition, by inherent inclination, he

does not occupy himself with profession other than govern-

ment, how shall be use that power which is in him and which

comes into him?

He is, by virtue of breed and long training, a perfect instru-

ment. He knows, as every pure-bred thing knows, that his

r#ot and source is in his female. He seeks the motive power in

the womar. And, having taken it, has nothing to do with it,

can find, in this democratic, plebeian age, no means by which

to transfer it into action, expression, utterance. So There is a

continual gnawing of unsatisfaction, a constant seeking of

another woman, still another woman. For each time the

impulse comes fresh, everything seems all right.

It may be, aho, that in the aristocrat a certain weariness

makes him purposeless, vicious, like a form of death. But that

is not necessary. One feels that in Manston, and Troy, and

Fitzpiers, and Ale^ d’Urberville, there is good stuff gone wrong.

Just as in Angel Clare, there is good stuff gone wrong in the

other direction.

There can never be one extreme of wrong, without the other

extreme. If there had ne\er been the extravagant Puritan

idea, that the Female Principle was to be denied, ca£t out by

man from his soul, that only the Male Principle, of Abstraction,

of Good, of Public Good, of the Community, embodied in

“Thou shalt love they neighbour as thyself,” really existed,

there would never have been produced the extreme Cavalier

type, which says that only the Female Principle endures in

man, that all the Abstraction, the Gpod, the Public Elevation,

the Community, was a grovelling cowardice, and that man
lived by enjoyment, through his senses, enjoyment which

ended in his senses. Or perhaps better, if the extreme Cavalier

type had never been produced, we should not have had the

Puritan, the extreme correction.

The one extreme produces the other. It is inevitable for

Angel Clare and for Alec d’Urberville mutually to destroy the
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vpman they both loved. Each does her the extreme of wrong,

so she is destroyed.

The book is^handled with very uncertain skill, botched and
bungled. But it contains the elements of the greatest tragedy:

Alec d’Urbervillc, who has killed the male in himself, as

Clytemnestra symbolically for Orestes killed Agamemnon;
Angel Clare, who has killed the female in himself, as Orestes

killed Clytemnestra:^ and Tess, the Woman, the Life, dcs* rnvrH

by a mechanical fate, in the communal law.

There is no reconciliation. Tess, Angel Clare, Alec

d’Urberville, they are all as good as dead. For Angel Clare,

though still apparently alive, is in reality no more than a

mouth, a piece of paper, like Clym left preaching. .

CPnere is no reconciliation, only death. And so Hardy really

states hiS*casc, which is not his consciously stated metaphysu,

by any means, but a statement how man has gone wrong and
brought death on himself: how man has violated the Law, how
he has supererogated himself, gone so far in his male conceit

as to supersede the Creator, and win death as a reward. Indeed,

the works of supererogation of our male assiduity help us to a

better salvation.

Jude is only Tess turned round about. Instead of the heroine

containing the two ppinciples, male and female, at strife within

her one being, it is Jude who contains them both, whilst the

two women with him take the place of the two men to Tess.

Arabella is Alec d’Urbervillc, Sue is Angel Clare. These

represent the same pair of principles.

But, first, let it be said again that Hardy is a bad artist.

Because he must condemn Alec d’Urbervillc, according to his

own personal creed, therefore he shows him a vulgar intriguer

of coarse lasses, and as ridiculous convert to evangelism. But

Alec d’Urbcrville, by the% artist’s account, is neither of these.

If is, in actual life, a rare man who seeks and seeks among
women for one of such character and intrinsic female being as

Tess. The ordinary sensualist avoids such characters. They
implicate him too deeply. An ordinary sensualist would have

been much too commoji, much too afraid, to turn to Tess. In

a way, d’Urberville was her mate. And his subsequent passion

for her is in its way noble enough. But whatever his passion,
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as a male, he must be a betrayer, even if he had been the most
faithful husband on earth. He betrayed the female in a woman,
by taking her, and by responding with no male impulse from
himself. He roused her, but never satisfied her. He could never

satisfy her. It was like a soul-disease in him: he was, in the

stridt though not the technical sense, impotent# But he must
have wanted, later on, not to be so. But he could not help

himself. He was spiritually impotent in love.

Arabella was the same. She, like d
5

Urbervillc, was converted

by an evangelical preacher. It is significant in both of them.

They were not just shallow, as Hardy would have made them
oiJt.

He is, however, more contemptuous in his personal attitude

to the woman than to the man. He insists that she is a pig-

killer’s daughter; he insists that she drag Jude into pig-killing;

he lays stress on her false tail of hair. That is not the point at

all. This is only Hardy’s bad art. He himself, as an artist,

manages in the whole picture of Atabella almost to make
insignificant in her these pig-sticking, false-hair crudities. But

he must have his personal revenge on her for her coarseness,

which offends him because he is something of an Angel Clare.

The pig-sticking and so forth are not so important in the real

picture. As for the false tail of hair, few women dared ha\ e been

so open and natural about it. Few womefi, indeed, dared have

made Jude marry them. It may have been a case with Arabella

of “fools rush in”. But she was not such a fool. And her

motives are explained in the book. Life is not, in the actual,

such a simple affair of getting a fellow and getting married.

It isf even for Arabella, an affair on which she places her all.

No barmaid marries anybody, the first man she can lay hands

on. She cannot. It must be a personal thing to her. And no

ordinary womaij would want Jude. Moreover, no ordinary

woman could have laid her^iands oi>Jude.

It is an absurd fallacy this, that a small man wants a woman
bigger and finer than he is himself. A man is as big as his real

desires. Let a man, seeing with his eyes a wtoman of force and

being, want her for his own, then that man is intrinsically an

equal of that woman. And the same with a woman.

A coarse, shallow woman does not want to marry a sensitive,

deep-feeling man* She feels no desire for him, she is not drawn
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ID him, but repelled, knowing he will contemn her. She wants

a man to correspond to herself: that is, if she is a young woman
looking for a mate, as Arabella wasv^
What an old, jaded, yet still unsatisfied woman or man wants

is another matter. Yet not even one of these will take a young
creature of real character, superior in force. Instinct and Year

prevent it.

Arabella was, under all her disguise of pig*-fat and false. hair,

and vulgar speech, in character somewhat an aristocrat. She

was, like Eustacia, amazingly lawless, even splendidly so. She

believed in herself and she was not altered by any outside

opinion of herself. Her fault was pride. She thought herself

the centre of life, that all which existed belonged to her in so

far as she wanted it.

In this she was something like Job. His attitude was “I am
strong and rich, and, also, I am a good man.” He gave out of

his own sense of bounty, and felt no indebtedness. Arabella

was almost the same. She felt also strong and abundant,

arrogant in her hold on life. She needed a complement; and

the nearest thing to her satisfaction was Jude. Tor as she,

intrinsically, was a strong female, by far o\erpowcring her

Annies and her friends, so was he a strong male.

The difference between them was not so much a difference

of quality, or degree* as a difference of form. Jude, like Tcss,

wanted full consummation. Arabella, like Alec d’Urberville,

had that in her which resisted full consummation, wanted only

to enjoy herself in contact with the male. She would have no

transmission.

There are two attitudes to love. A man in love with a weman
says either: “I, the man, the male, am the supreme, I am the

6ne, and the woman is administered unto me, and this is her

highest function, to be administered unto m^.” This was the

conscious attitude of the Greelfs. But their unconscious

attitude was the reverse: they were in truth afraid of the female

principle, their vaunt was empty, they went in deep, inner

dread of her. So did the Jews, so do the Italians. But after the

Renaissance, there was a change. Then began conscious

Woman-reverence, and a lack of instinctive reverence, rather

only an instinctive pity. It is according to the balance between

the Male and Female principles.
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The other attitude of a man in love, besides this of “she if

administered unto my maleness”, is, “She is the unknown, the

undiscovered, into which I plunge to discovery, losing myself.”

And what we call real love has always this latter attitude.

The first attitude, which belongs to passion, makes a man
feel«proud, splendid. It is a powerful stimulant to him, the

female administered to him. He feels full of blood, he walks the

earth like a Lord. And it is to this state Nietzsche aspires in his

Wille zur Macht. It is this the passionate nations crave.

And under all this there is, naturally, the sense of fear,

transition, and the sadness of mortality. For, the female being

htfrself an independent force, may she not withdraw, and leave

a man empty, like ash, as one sees aJew or an Italian so often?

This first attitude, too, of male pride receiving the female

administration may, and often does, contain the corresponding

intense fear and reverence of the female, as of the unknown. So

that, starting from the male assertion, there came in the old

days the lull consummation; as often there comes the full

consummation now.

But not always. The man ma) »etain all the while the sense

of himself, the primary male, receiving gratification. This

constant reaction upon himself at length dulls his senses and his

sensibility, and makes him mechanical, automatic. He grows

gradually incapable of receiving any gratification from the

female, and becomes a roue
,
only automatically alive, and

frantic with the knowledge thereof.

It is the tendency of the Parisian— or has been—to take this

attitude to love, and to intercourse. The woman knows herself

all th£ while as the primary female receiving administration of

the male. So she becomes hard and external, and inwardly

jaded, tired out. It is the tendency of English women to take

this attitude also. And it is this attitude of love, more than

anything else, which devitalises a race., and makes it barren.

It is an attitude natural enough to start with. Every young

man must think that it is the highest honour he can do to a

woman, to receive from her her female administration to his

male being, whilst he meanwhile gives her the gratification

of himself. But intimacy usually corrects this, love, or use, or

marriage: a married man ceases to think of himself as the

primary male: hence often his dullness. Unfortunately, he
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iftlso fails in many cases to realise the gladness of a man in

contact with the unknown in the female, which gives him a
sense of richness and oneness with all life, as if, by being part of

life, he were infinitely rich. Which is different from the sense of

power, of dominating life. The Wille zur Macht is a spurious

feeling.

For a man who dares to look upon, and to venture within

the unknown of th£ female, losing himself, like a man who gives

himselfto the sea, or a man who enters a primeval, virgin forest,

feels, when he returns, the utmost gladness of singing. This is

certainly the gladness of a male bird in his singing, the amazing
joy of return from the adventure into the unknown, rich with

addition to his soul, rich with the knowledge of the utterly

illimitable depth and breadth ofthe unknown; the ever-yielding

extent of the unacquired, the unattained; the inexhaustible

riches lain under unknown skies over unknown seas, all the

magnificence that is
,
and yet which is unknown to any of us.

And the knowledge of the reality with which it awaits me, the

male, the knowledge of the calling and struggling of all the

unknown, illimitable Female towards me, unembraced as yet,

towards those men who will endlessly follow me, who will

endlessly struggle after me, beyond me, further into this calling,

unrealised vastness, nearer to the outstretched, eager, advancing

unknown in the wortian.

It is for this sense of All the magnificence th^t is unknown to

me, of All that which stretches forth arms and breast to the

Inexhaustible Embrace of all the ages, towards me, whose

arms are outstretched, for this moment’s embrace which gives

me the inkling of the Inexhaustible Embrace that every man
must and does yearn. And whether he be a roue

,
and vicious,

or young and virgin, this is the bottom of every man’s desire,

for the embrace, for the advancing into £he unknown, for

the landing on the shore%of the undiscovered half of the world,

where the wealth of the female lies before us.

What is true ofmen is so ofwomen. Ifwe turn our faces west,

towards nightfall^and the unknown within the dark embrace of

a wife, they turn their faces east, towards the sunrise and the

brilliant, bewilderingf active embrace of a husband. And as

we are dazed with the unknown in her, so is she dazed with the

unknown in us. It is so. And we throw up our joy to heaven
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like towers and spires and fountains and leaping flowers, »
glad we are.

But always, we are divided within ourselves. Is it not that I

am wonderful? Is it not a gratification for me when a stranger

shall land on my shores and enjoy what he finds there? Shall

I nftt also enjoy it? Shall I not enjoy the strange motion of the •

stranger, like a pleasant sensation of silk and warmth against

me, stirring unknown fibres? Shall I not take this enjoyment

without venturing out in dangerous waters, losing myself,

perhaps destroying myself seeking the unknown? Shall I not

stay at home, and by feeling the swift, soft airs blow out of the

Unknown upon my body, shall I not have rich pleasure of

myself?

And, because they were afraid of the unknown, and because

they wanted to retain the full-veined gratification of self-

pleasure, men have kept their women tightly in bondage. But

when the men were no longer afraid of the unknown, when they

deemed it exhausted, they said, “There are no women; there

are only daughteis ofmen”—as we say now, as the Greeks tried

to say. Hence the “Virgin” conception of woman, the passion-

less, passive conception, progressing from Fielding’s Amelia to

Dickens’s Agnes, and on to Hardy’s Sue.

Whereas Arabella in Jude the Obscure has what one might call

the selfish instinct for love, Jude himself has the other, the

unselfish. She sees in him a male who can gratify her. She takes

him, and is gratified by him. Which makes a man of him. He
becomes a grown, independent man in the arms of Arabella,

conscious of having met, and satisfied, the female demand in

him# This makes a man of any youth. He is proven unto

himself as a male being, initiated into the freedom of life.

But Arabella refused his purpose. She refused to combine

with him in onc.purpose. Just like Alec d’Urberville, she had

from the outset an antagonfcm to the* submission to any change

in herself, to any development. She had the will to remain

where she was, static, and 10 receive and exhaust all impulse

she received from the male, in her senses. Whereas in a normal

woman, impulse received from the male drives her on to a sense

ofjoy and wonder and glad freedom in touch with the unknown
ofwhich she is made aware, so that she exists on the edge of the

unknown half in raoture. Which is the state the writers wish
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t* portray in “Amelia” and “Agnes”, but particularly in the

former; which Reynolds wishes to portray in his pictures of

women.
To all this Arabella was antagonistic. It seems like a per-

version in her, as if she played havoc with the stuff she was
< made of, as Akc d’Urberville did. Nevertheless she remaihed

always unswervable female, she never truckled to the male idea,

but was self-rcspon^jble, without fear. It is* easier to imagine

such a woman, out of one’s desires, than to find her in real life.

For, where a half-criminal type, a reckless, dare-devil type

resembling her, may be found on the outskirts of society, yet

these are not Arabella. Which criminal type, or reckless, low

woman, would want to marry Jude? Arabella wanted Jude.

And it is evident she was not too coarse for him, since she made
no show of refinement from the first. The female in her,

reckless and unconstrained, was strong enough to draw him
after her, as her male, right to the end. Which other woman
could have done this? At least let acknowledgment be made to

her great female force of character. Her coarseness seems to

me exaggerated to make the moralist’s case good against her.

Jude could never hate her. She did a great deal for the true

making of him, for making him a grown man. She gave him

to himself.

And there was daYiger at the outset that he should never

become a man, but that he should remain, incorporated,

smothered out under his idea of learning. He was somewhat in

Angel Clare’s position. Not that generations of particular

training had made him almost rigid and paralysed to the

female: but that his whole passion was concentrated awayfrom
woman to reinforce in him the male impulse towards extending

the consciousness. His family was a difficult family to marry.

And this because, whilst t(ic men were physically vital, with a

passion towards the female from vAiich no moral training had

restrained them, like a plant tied to a stick and diverted, they

had at the same time an inherent complete contempt of the

female, valuing oflly that which was male. So that they were

strongly divided against themselves, with no external hold

such as a moral system,*to grip to.

It would have beon possible for Jude, monkish, passionate

medieval, belonging to woman yet striving awav from her
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refusing to know her, to have gone on denying one side of hfy

nature, adhering to his idea of learning, till he had stultified

the physical impulse of his being and perverted it entirely.

Arabella brought him to himself, gave him himself, made him
free, sound as a physical male.

TJiat she would not, or could not, combine her life with him
for the fulfilment of a purpose was their misfortune. But at any
rate, his purpose gf becoming an Oxford don was a cut-and-

dried purpose which had no connexion with his living body, and
for which probably no woman could have united with him.

No doubt Arabella hated his books, and hated his whole

attitude to study. What had he, a passionate, emotional nature,

to do with learning for learning’s sake, with mere academics?

Any woman must know it was ridiculous. But he persisted with

the tenacity of all perverseness. And she, in this sorrffcthing of

an aristocrat, like Tess, feeling that she had no right to him,

no right to receive anything from him, except his sex, in which

she felt sK gave and did not receive, for she conceived of herself

as the primary female, as that which, in taking the male,

conferred on him his greatest boon, she left him alone. Her
attitude was, that he would find all he desired in coming to her.

She was occupied with herself. It was not that she wanted him.

She wanted to have the sensation of herself in contact with him.

His being she refused. She allowed only her owm being.

Therefore she scarcely troubled him, when he earned little

money and took no notice of her. He did not refuse to take

notice of her because he hated her, or was deceived b^ her, or

disappointed in her. He w'as not. He refused to consider her

seriously because he adhered with all his pertinacity to the idea

ofstudy, from which he excluded her.

Which she saw and knew, and allowed. She would not force

him to notice her, or to consider her seriously. She would

compel him to nothing. She had hafl a certain satisfaction of

him, which would be no more if she stayed for ever. For

she was non-developing. When she knew him in her senses

she knew the end of him, as far as she was#concerned. That

was all.

So she just went her way. He did not blame her. He
scarcely missed her. He returned to his books.

Reallv. he had lost nothing by his marriage with Arabella:
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^either innocence nor belief nor hope. He had indeed gained
his manhood. She left him the stronger and completer.

And now he would concentrate all on his male idea, of

arresting himself, of becoming himself a non-developing

quality, an academic mechanism. That was his obsession. That
was his craving: to have nothing to do with his own life. This

was the same as Tess when she turned to Angel Clare. She
wanted life merely in the secondary, outside form, in the

consciousness.

It was another form of the disease, or decay of old family,

which possessed Alec d’Urberville; a different form, but closely

related. D’Urberville wanted to arrest all his activity in his

senses. Jude Fawley wanted to arrest all his activity in his

mind. Each of them wanted to become an impersonal force

working* automatically. Each of them wanted to deny, or

escape the responsibility and trouble of living as a complete

person, a full individual.

And neither was able to bring it off. Jude’s real desire was,

not to live in the body. He wanted to exist only in his mentality.

He was as if bored, or blast, in the body, just like Tess. This

seems to be the result ofcoming of an old family, that had been

long conscious, long self-conscious, specialised, separate,

exhausted.

This drove him to Sue. She was his kinswoman, as d’Urber-

ville was kinsman to Tess. She was like himself in her being

and her desire. Like Jude, she wanted to live partially, in the

consciousness, in the mind only. She wanted no cxDerience in

the senses, she wished only to know.

She belonged, with Tess, to the old woman-type of wi^ch or

prophetess, which adhered to the male principle, and destroyed

the female. But in the true prophetess, in Cassandra, for

example, the denial of the female cost a strong and almost

maddening effect. But iq Sue it w*s done before she was born.

She was born with the vital female atrophied in her: she was

almost male. Her will was male. It was wrong for Jude to

take her physically, it was a violation of her. She was not the

virgin type, but the witch type, which has no sex. Why should

she be forced into intercourse that was not natural to her?

It was not natural for her to have children. It is inevitable

that her children die: It is not natural for Tess nor for Angel
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Clare to have children, nor for Arabella nor for Alec d’Urbcr-f

v’ille. Because none of these wished to give of themselves to the

lover, none ofthem wished to mate: they only wanted their own
experience. For Jude alone it was natural to have children,

and this in spite of himself.

Silt wished to identify herself utterly with the male principle.

That which was female in her she wanted to consume within the

male force, to consume it in the fire of understanding, of giving

utterance. Whereas an ordinary woman knows that she

contains all understanding, that she is the unutterable which
man must for ever continue to try to utter, Sue felt that all must

beoittered, must be given to the male, that, in truth, only Male
existed, that everything was the Word, and the Word was

everything.

Sue is the production of the long selection by man of the

woman in whom the female is subordinated to the male

principle. A long line of Amelias and Agneses, those women
who submitud to the man-idea, flattered the man, and bored

him, the Grctchens and the Turgenev heroines, those who have

betrayed the female and who then-fore only seem to exist to be

betrayed by their men, these have produced at length a Sue,

the pure thing. And as soon as she is produced she is execrated.

What Cassandra and Aspasia became to the Greeks, Sue has

become to the northern civilisation. Bift the Greeks never

pitied Woman. . They did not show her that highest imper-

tinence—not even Euripides.

But Sue is scarcely a woman at all, though she is feminine

enough. Cassandra submitted to Apollo, and gave him the

Word of affiance, brought forth prophecy to him, not children.

She received the embrace of the spirit, He breathed His Grace

upon her: and she conceived and brought forth a prophecy.

It was still a majriage. Not the marriage of the Virgin with

the Spirit, but the marriage*of the female spirit with the male

spirit, bodiless.

With Sue, however, the marriage was no marriage, but a

submission, a service, a slavery. Her female Spirit did not wed

with the male spirit: she could not prophesy. Her spirit

submitted to the male spirit, owned the priority of the male

spirit, wished to become the male spirit. That which was

female in her, resistant, gave her only her critical faculty.
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When she sought out the physical quality in the Greeks, that

was her effort to make even the unknowable physique a part of

knowledge, to contain the body within the mind.

One ofthe supremcst products ofour civilisation is Sue, and a

product that well frightens us. It is quite natural that, with all

her mental alertness, she married Phillotson without ever’con-

sidering the physical quality of marriage. Deep instinct made
her avoid the consideration. And the duality of her nature

made her extremely liable to self-destruction. The suppressed,

atrophied female in her, like a potent fury, was always there,

suggesting to her to make the fatal mistake. She contained

always the rarest, most deadly anarchy in her own being.

It needed that she should have some place in society where

the clarity of her mental being, which was in itself a form of

death, could shine out without attracting any desire for her

body. She needed a refinement on Angel Clare. For she herself

was a more specialised, more highly civilised product on the

female side, than Angel Clare on the male. Yet the atrophied

female in her would still want the bodily male.

She attracted to herselfJude. His experience with Arabella

had for the time being diverted his attention altogether from

the female. His attitude was that of service to the pure male

spirit. But the physical male in him, that which knew and

belonged to the fentale, was potent, and roused the female in

Sue as much as she wanted it roused, so much that it was a

stimulant to her, making her mind the brighter.

It was a cruelly difficult position. She must, by the con-

stitution of her nature, remain quite physically intact, for the

female was atrophied in her, to the enlargement of thci male

activity. Yet she wanted some quickening for this atrophied

female. She wanted even kisses. That the new rousing might

give her a sense of life. But she could only hv$ in the mind.

Then, where could she find a%ian who would be able to

feed her with his male vitality, through kisses, proximity,

without demanding the female return? For she was such that

she could only rdfceive quickening from a strong male, for she

was herself no small thing. Could she then find a man, a

strong, passionate male, who would devote himself entirely to

the production of the mind in her, to the production of male

activity, or offemale activity critical to the male?
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She could only receive the highest stimulus, which she must
inevitably seek, from a man who put her in constant jeopardy.

Her essentiality rested upon her remaining intact. Any sugges-

tion of the physical was utter confusion to her. Her principle

was the ultra-Christian principle—of living entirely according

to thfe Spirit, to the One, male spirit, which know^, and utters,

and shines, but exists beyond feeling, beyond joy or sorrow, or

pain, exists only in Knowing. In tune with this, she was herself.

Let her, however, be turned under the influence of the other

dark, silent, strong principle, of the female, and she would
break like a fine instrument under discord.

Vet, to live at all in tune with the male spirit, she must

receive the male stimulus from a man. Otherwise she was as an
instrument without a player. She must feel the hands of a man
upon her, she must be infused with his male vitality, or*she was

not alive.

Here then was her difficulty: to find a man whose vitality

could infujc he* and make her live, and who would not, at the

same time, demand of her a return, the return of the female

impulse into him. What man could receive this drainage,

receiving nothing bark again? He must either die, or revolt.

One man had died. She knew it well enough. She knew her

own fatality. She knew she drained the vital, male stimulus

out of a man, producing in him only knowledge of the mind,

only mental clarjty: which man must always strive to attain,

but which is not life in him, rather the product of life.

Just as Alec d’Urberville, on the other hand, drained tne

female vitality out of a woman, and gave her only sensation,

only experience in the senses, a sense of herself, nothing to the

soul or spirit, thereby exhausting her.

Now Jude, after Arabella, and following his own idee fixe,

haunted this mental clarity, this knowing, above all. What he

contained in himself, of male »nd female impulse, he wanted to

bring forth, to draw into his mind, to resolve into understanding,

as a plant resolves that which ii contains into flower.

This Sue could do for him. By creating a vacuum, she could

cause the vivid flow which clarified him. By rousing him, by

drawing from him his turgid vitality, mad» thick and heavy and

physical with Arabella, she could bring into consciousness that

which he contained. For he was heavy and full of unrealised
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life, clogged with untransmuted knowledge, with accretion ot

his senses. His whole life had been till now an indrawing,

ingestion. Arabella had been a vital experience for him,

received into his blood. And how was he to bring out all this

fulness into knowledge or utterance? For all the time he was
being roused to new physical desire, new life-experience', new
sense-enrichening, and he could not perform his male function

of transmitting thjs into expression, or aotion. The particular

form his flowering should take, he could not find. So he hunted
and studied, to find the call, the appeal which should call out

ofhim that which was in him.

And great was his transport when the appeal came from Sue.

She wanted, at first, only his words. That of him which could

come to her through speech, through his consciousness, her

mind, like a bottomless gulf, cried out for. She wanted satis-

faction through the mind, and cried out for him to satisfy

her through the mind.

Great, then, was his joy at giving himself out to her. He
gave, for it was more blessed to give than to receive. He gave,

and she received some satisfaction. But where she was not

satisfied, there he must try still to satisfy her. He struggled to

bring it all forth. She was, as himself, asking himself what he

was. And he strove to answer, in a transport.

And he answered in a great measure. He singled himselfout

from the old matrix of the accepted idea,, he produced an
individual flower of his own.

It was for this he loved Sue. She did for him quickly what he

would have done for himself slowly, through study. By patient,

diligent study, he would have used up the surplus of that

turgid energy in him, and would, by long contact with old

truth, have arrived at the form of truth which was in him.

What he indeed wanted to get from study,was, not a store of

learning, nor the vanity of edutation, a sort of superiority of

educational wealth, though this also gave him pleasure. He
wanted, through familiarity with the true thinkers and poets,

particularly with the classic and theological thinkers, because

of their comparative sensuotftness, to find conscious expression

for that which he held in his blood. And to do this, it was

necessary for him to resolve and to reduce his blood, to over-

come the female sensuousness in himself, to transmute his
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sensuous being into another state, a state of clarity, of con*
sciousness. Slowly, laboriously, struggling with the Greek and
the Latin, he would have burned down his thick blood as

fuel, and have come to the true light of himself.

This Sue did for him. In marriage, each party fulfils a dual

function with regard to the other: exhaustive and enrichening.

The female at the same time exhausts and invigorates the male,

the male at the same time exhausts and invigorates the female.

The exhaustion and invigoration are both temporary and
relative. The male, making the effort to penetrate into the

female, exhausts himself and invigorates hei. But that which,

at ihe end, he discovers and carries off from her, some seed of

being, enrichens him and exhausts her. Arabella, in taking

Jude, accepted very little from him. She absorbed very little of

his strength and vitality into herself. For she only wanted to

be aware of herself in contact with him, she did not want him
to penetrate into her very being, till he moved her to her very

depths, till she loosened to him some of her very self for his

enrichening. She was intiinsicalh impotent, as was Alec

d’Urberville.

So that in her Jude went \ery little further in Knowledge, or

in Self-Knowledge. He took only the first steps, of knowing

himself sexually, as a sexual male. That is only the first, the

first necessary, but rudimentary, step.

When he came to Sue, he found her physically impotent, but

spiritually potent. That was what he wanted. Of Knowledge

in the blood he had a rich enough store: more than he knew

what to do with. He wished for the further step, of reduction,

of essgntialising into Knowledge. Which Sue gave to him.

So that his experience with Arabella, plus his first experience

of trembling intimacy and incandescent realisation with Sue

made one complete marriage: that is, the two women added

together made One Bride.

When Jude had exhausted his surplus self, in spiritual

intimacy with Sue, when he had gained through her all the

wonderful understanding she could evoke in him, when he was

clarified to himself, then his marriage w ith Sue was over. Jude’s

marriage with Sue was over before he knew her physically. She

had, physically, nothing to give him.

Which, in her deeDest instinct, she knew. She made no
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r*nistake in marrying Phillotson. She acted according to the

pure logic of her nature. Phillotson was a man who wanted no
marriage whatsoever with the female. Sexually, he wanted her

as an instrument through which he obtained relief, and some
gratification: but, really, relief. Spiritually, he wanted her as

a thing to be wondered over and delighted in, but quite

separately from himself. He knew quite well he could never

marry her. He \fras a human being as near to mechanical

function as a human being can be. The whole process of

digestion, masticating, swallowing, digesting, excretion, is a

sort of super-mechanical process. And Phillotson was like this.

He was an organ, a function-fulfilling organ, he had no separate

existence. He could not create a single new movement or

thought or expression. Everything he did was a repetition of

what had been. All his study was a study of what had been. It

was a mechanical, functional process. He was a true, if small,

form of the Savant. He could understand only the functional

laws of living, but these he understood honestly. He was true

to himself, he was not overcome by any cant or sentimentalising.

So that in this he was splendid. But it is a cruel thing for a

complete, or a spiritual, individuality to be submitted to a

functional organism.

The Widow Edlin said that there are some men no woman of

any feeling could totich, and Phillotson was one of them. If the

Widow knew this, why was Sue’s instinct so short?

But Mrs. Edlin was a full human being, creating life in a new
form through her personality. She must have known Sue’s

deficiency. It was natural for Sue to read and to turn again to:

Thou hast conquered, O pale Galilean!

The world has grown grey from Thy breath.

In her the pale Galilean had indefd triumphed. Her body was

as insentient as hoar-frost. She knew well enough that she was

not alive in the ordinary human sense. She did not, like an

ordinary womans receive all she knew through her senses, her

instincts, but through her consciousness. The pale Galilean

had a pure disciple in her: in her He was fulfilled. For the

senses, the body, did not exist in her; she existed as a con-

sciousness. And this is so much so, that she was almost an
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Apostate. She turned to look at Venus and Apollo. As if sh4
could know either Venus or Apollo, save as ideas. Nor Venus
nor Aphrodite had anything to do with her, but only Pallas

and Christ.

She was unhappy every moment of her life, poor Sue, with

the knowledge of her own non-existence withir^life. She felt

all the time the ghastly sickness of dissolution upon her, she

was as a void unto herself.

So she married Phillotson, the only man she could, in reality,

marry. To him she could be a wife: she could give him the

sexual reliefhe wanted ofher, and supply him with the transcen-

dence which was a pleasure to him; it was hers to seal him with

the seal which made an honourable human being of him. For

he felt, deep within himself, something a reptile feels. And she

was his guarantee, his crown.

Why docs a snake horrify us, or even a newt? Why was

Phillotson like a newt? What is it, in our life or in our feeling,

to which a 11. -wt corresponds? Is it that life has the two sides,

of growth and of decay, symbolised most acutely in our bodies

by the semen and the excreta? Is a that the newt, the reptile,

belong to the putresrent activity of life; the bird, the fish to the

growth activity? Is it that the newt and the reptile are suggested

to us through those sensations connected with excretion? And
was Phillotson more or less connected with the decay activity

of life? Was it lys function to reorganise the life-excreta of the

ages? At any rate, one can honour him, for he was true to

himself.

Sue married Phillotson according to her true instinct. But

being.almost pure Christian, in the sense of having no physical

life, she had turned to the Greeks, and with her mind was an

Aphrodite-worshipper. In craving for the highest form of that

which she lacked^ she worshipped Aphrodite. There are two

sets of Aphrodite-worshippeif : daughters of Aphrodite and the

almost neutral daughters of Mary of Bethany. Sue was, oh,

cruelly far from being a daughter of Aphrodite. She was the

furthest alien from Aphrodite. She might excuse herself

through her Venus Urania—but it was hopeless.

Therefore, when she left Phillotson, in whose marriage she

consummated her own crucifixion, to go to Jude, she was

deserting the God ofher being for the God ofher hopeless want.
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<How much could she become a living, physical woman? But

she would get away from Phillotson.

She went toJude to continue the spiritual marriage, bodiless.

That was all very well, if he had been satisfied. Ifhe had been

satisfied, they might have lived in this spiritual intimacy,

without phy^cal contact, for the rest of their lives, so strong

was her true instinct for herself.

He, however, was not satisfied. He reached the point where

he was clarified, &here he had reduced from his blood into his

consciousness all that was uncompounded before. He had
become himself as far as he could, he had fulfilled himself.

All that he had gathered in his youth, all that he had gathered

from Arabella, was assimilated now, fused and transformed

into one clearJude.

Now he wants that which is necessary for him ifhe is to go on.

He wants, at its lowest, the physical, sexual relief. For con-

tinually baulked sexual desire, or necessity, makes a man
unable to live freely, scotches him, stultifies him. And where a

man is roused to the fullest pitch, as Jude was roused by Sue,

then the principal connexion becomes a necessity, if only for

relief. Anything else is a violation.

Sue ran away to escape physical connexion with Phillotson,

only to find herself in the arms ofJude. But Jude wanted of her

more than Phillotson wanted. This was what terrified her to

the bottom of her nature. Whereas Phillotson always only

wanted sexual relief of her, Jude wanted the consummation of

marriage. He wanted that deepest experience, that pene-

trating far into the unknown and undiscovered which lies in

the body and blood of man and woman, during life. He
wanted to receive from her the quickening, the primitive seed

and impulse which should start him to a new birth. And for

this he must go back deep into the primal, unshown, unknown
life ofthe blood, the thiefc source-|tream of life in her.

And she was terrified lest he should find her out, that it was

wanting in her. This was her deepest dread, to see him

inevitably disappointed in her. She could not bear to be put

into the balance, wherein she knew she would be found wanting.

For she knew in herself that she was cut off from the source

and origin of life. For her, the way back was lost irrevocably.

And when Jude cable to her, wantine- to retrace with her the
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course right back to the springs and the welling-out, she wts
mofe afraid than of death. For she could not. She was like a

flower broken off from the tree, that lives a while in water,

and even puts forth. So Sue lived sustained and nourished by
the rarefied life of books and art, and by the inflow from the

mah. But, owing to centuries and centuries of*wcaning away*

from the body of life, centuries of insisting upon the supremacy
and .bodilessness of Love, centuries of striving to escape the

conditions of being and of striving to attain the condition of

Knowledge, centuries ofpure Christianity, she had gone too far.

She had climbed and climbed to be near the stars. And now,

%t last, on the topmost pinnacle, exposed to all the horrors and
the magnificence of space, she could not go back. Her strength

had fallen from her. Up at that great height, with scarcely any

foothold, but only space, space all round her, rising up to her

from beneath, she was like a thing suspended, supported almost

at the point of extinction by the density of the medium. Her
body was lost to her, fallen away, gone. She existed there as a

point of consciousness, no more, like one swooned at a great

height, held up at the tip of a fine pinnacle that drove upwards

into nothingness.

Jude rose to that height with her. But he did not die as she

died. Beneath him the foothold was more, he did not swoon.

There came a time when he wanted to go' back, down to earth.

But she was fastened like Andromeda.

Perhaps, ifJude had not known Arabella, Sue might have

persuaded him that he too was bodiless, only a point of con-

sciousness. But she was too late; another had been before her

and«given her the lie.

Arabella was never so jealous of Sue as Sue ofArabella. How
shall the saint that tips the pinnacle, Saint Simon Stylites

thrust on the highest needle Jiat pricks the heavens, be envied

by the man who walks tlfe horizontal earth? But Sue was

cruelly anguished with jealousy of Arabella. It was only this,

this knowledge that Jude wanted Arabella, which made Sue

give him access to her own body.

When she did that, she died. The Sue that had been till

then, the glimmering, pale, star-like Sue, died and was revoked

on the night when Arabella called at their house at Aldbrick-

ham, and Tude went out in his slippers to look for her, and did
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rtot find her, but came back to Sue, who in her anguish gave

him then the access to her body. Till that day, Sue had been,

in her will and in her very self, true to one motion, to Love, to

Knowledge, to the Light, to the upward motion. Phillotson

had not altered this. When she had suffered him, she had said:

“He does not touch me; I am beyond him.”

But now she must give her body to Jude. At that moment
her light began to go out, all she had lived- for and by began

to turn into a falseness, Sue began to nullify herself.

She could never become physical. She could never return

down to earth. But there, lying bound at the pinnacle-tip, she

had to pretend she was lying on the horizontal earth, prostrate

with a man.
It was a profanation and a pollution, worse than the pollu-

tion of Cassandra or of the Vestals. Sue had her own form: to

break this form was to destroy her. Her destruction began only

when she said toJude, “I give in.”

As for Jude, he dragged his body after his consciousness. His

instinct could never have made him actually desire physical

connexion with Sue. He was roused by an appeal made
through his consciousness. This appeal automatically roused

his senses. His consciousness desired Sue. So his senses were

forced to follow his consciousness.

But he must have felt, in knowing her, thefrisson of sacrilege,

something like the frenchman who lay with, a corpse. Her
body, the body of a Vestal, was swooned into that state of

bloodless ecstasy wherein it was dead to the senses. Or it was

the body of an insane woman, whose senses arc directed from

the disordered mind, whose mind is not subjected to the senses.

But Jude was physically undeveloped. Altogether he was

medieval. His senses were vigorous but not delicate. He never

realised what it meant to him, his taking Sue, He thought he

was satisfied.

But if it was death to her, or profanation, or pollution, or

breaking, it was unnatural to him, blasphemy. How could he,

a living, loving mtln, warm and productive, take with his body

the moonlit cold body of a woman who did not live to him, and

did not want him? It was monstrous, and it sent him mad.

She knew it was wrong, she knew it should never be. But

what else could she do? Jude loved her now with his will. To
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have left him to Arabella would have been to destroy him. Ho
have shared him with Arabella would have been possible to

Sue, but impossible to him, for he had the strong, purist idea

that a man’s body should follow and be subordinate to his

spirit, his senses should be subordinate to and subsequent to his

miftd. Which idea is utterly false.

So Jude and Sue are damned, partly by their very being, but

chiefly by their incapacity to accept the conditions of their own
and each other’s being. If Jude could have known that he

did not want Sue physically, and then have made his choice,

they might not have wasted their lives. But he could not

know.

If he could have known, after a while, after he had taken her

many times, that it was wrong, still they might have made a

life. He must have known that, after taking Sue, he was

depressed as she was depressed. He must have known worse

than that. He must have felt the devastating sense of the

unlivingness of life, things must have ceased to exist for him,

when he rose fioin taking Sue, and he must have felt that he

walked in a ghastly blank, confronted just by space, void.

'But he would acknowledge nothing of what he felt. He must

feel according to his idea and his will. Nevertheless, they were

too truthful ever to marry. A man as real and personal as Jude
cannot, from his deeper religious sense, rfiarry a woman unless

indeed he can ruarry her, unless with her he can find or approach

the real consummation of marriage. And Sue and Jude could

not lie to themselves, in their last and deepest feelings. They
knew it was no marriage; they knew it was wrong, all along;

they knew they were sinning against life, in forcing a physical

marriage between themselves.

How many people, man and woman, live together, in Eng-

land, and have children, and are never, never asked whether

they have been through *he marriage ceremony together?

Why then should Jude and Sue have been brought to task?

Only because of their own uneasy sense of wrong, of sin, which

they communicated to other people. And^this wrong or sin

was not against the community, but against their own being,

against life. Which is why they were, the pair of them, instinc-

tively disliked.

They never knew happiness, actual, sure-footed happiness,
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not for a moment. That was incompatible with Sue’s nature.

But what they knew was a very delightful but poignant and

unhealthy condition of lightened consciousness. They reacted

on each othei to stimulate the consciousness. So that, when
they went to the flower-show, her sense of the roses, and Jude’s
.sense of the roses, would be most, most poignant. Then: is

always this pathos, this poignancy, this trembling on the verge

ofpain and tears, in {heir happiness.

“Happy?” he murmured. She nodded.

The roses, how the roses glowed for them! The flowers had
more being than either he or she. But as their ecstasy over

things sank a little, they felt, the pair of them, as if they them-

selves were wanting in real body, as if they were too unsub-

stantial, too thin and evanescent in substance, as if the other

solid people might jostle right through them, two wandering

shades as they were.

This they felt themselves. Hence their uncertainty in contact

with other people, hence their abnormal sensitiveness. But

they had their own form of happiness, nevertheless, this

trembling on the verge of ecstasy, when, the senses strongly

roused to the service of the consciousness, the things they

contemplated took flaming being, became flaming symbols of

their own emotions to them.

So that the real marriage ofJude and Sue was in the roses.

Then, in the third state, in the spirit, these two beings met upon

the roses and in the roses were symbolised in consummation.

The rose is the symbol ofmarriage-consummation in its beauty.

To them it is more than a symbol, it is a fact, a flaming

experience.

They went home tremblingly glad. And then the horror

when, because of Jude’s unsatisfaction, he must take Sue

sexually. The flaming experience became a falsity, or an ignis

fatuus leading them on.

They exhausted their lives, he in the consciousness, she in the

body. She was glad to have children, to prove she was a woman.
But in her it was atperversity to wish to prove she was a woman.

She was no woman. And her children, the proof thereof,

vanished like hoar-frost from her.

It was not the stone-masonry that exhausted him atid

weakened him and made him ill. It was this continuous feeding
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of his consciousness from his senses, this continuous state of

incandescence of the consciousness, when his body, his vital

tissues, the very protoplasm in him, was being slowly consumed
away. For he had no life in the body. Every time he went to

Sue, physically, his inner experience must have been a shock

badk from life and from the form of outgoing, lik^ that of a man
who lies with a corpse. He had no life in the senses: he had no
inflow from the source to make up for the enormous wastage.

So he gradually became exhausted, burned more and more
away, till he was frail as an ember.

And she, her body also suffered. But it was in the mind that

she had had her being, and it was in the mind she paid her

price. She tried and tried to receive and to satify Jude
physically. She bore him children, she gave herself to the life

of the body.

But as she was foimcd she was foirned, and there w'as no

altering it. She needed all the life that belonged to her, and

more, for the supplying of her mind, since such a mind as hers

is found only, healthily, in a person of powerful vitality. For

the mind, in a common person, is created out of the surplus

vitality, or out of the remainder after all the sensuous life has

been fulfilled.

She needed all the life that belonged to her, for her mind. It

was her form. To disturb that arrangement w'as to make her

into somebody plse, not herself. Therefore, w hen she became a

physical wife and a mother, she forswore her own being. She

abjured her own mind, she denied it, took her faith, her belief,

her very living away from it.

Iuis most probable she lived chiefly in her children. They
were her guarantee as a physical woman, the being to which she

now laid claim. She had forsaken the ideal of an independent

mind.

She would love Her child#en with ^inguish, afraid always for

their safety, never certain of their stable existence, never

assured of their real ieality. When they wrere out of her sight,

she would be uneasy, uneasy almost as if they did not exist.

There would be a gnawing at her till they came back. She

would not be satisfied till she had them*crushcd on her breast.

And even then, she would not be sure, she would not be sure.

She could not be sure, in life, of anything. She could only be
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afire, in the old days, of what she saw with her mind. Of that

she was absolutely sure.

Meanwhile Jude became exhausted in vitality, bewildered,

aimless, lost, pathetically non-productive.

Again one can see what instinct, what feeling it was which
made Arabella’s boy bring about the death of the children <and

of himself. He, sensitive, so bodiless, so selfless as to be a sort of

automaton, is very badly suggested, exaggerated, but one can

see what is meant. And he feels, as any child will feel, as many
children feel to-day, that they are really anachronisms,

accidents, fatal accidents, unreal, false notes in their mothers’

lives, that, according to her, they have no being: that, if

they have being, then she has not. So he takes away all the

children.

And tHen Sue ceases to be: she strikes the line through her

own existence, cancels herself. There exists no more Sue

Fawley. She cancels herself. She wishes to cease to exist, as a

person, she wishes to be absorbed away, so that she is no

longer self-responsible.

For she denied and forsook and broke her own real form, her

own independent, cool-lighted mind-life. And now her

children are not only dead, but self-slain, those pledges of the

physical life for which she abandoned the other.

She has a passion* to expiate, to expiate, to expiate. Her
children should never have been born: her instinct always knew

this. Now their dead bodies drive her mad with a sense of

blasphemy. And she blasphemed the Holy Spirit, which told

her she is guilty of their birth and their death, of the horrible

nothing which they are. She is even guilty of their ljttle,

palpitating sufferings and joys of mortal life, now made
nothing. She cannot bear it—who could? And she wants to

expiate, doubly expiate. Her mind, which she set up in her

conceit, and then forswore, she must stamp it out of existence,

as one stamps out fire. She would never again think or decide

for herself. The world, the past, should have written every

decision for her. %The last act of her intellect was the utter

renunciation of her mind and the embracing of utter ortho-

doxy, where every belief, every thought, every decision was

made ready for her, $o that she did not exist self-responsible.

And then her loathed body, which had committed the crime of
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bearing dead children, which had come to life only to spread

nihilism like a pestilence, that too should be scourged out of

existence. She chose the bitterest penalty in going back to

Phillotson.

There was no more Sue. Body, soul, and spirit, she anni-

hilated herself. All that remained of her was the#will by which
she annihilated herself. That remained fixed, a locked centre

of self-hatred, life-hatred so utter that it had no hope of death.

It knew that life is life, and there is no death for life.

Jude was too exhausted himself to save her. He says of her

she was not worth a man’s love. But that was not the point.

Ikwas not a question of her worth. It was a question of her

being. If he had said she was not capable of receiving a man’s

love as he wished to bestow it, he might have spoken nearer the

truth. But she practically told him this. She made if plain to

him what she wanted, what she could take. But lie overrode

her. She tried hard to abide by her own form. But he forced

her. He had no cast against her, unless she made the great

appeal for him, dial he should flow to her, whilst at the

same time she could not take him completely, body and spirit

both.

She asked for what he could rot give—what perhaps no man
can give: passionate love without physical desire. She had nc

blame for him: she had no love for him. \Self-love triumphed

in her when she first knew him. She almost deliberately asked

for more, far more, than she intended to give. Self-hatred

triumphed in the end. So it had to be.

As for Jude, he had been dying slowly, but much quicker

than she, since the first night she took him. It was best to get

it done quickly in the end.

And this tragedy is the result of over-development of one

principle of human life at the expense of the other; an over-

balancing; a laying of all th(j stress on the Male, the Love, the

Spirit, the Mind, the Consciousness; a denying, a blaspheming

against the Female, the Law, tne Soul, the Senses, the Feelings.

But she is developed to the very extreme, sh§ scarcely lives in

the body at all. Being of the feminine gender, she is yet no

woman at all, nor male; she is almost neuter. He is nearer the

balance, nearer the centre, nearer the wholeness. But the

whole human effort, towards pure life in the spirit, towards
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becoming pure Sue, drags him along; he identifies himself

with this effort, destroys himselfand her in his adherence to this

identification.

But why, in casting off one or another form of religion, has

man ceased to be religious altogether? Why will he not

recognise Sue
4
and Jude, as Cassandra was recognised long«ago,

and Achilles, and the Vestals, and the nuns, and the monks?
Why must being be denied altogether?

Sue had a being, special and beautiful. Why must not Jude
recognise it in all its speciality? Why must man be so utterly

irreverent, that he approaches each being as if it were no-being?

Why must it be assumed that Sue is an “ordinary” woman—as

if such a thing existed? Why must she feel ashamed if she is

specialised? And why must Jude, owing to the conception he is

brought^up in, force her to act as if she were his “ordinary”

abstraction, a woman?
She was not a woman. She was Sue Bridehead, something

very particular. Why w'as there no place for her? Cassandra
had the Temple of Apollo. Why are we so foul that we have

no reverence for that which wc are and for that which is

amongst us? Ifwe had reverence for our life, our life would take

at once religious form. But as it is, in our filthy irreverence, it

remains a disgusting slough, where each one of us goes so

thoroughly disguised in dirt that wc are all alike and indis-

tinguishable.

Ifwe had rcverehcc for what we are, our life would take real

form, &nd Sue would have a place, as Cassandra had a place;

she would have a place which docs not yet exist, because wc
are all so vulgar, we have nothing.

It seems as if the history of humanity were divided into two
epochs: the Epoch of the Law an^ the Epoch? of Love. It seems

as though humanity, during the time of its activity on earth, has

made two great efforts: the effort to appreciate the Law and the

effort to overconge the Law in Love. And in both efforts it has

succeeded. It has reached and proved the Two Complementary
Absolutes, the Absolute of the Father, of the Law, of Nature,

and the Absolute of the Son, of Love, of Knowledge. What
remains is to reconcile the two.
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In the beginning, Man said: “What am I, and whence is thfe

world around me, and why is it as it is?” Then he proceeded
to explore and to personify and to deify the Natural Law,
which he called Father. And having reached the point where
he conceived of the Natural Law in its purity, he had finished

his Journey, and was arrested.

But he found that he could not remain at rest. He must stiL

go on. Then there was to discover by what principle he must
proceed further than the Law. And he received an inkling of

Love. All over the world the same, the second great epoch
started with the incipient conception of Love, and continued

ufttil the principle of Love was conceived in all its purity. Then
man was again at an end, in a cul-de-sac.

The Law it is by which we exist. It was the Father, the Law-
Makcr, Who said: “Let there be Light”: it was *He Who
breathed life into the handful of dust and made man. “Thus
have I made man, in mine own image. I have ordered his

outgoing and hib incoming, and haw cast the line whereby he

shall walk.” So said the Father. Vnd man went out and came
in according to the ordering of the Lord; he walked by the

line of the Lord ar i did not deviate. 'Fill the path was worn
barren, and man knew all the way, and the end seemed to have

drawn nigh.

Then he said: “I will leave the path. 'I will go out as the

Lord hath not qrdained, and come in when my hour is fulfilled.

For it is written, a man shall cat and drink with the Lord: but

I will neither eat nor drink, I will go hungry, yet I will not die.

It is written, a man shall take himself a wife and beget him seed

unto the glory of God. But I will not take me a wife, nor beget

seed, but I will know no woman. Yet will I not die. And it is

written, a man shall save his body from harm, and preserve

his flesh from hiy-t, for he is made in the image and likeness of

the Father. But I will deliver up my#body to hurt, and give my
flesh unto the dust, yet will I not die, but live. For man does

not live by bread alone, nor by the common law of the Father.

Beyond this common law, I am I. When my body is destroyed

and my bones have perished, then I am I. Yes, not until my
body is consumed and my bones have mingled with the dust,

not until then am I whole, not until then do I live. But I die in

Christ, and rise again. And when I am risen again, I live in the
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spirit. Neither hunger nor cold can lay hold on me, nor desire

lay hands on me. When I am risen again, then I shall know .

Then I shall live in the ineffable bliss of knowledge. When the

sun goes forth in the morning, I shall know the glory of God,
who passes the sun from His left hand to His right, in the peace

of His Understanding. As the night comes in her diners

shadows, I know the peace that passeth all understanding. For

God knoweth. Neither does He Will nor Command nor desire

nor act, but exists perfect in the peace of knowledge

If a man must live still and act in the body, then let his

action be to the recognising of the life in other bodies. Each

man is to himself the Natural Law. He can only conceive of

the Natural Law as he knows it in himself. The hardest thing

for any man to do is for him to recognise and to know that the

natural 1W of his neighbour is other than, and maybe even

hostile to, his own natural law, and yet is true. This hard

lesson Christ tried to instil in the doctrine of the other cheek.

Orestes could not conceive that it was the natural law of

Clytemnestra’s nature that she should murder Agamemnon for

sacrificing her daughter, and for leaving herself abandoned in

the pride of her womanhood, unmated because he wanted the

pleasure of war, and for his unfaithfulness to her with other

women; Clytemnestra could not understand that Orestes

should want to kill htr for fulfilling the law of her own nature.

The law of the mother’s nature was other than the law of the

son’s nature. This they could neither of them see: hence the

killing. This Christianity would teach them: to recognise and

to admit the law of the other person, outside and different

from the law of one’s own being. It is the hardest lesson of

love. And the lesson of love learnt, there must be learned the

next lesson, of reconciliation between different, maybe hostile,

things. That is the final lesson. Christianity eijds in submission,

in recognising and submitting to *hc law of the other person.

“Thou shalt love they enemy.”

Therefore, sinct by the law man must act or move, let his

motion be the utterance of the God of Peace, of the perfect,

unutterable Peace of Knowledge.

And man has striven this way, to utter the Universal Peace of

God. And, striving on, he has passed beyond the limits of
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utterance, and has reached once more the silence of tile

beginning.

After Sue, after Dostoievsky’s Idiot
,

after Turner’s latest

pictures, after the symbolist poetry of Mallarme and the others,

after the music ofDebussy, there is no further possible utterance

of the peace that passeth all understanding* the peace oP

God which is Perfect Knowledge. There is only silence beyond
this..

Just as after Plato, after Dante, after Raphael, there was no
further utterance of the Absoluteness of the Law, of the Immut-
ability of the Divine Conception.

So that, as the great pause came over Greece, and over Italy,

after the Renaissance, when the Law had been uttered in its

absoluteness, there comes over us now, over England and
Russia and France, the pause of finality, now we have seen the

purity of Knowledge, the great, white, uninterrupted Light,

infinite and eternal.

But that is not the end. The two great conceptions, of Law
and of Knowledge or Love, aie rot diverse and accidental, J>ut

complementary. I hey are, in a way, contradictions each of the

other. But they ire complementary. They are the Fixed

Absolute, the Geometric Absolute, and they arc the radiant

Absolute, the Unthinkable Absolute ofpuie, free motion. They
are the perfect Stability, and they are the perfect Mobility.

They are the fixed condition of our being, and they arc the

transcendent condition of knowledge in us. They are Qur Soul,

and our Spirit, they are our Feelings, and our Mind. They
are our Body and our Brain. They are Two-in-One.

And everything that has ever been produced has been

produced by the combined activity of the two, in humanity, by

the combined activity of soul and spirit. When the two are

acting together,•then Life is produced, then Life, or Utterance,

Something, is created. Anc? nothing* is or can be created save

by combined effort of the two principles, Lawf and Love.

All through the medieval times, Law and Love were striving

together to give the perfect expression to thfc Law, to arrive at

the perfect conception of the Law. All through the rise of the

Greek nation, to its culmination, th£ Law and Love were

working in that nation to attain the perfect expression of the

Law. They were driven bv the Unknown Desire, the Holy
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Spirit, the Unknown and Unexpressed. But the Holy Spirit is

the Reconciler and the Originator. Him we do not know.

The greatest of all Utterance of the Law has given expression

to the Law as it is in relation to Love, both ruled by the Holy
Spirit. Such is the Book ofJob, such iEschylus in the Trilogy,

'such, more or less, is Dante, such is Botticelli. Those who gave

expression to the Law after these suppressed the contact, and
achieved an abstraction. Plato, Raphael.

The greatest utterance of Love has given expression to Love
as it is in relation to the Law: so Rembrandt, Shakespeare,

Shelley, Wordsworth, Goethe, Tolstoi. But beyond these there

have been Turner, who suppressed the context of the Law; also

there have been Dostoievsky, Hardy, Flaubert. These have

shown Lpve in conflict with the Law, and only Death the

resultant, no Reconciliation. So that humanity does not con-

tinue for long to accept the conclusions of these writers, nor

even of Euripides and Shakespeare always. These great tragic

writers endure by reason of the truth of the conflict they

describe, because of its completeness, Law, Love, and Recon-

ciliation, all active. But with regard to their conclusions, they

leave the soul finally unsatisfied, unbelieving.

Now the aim of man remains to recognise and seek out the

Holy Spirit, the Reconciler, the Originator, He who drives the

twin principles ofLaw and of Love across the ages.

Now it remains for us to know the Law and to know the

Love, av,d further to seek out the Reconciliation. It is time for

us to build our temples to the Holy Spirit, and to raise our

altars to the Holy Ghost, the Supreme, Who is beyond us but

is with us.

We know of the Law, and we know of Love, and to that little

we know of each of these we have given our full expression.

But have not completed one perfect utterances not one. Small

as is the circle of our knowledge,Mwe arc not able to cast it

complete. In jEschylus’s Eumemdes, Apollo is foolish, Athena

mechanical. In Shakespeare’s Hamlet the conclusion is all

foolish. If we ha<f conceived each party in his proper force, if

Apollo had been equally potent with the Furies and no Pallas

had appeared to settle the question merely by dropping a

pebble, how would ^Eschylus have solved his riddle? He could

not work out the solution he knew must corqe, so he forced it.
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And so it has always been, always: either a wrong conclusioif,

or one forced by the artist, as if he put his thumb in the scale to

equalise a balance which he could not make level. Now it

remains for us to seek the true balance, to give each party,

Apollo and the Furies, Love and the Law, his due, and so to

seek the Reconciler.

Now the principle of the Law is found strongest in Woman,
and -the principle* of Love in Man. In every creature, the

mobility, the law of change, is found exemplified in the male;

the stability, the conservatism is found in the female. In woman
man finds his root and establishment. In man woman finds

lier exfoliation and florescence. The woman grows downwards,
like a root, towards the centre and the darkness and the origin.

The man grows upwards, like the stalk, towards discoverv and

light and utterance.

Man and Woman are, roughly, the embodiment of Love and

the Law: they arc the two complementary parts. In the body

they are most alike, in genitals they are almost one. Starting

from the connexion, almost unification, of the genitals, ^nd

travelling towards the feelings and the mind, there becomes

ever a greater difference and a finer distinction between the

two, male and female, till at last, at the other closing in the

circle, in pure utterance, the two are really one again, so that

any pure utterance is a perfect unity, the two as one, united by

the Holy Spirit*

We start from one side or the other, from the fcmalf side or

the male, but what we want is always the perfect union of the

two. That is the Law of the Holy Spirit, the law of Consum-

mate Marriage. That every living thing seeks, individually and

collectively. Every man starts with his deepest desire, a desire

for consummation of marriage bet ween himself and the female,

a desire for completeness, tha f completeness of being which will

give completeness of satisfaction and*completeness of utterance.

No man can as yet find perfect consummation of marriage

between himselfand the Bride, be the bride cither Woman or an

Idea, but he can approximate to it, and ev^ry generation can

get a little nearer.

But it needs that a man shall first know in reverence and

submit to the Natural Law of his own individual being: that

he shall also know that he is but contained within the great
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Natural Law, that he is but a Child of God, and no God
himself: that he shall then poignantly and personally recognise

that the law of another man’s nature is different from the law

of his own nature, that it may be even hostile to him, and yet

is part of the great Law of God, to be admitted: this is
#the

•.Christian actien of “loving thy neighbour”, and of dying to be

born again: lastly, that a man shall know that between his law

and the law of his neighbour theie is an hffinity, that all is

contained in one, through the Hol> Spit it.

It needs that a man shall know the natural law ol his own
being, then that he shall seek out the law of the female, with

which to join himself as complement. He must know thath^ is

half, and the woman is the other half: that they arc two, but

that they are two-m-onc.

He must with reverence submit to the law of himself: and he

must with suffering and joy know and submit to the law of the

woman: and he must know that they two together are one

within the Great Law, reconciled within the Great Peace. Out
of this final knowledge shall come his supreme art. There
shall be the art which recognises and utters his own law, there

shall be the art which recognises his own and also the law of the

woman, his neighbour, utters the glad embraces and the

struggle between them, and the submission of one; there shall

be the art w'hich knows the struggle between the two con-

flicting laws, and knows the final reconciliation, where both

are equ^l, two in one, complete. T his is the supreme art,

which yet remains to be done. Some men have attempted it,

and left us the results of effoi ts. But it rc mains to be fully done.

But when the two clasp hands, a moment, male and ferrtale,

clasp hands and arc one, the poppy, the gay poppy flies into

flower again; and when the two fling their arms about each

other, the moonlight runs and clashes against the shadow;

and when the two toss back their fiair, all the larks break out

singing; and when they kiss on the mouth, a lovely human
utterance is heard again—and so it is.
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Continentals

1771

letter to Lady Oitolinr Morrell, June 1915
... I have been reading Dostoi< vsky’s Idiot . I don’t like

Dostoievsky. He is again like the iat, slithering along in hate,

in the shadows, and, in order to belong to the light, professing

love, all love. But his nose is sharp with hate, his running is

shadowy and rat-like, he is a will fixed and gripped like a trap.

He is not ni' e.

[78]

Letter to Lady Ofiolinf Morrell, i Feb., 1916

... I send you also Petionius. He startled me at first, but I

liked him. He is a gentleman, when all is said. I have taken a

great dislike to ‘Dostoievsky in the Possessed. It seems so sensa-

tional, and such a degrading of the pure mind, somehow.

It seems as though the pure mind, the true reason, which surely

is noble, were made trampled and filthy under the hoofs *of

secret, perverse, undirect sensuality. Petronius is straight and

above-board. Whatever he does, he doesn’t try to degrade and

dirty the pure mind in him. But Dostoievsky, mixing God and

Sadism, he is fold.

[79I

Letter to J. M. Murry and Kathlrinf Mansfield, 17 Feb.,

1916

. . . I’ve just read The Possessed. I find I’ve gone off Dos-

toievsky, and could write about him in very cold blood. I

229
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didn't care for The Possessed

:

nobody was possessed enough
really to interest me. They bore me, these squirming sorts of

people: they teem like insects.

I’ll write you some “notes” on Dostoievsky—you can trans-

late them into your own language, if they interest you.

1. He has affixed will, a mania to be infinite, to be God.

2. Within this will, his activity is twofold:

(a) To be self-less, a pure Christian, to live in the outer

whole, the social whole, the self-less whole, the

universal consciousness.

(b) To be a pure, absolute self, all-devouring and all-

consuming.

That is the main statement about him.

His desire to achieve the sensual, all-devouring consumma-
tion comes out in Dmitri Karamazov, and Rogozhin, and, not

so clearly, in Stavrogin.

His desire for the spiritual, turn-thc-other-cheek consum-

mation, comes out in the Idiot himself, in Alyosha, partly in

Stavrogin.

There is the third type, which represents pure unemotional

will : this is the third Karamazov brother, and Pyotr Stepano-

vitch, and the young secretary man at whose house the Idiot

at first lodges—he who is going to marry the young woman

—

Gavril, is [that] his name?
The whole point of Dostoievsky lies in the fact of his fixed

will that the individual ego, the achieved I, the conscious

entity, shall be infinite, God-like, and absolved from all

relation, i.e. free.

I like The Idiot best. The Idiot is showing the last stage of

Christianity, of becoming purely self-less, of becoming dis-

seminated out into a pure, absolved consciousness. This is the

Christian ecstasy, when I become so transeendently super-

conscious that I am bodiless, that ftie universe is my conscious-

ness. This is the little Idiot prince. It is the ecstasy of being

devoured in the body, like the Christian lamb, and of trans-

cendence in the consciousness, the spirit.

Karamazov is concerned with the last stages—not nearly so

far gone—of sensuality, of unconscious experience purely

within the self. I reach such a pitch of dark sensual ecstasy

that I seem to be, I myself, the universal qight that has swal-
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lowed everything. I become universal, the universal devouring

darkness. This is Dmitri Karamazov. This was Dostoievsky’s

real desire, to obtain this sensual ecstasy of universality. This is

why Father Zossima bowed to Dmitri—Zossima is pure Chris-

tian. self-less, universal in the social whole. Dead, he stinks.

He was sadish because his will was fixed on the*social virtues,

because he felt himself wrong in his sensual seekings. Therefore

he was cruel, he tortured himself and others, and goutait the

tortures.

The Christian ecstasy leads to imbecility ( The Idiot). The

sensual ecstasy leads to universal murder: for mind, the acme

of sensual ecstasy, lies in devouring the other, even in the

pleasures of love; it is a devouring, like a tiger drinking blood.

But the full sensual ecstasy is never reached except by Rogozhin

in murdering Nastasya. It is nipped in the last stages by the

will, the social will. When the police stripped Dmitri Kara-

mazov naked, they killed in him the quick of his being, his lust

for tlm sensual ecstasy.

The men who represent the w'll, the pure mental, social,

rational, absolved will, Ivan Karamazov, and Pyotr Stepano-

vitch, and Gavril, they represent the last stages of our social

development, the human being become mechanical, absolved

from all relation. When Stepan talks with the devil, the devil

is a decayed social gentleman—only that. I he mechanical

social forms and aspirations and ideals, I suppose, are the devil.

The women arc not important. They arc the mere echoes

and objectives of the men. They desire the sensual ecstasy, all

of them, even the cripple in The Possessed (“My hawk, my
eagle,” she says to Stavrogin). They have the opposite wild

love for purity, selflessness, extreme Christianity. And they

are all ultimately bound to the social convention—all the

“great” women., that is. The cripple in The Possessed,
and

Nastasya Filipovna, and Dmitri Karamazov’s woman, these

desire only the sensual ecstasy: but all the while they admit

themselves the inferior of the other Christian ecstasy: which is

the social ecstasy.

They are great parables, the novels, but false art. They are

only parables. All the people arc fallen angels—even the

dirtiest scrubs. This I cannot stomach. People are not fallen

angels, they are merely people. But Dostoievsky used them all
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«as theological or religious units, they are all terms of divinity,

like Christ’s “Sower went forth to sow”, and Bunyan’s Pilgrim's

Progress. They are bad art, false truth.

[8]

Letter to J. M. Murry, 28 Aug., 1916

Thank you very much for your book on Dostoievsky, which

hasjust come. I have only just looked in it here and there—and
read the epilogue. I wonder how much you or anybody else is

ready to face out the old life, and so transcend it. An epoch of

the human mind may have come to the end in Dostoievsky: but

humanity is capable of going on a very long way further yet, in

a state 6f mindlessness—curse it. And you’ve got the cart

before the horse. It isn’t the being that must follow the mind,

but the mind must follow the being. And if only the cursed

cowardly world had the courage to follow its own being with its

mind, if it only had the courage to know what its unknown is ,

its*own desires and its own activities, it might get beyond to the

new secret. But the trick is, when you draw somewhere near

the “brink of the revelation”, to dig your head in the sand like

the disgusting ostrich, and see the revelation there. Meanwhile,

with their head in the sand of pleasing visions and secrets and

revelations, they kick and squirm with their behinds, most

disgustingly. I don’t blame humanity for having no mind, I

blame ft for putting its mind in a box and using it as a nice little

self-gratifying instrument. You’ve got to know, and know
everything, before you “transcend” into the “unknown”.* But

Dostoievsky, like the rest, can nicely stick his head between the

feet of Christ, and waggle his behind in the air. And though

the behind-wagglings are a revelation, I don’t,think much even

of the feet of Christ as a bjuff for tke cowards to hide their eyes

against.
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[81]

THE GRAND INQUISITOR

By F. M. Dostoievsky

_It is a strange experience, to examine one’s reaction to a book
over a period oT years. I remember when FlirsFreacl TKe
Brothers Karamazov

,
in 1913, how fascinated yet unconvinced

itHeft me. And I remember Middleton Murry* saying to me:
“Of course the whole clue to Dostoievsky is in that Grand
Inquisitor story.” And I remember saying: “Why? It seems

to me just rubbish.”

And it was true. The story seemed to me just a piece of

showing off: a display of cynical-satanical pose which was

simply irritating. The cynical-satanical pose always irritated

me, and I could sec nothing else in that black-a-vised Grand
Inquisitor talking at Jesus at such length. I just felt it was all

pose; he didn’t really mean what he said; he was just showing

off in blasphemy.

Since then I have read The Brothers Karamazov twice, and

each time found it more depressing because, alas, more drearily

true to life. At,first it had been lurid romance. Now I read

The Grand Inquisitor once more, and my heart sinks right

through my shoes. I still see a trifle of cynical-satanical showing

off. But under that I hear the final and unanswerable criticism

of Ghrist. And it is a deadly, devastating summing up,

unanswerable because borne out by the long experience of

humanity. It is reality versus illusion, and the illusion was

Jesus’^ while tirm; itself retorts with the reality.

If there is any question: Who is the grand Inquisitor?—then

surely we must say it is Ivan himself. And Ivan is the thinking

mind of the human being in rebellion ,
thinking the whole

tiling out to the bitter end. As such lie"is, of course, identical

with the Russian revolutionary of the thinking type. He is also,

of course, Dostoievsky himself, in his thoughtful, as apart from

Before this preface was published in The Grand Inquisitor the name of

Katherine Mansfield was substituted for that of Middleton Murry.
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his passional and inspirational self. Dostoievsky half hated

Ivan. Yet, after all, Ivan is the greatest of the three brothers,

pivotal. The passionate Dmitri and the inspired Alyosha are,

at last, only offsets to Ivan.

And we cannot doubt that the Inquisitor speaks Dostoievsky’s

*own final opinion about Jesus. The opinion is, baldly, fhis:

Jesus, you are inadequate. Men must correct you. And Jesus

in the end gives the kiss of acquiescence t© the Inquisitor, as

Alyosha does to Ivan. The two inspired ones recognise the

inadequacy of their inspiration: the thoughtful one has to

accept the responsibility of a complete adjustment.

We may agree with Dostoievsky or not, but we have to admit

that his criticism of Jesus is the final criticism, based on the

experience of two thousand years (he says fifteen hundred)

and on £ profound insight into the nature of mankind. Man
can but be truejto hi$ own nature. No inspiration whatsoever

wHTever gethim permanently beyond his limits

Aiid what are the limits? It is Dostoievsky’s first profound

question. What are the limits to the nature, not of Man in the

abstract, but of men, mere men, everyday men?
The limits are, says the Grand Inquisitor, three. Mankind

in the bulk can never be “free”, because man on the whole

makes three grand demands on life, and cannot endure unless

these demands are satisfied.

1. He demands bread, and not merely as foqdstuff, but as a

giiracle, given 'from the hand of God.

2. Hecfemands mystery, the sense of the miraculous in life.

3. He demands somebody to bow down to, and somebody

before whom all men shall bow down
These three demands, for miracle, mystery and authority,

prevent men from being “free”. They are man’s “weakness”

Only a few men, the elect, are capable of abstaining from the

absolute demand for brea^jl, for mh^cle, mystery, and authority.

These are the strong, and they must be as gods, to be able to be

Christians fulfilling all the Christ-demand. The rest, the

millions and millions of men throughout time, they are as

babes or children or geese, they are too weak, “impotent,

vicious, worthless and#rebellious” even to be able to share out

the earthly bread, if it is left to them.

This, then, is the Grand Inquisitor’s summing up of the
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nature of mankind. The inadequacy ofJesus lies in the faqf

that Christianity is too difficult for men, the vast mass of men.
It could only be realised by the few “saints” or heroes. For the

rest, man is like a horse harnessed to a load he cannot possibly

pull. “Hadst Thou respected him less, Thou wDuldst have
demanded less of him, and that would be nearer to love, for

his burden would be lighter.”

Christianity, thgn, is the ideal, but it is impossible. It is

impossible because it makes demands greater than the nature

of man can bear. And therefore, to get a livable, working

scheme, some of the elect, such as the Grand Inquisitor himself,

feve turned round to “him”, that other great Spirit, Satan,

and have established Church and State on “him”. For the

Grand Inquisitor finds that to be able to live at all, mankind
must be loved more tolerantly and more contemptuously than

Jesus loved it, loved, for all that, more truly, since it is loved

for itself, for what it is, and not for what it ought to be. Jesus

loved mankind for what it ought to be, free and limitless. The
Grand Inquisitoi loves it for what it is, with all its limitations.

And he contends his is the kind* r love. And yet he says rt is

Satan. And Satan, he says at the beginning, means anni-

hilation, and not-being.

As always in Dostoievsky, the amazing perspicacity is mixed

with ugly perversity. Nothing is pure. His wild love for Jesus

is mixed with perverse and poisonous hate of Jesus: his moral

hostility to the devil is mixed with secret worship of the devil.

Dostoievsky is ahvays perverse, always impure, always an evil

thinker and a marvellous seer.

Ig it true that mankind demands, and will always demand,

miracle, mystery, and authority? Surely it is true. To-day,

man gets his sense of the miraculous from science and machinery,

radio, aeroplanes, vast ships, zcppelins, poison gas, artificial

silk: these things*nourish man’s sense of the miraculous as magic

did in the past. But now, man is master of the mystery, there

are no occult powers. The same with mystery: medicine,

biological experiment, strange feats of the psychic people,

spiritualists, Christian scientists—it is all mystery. And as for

authority, Russia destroyed the Tsar £o have Lenin and the

present mechanical despotism, Italy has the rationalised

despotism of Mussolini, and England is longing for a despot.
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Dostoievsky’s diagnosis ofhuman nature is simple and unan-
swerable. We have to submit, and agree that men are like

that. Even over the question of sharing the bread, we have to

agree that man is too weak, or vicious, or something, to be

able to do it. He has to hand the common bread over to some
absolute authority, Tsar or Lenin, to be shared out. And* yet

the mass of men are incapable of looking on bread as a mere
means of sustenance, by which man sustains himself for the

purpose of true living, true life being the “heavenly bread”. It

seems a strange thing that men, the mass of men, cannot

understand that life is the great reality, that true living fills

us with vivid life, “the heavenly bread,” and earthly bread

merely supports this. No, men cannot understand, never have

understood that simple fact. They cannot see the distinction

between bread, or property, money, and vivid life. They think

that property and money are the same thing as vivid life. Only
the few, the potential heroes or the “elect”, can see the simple

distinction. The mass cannot sec it, and will never see it.

Dostoievsky was perhaps the first to realise this devastating

truth, which Christ had not seen. A truth it is, none the less,

and once recognised it will change the course of history. All

that remains is for the elect to take charge of the bread—the

property, the money—and then give it back to the masses as

if it were really the gift of life. In this way, mankind might

live happily, as the Inquisitor suggests. Otherwise, with the

masses making the terrible mad mistake that money is life,

and thas therefore no one shall control the money, men shall

be “free” to get what they can, we are brought to a condition

of competitive insanity and ultimate suicide.

So far, well and good, Dostoievsky’s diagnosis stands. But

is it then to betray Christ and turn over to Satan if the elect

should at last realise that instead of refusing Satan’s three

offers, the heroic Christian must^ now accept them? Jesus

refused the three offers ou't of pride and fear: he wanted to be

greater than these, and “above” them. But we now realise,

no man, not even Jesus, is really “above” miracle, mystery,

and authority. The one thing that Jesus is truly above, is the

confusion between mqney and life. Money is not life, says

Jesus, therefore you can ignore it and leave it to the devil.

Money is not life, it is true. But ignoring money and leaving
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it to the devil means handing over the great mass ofmen to the*

devil, for the mass of men cannot distinguish between money
and life. It is hard to believe: certainly Jesus didn’t believe it:

and yet, as Dostoievsky and the Inquisitor point out, it is so.

Well, and what then? Must we therefore go over to* the devil?

Aftefr all, the whole of Christianity is not confined in the
g

rejection of the three temptations. The essence of Christianity

is a love of mankind. If a love of mankind entails accepting

the bitter limitation of the mass of men, their inability to

distinguish between money and life, then accept the limitation,

and have done with it. Then take over from the devil the

m©ncy (or bread), the miracle, and the sword of Caesar, and,

for the love of mankind, give back to men the bread, with its

wonder, and give them the miracle, the marvellous, and give

them, in a hierarchy, someone, some men, in higher arfd higher

degrees, to bow down to. Let them bow down, let them bow
down en masse, for the mass, who do not understand the

difference tn tween money and life, should always bow down to

the elect, who do.

And is that serving the devil? It is certainly not serving the

spirit of annihilation and not-being. It is serving the great

wholeness of mankind, and in that respect, it is Christianity.

Anyhow, it is the service ofAlmighty God, who made men what
they arc, limited and unlimited.

Where Dostoievsky is perverse is in his making the old, old,

wise governor of men a Grand Inquisitor. The recognition of

the weakness of man has been a common trait in all greflt, wise

rulers of people, from the Pharaohs and Darius through the

great, patient Popes of the early Church right down to the

present day. They have known the weakness of men, and felt a

certain tenderness. This is the spirit of all great government.

But it was not the spirit of the Spanish Inquisition. The
Spanish Inquisition in 1500 was a newfangled thing, peculiar

to Spain, with her curious death-lust and her bullying, and,

strictly, a Spanish-political instrument, not Catholic at all, but

rabidly national. The Spanish Inquisition actually was

diabolic. It could not have produced a Grand Inquisitor who

put Dostoeivsky’s sad questions to Jesui. And the man who
put those sad questions to Jesus could not possibly have been a

Spanish Inquisitor. He could not possibly have burnt a hun-
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•dred people in an auto-da-fl. He would have been too wise and
far-seeing.

So that, in this respect, Dostoievsky showed his epileptic

and slightly criminal perversity. The man who feels a certain

tenderness for mankind in its weakness or limitation is not

therefore diabolic. The man who realises that Jesus asked too

much of the mass of men, in asking them to choose between

earthly and heavenly bread, and to judge between good and
evil, is not therefore satanic. Think how difficult it is to know
the difference between good and evil! Why, sometimes it is evil

to be good. And how is the ordinary man to understand that?

He can’t. The extraordinary men have to understand it for

him. And is that going over to the devil? Or think of the

difficulty in choosing between the earthly and heavenly bread.

Lenin, shrely a pure soul, rose to great power simply to give

men—what? The earthly bread. And what was the result?

Not only did they lose the hea\ enly bread, but even the earthly

bread disappeared out of wheat-producing Russia. It is most

strange. And all the socialists and the generous thinkers of

to-day, what are they striving for? The same* to share out more
evenly the earthly bread. Even they, who are practising

Christianity par excellence, cannot properly choose between the

heavenly and earthly bread. For the poor, they choose the

earthly bread, and once more the heavenly bread is lost: and

once more, as soon as it is really chosen, the earthly bread

begins to disappear. It is a great mystery. But to-day, the

most passionate believers in Christ believe that all you have to

do is to struggle to give earthly bread (good houses, good sani-

tation, etc.) to the poor, and that is in itself the heavenly bread.

But it isn’t. Especially for the poor, it isn’t. It is for them the

loss of heavenly bread. And the poor arc the vast majority.

Poor things, how everybody hates them to-day! For benev-

jlence is a form of hate.

What then is the heavenly bread? Every generation must

mswer for itself. But the heavenly bread is life, is living. What-

;ver makes life vifdd and delightful is the heavenly bread. And
he earthly bread must come as a by-product of the heavenly

Dread. The vast mass will never understand this. Yet it is the

:ssential truth of Christianity, and of life itself. The few will

mderstand. Let them take the responsibility.
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Again, the Inquisitor says that it is a weakness in men, that

they must have miracle, mystery and authority. But is it?

Are they not bound up in our emotions, always and for ever,

these three demands of miracle, mystery, and authority? If

Jesus^cast aside miracle in the Temptation, still there is miracle

again in the Gospels. And ifJesus refused the earthly bread,

still he said: “In my Father’s house are many mansions.”

And for authority: “-Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the

things which I say?”

The thing Jesus was trying to do was to supplant physical

emotion by moral emotion. So that earthly bread becomes, in

a sthise, immoral, as it is to many refined people to-day. The
Inquisitor secs that this is the mistake. The earthly bread must

in itself be the miracle, and be bound up with the miracle.

And here, surely, he is right. Since man began to think

and to feel vividly, seed-time and harvest have been the two

great sacred periods of miracle, rebirth, and rejoicing. Easter

and harvest-home are festivals of the earthly bread, and they

are festivals which go to the roots of the soul. For it is the

earthly bread as a miracle, a yearly miracle. All the old religions

saw it: the Catholic still secs it, by the Mediterranean. And
this is not weakness. This is truth. The rapture of the Easter

kiss, in old Russia, is intimately bound up with the springing

of the seed and the first footstep of the new earthly bread. It

is the rapture ofihe Easter kiss which makes the bread worth

eating. It is the absence of the Easter kiss which makes the

Bolshevist bread barren, dead. They cat dead bread, now.

The earthly bread is leavened with the heavenly bread. The
heavenly bread is life, is contact, and is consciousness. In

sowing the seed man has his contact with earth, with sun and

rain: and he must not break the contact. In the awareness of the

springing of the cprn he has Ivs ever-renewed consciousness of

miracle, wonder, and mystefy: the vender of creation, pro-

creation, and re-creation, following the mystery of death and

the cold grave. It is the grief of Holy Week and the delight

of Easter Sunday. And man must not, mast not lose this

supreme state of consciousness out of himself, or he has lost

the best part of him. Again, the reaping and the harvest are

another contact, with earth and sun, a rich touch of the cosmos,

a living stream ofactivity, and then the contact with harvesters,
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and the jay of harvest-home. All this is life, life, it is the

heavenly bread which we eat in the course of getting the

earthly bread. Work is, or should be, our heavenly bread of

activity, contact and consciousness. All work that it not this,

is anathema. True, the work is hard; there is the sweat of the

brow. But v'hat of it? In decent proportion, this is life.' The
sweat of the brow is the heavenly butter.

I think the older Egyptians understood this, in the course of

their long and marvellous history. I think that probably, for

thousands of years, the masses of the Egyptians were happy,

in the hierarchy of the State.

Miracle and mystery run together, they merge. Then there

is the third thing, authority. The word is bad: a policeman has

authority, and no one bows down to him. The Inquisitor

means: * %

that which men bow down to”. Well, they bowed down
to Caesar, and they bowed down to Jesus. They will bow down,
first, as the Inquisitor saw, to the one who has the power to

control the bread.

t

The bread, the earthly bread, while it is being reaped and
;jrown, it is life. But once it is harvested and stored, it becomes

a commodity, it becomes riches. And then it becomes a

danger. For men think, if they only possessed the hoard, they

need not work; which means, really, they need not live. And
that is the real blasphemy. For while we live we must live, we
must not wither or rot inert.

So that ultimately men bow down to the man, or group of

men, who can and dare take over the hoard, the store of bread,

the riches, to distribute it among the people again. The lords,

the givers of bread. How profound Dostoievsky is when he says

that the people will forget that it is their own bread which is

being given back to them. While they keep their own bread,

t is not much better than stone to them-f-inert possessions.

But given back to themJrom th$ great Giver, it is divine once

more, it has the quality of miracle to make it taste well in the

mouth and in the belly.

Men bow down to the lord of bread, first and foremost. For,

Dy knowing the difference between earthly and heavenly bread,

le is able calmly to distribute the earthly bread, and to give it, for

lie commonalty, the
k
heavenly taste which they can never give it.

rhat is why, in a democracy, the earthly bread loses its taste,
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the salt loses its savour, and there is no one to bow down to.

It is not man’s weakness that he needs someone to bow down
to. It is his nature, and his strength, for it puts him into touch
with far, far greater life than if he stood alone. All life bows
to the sun. But the sun is very far away to the comftion man.
It nefcds someone to bring it to him. It needs a lord: what the

Christians call one of the elect, to bring the sun to the common
man, and put the sun in his heart. The sight of a true lord, a

noble, a nature-hero puts the sun into the heart of the ordinary

man, who is no hero, and therefore cannot know the sun direct.

This is one of the real mysteries. As the Inquisitor says, the

myitery of the elect is one of the inexplicable mysteries of

Christianity, just as the lord, the natural lord among men, is

one of the inexplicable mysteries of humanity throughout time.

We must accept the mystery, that’s all.

But to do so is not diabolic.

And Ivan need not have been so tragic and satanic. lit navi

made a di^Ovirv about men, which was due to be made. It

was the rediscover) of a tact which was known universally

almost till the end of the eighteenth century, wfien the illusioh

of the perfectibility of men, of all men, took hold of the

imagination of the civilised nations. It was an illusion. And
Ivan has to make a restatement of the old truth, that most men
cannot choose between good and evil, because it is so extremely

difficult to know
#
which is which, especially in crucial cases:

and that most men cannot see the difference between life-values

and money-values: they can only see money-values; eveto .nice

simple people who live by the life-values, kind and natural,

yet c^n only estimate value in terms of money. So let the

specially gifted few make the decision between good and evil,

and establish the life-values against the money-values. And
let the many accept the decision, with gratitude, and bow down

to the few, in the hierarchy. t^iere diabolical or satanic

in that? Jesus kisses the Inquisitor: Tfiank you, you are right,

wise old man! Alyosha kisses Ivan: Thank you, brother, you

are right, you take a burden off me ! So why shpuld Dostoievsky

drag in Inquisitors and autos-da-fe
,
and Ivan wind tip so mor-

bidly suicidal? Let them be glad they’ve fpund the truth again.

[Preface to The Grand Inquisitor, translated by S S Koteliansky, London

1930 .]
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182]

Letter to Catherine Carswell, 2 Dec., 1916
. . . Oh, jion’t think I would belittle the Russians. They

have meant an enormous amount to me; Turgenev, Tolstoi,

Dostoievsky—mattered almost more than anything, and I

thought them the
v
greatest writers of all time. And now, with

something of a shock, I realise a certain crudity and thick,

uncivilised, insensitive stupidity about them, I realise how
much finer and purer and more ultimate oui own stuff is.

[83]

iMer to Rhys Davies, 25 Dec., 1928

. . . Tell your man Tchckhov is a second-rate writer and a

willy wet-leg.

[84]

ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE

By Leo Shestov

In his paragraph on The Russian Spirit, Shestov gives us the

real clue to Russian literature. European culture is a rootless

thing in the Russians. With us, it is our very blood and bones,

the very nerve and root of our psyche. We think in a certain

fashion, we feel in a certain faction, because our whole sub-

stance is of this fashion. Our speech and feeling are organically

inevitable to us.

With the Russians it is different. They have only been

inoculated with the virus of European culture and ethic. The
virus works in them .like a disease. And the inflammation and

irritation comes forth as literature. The bubbling and fizzing

is almost chemical,* not organic. It is an organism seething as
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it accepts and masters the strange virus. What the Russian is.

struggling with, crying out against, is not life itself: it is only

European culture which has been introduced into his psyche,

and which hurts him. The tragedy is not so much a real soul

tragedy, as a surgical one. Russian art, Russian* literature

aftef all does not stand on the same footing as European and
Greek or Egyptian art. It is not spontaneous utterance. It

is not the flowering of a race. It is a surgical outcry, horrifying,

or marvellous, lacerating at first; but when we get used to it,

not really so profound, not really ultimate, a little extraneous.

What is valuable is the evidence against European culture,

implied in the novelists, here at last expressed. Since Peter the

Great Russia has been accepting Europe, and seething Europe

down in a curious process of catabolism. Russia has been

expressing nothing inherently Russian. Russia’s • modem
Christianity even was not Russian. Her genuine Christianity,

Byzantine and Asiatic, is incomprehensible to us. So with her

true philosophy. What she has actually uttered is her own
unwilling, fantastic leproduction oi European truths. What she

has really to utter the coming cen r urics will hear. For Russia

will certainly inherit the future. What we already call the

greatness of Russia is only her pre-natal struggling.

It seems as if she had at last absorbed and ov crcome the virus

of old Europe. Soon her new, healthy body will begin to act

in its own reality, imitative no more, protesting no more,

crying no more, but full and sound and lusty in itself. Real

Russia is born. She will laugh at us before long. Meanwhile

she goes through the last stages of reaction against us, kicking

away from the old womb of Europe.

In Shestov one of the last kicks is given. True, he seems to

be only reactionary and destructive. But he can find a little

amusement at last in tweaking the European nose, so he is

fairly free. European idealism is anathema. But more than

this, it is a little comical. We feel the new independence in his

new, half-amused indifference.

He is only tweaking the nose of European idealism. He is

preaching nothing: so he protests time and again. Hfc absolutely

refutes any imputation of a central idea.. He is so afraid lest it

should turn out to be another hateful hedge-stake ofan ideal.

“Everything is possible”—this is his really central cry. It is
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not nihilism. It is only a shaking free of the human psyche

from old bonds. The positive central idea is that the human
psyche, or soul, really believes in itself, and in nothing else.

Dress this up in a little comely language, and we have a real

ideal, thaf will last us for a new, long epoch. The human soul

itself is the source and well-head of creative activity. In the

unconscious human soul the creative prompting issues first

into the univers^. Open the consciousness to this prompting,

away with all your old sluice-gates, locks, dams, channels. No
ideal on earth is anything more than an obstruction, in the end,

to the creative issue of the spontaneous soul. Away with all

ideals. Let each individual act spontaneously from the for

ever incalculable prompting of the creative well-head within

him. There is no universal law. Each being is, at his purest,

a law unto himself, single, unique, a Godhead, a fountain from

the unknown.
This is the ideal which Shestov refuses positively to state,

because he is afraid it may prove in the end a trap to catch his

own spirit. So it may. But it is none the less a real, living ideal

for the moment, the very salvation. When it becomes ancient,

and like the old lion who lay in his cave and whined, devours

all its servants, then it can be dispatched. Meanwhile it is a

really liberating word.

Shestov’s style is puzzling at first. Having found the “ands”

and “buts” and “becauses” and “thcrcfores” hampered him,

he clips them all off deliberately and even spitefully, so that

his thought is like a man with no buttons on his clothes,

ludicrously hitching along all undone. One must be amused,

not irritated. Where the armholes were a bit tight, Shestov

cuts a slit. It is baffling, but really rather piquant. The real

conjunction, the real unification lies in the reader’s own
amusement, not in the author’s unbroken logic.

[Preface to All Things at\. Possible

}

translated by S S Koteliansky,

London, 1920

]
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[85]

SOLITARIA

By V. V. Rozanov

We are told on the wrapper of this book that Prince Mirsky
considered Rozanov “one of the greatest Russians of modern
times . . . Rozanov is the greatest revelation of the Russian
mmd yet to be shown to the West.”

We become diffident, confronted with these superlatives.

And when we have read E. Gollcrbach’s long “Critico-Bio-

graphical Study”, forty-three pages, we are suspicious still, in

spite of the occasionally profound and striking quotations from

Solitaria and from the same author’s Fallen Leaves . But there we
are; we’ve go L another of these morbidly introspective Russians,

morbidly wallowing in adoration ofJesus, then getting up and
spitting in His beard, or in His b.uk hair, at least; characters

such as Dostoievsky has familiarised us with, and of whom we
arc tired. Of these self-divided, gamin-religious Russians who
are so absorbedly concerned with their own dirty linen and
their own piebald souls we have had a little more than enough.

The contradictions in them arc not so very mysterious, or

edifying, after all. They have a spurting, gamin hatred of

civilisation, of Europe, of Christianity, of governments,#and of

everything else, in their moments of energy; and in their

inevitable relapses into weakness, they make the inevitable

recantation; they whine, they humiliate themselves, they seek

unspeakable humiliation for themselves, and call it Christ-like,

and then with the left hand commit some dirty little crime or

meanness, and call it the mysterious complexity of the human
soul. It’s all masturbation, half-bakccf, and one gets tired of it.

One gets tired of being told that Dostoievsky’s Legend of the

Grand Inquisitor “is the most profound declaration which ever

was made about man and life”. As far as I’m coftcerned, in

proportion as a man gets more profoundly and personally

interested in himself, so does my interest in him wane. The

more Dostoievsky gets worked up about the tragic nature of
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the human soul, the more I lose interest. I have read the Grand

Inquisitor three times, and never can remember what it’s really

about. This I make as a confession, not as a vaunt. It always

seems to me, as the Germans say, mehr Schrei wie Wert.

And in 'Rozanov one fears one has got a pup out of the

Dostoievsky
f
kennel. Solitaria is a sort of philosophical ^Vork,

about a hundred pages, of a kind not uncommon in Russia,

consisting in fragmentary jottings of thoughts which occurred

to the author, mostly during the years 1910 and 1911,

apparently, and scribbled down where they came, in a cab,

in the train, in the w.c., on the sole of a bathing-slipper. But

the thought that came in a cab might just as well have come in

the w.c. or “examining my coins”, so what’s the odds? If

Rozanov wanted to give the physical context to the thought,

he’d have to create the scene. “In a cal),” or “examining my
coins” means nothing.

Then we get a wdiole lot of bits, some of them interesting,

some not; many of them to be classified under the heading of:

To Jesus or not to Jesus! if we may profanely parody Hamlet’s

To be or not to be. But it is the Russian’s own parody. Then
you get a lot of self-conscious personal bits: “The only masculine

thing about you—is your trousers”: which was said to Rozanov

by a girl; though, as it isn’t particularly true, there was no

point in his repeating it. However, he has that “self-probing”

nature we have become acquainted with. “Teaching is form,

and I am formless. In teaching there must be order and a

system^ and I am systemless and even disorderly. There is

duty—and to me any duty at the bottom of my heart always

seemed comical, and on any duty, at the bottom of my heart,

I ahvays wanted to play a trick (except tragic duty). . .
.”

Here we have the pup of the Dostoievsky kennel, a so-called

nihilist: in reality, a Mary-Mary-quite-contrary. It is largely

tiresome contrariness, even if it. is spontaneous and not self-

induced.

And, of course, in Mary-Mary-quite-contrary we have the

ever-recurrent whimper: / want to be good! I am good: Oh,

I am so godd, I’m better than anybody! I love Jesus and all the

saints, and above all, the blessed Virgin! Oh, how I love

purity!—and so foyth. Then they give a loud crepitus ventris as

a punctuation.
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Dostoievsky has accustomed us to it, and we are hard-boiled.

Poor Voltaire, if he recanted, he only recanted once, when his

strength had left him, and he was neither here nor there. But
these Russians arc for ever on their death-beds, and neither

here nor there.

Rbzanov’s talk about “lovely faces and dear soulj” ofchildren,

and “for two years I have been ‘in Easter’, in the pealing of

bells”, truly “arrayed in white raiment”, just makes me feel

more hard-boiled than ever. It’s a cold egg.

Yet, in Solitaria there arc occasional profound things. “I am
not such a scoundrel yet as to think about morals”

—“Try to

cfucify the Sun, and you will sec which is God”—and many
others. But to me, self-conscious personal revelations, touched

with the guttersnipe and the actor, are not very interesting.

One has lived too long.

So that I come to the end ol Gollei bach’s “Gritico-Bio-

graphical Study” sick of the self-fingering sort of sloppiness,

and I he*vc very much the same feeling at the end of Solitaria^

though occasionally Rozanov hit" the nail on the head and
makes it jump.
Then come twenty pages extracted from Rozanov’s The

Apocalypse of Our 7 imes, and at once the style changes, at once

you have a real thing to deal with. The Apocalypse must be a

far more important book than Solitaria
, and we wish to heaven

we had been given it instead. Now at last we see Rozanov as a

real thinker, and “the greatest revelation of the Russian mind
yet to be shown to the West”.

Rozanov had a real man in him, and it is true, what he says

of himself, that he did not feel in himself that touch of the

criminal which Dostoievsky felt in himself. Rozanov was not a

criminal. Somewhere, he was integral, and grave, and a seer,

a true one, not a gamin. We see it all in his Apocalypse . He is not

really a Dostoicvskian. That^s only his Russianitis.

The book is an attack on Christianity, and as far as we arc

given to sec there is no canting or recanting in it. It is passionate,

and suddenly valid. It is not jibing or criticism or pulling to

pieces. It is a real passion. Rozanov has more or leSs recovered

the genuine pagan vision, the phallic vision, and with those

eyes he looks, in amazement and consternation, on the mess of

Christianity.
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For the first time we get what we have got from no Russian,

neither Tolstoi nor Dostoievsky nor any of them, a real,

positive view on life. It is as if the pagan Russian had wakened
up in Rozanov, a kind of Rip van Winkle, and was just

staggering at what he saw. His background is the vast old

,
pagan background, the phallic. And in front of this, 'the

tortured complexity of Christian civilisation—what else can

we call it?—is a kind of phantasmagoria to him.

He is the first kussian, as far as I am concerned, who has

ever said anything to me. And his vision is full of passion,

vivid, valid. He is the first to see that immortality is in the

vividness of life, not in the loss of life. The buttcifly becomes a

whole revelation to him: and to us.

When Rozanov is wholly awake, and a new man, a risen

man, the‘living and resurrected pagan, then he is a great man
and a great seer, and perhaps, as he says himself, the first

Russian to emerge. Speaking of Tolstoi and Leontiev and
Dostoievsky, Rozanov says: “I speak straight out what they

dared not even suspect. I speak because after all I am more of a

thinker than they. That is all.” . . . “But the problem (in the

case of Leontiev and Dostoievsky) is and was about anti-

Christianity, about the victory over the very essence of Chris-

tianity, over that terrible avitalism. Whereas from him, from

the phallus everything flows.”

When Rozanov is in this mood, and in this vision, he is not

dual, nor divided' against himself. He is one complete thing.

His visibn and his passion are positive, non-tragical.

Then again he starts to Russianise, and he comes in two.

When he becomes aware of himself, and personal, he is often

ridiculous, sometimes pathetic, sometimes a bore, and almost

always “dual”. Oh, how they love to be dual, and divided

against themselves, these Dostoievskian Russians! It is as good

as a pose: always a Mary-Mary-qjiite-contrary business. “The
great horror of the human soul consists in this, that while

thinking of the Madonna it at the same times does not cease

thinkiiig of Sodory and of its sins; and the still greater horror is

that even ih the very midst of Sodom it does not forget the

Madonna, it yearns for Sodom and the Madonna, and this at

one and the same ti/ne, without any discord.”

The answer to that is, that Sodom and Madonna-ism are
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two halves of the same movement, the mere tick-tack of lust

and asceticism, pietism and pornography. If you’re not pious,

you won’t be pornographical, and vice versa . If there are no
saints, there’ll be no sinners. If there were no ascetics, there’d

be no lewd people. If you divide the human psyefie into two
halves, one half will be white, the other black. It£s the division*

itself which is pernicious. The swing to one extreme causes the

swing to the other. The swing towards Immaculate M&donna-
ism inevitably causes the swing back to the whore of prostitu-

tion, then back again to the Madonna, and so ad infinitum . But
you can’t blame the soul for this. All you have to blame is the

craven, cretin human intelligence, which is always seeking to

get away from its own centre.

But Rozanov, when he isn’t Russianising, is the first Russian

really to sec it, and to recover, if unstably, the ol& human
wholeness.

So that this book is extremely interesting, and really impor-

tant. We gel impatient with the Russianising. And yet, with

Gollerbach’s Introduction and the letters at the end, we do get

to know all we want to know about Rozanov, personally. It is

not of vast importance, what he was personally. If he behaved

perversely, he was never, like Dostoievsky, inwardly perverse,

and when he says he was not
k

‘born rightly”, he is only yelping

like a Dostoievsky pup.

It is the voice.of the new man in him, not the Dostoievsky

whelp, that means something. And i
f means a great deal. We

shall wait for a full translation of The Apocalypse of Our Times
,

and of Oriental Motifs . Rozanov matters, for the future.

[Review in Calendar of Mode) n Lettos, July 19 2 7 1

[86]

FALLEN LEAVES

By V. V. R07anov

Rozanov is now acquiring something ot a European reputa-

tion. There is a translation in French, and one promised in
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German, and the advanced young writers in Paris and Berlin

talk of him as one of the true lights. Perhaps Solitaria is more
popular than Fallen Leaves : but then, perhaps it is a little more
sensational: Fallen Leaves is not sensational: it is on the whole
quiet and sad, and truly Russian.

The book,was written, apparently, round about 1912:' and
the author died a few years later. So that, from the western

point of view, Rozanov seems like the last of the Russians.

Post-revolution Russians are something different.

Rozanov is the last of the Russians, after Tchekhov. It is the

true Russian voice, become very plaintive now. Artzybashev,

Gorky, Merejkovski are his contemporaries, but they are all

three a little bit off the tradition. But Rozanov is right on it.

His first wife had been Dostoievsky’s mistress: and somehow his

literary Spirit showed the same kind of connexion: a Dostociv-

skian flicker that steadied and became a legal and orthodox

light, yet always, of course, suspect. For Rozanov had been a

real and perverse liar before he reformed and became a pious,

yet suspected conservative. Perhaps he was a liar to the end:

who knows? Yet Solitaiia and Fallen Leaves are not lies, not so

much lies as many more esteemed books.

The Fallen Leaves are just fragments of thought jotted down
anywhere and anyhow. As to the importance of the where or

how, perhaps it is important to keep throwing the reader out

into the world, by means of the: At night: At work: In the tram:

In the w.c.—which is sometimes printed after the reflections.

Perhaps, to avoid any appearance of systematisation, or even

of philosophic abstraction, these little addenda are useful.

Anyhow, it is Russian, and deliberate, done with the intention

of keeping the reader—or Rozanov himself—in contact with

the moment
,
the actual time and place. Rozanov says that with

Solitaria he introduced a new tone into literature, the tone of

manuscript, a manuscript beingunique and personal, coming

from the individual alone direct to the reader. And “the

secret (bordering on madness) that I am talking to myself:

so constantly and attentively and passionately
,
that apart from

this I practically hear nothing”—this is the secret of his new-

ness, and of his book.*

The description is just: and fortunately, on the whole,

Rozanov talks sincerely to himself; he really docs, on the whole,
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refrain from performing in front of himself. Of course he is

self-conscious: he knows it and accepts it and tries to make it a
stark-naked self-consciousness, between himself and himself as

between himself and God. “Lord, preserve in me that chastity

of the writer: not to look in the glass .

95 From a professional liar

it is* a true and sincere prayer. “I am coquetting like a girl

before the whole world, hence my constant agitation.” “A
writer must suppress the writer in himself (authorship,

literariness).
99

He is constantly expressing his hatred of literature, as if it

poisoned life for him, as if he felt h^ did not live, he was only

literary. “The most happy moments of life I remember were
those when I saw (heard) people in a state of happiness. Stakha
and A.P.P.-va, ‘My Friend’s

9

story ofher first love and marriage

(the culminating point ofmy life). From this I conclude that I

was born a contcmplator, not an ac tor. I came into the world

in order to see, and not to accomplish .” There is his trouble, that

he felt h^ always looking on at lifn, rather than partaking

in it. And he felt this as a humiliation: and in his earlier days,

it had made him act up, as the Americans say. He had actfcd

up as if he were a real actor on life’s stage. But it was too

theatrical: his “lying
99

,
his “evil

99
were too much acted up. A

liar and an evil bird he no doubt was, because the lies and the

acting up to evil, whether they are “pose
99
or spontaneous, have

a vile effect. But he never got any real satisfaction even out of

that. He never felt he had really been evil. He had only acted

up, like all the Stavrogins, or Ivan Karamazovs of Dostdcivsky.

Always acting up, trying to act feelings because you haven't

really got any. That was the condition of the Russians at the

end: even Tchekhov. Being terribly emotional, terribly full of

feeling, tenibly good and pathetic or terribly evil and shocking,

just to make yourself have feelings, when you have none. This

was very Russian—and is very modern. A great deal of the

world is like it to-day.

Rozanov left off “acting up 99 and became quiet and decent,

except, perhaps, for little bouts of hysteria, wjjien he would be

perfectly vicious towards a friend, or make a small splash of

“sin”. As far as a man who has no real fount of emotion can

love he loved his second wife, “My Friend”. He tried very,

very hard to love her, and no doubt he succeeded. But there
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was always the taint of pity, and she, poor thing, must have

been terribly emotionally overwrought, as a woman is with an
emotional husband who has no real virile emotion or com-
passion, only “pity”. “European civilisation will perish

through compassion,” he says: but then goes on to say, pro-

foundly, thaj; it is not compassion but pseudo-compassion, ‘with

an element of perversity in it. This is very Dostoievskian: and
this pseudo-compassion tainted even Rozanov’s love for his

wife. There is somewhere an element of mockery. And oh,

how Rozanov himself would have liked to escape it, and just

to feel simple affection. But he couldn’t.
“
‘To-day’ was com-

pletely absent in Dostoievsky,” he writes. Which is a very

succinct way of saying that Dostoievsky never had any imme-
diate feelings, only “projected” ones, which arc bound to

destroy the immediate object, the actual “to-day”, the very

body which is “to-day”. So poor Rozanov saw his wife dying

under his eyes with a paralysis due to a disease of the brain.

She was his “to-day”, and he could not help, somewhere,

jeering at her. But he suffered, and suffered deeply. At the

ehd, one feels his suffering was real: his grief over his wife was

real. So he had gained that much reality: he really grieved

for her, and that was love. It wras a great achievement, after

all, for the most difficult thing in the world is to achieve leal

feeling, especially real sympathy, when the sympathetic centres

seem, from the very start, as in Rozanov, dead. But Rozanov
kn?w his own nullity, and tried very hard to come through to

real honest feeling. And in his measure, he succeeded. After

all the Dostoievskian hideous “impurity” he did achieve a

certain final purity, or genuineness, or true individuality,

towards the end. Even at the beginning of Fallen Leaves he

is often sentimental and false, repulsive.

And one cannot help feeling a compassion for the Russians of

the old regime. They were suclj healthy barbarians in Peter

the Great’s time. Then the whole accumulation of western

ideas, ideals, and inventions was poured in a mass into their

hot and undeveloped consciousness, and worked like wild

yeast. It produced a century of literature, from Pushkin to

Rozanov, and then the wild working of this foreign leaven had

ruined, for the time being, the very constitution of the Russian

psyche. It was as if they had taken too violent a drug, or been
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injected with too strong a vaccine. The affective and effective

centres collapsed, the control went all wrong, the energy died
down in a rush, the nation fell, for the time being completely
ruined. Too sudden civilisation always kills. It kills the South
Sea Islanders: it killed the Russians, more slowly, and perhaps
eve*i more effectually. Once the idea and the ideal become too

strong for the spontaneous emotion in the individual, th^
civilising influence ceases to be civilising and becomes very

harmful, like powerful drugs which ruin the balance and
destroy the control of the organism.

Rozanov knew this well. What he says about revolution and
democracy leaves nothing to be said. And what he says of

“officialdom” is equally final. I believe Tolstoi would be

absolutely amazed if he could come back and sec the Russia of

to-day. I believe Rozanov would feel no surprise. .He knew
the inevitability of it. His attitude to the Jews is extraordinary,

and shows uncanny penetration. And his sort of “conserv-

atism”, which would be Fascism to-day, was only a hopeless

attempt to draw oack from the way things were going.

But the disaster was inside himself already; there was, no

drawing back. Extraordinary is his note on his “dreaminess”.

“At times I am av^are of something monstrous in myself. And
that monstrous thing is my dreaminess. Then nothing can

penetrate the circle traced by it.

“I am all stone.

“And a stone'is a monster.

“For one must love and be aflame.

“From that dreaminess have come all my misfortunes in life

(my former work in the Civil Service), the mistake ofmy whole

proceedings (only when ‘out of myself’ was I attentive to My
Friend [his wife]—and her pains), and also my sins.

“In my dreaminess I could do nothing.

“And on the <?ther hand I could do anything [‘sin’].

“Afterwards I was sorry? but it Vas too late. Dreaminess

has devoured me, and everything round me.”

There is the clue to the whole man’s life: this “dreaminess”

when he is like stone, insentient, and can db nothing, yet can

do “anything”. Over this dreaminess he has no control, nor

over the stoniness. But what seemed to him dreaminess and

stoniness seemed to others, from his actions, vicious malice
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and depravity. So that’s that It is one way ofbeing damned.

And there we have the last word of the Russian, before the

great dibdclt. Anyone who understands in the least Rozanov’s

state ofsoul, in which, apparently, he was born, born with this

awful insentient stonincss somewhere in him, must sympathise

deeply with his real suffering and his real struggle to get back

'a positive self, a feeling self: to overcome the “dreaminess”, to

dissolve the stone. How much, and how little, he succeeded we
mayjudge from this book 1 and from his harping on the beauty

of procreation and fecundity: and from his strange and self-

revealing statements concerning Wciningcr. Rozanov is

modern, terribly modern. And if he docs not put the fear of

God into us, he puts a leal fear of destiny, 01 of doom: and of

“civilisation” which docs not come from within, but which is

poured o\pr the mind, by “education”.

[Re\Kr\\ in Etnx man 2} Jarman 1930]

f8?l

Letter to Nelly Morrison, i Sept., 1921

... I tried Casanova, but he smells. One can be immoral if

one likes, but one must not be a creeping, itching, fingering,

inferior being, led on chiefly by a dirty sniffing kind ofcuriosity,

without pride or clearness of soul. Tor me, a man must have

pride, good natural inward pride. Without 'that, cleverness

only sticks. But I will treat the battered volumes as gingerly

as such crotte deserves.

T88]

THE* GOOD MAN

There is something depressing about French eighteenth-

century literature* especially that of the latter half of the cen-

tury'. All those sprightly memoirs and risky stories and senti-

mental effusions constitute, perhaps, the dreariest body of

literature we know, once we do know it. The French are
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essentially critics of life, rather than creators of life. And when
the life itselfruns rather thin, as it did in the eighteenth century,
and the criticism rattles all the faster, it just leaves one feeling

wretched.

England during the eighteenth century was farnnore alive.

The sentimentalism of Sterne laughs at itself, is full of teasing

self-mockery. But French sentimentalism of the same period i?

wholesale and like stale fish. It is difficult, even if one rises on
one’s hind legs and feels “superior”, like a highbrow in an
East End music-hall, to be amused by Restif de la Bretonne.

Qne just sits in amazement that these clever French can be
such stale fish of sentimentalism and prurience.

The Due dc Lauzun belongs to what one might call the fag-

end period. He was born in 1747, and was twenty-seven years

old when Louis XV died. Belonging to the high nobility, and
to a family prominent at court, he escapes the crass senti-

mentalism of the “humbler” writers, but he also escapes what
bit of nuine new feeling they had. He is far more manly than

a Jean Jacques, but he is still less ot a man in himself.

French eighteenth-century hteiature is so puzzling to.thc

emotions
,
that one has to try to lo( ate some spot of firm feeling

inside oneself, from which one can survey the moiass. And
since the essential problem of the eighteenth century was the

problem of morality
,
since the new homunculus produced in

that period was the homme de bun
,
the “good man”, who, of

course, included the “man of feeling”, we have to go inside

ourselves and discover what we really feel about the “good-

ness”, or morality, of the eighteenth century.

Because there is no doubt about it, the “good man” of to-day

was produced in the chemical retorts ofthe brain and emotional

centres of people like Rousseau and Diderot. It took him, this

“good man”, a hundied years to grow to his full stature. Now,

after a century ind a half, we have him in his dotage, and find

he was a robot.

And there is no doubt about it, it was the writing of this new

little “good man”, the new homme de hien
,
in the human con-

sciousness, which was the essential cause ofthc French 1 evolu-

tion. The new little homunculus was soon ready to come out of

the womb of consciousness on to the stage of life. Once on the

stage, he soon grew up, and soon grew into a kind ofWoodrow
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Wilson dotage. But be that as it may, it was the kicking of this

new little monster, to get out ofthe womb oftime, which caused

the collapse of the old show.

The new little monster, the new “good man”, was perfectly

reasonable and perfectly irreligious. Religion knows the great

passions. The homme de bien
,
the “good man”, performs fhe

ft>bot trick of isolating himselffrom the great passions. For the

passion of life he substitutes the reasonable social virtues. You
must be honest in your material dealings, you must be kind to

the poor, and you must have “feelings” for your fellow-man and

for nature. Nature with a capital. There is nothing to worship.

Such a thing as worship is nonsense. But you may get a “feeling”

out of anything.

In order to get nice “feelings” out of things, you must of

course be quite “free”, you mustn’t be interfered with. And
to be “free”, you must incur the enmity of no man, you must

be “good”. And when everybody is “good” and “free”, then

we shall all have nice feelings about everything.

This is the gist of the idea of the “good man”, chemically

evolved by emotional alchemists such as Rousseau. Like every

other homunculus, this little “good man” soon grows into a

•slight deformity, then into a monster, then into a grinning

vast idiot. This monster produced our great industrial civilisa-

tion, and the huge thing, gone idiot, is now grinning at us and

Rowing its teeth.

We are all, really' pretty “good”. We arc all extraordinarily

Tree”. What other freedom can we imagine, than what we’ve

got? So then, we ought all to have amazingly nice feelings

about everything.

The last phase of the bluff is to pretend that we do all have

nice feelings about everything, if we are nice people. It is the

last grin of the huge grinning sentimentalism which the

Rousseau-ists invented. But really, it’s getting harder and

harder to keep up the grin.

As a matter of fact, far from having nice feelings about

everything, we have nice feelings about practically nothing.

We get less and less*our share of nice feelings. More and more
we get horrid feelings, which we have to suppress hard. Or, if

we don’t admit it, thpn we must admit that we get less and less

feelings of any sort. Our capacity for feeling anything is going
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numb, more and more numb, till we feel we shall soon reach
zero, and pure insanity.

This is the horrid end of the “good man” homunculus.
Now the “good man” is all right as far as he goeg. One must

be
#
honest in one’s dealings, and one does feel kindly towards

the poor man—unless he’s one of the objectionable sort. If l

turn myself into a swindler, and am a brute to every beggar, I

shall only be a “not good man” instead of a “good man”. It’s

just the same species, really. Immorality is no new ground.

There’s nothing original in it. Whoever invents morality

invents, tacitly, immorality. And the immoral, unconventional

people are only the frayed skirt-tails of the conventional people.

The trouble about the “good man” is that he’s only one-

hundredth part of a man. The eighteenth century, like a vile

Shylock, carved a pound of flesh from the human psyche,

conjured with it like a cunning alchemist, set it smirking, called

it a “good man”—and lo! we all began to reduce ourselves to

this little monstrosity. What’s the matter with us, is that we are

bound up like a China-girl’s foot, that has got to cease develop-

ing and turn into a “lily”. We are absolutely bound up tight

in the bandages of a few ideas, and tight shoes are nothing to it.

When Oscar Wilde said that it was nonsense to assert that art

imitates nature, because nature always imitates art, this was

absolutely true of human nature. The thing called “spon-

taneous human.nature” does not exist, and never did. Human
nature is always made to some pattern or other. The wild

Australian aborigines are absolutely bound up tight, tighter

than a China-girl’s foot, in their few savage conventions. They

are*bound up tighter than we are. But the length of the ideal

bondage doesn’t matter. Once you begin to feel it pressing,

it’ll press tighter and tighter, till either you burst it, or collapse

inside it, or go deranged. And the conventional and ideal and

emotional bandage presses#as tight, upon the free American

girl as the equivalent bandage presses upon the Australian

black girl in her tribe. An elephant bandaged up tight, so that

he can only move his eyes, is no better off than a bandaged-up

mouse. Perhaps worse off. The mouse has more chance to

nibble a way out.

And this we must finally recognise. No man has “feelings of

his own”. The feelings of all men in the civilised world to-day
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are practically all alike. Men can only feel the feelings they

know how to feel. The feelings they don’t know how to feel,

they don’t feel. This is true of all men, and all women, and
all children,

It is true, children do have lots of unrecognised feelings. JJut

on unrecognized feeling, if it forces itself into any recognition, is

only recognised as “nervousness” or “irritability”. There are

certain feelings wc* recognise, but as we grow up, every single

disturbance in the psyche, or in the soul, is transmitted into

one of the recognised feeling-patterns, or else left in that margin

called “nervousness”.

This is our true bondage. This is the agony of our human
existence, that we can only feel things in conventional feeling-

patterns. Because when these feeling-patterns become inade-

quate, when they will no longer body forth the workings of the

yeasty soul, then we are in torture. It is like a deaf-mute

trying to speak. Something is inadequate in the expression-

apparatus, and we hear strange howlings. So are we now
howling inarticulate, because what is yeastily working in us has

no voice and no language. We are like deaf-mutes, or like the

China-girl’s foot.

Now the eighteenth century did let out a little extra length

ofbandage for the bound-up feet. But oh! it was a short length!

We soon grew up to its capacity, and the pressure again became
intolerable, horrible, unbearable: as it is today*

We compare England to-day with France of 1780. We sort of

half expect revolutions of the same sort. But we have little

grounds for the comparison and the expectation. It is true our

feelings arc going dead, we have to work hard to get any feeling

out of ourselves: which is true of the Louis XV and more so of

the Louis XVI people like the Due de Lauzun. But at the same

time, we know quite well that if all our heads were chopped off,

and the working classes .were left to themselves, with a clear

field, nothing would have happened, really. Bolshevist Russia,

one feels, and feels with bitter regret, is nothing new on the face

of the earth. It is only a sort of America. And no matter how
many revolutions take place, all we can hope for is different

sorts of America. And since America is chose connue
,
since

America is known *to us, in our imaginative souls, with dreary

finality, what’s the odds? America has no new feelings: less
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even than England: only disruption of old feelings. America is

bandaged more tightly even than Europe in the bandages of
old ideas and ideals. Her feelings are even more fixed to

pattern: or merely devolutionary. Her art forms are even more
lifqjess.

So what’s the point in a revolution? Where’s the homunculus?
Where is the new baby of a new conception of life? Who feels

him kicking in the womb of time?

Nobody! Nobody! Not even the Socialists and Bolshevists

themselves. Not the Buddhists, nor the Christian Scientists,

nor the scientists, nor the Christians. Nobody! So far, there

is no new baby. And therefore, there is no revolution. Because

a revolution is really the birth of a new baby, a new idea, a new
feeling, a new way of feeling, a new fccling-pattern

4
It is the

birth of a new man. “For I will put a new song into your

mouth.”

There i
c no new song. There is no new man. There is no

new baby.

And therefore, I repeat, there is no revolution. #

You who want a revolution, beget and conceive the new baby
in your bodies: and not a homunculus robot like Rousseau’s.

But you who are afraid of a icvolution, realise that there will

be no revolution, just as there will be no pangs of parturition if

there is no baby to be born.

Instead, however, you may get that which is not revolution.

You may, and you will, get a debar! . Apies mol le deluge was

premature. The French revolution was only a bit of a brief

inundation. The real deluge lies just ahead of us.

There is no choice about it. You can’t keep the status quo,

because the homunculus robot, the “good man”, is dead. We
killed him rather hastily and with hideous brutality, in the

great war that was to save democracy. He is dead, and you

can’t keep him from decaying. Y«u can’t keep him from

decomposition. You cannot.

Neither can you expect a revolution, because there is no new

baby in the womb of our society. Russia is*a collapse, not a

revolution.

All that remains, since it’s Louis X'V’s Deluge which is

louring, rather belated: all that remains is to be a Noah, and

build an ark. An $rk, an ark, my kingdom for an ark! An ark
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of the covenant, into which also the animals shall go in two by
two, for there’s one more river to cross!

[First published, posthumously, in Phoenix ]

[89]

THOMAS MANN

Thomas Mann is perhaps the most famous of German novelists

now writing. He, and his elder brother, Heinrich Mann, with

Jakob Wassermann, are acclaimed the three artists in fiction of

present-day Germany.
But Germany is now undergoing that craving for form in

fiction, that passionate desire for the mastery of the medium of

narrative, that will of the writer to be greater than and undis-

puted lord over the stuff he writes, which is figured to the world

in Gustave Flaubert.

Thomas Mann is over middle age*, and has written three or

four books: Buddenbrooks
,
a novel of the patrician life of Lubeck;

Tristan
,
a collection of six Novellen\ Konigliche Hoheit

,
an unreal

Court romance; various stories, and lastly, Der Tod in Venedig .

The author himself is the son of a Lubeck Patrizier .

It is as an artist rather than as a story-teller that Germany
worships Thomas Mann. And yet it seems to me, this craving

for form *s outcome, not of artistic conscience, but of a

certain attitude to life. For form is not a personal thing like

style. It is impersonal like logic. And just as the school of

Alexander Fope was logical in its expressions, so it seems* the

school of Flaubert is, as it were, logical in its aesthetic form.

“Nothing outside the definite line of the book,” is a maxim.

But can the human mind fix absolutely the definite line of a

book) any more than it can fix absolutely any definite line of

action for a living being?

Thomas Mann, however, is personal, almost painfully so, in

his subject-matter* In “Tonio Kroger”, the long Novelle at the

end of the ^Tristan volume, he paints a detailed portrait of

himself as a youth and younger man, a careful analysis. And
i

"Mann was actually just 38 when this article was first published—ten years
plder than Lawrence.
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he expresses at some length the misery of being an artist.

“Literature is not a calling, it is a curse.” Then he says to the

Russian painter girl: “There is no artist anywhere but longs

again, my love, for the common life.” But any young artist

might say that. It is because the stress of life in a young man,

but particularly in an artist, is very strong, and h^s as yet found

no outlet, so that it rages^ inside him in Sturm und Drang. But

the condition is the same, only more tragic, in the Thomas
Mann of fifty-three. He has never found any outlet for himself,

save his art. He has never given himself to anything but his

art. This is all well and good, if his art absorbs and satisfies

him^&s it has done some great men, like Corot. But then there

arc the other artists, the more human, like Shakespeare and

Goethe, who must give themselves to life as well as to art. And
if these were afraid, or despised life, then with thfir surplus

they would ferment and become rotten. Which is what ails

Thomas Mann. He is physically ailing, no doubt. But his

complaint is deeper: it is of the soul.

And out of this soul-ailment, this unbelief, he makes his par-

ticular art, which he describes, in
Ci
lonio Kroger”, as

lerisch,- erlesen, kostbm
, fein ,

wizbai ga^en das Banale
,
und aufs

hochste empjindlich in Fragen drs Taktes und Geschmacks” . He is a

disciple, in method, of the Flaubert who wrote: “I worked

sixteen hours yesterday, to-day the whole day, and have at last

finished one page.” In writing of the Leitmotiv and its influence,

he says: “Now this method alone is sufficient to explain my
slowness. It is the result neither of anxiety nor indigence, but

ofan overpowering sense of responsibility for the choice ofevery

word, the coining ofevery phrase ... a responsibility that longs

for perfect freshness, and which, after two hours’ work, prefers

not to undertake an important sentence. For w hich sentence is

important, and \yhich not? Can one know beforehand whether

a sentence, or part of a sentence may not be called upon to

appear again as Motiv
,
peg, symbol, citation or connexion?

And a sentence which must*bc ncard twice must be fashioned

accordingly. It must—I do not speak of beauty—possess a

certain high level, and symbolic suggestion, whicltwill make it

worthy to sound again in any epic future. So every point

becomes a standing ground, every adjective a decision, and it is

clear that such work is not to be produced off-hand.”
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This, then, is the method. The man himself was always

delicate in constitution. “The doctors said he was too weak to

go to school, and must work at home.” I quote from Aschen-

bach, in Der Tod in Venedig. “When he fell, at the age of fifty-

three, one bf his closest observers said of him: ‘Aschenbach has

always lived like this’—and he gripped his fist hard clencfied;

“'"never like this*—and he let his open hand lie easily on the arm
of the chair.”

He forced himself to write, and kept himself to the work.

Speaking of one of his works, he says: “It was pardonable, yea,

it showed plainly the victory of his morality, that the uniniti-

ated reader supposed the book to have come of a solid strength

and one long breath; whereas it was the result of small daily

efforts and hundreds of single inspirations.”

And he* gives the sum of his experience in the belief: “dass

beinahe alles Grosse
,
was daslehe

,
aIs ein Ttotzdem dastehe

, trotz

Kummer und Qual
,
Armut, Verlassenheit ,

Korperschwdche
,

Laster
,

Leidenschaft und tausend hernmnischen ^justande gekommen sei.” And
then comes the final revelation, difficult to translate. He is

speaking of life as it is written into his books:

“For endurance of one’s fate, grace in suffering, does not only

mean passivity, but is an active work, a positive triumph, and

the Sebastian figure is the most beautiful symbol, ifnot of all art,

yet of the art in question. If one looked into this portrayed

world and saw the elegant self-control that hidps from the eyes

of the world to the last moment the inner undermining, the

biological decay; saw the yellow ugliness which, sensuously at a

disadvantage, could blow its choking heat of desire to a pure

flame, and even rise to sovereignty in the kingdom of beauty;

saw the pale impotence which draws out of the glowing depths

of its intellect sufficient strength to subdue a whole vigorous

people, bring them to the foot of the Cross^ to the feet of

impotence; saw the amiable bearing in the empty and severe

service of Form; saw the quickly enervating longing and art

of the born swindler: if one saw suph a fate as this, and all the

rest it implied, thpn one would be forced to doubt whether

there were iif reality any other heroism than that of weakness.

Which heroism, in any pase, is more ofour time than this?”

Perhaps it is better to. give the story of Der Tod in Venedig
,

from which the above is taken, and to whose hero it applies.
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Gustav von Aschcnbach, a fine, famous author, over fifty

years of age, coming to the end of a long walk one afternoon,

secs as he is approaching a burying-place, near Munich, a man
standing between the chimeric figures of the gateway. This

map in the gate of the cemetery is almost the Motiv of the story.

By him, Aschenbach is infected with a desire to travel. Hc#
examines himself minutely, in a way almost painful in its

frankness, and one secs the whole soul of this author of fifty-

three. And it seems, the artist has absorbed the man, and yet

the man is there, like an exhausted organism on which a

parasite has fed itself strong. Then begins a kind of Holbein

Totefttanz . The story is quite natural in appearance, and yet

there is the gruesome sense of symbolism throughout. The man
near the burying-ground has suggested travel - but whither?

Aschcnbach sets off to a watering-place on the Austrian coast

of the Adriatic, seeking some adventure, some passionate

adventure, to which his sick soul and unhealthy body nave been

kindled. Tjut finding himself on the Adriatic, he know's it is not

tmtheirthat his desire draws him, and he takes ship for Venice.

It is all real, and yet with a curious sinister unreality, like

decay, the “biological decay”. On board there is a man who
reminds one of the man in the gateway, though there is no

connexion. And then, among a crowd of young Poles w'ho are

crossing, is a ghastly fellow, whom Aschenbach sees is an old

man dressed up* as young, who capers unsuspected among the

youths, drinks hilariously with them, and falls hideously drunk

at last on the deck, reaching to the author, and slobbering about

“dem allerliebsten
,
dem schonstcn Licbchen”. Suddenly the upper

plate of his false teeth falls on his underlip.

Aschenbach takes a gondola to the Lido, and again the

gondolier reminds one of the man in the cemetery gateway.

He is, moreover,#one who will make no concession, and, in spite

of Aschenbach’s demand tofbc takeij back to St. Mark’s, rows

him in his black craft to the Lido, talking to himself softly all

the while. Then he goes without payment. -

The author stays in a fashionable hotel s>n the Lido. The
adventure is coming, there by the pallid sea. As1

Aschenbach

comes down into the hall of the hotel, I10 sees a beautiful Polish

boy of about fourteen, with honey-coloured curls clustering

round his pale face, standing with his sisters and their governess.
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Aschenbach loves the boy—but almost as a symbol. In him
he loves life and youth and beauty, as Hyacinth in the Greek
myth. This, I suppose, is blowing the choking heat to pure

flame, and raising it to the kingdom of beauty. He follows the

boy, watches him all day long on the beach, fascinate^ by
beauty concrete before him. It is still the Kiinstler and his

abstraction: but there is also the
‘

‘yellow ugliness, sensuously at

a disadvantage”, of the^elderly man below it all. But the picture

of the writer watching the folk on the# beach gleams and lives

with a curious, gold-phosphorescent light, touched with the

brightness of Greek myth, and yet a modern seashore with folks

on the sands, and a half-threatening, diseased sky.

Aschenbach, watching the boy in the hotel lift, finds him
delicate, almost ill, and the thought that he may not live long

fills the flderly writer with a sense of peace. It eases him to

think the boy should die.

Then the writer suffers from the effect of the sirocco, and
'intends to depart immediately from Venice. But at the station

he finds with joy that his luggage has gone wrong, and he goes

straight back to the hotel. There, when he sees Tadzio again,

he knows why he could not leave Venice.

There is a month of hot weather, when Aschenbach follows

Tadzio about, and begins to receive a look, loving, from over

the lad’s shoulder. It is wonderful, the heat, the unwholc-

somencss, the passion in Venice. One evening comes a street

singer, smelling of carbolic acid, and sings beneath the veranda

of the liotcl. And this time, in gruesome symbolism, it is the

man from the burying-ground distinctly.

The rumour is, that the black cholera is in Venice.* An
atmosphere of secret plague hangs over the city of canals and

palaces. Aschenbach verifies the report at the English bureau,

but cannot bring himself to go away from Tadzio, nor yet to

warn the Polish family, Jhe secretly pest-smitten days go by.

Aschenbach follows the boy through the stinking streets of the

town and loses him. And on the.day of the departure of the

Polish family, the/amous author dies of the plague.

It is absolutely, almost intentionally, unwholesome. The
man is sick, body and. soul. He portrays himself as he is, with

wonderful skill and art, ^portrays his sickness. And since any

genuine portrait is valuable, this book has itsj>lace. It portrays
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one man, one atmosphere, one sick vision. It claims to do no
more. And we have to allow it. But we know it is unwhole-

some—it does not strike me as being morbid for all that, it is

too well done—and we give it its place as such.

Thomas Mann seems to me the last sick sufferei
# from the

complaint of Flaubert. The latter stood away fronj life as from

a leprosy. And Thomas Mann, like Flaubert, feels vaguely
4

that he has in him something finer than ever physical life

revealed. Physical life is a disordered corruption, against which
he can fight with only one weapon, his fine aesthetic sense, his

feeling for beauty, for perfection, for a certain fitness which

soothes^im, and gives him an inner pleasure, however corrupt

the stuff of life may be. There he is, after all these years, full of

disgusts and loathing of himself as Flaubert was, and Germany
is being voiced, or partly so, by him. And so, with reak suicidal

intention, like Flaubert’s, he sits, a last too-sick disciple,

reducing himself grain by grain to the statement of his owrn
disgust, paticiuiy, self-desiructively, so that his statement at

least may be perfect in a world of corruption. But he is so late.

Already I find Thomas Mann, who, a* he says, fights so hartl

against the banal in his v ork, somewhat banal. His expression

may be very fine. But by now what he expresses is stale. I

think we have learned our lesson, to be sufficiently aw'are of

the lulsomcness of life. And even w hilc he has a rhythm in style,

yet his work has none "of the rhythm of a living thing, the rise

of a poppy, then the after uplift of the bud, the shedding of

the calyx and the spreading wade of the petals, the falling of

the flower and the pride of the seed-head. There is an unex-

pectedness in this such as docs not come from their carefully

plotted and arranged developments. Even Madame Bovary

seems to me dead in respect to the living rhythm of the wffiole

work. While it is there in Macbeth like life itself.

But Thomas Mann is old—and we arc young. Germany
does not feel very young to me.

[Blue Review
, July 1913 ]
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[90]

MAX HAVELAAR

By E. D. Dekker (Multatuli, pseud.)

Max Havelaar was first published in Holland, nearly seventy

years ago, and it created afurore . In Germany it was the book

of the moment, even in England it had a liberal vogue. And to

this day it remains vaguely in the minds of foreigners as the

one Dutch classic.

I say \mguely, because many well-read people know nothing

about it. Mr. Bernard Shaw, for example, confessed that he

had never heard of it. Which is curious, considering the esteem

in which it was held by men whom we might call the pre-

Fabians, both in England and in America, sixty years ago.

•But then Max Havelaar
,
when it appeared, was hailed as a

book with a purpose. And the Anglo-Saxon mind loves to

hail such books. They are so obviously in the right. The
Anglo-Saxon mind also loves to forget completely, in a very

short time, any book with a purpose. It is a bore, with its

insistency.

So we have forgotten, with our usual completeness, all about

Max Haiielaar and about Multatuli, its author. Even the

pseudonym, Multatuli (Latin for: I suffered' much, or: I

endured much), is to us irritating as it was exciting to our

grandfathers. We don’t care for poor but noble characters

who are aware that they have suffered much. There is too

much self-awareness.

On the surface, Max Havelaar is a tract of a pamphlet very

much in the same line is Uncle *iom's Cabin . Instead of “pity

the poor negro slave” we have “pity the poor oppressed

Javanese”; with the same urgent*appeal for legislation, for the

government to cfo something about it. Well, the government

did something about negro slaves, and Uncle Torrfs Cabin fell

out of date. The Netherlands government is also said to have

done something in Java for the poor Javanese, on the strength
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of Multatuli’s book. So that Max Havelaar became a back
number.

So far so good. If by writing tract-novels you can move
governments to improve matters, then write tract-novels by all

means. If the government, however, plays up, aifd does its

bit, •then the tract-novel has served its purpose, and descends

from the stage like a political orator who has made his point.

This is all in the course of nature. And because this is the

course of nature, many educated Hollanders to-day become
impatient when they l/car educated Germans or English or

Americans referring to Max Havelaai as “the one Dutch classic”.

So Americans would feel if they heard Uncle Tom's Cabin referred

.to as “the one American classic”. Uncle Tom is a back number
in the English-speaking world, and Max Havelaar is, to the

Dutch-speaking world, another.

If you ask a Hollander for a really good Dutch novelist he

refers you to the man who wrote: Old People and the Things that

Pass
,

(Louis (Joupcrus)— or dse to somebody )ou know
nothing about.

As regards the Dutch somebody I know nothing about, I tfm

speechless. But as regards Old People and the Things that Pass

I still think Max Havelaar a far more real book. And since Old

People etc. is quite a good contemporary' no\cl, one needs to

find out why Max Havelaar is better.

I have not tried to read Uncle Tom's Cabin since I was a boy,

and wept. I will’try again, when I come across a copy. But I

am afraid it will pall. I know I shan't weep.

Then why doesn’t Max Havelaar pall? Why can one still read

every word of it? As far as composition goes, it is the greatest

mess possible. How the reviewers of to-day would tear it

across and throw it in the w.p.b! But the reviewers of to-day,

like the clergy, feel that they must justify God to man, and when

they find they edn’t do it, when the book or the Almighty

seems really unjustifiable, in
#
thc siglit of common men, they

apply the w.p.b.

It is surely the mistake of modern criticism^ to conceive the

public, the man in the street, as the real god, wko must be

served and flattered by every book that appears, even if it

were the Bible. To my thinking, the critic, like a good beadle,

should rap the public on the knuckles and make it attend
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during divine service. And any good book is divine service.

The critic, having dated Max Haoelaar a back number, hits

him on the head if he dares look up, and says: Down! Revere
the awesome modernity of the holy public!

I say: Not at all! The thing in Max that the public once

loved, the tract, is really a back number. But there is so Very

little of the tract, actually, and what there is, the author has

retracted so comically,
k
as he went, that the reader can grin as

he goes.

It was a stroke of cunning journalism on Multatuli’s part

(Dostoievsky also made such strokes of cunning journalism) to

put his book through on its face value as a tract. What
Multatuli really wanted was to get his book over. He wanted to

be heard. He wanted to be read. I want to be heard. I will be

heard! he* vociferates on the last pages. He himself must have

laughed in his sleeve as he vociferated. But the public gaped

and fell for it.

He was the passionate missionary for the poor Javanese!

Because he knew missionaries were, and arc, listened to! And
the Javanese were a good stick with which to beat the dog.

The successful public being the dog. Which dog he longed to

beat. To give it the trouncing of its life!

He did it, in missionary guise, in Max Havelaar. The book

isn’t really a tract, it is a satire. Multatuli isn’t really a preacher,

he’s a satirical humorist. Straight on in the life ofJean Paul

Richter the same bitter almost mad-dog aversion from humanity

that appeared in Jean Paul, appears again in Multatuli, as it

appears in the later Mark Twain. Dostoievsky tvas somewhat

the same, but in him the missionary had swallowed the mad dog

of revulsion, so that the howls of derision are all ventrilo-

quistic undertone.

Max Havelaar isn’t a tract or a pamphlet, it is a satire. The
satire on the Dutch bourgeois, in Drystubble, is final. The
coffee-broker is reduced* to his Ultimate nothingness, in pure

humour. It is the reduction of the prosperous business man in

America and England to-day, just the same, essentially the

same: and it is a death-stroke.

Similarly, the Java part of the book is a satire on colonial

administration, and' on, government altogether. It is quite

direct and straightforward satire, so it is wholesome. Multatuli
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never quite falls down the fathomless well of his own revulsion,

as Dostoievsky did, to become a lily-mouthed missionary

rumbling with ventral howls of derision and dementia. At his

worst, Multatuli is irritatingly sentimental, harping on pity

when he is inspired by hate. Maybe he deceives htmself. But
nevfcr for long.

His sympathy with the Javanese is also genuine enough,

there was a man in him whose bowels of compassion were

moved. Whereas a great nervous genius like Dostoievsky never

felt a moment of real physical sympathy in his life. But with

Multatuli, the sympathy for the Javanese is rather an excuse

for hafing the Dutch authorities still further. It is the sympathy
of a man preoccupied with other feelings.

We see this in the famous idyll of Saidyah and Adinda, once

the most beloved and most quoted part of the book. We see

how it bored the author to write it, after the first few pages. He
tells us it bored him. It bored him to write sympathetically.

He was by nature a satirical humorist, and it was far more
exciting for him to be attacking the Dutch officials than sym-

pathising with the Javanese. •

This is again obviou ? in his partiality for the old Native

Prince, the Regent. It is obvious that all the actual oppression

of the poor Javanese came from the Javanese themselves, the

native princes. It isn’t the Dutch officials who steal Saidyah’s

buffalo: it is thc
t
princely Javanese. The oppression has been

going on, Havelaar himself says it, since the beginning of time. Not

since the coming of the Dutch. Indeed, it is the Oriental idea

that the prince shall oppress his humble subjects. So why
blaipc the Dutch officials so absolutely? Why not take the old

native Regent by the beard?

But no! Multatuli, Max Havelaar, :,wims with pity for the

poor and oppressed, but only because he hates the powers-that-

be so intensely. *He doesn’t hate the powers because he loves

the oppressed. The boot is on the otlier leg. The chick of pity

comes out of the egg of hate. It is perhaps always so, with pity.

But here we have to distinguish compassion frpm pity.

• Surely, when Saidyah sets off into the world, or*is defended

by the buffalo, it is compassion Multatulijeels for him, not pity.

But the end is pity only.

The bird ofhate hatches the chick of pity. The great dynamic
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force in Multatuli is as it was, really, in Jean Paul and in Swift:

and Gogol and in Mark Twain, hate, a passionate, honourable

hate. It is honourable to hate Drystubble, and Multatuli hated

him. It is honourable to hate cowardly officialdom, and
Multatuli hated that. Sometimes, it is even honourable, and
necessary, to hate society, as Swift did, or to hate mankind
•altogether, as often Voltaire did.

For man tends to deteriorate into that which Drystubble was,

and the Governor-General and Slimering, something hateful,

which must be destroyed. Then in coiVics Multatuli, like Jack
and the Beanstalk, to fight the giant.

And when Jack fights the giant, he must have recourse to a

trick. David thought ofa sling and stone. Multatuli took a sort

of missionary disguise. The gross public accepted the disguise,

and David’s stone went home. A la guerre comrne a la guerre.

When there are no more Drystubbles, no more Governor-

Generals or Slimerings, then Max Havelaar will be out of date.

The book is a pill rather than a comfit. The jam of pity was

put on to get the pill down. Our fathers and grandfathers

licked the jam off. We can still go on taking the pill, for the

social constipation is as bad as ever.

[Preface to Max Havelaar, translated by \\ . Siebenhaar, New York, 1927 ]

fed

MASTRO-DON GESUALDO

By Giovanni Verga

It seems curious that modern Italian literature has made so

little impression on the European conscioushess. A hundred

years ago, when Manzoiii’s I Pr!)nessi Sposi came out, it met

with European applause. Along with Sir Walter Scott and

Byron, Manzoni stood for “Romance” to all Europe. Yet

where is M&nzom now, even compared to Scott and Byron?

Actually, I mean. Nominally, 7 Promessi Sposi is a classic; in

fact, it is usually considered the classic Italian novel. It is set in

all “literature courses”. But who reads it? Even in Italy, who
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reads it? And yet, to my thinking, it is one of the best and most
interesting novels ever written: surely a greater book than
Ivanhoe or Paul et Virginie or Werther. Why then does nobody
read it? Why is it found boring? When I gave a good English

translation to the late Katharine Mansfield, she ifaid, to my
astonishment: I couldn’t read it. Too long and boring.

It is the same with Giovanni Verga. After Manzoni, he is

Italy’s accepted greatest novelist. Yet nobody takes any notice

of him. He is, as far as^anybody knows his name, just the man
who wrote the libretto to Cavalleria Rusticana. Whereas, as a

matter of fact, Verga’s story Cavalleria Rusticana is as much
superi&r to Mascagni’s rather cheap music as wine is superior

to sugar-water. Verga is one of the greatest masters of the

short story. In the volume Novelle Rusticane and in the volume

entitled Cavalleria Rusticana are some of the best shbrt stories

ever written. They arc sometimes as short and as poignant as

Tchckhov. I prefer them to Tchekhov. Yet nobody reads them.

They are “too depressing”. They don’t depress me half as

much as Tchekhov docs. I don’t underhand the popular taste.

Verga wrote a number of novels, of different sorts: vfery

different. He was born about 1850, and died, I believe, at the

beginning of 1 92 1 . So he is a model n. At the same time, he is a

classic. And at the same time, again, he is old-fashioned.

The earlier novels arc rather of the French type of the

seventies—Octave Feuillet, with a touch of Gyp. There is the

depressing story of the Sicilian young man who made a

Neapolitan marriage, and on the last page gives his wife a

much-belated slap across the face. There is the gruesome book,

Tigvc Reale
,
of the Russian countess—or princess, whatever it

is—who comes to Florence and gets fallen in lo\e with by the

young Sicilian, with all the subsequent horrid affair: the wTcird

woman dying of.consumption, the man wreirdly infatuated, in

the suicidal South-Italian fajhion. It is a bit in the manner of

Matilda Serao. And though unpleasant, it is impressive.

Verga himself w’as a Sicilian, from one of the lonely

agricultural villages in the south of the island. He was a

‘gentleman—but not a rich one, presumably:
1* with some

means. As a young man, he went to Naples, then he worked

at journalism in Milan and Florence. And finally he retired to

Catania, to an exclusive, aristocratic old age. He was a shortish,
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broad man with a big red moustache. He never married.

His fame rests on his two long Sicilian novels, I Malavoglia

and Mastro-don Gesualdo, also on the books If short pieces,

Cavalleria Rusticana, Novelle Rusticane, and Vagabondaggio. These

are all plilced in Sicily, as is the short novel, Storia di Una
Capinera. Of this last little book, one of the leading literary

young Italians in Rome said to me the other day: Ah, yes,

Verga! Some of his things! But a thing like Storia di Una
Capinera

,
now, is ridiculous.

But why? It is rather sentimental, maybe. But it is no more
sentimental than Tess. And the sentimentality seems to me to

belong to the Sicilian characters in the book, it is true to type,

quite as much so as the sentimentality of a book like Dickens’s

Christmas Caiol, or George Eliot’s Silas Alarner, both of which

works are “ridiculous”, if you like, without thereby being

wiped out ofexistence.

The trouble with Verga, as with all Italians, is that he never

seems quite to know' where he is. When one reads Manzoni,

one wonders if he is not more “Gothic” or Germanic, than

Italian. And Verga, in the same way, seems to have a borrowed

outlook on life: but this time, borrowed from the French. With

d’Annunzio the same, it is hard to believe he is really being

himself. He gives one the impression of“acting up”. Pirandello

goes on with the game to-day. The Italians arc alw'ays that

way: always acting up. to somebody clse’s \ ision of life. Men
like Hardy, Meredith, Dickens, they are just as sentimental and

false as the Italians, in their own way. It only happens to be

our own brand of falseness and sentimentality.

And yet, perhaps, one can’t help feeling that Hardy,

Meredith, Dickens, and Maupassant and even people like

the Goncourts and Paul Bourget, false in part though they be,

are still looking on life with their own eyes. Whereas the

Italians give one the impression tl^at they are always borrowing

somebody else’s eyes to see with, and then letting loose a lot of

emotion into a borrowed vision. c

This is the trouble with Verga. But on the other hand, every-

thing he dtfcs has a weird quality of Verga in it, quite distinct

and like nothing else. And yet, perhaps the gross vision of the

man is not quite his owe. All his movements are his own. But

his main motive is borrowed.
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This is the unsatisfactory part about all Italian literature, as

far as I know it.

The main native, the gross vision of all the nineteenth-

century literature, is what we may call the emotional-democratic

vision or motive. It seems to me that since i860, or <?ven 1830,

the Italians have always borrowed their ideals of democracy
from the northern nations, and poured great emotion into

them, without ever being really grafted by them. Some of the

most wonderful martyrs for democracy have been Neapolitan

men ofbirth and breeding. But none the less, it seems a mistake:

an attempt to live by somebody clse’s lights.

VcrgVs first Sicilian novel, 7 Malavoglia
,
is of this sort. It was

considered his greatest work. It is a great book. But it is parti

pris. It is one-sided. And therefore it dates. There is too much,
too much of the tragic fate of the poor, in it. There is

#a sort of

wallowing in tragedy: the tragedy ofthe humble. It belongs to a

date when the “humble” were almost the most fashionable

thing. And the Malavoglia family are most humbly humble.

Sicilians of the sea-coast, fishers, small traders—their humble
tragedy is so piled on, it becomes almost disastrous. The bodk
was published in Amcrk a under the title of The House by the

Medlar Tree
,
and can still be obtained. It is a great book, a

great picture of poor life in Sicily, on the coast just north of

Catania. But it is rather overdone on the pitiful side. Like the

woebegone pictures by Bastien Lepage. Nevertheless, it is

essentially a true picture, and different from anything else in

literature. In most books of the period—even in. Madame
Bovary

,
to say nothing of Balzac’s earlier Lys dans la Vallee—

one has to take off about twenty per cent of the tragedy. One
does it in Dickens, one does it in Hawthorne, one does it all the

time, with all the great writers. Then why not with Verga?

Just knock off about twenty per cent of the tragedy in I

Malavoglia
,
and see what a great book remains. Most books

that live, live in spite of the author’s laying it on thick. Think

of Wuthering Heights. It is qu^tc as impossible to an Italian as

even I Malavoglia is to us. But it is a great book,

• The trouble with realism—and Ycrga was a realist—is that

the writer, when he is a truly exceptional pian like Flaubert or

like Verga, tries to read his own sense of tragedy into people

much smaller than himself. I think it is a final criticism against
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Madame Bovary that people such as Emma Bovary and her

husband Charles simply are too insignificant to carry the full

weight of Gustave Flaubert’s sense of tragedy. Emma and
Charles Bovary are a couple of little people. Gustave Flaubert

is not a little person. But, because he is a realist and does not

believe in “Zeroes”, Flaubert insists on pouring his own deep

and bitter tragic consciousness into the little skins of the

country doctor and his uneasy wife. The result is a discrepancy.

Madame Bovary is a great book and a very wonderful picture of

life. But we cannot help resenting the iact that the great tragic

soul of Gustave Flaubert is, so to speak, given only the rather

commonplace bodies of Emma and Charles Bovary. There’s a

misfit. And to get over the misfit, you have to let in all sorts of

seams ofpity. Seams of pity, which won’t be hidden.

The tmgic soul of Shakespeare borrows the bodies of kings

and princes—not out of snobbism, but out of natural affinity.

You can’t put a great soul into a commonplace person.

Commonplace persons have commonplace souls. Not all the

noble sympathy of Flaubert or Verga for Bovarys and

Malavoglias can prevent the said Bovarys and Malavoglias from

being commonplace persons. They were deliberately chosen

because they were commonplace, and not heroic. The authors

insisted on the treasure of the humble. But they had to lend

the humble by far the best part of their own treasure, before

the said humble could show any treasure at all.

So, if l Malavoglia da'tes, so does Madame Bovary. They belong

to the ferootional-democratic, treasure-of-thc-humble period of

the nineteenth century. The period is just rather out of

fashion. We still feel the impact of the treasurc-of-the-humble

too much. When the emotion will have quite gone out of us,

we can accept Madame Bovary and I Malavoglia in the same free

spirit with the same detachment as that in which we accept

Dickens or Richardson.

Mastro-don Gesualdo, ho'wever, is not nearly so much treasure-

of-the-humble as I Malavoglia. Jlere, Verga is not dealing

with the disasterpfpoverty, and calling it tragedy. On the con-

trary, he if a little bored by poverty. He must have a hero

who wins out, and intakes his pile, and then succumbs under

the pile.

Mastro-don Gesualdo started life as a barefoot peasant brat,
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not a don at all.* He becomes very rich. But all he gets of it is

a great tumour of bitterness inside, which kills him.

Verga mustj/iave known, in actual life, the prototype of

Gesualdo. Wa see him in the marvellous realistic story in

Cavalleria Rusticana
,
of a fat little peasant who has become

enormously rich, grinding his labourers, and now is diseased

and must die. This little fellow is quite unhcroic. He has the

indomitable greedy will, but nothing else of Gesualdo’s rather

attractive character.

Gesualdo is attractive/ and, in a sense, heroic. But still he is

not allowed to emerge in the old heroic sense, with swagger and
nobility and head-and-shoulders taller than anything else. He
is allowed to have exceptional qualities, and above all, excep-

tional force. But these things do not make a hero of a man. A
hero must be a hero by grace of God, and must have ah inkling

of the same. Even the old Paladin heroes had a great idea of

themselves as exemplars. And Hamlet had the same. “O
cursed spite tnat ever I was born to set it t ight." Hamlet didn’t

succeed in setting anything right, but hr fe lt that way. And so

all heroes must feel.

But Gesualdo, andju^e, and Emma Bovary are not allowed

to feel any of these feelings. As far as destiny goes, they felt no

more than anybody else. And this is because they belong to the

realistic world.

Gesualdo is just.an ordinary man with extraordinary energy.

That, of course, is the intention. But he is a Sicilian. And here

lies the difficulty. Because the realistic-democratic • age has

dodged the dilemma of having no heroes by having every man
his own hero. This is reached by what we call subjective

intensity, and in this subjcctivcly-intcnse cvery-man-his-own-

hero business the Russians have earned us to the greatest

lengths. The merest scrub of a pickpocket is so phenomenally

aware of his own soul, that we are made to bow down before

the imaginary coruscations ttmt go on inside him. That is

almost the whole of Russian literature: the phenomenal

coruscations of the souls of quite commonplace^people.

• Ofcourse your soul will coruscate, ifyou think it dtfes. That’s

why the Russians arc so popular. No matter how much of a

shabby animal you may be, you can learn from Dostoievsky and

Tchekhov, etc., how to have the most tender, unique, coruscating
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soul on earth. And so you may be most vasJy important to

yourself. Which is the private aim of all men. The hero had it

openly. The commonplace person has it insidethimself, though
outwardly he says: Of course I’m no better thars anybody else!

His very asserting it shows he doesn’t think it for a second.

E\ery character in Dostoievsky or Tchekhov thinks himself

1inwardly a nonesuch, absolutely unique.

And here you get the blank opposite, in the Sicilians. The
Sicilians simply don’t have any subjective idea of themselves,

or any souls. Except, of course, that hinny little alter ego of a

soul which can be prayed out of purgatory into paradise, and
is just as objective as possible.

The Sicilian, in our sense of the word, doesn’t have any soul.

He just hasn’t got oui sort of subjective consciousness, the soul-

ful idea 'tif himself. Souls, to him, are little naked people

uncomfortably hopping on hot bricks, and being allowed at

last to go up to a garden where there is music and flowers and

sanctimonious society, Paradise. Jesus is a man who was

crucified by a lot of foreigncis and villains, and who can help

y<fu against the villainous lot nowadays as well as against

witches and the rest.

The self-tortured Jesus, the self-tortured Hamlet, simply

does not exist. Why should a man torture himself? Gesualdo

would ask in amazement. Aren’t there scoundrels enough in

the world to torture him?

Of course, I am speaking of the Sicilians of Verga’s day, fifty

and sitfty years ago, before the great emigration to America,

and the great return, with dollars and bits of self-aware souls:

at least politically self-aware.

So that in Mastro-don Gesualdo you have the very antithesis of

what you get in The Brothers Karamazov. Anything more un-

Russian than Verga it would be hard to imagine: save Homer.

Yet Verga has the same sort of pity as the Russians. And, with

the Russians, he is a realist. He vfon’t have heroes, nor appeals

to gods above nor below.

The Sicilians of to-day are supposed to be the nearest thing

to the classic Greeks that is left to us: that is, they are the

nearest descendants on earth. In Greece to-day there are no

Greeks. The nearest .thing is the Sicilian, the eastern and

south-eastern Sicilian.
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And ifyou cd^ne to think of it, ^Gesualdo Motta might really

be a Greek in modem setting, except that he is not intellectual.

But this manydbreeks were not. And he has the energy, the

quickness, the (vividness of the Greek, the same vivid passion

for wealth, the same ambition, the same lack of scruples, the

sanfe queer openness, without ever really openly committing
himself. He is not a bit furtive, like an Italian. He is astute

instead, far too astute and Greek to let himself be led by the

nose. Yet he has a certain frankness, far more than an Italian.

And far less fear than 4n Italian. His boldness and his queer

sort of daring are Sicilian rather than Italian, so is his inde-

pendent manliness.

He is Greek above all in not having any soul or any lofty

ideals. The Greeks were far more bent on making an audacious,

splendid impression than on fulfilling some noble purpose.

They loved the splendid look of a thing, the splendid ring of

words. Even tragedy was to them a grand gesture, rather than

something to mope over. Peak and pine they would not, and

unless some Fury pursued them to punish them for their sins,

they cared not a straw for sins: their own or anyone cIsc’s.

As for being burdened with souls, they were not such fools.

But alas, ours is the day of souls, when soul pays, and when
having a soul is as important to the young as solitaire to a

valetudinarian. If you don’t have feelings about your soul,

what sort ofperson can you be?

And Gesualdo didn’t have feelings about his soul. He was

remorselessly and relentlessly objective, like all peojJle that

belong to the sun. In the sun, men are objective, in the mist

and $now, subjective. Subjectivity is largely a question of the

thickness ofyour overcoat.

When you get to Ceylon, you realise that, to the swarthy

Cingalese, even Buddhism is a puicly objective affair. And we
have managed to spiritualise it to such a subjective pitch.

Then you have the setting to the hero. The south-Sicilian

setting to Mastro-don Gesualdo is perhaps nearer to the true

medieval than anything else in modern literature, even barring

the Sardinian medievalism of Grazia Deledda. You have the

Sicily of the Bourbons, the Sicily of the Kingdom of Naples.

The island is incredibly poor and incredibly backward. There

are practically no roads for wheeled vehicles, and consequently
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no wheeled vehicles, neither carts nor carriages, outside the

towns. Everything is packed on asses or mules,',man travels on
horseback or on foot, or, if sick, in a mule-litt®\ The land is

held by the great landowners, the peasants are almost serfs. It

is as wild, is poor, and in the ducal houses of Palermo even as

gplendid and ostentatious as Russia.

Yet how different from Russia! Instead of the wild openness

of the north, you haveuhe shut-in, guarded watchfulness of the

old Mediterranean. For centuries, the people of the Medi-

terranean have lived on their guard, intensely on theii guard,

on the watch, wary, always wary, and holding aloof. So it is

even to-day, in the villages: aloof, holding aloof, each individual

inwardly holding aloof from the others; and this in spite of the

returned “Americans”.

How ufterly different it is from Russia, where the people

are always—in the books—expanding to one another, and

pouring out tea and their souls to one another all night long.

In Sicily, by nightfall, nearly every man is barricaded inside

his own house. Save in the hot summer, when the night is

more or less turned into day.

It all seems, to some people, dark and squalid and brutal

and boring. There is no soul, no enlightenment at all. There

is i¥>t one single enlightened person. If there had been, he

would have departed long ago. He could not have stayed.

And for people whp seek enlightenment, ph, how boring!

But ifyou have any physical feeling for life, apart from nervous

feelings“such as the Russians have, nerves, nerves—if you have

any appreciation for the southern way of life, then what a

strange, deep fascination there is in Mastro-don Gesunldo !

Perhaps the deepest nostalgia I have ever felt has been for

Sicily, reading Verga. Not for England or anywhere else—for

Sicily, the beautiful, that which goes deepest pito the blood. It

is so clear, so beautiful, so like the physical beauty of the Greek.

Yet the lives ofthe people all seem so squalid, so pottering, so

despicable: like a crawling of belles. And then, the moment
you get outside tjie grey and squalid walls of the village, how
wonderful iSi the sun, with the land lying apart. And isolated,

the people too have spme of the old Greek singleness, careless-

ness, dauntlessness. It is only when they bunch together as

citizens that they are squalid. In the countryside, they are
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portentous andlsubtle, like the wanderers in the Odyssey. And
their relations Ire all curious and immediate, objective. They
are so little ayare of themselves, and so much aware of their

own effects.

It all depends what you are looking for. Gesualtto’s lifelong

love-affair with Diodata is, according to oui; ideas, quite

impossible. He puts no value on sentiment at all: or almoSl

none: again a real Greek. Yet there is a strange forlorn beauty

in it, impersonal, a bit like Rachel or Rebecca. It is of the old,

old world, when man Is aware of his own belongings, acutely,

but only very dimly aware of his own feelings. And feelings

yoi3r are not aware of, you don’t have.

Gesualdo seems so potent, so full of potency. Yet nothing

emerges, and he never says anything. It is the very reverse of

the Russian, who talks and talks, out of impotence.

And you have a wretched, realistic kind of tragedy for the end.

And you feel, perhaps the book was all about nothing, and

Gesualdo v.asn t worth the labour ofVerga.

But that is because we are spiritual snobs, and think, because

a man can fume with “To be or not to be”, therefore hens a

person to be taken acrount of. Poor Gesualdo had never heard

of: To be or not to be, and he wouldn’t have taken any notice

if he had. He lived blindly, with the impetuosity of blooc^and

muscles, sagacity and will, and he never woke up to himself.

Whether he woyld have been any the better for waking up to

himself, who knows!

[First published, posthumously, in Phoenix ]

[92]

CA VALLERIA RUSTICANA

By Giovanni Verga

Cavalleria Rusticana is in many ways the most interesting of the

Verga books. The volume of short stories under this title

appeared in 1880, when the author was forty years old, and

when he had just “retired” from the world.
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The Verga family owned land around ViAini, a biggish

village in southern Sicily; and here, in and Aound Vizzini,

the tragedies ofTuriddu and La Lupa and Jeli tike place. But

it was only in middle life that the drama of peasant passion

really mad£ an impression on Giovanni Verga. His earlier

imagination, naturally, went out into the great world.

The family of the future author lived chiefly at Catania, the

seaport of east Sicily, amder Etna. And Catania was really

Verga’s home town, just as Vizzini was his home village.

But as a young man of twenty he already wanted to depart

into the bigger world of “the Continent”, as the Sicilians called

the mainland of Italy. It was the Italy of i860, the Italy of

Garibaldi, and the new era. Verga seems to have taken little

interest in politics. He had no doubt the southern idea of

himself as & gentleman and an aristocrat, beyond politics. And
he had the ancient southern thirst for show, for lustre, for

glory, a desire to figure grandly among the first society of the

world. His nature was proud and unmixable. At the same time,

he had the southern passionate yearning for tenderness and
genferosity. And so he ventured into the world, without much
money; and, in true southern fashion, he was dazzled. To the

end of his days he was dazzled by elegant ladies in elegant

equipages: one sees it, amusingly, in all his books.

He was a handsome man, by instinct haughty and reserved:

because, partly, he was, passionate and emotioqal, and did not

choose to give himself away. A true provincial, he had to try

to enter the beau monde. He lived by journalism, more or less:

certainly the Vizzini lands would not keep him in affluence.

But still, in his comparative poverty, he must enter the beau

monde.

He did so: and apparently with a certain success. And for

nearly twenty years he lived in Milan, in Florence, in Naples,

writing, and imagining he
#
was fulfilling his thirst for glory by

having love-affairs with elegant ladies: most elegant ladies, as

he assures us.

To this period b<jJong the curiously unequal novels of the city

world: Eva, 'Hgre Reale, Eros. They are interesting, alive, bitter,

somewhat unhealthy, spielling of the seventies and of the Paris

ofthe Goncourts, and, in>some curious way, abortive. The man
had not found himself. He was in his wrong element, fooling
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himself and bling fooled by show, in a true Italian fashion.

Then, towaJds the age of forty, came the recoil, and the

Cavalleria Rusmcana volume is the first book of the recoil. It was
a recoil awa/from the beau monde and the “Continent”, back
tojSicily, to Catania, to the peasants. Verga never ftiarried: but

he was deeply attached to his own family. He liv^d in Catania,

with his sister. His brother, or brother-in-law, who had lookfcl

after the Vizzini property, was ill. So for the first time in his

life Giovanni Verga had to undertake the responsibility for the

family estate and fortune. He had to go to Vizzini and more or

less manage the farm work— at least keep an eye on it. He said

hclfiatcd the job, that he had no capacity for business, and so on.

But we may be sure he managed very well. And certainly from

this experience he gained his real fortune, his genuine sympathy

with peasant life, instead of his spurious sympathy with

elegant ladies. His great books all followed : Cavalleria Rusticana

and Mastro-don Gesualdo and the J\
r

ovelle Rusticane (“Little

Novels of Sicily’
)
and most of the sketches have their scenes

laid in or around Vizzini.

So that Cavalleria Rusticana marks a turning-point in* the

man’s life. Verga still looks back to the city elegance, and makes

such a sour face over it, it is really funny. The sketch he calls

“Fantasticheria” (“Caprice”) and the last story in the book,

“II Come, il Quando, ct il Pcrche” (“The How, When, and

Wherefore”) bQth deal with the elegant little lady herself. The
sketch “Caprice” we may take as autobiographical—the story

not entirely so. But we have enough data to go on.

The elegant little lady is the same, pretty, spoilt, impulsive

emotional, but without passion. The lover, Polidori, is only

half-sketched. But evidently he is a passionate man who thinks

he can play at love and then is mortified to his very soul

because he findg it is only a game. The tone of mortification is

amusingly evident both in the sketch and in the story. Verga is

profoundly and cverlastingty offended with the little lady, with

all little ladies, for not taking him absolutely seriously as an

amorous male, when all the time he doesn’j quite take himself

seriously, and doesn’t take the little lady seriouslf at all.

Nevertheless, the moment of sheer rpused passion is serious

in the man: and apparently not so in the woman. Each time

the moment comes, it involves the whole nature of the man and
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docs not involve the whole nature of the womailc she still clings

to her social safeguards. It is the difference betw^n a passionate

nature and an emotional nature. But then th<wnan goes out

deliberately to make love to the emotional elegai\woman who
is truly socfal and not passionate. So he has only himself

#
to

blame if his passionate nose is out ofjoint.

It is most obviously out of joint. His little picture of the

elegant little lady jingling her scent-bottle and gazing in

nervous anxiety for the train from Catania which will carry

her away from Aci-Trezza and her too-intense lover, back to

her light, gay, secure world on the mainland is one of the most

amusingly biting things in the literature of love. How glad

she must have been to get away from him! And how bored she

must have been by his preaching the virtues of the humble
poor, holdtng them up before her to make her feel small. We
may be sure she doesn’t feel small, only nervous and irritable.

For apparently she had no deep warmth or generosity of

nature.

So Verga recoiled to the humble poor, as we see in his

“Caprice” sketch. Like a southerner, what he did he did

wholesale. Floods of savage and tragic pity he poured upon
the humble fisher-folk of Aci-Trezza, whether they asked for it

or not—partly to spite the elegant little lady. And this parti-

cular flood spreads over the whole of his long novel concerning

the fisher-folk of Aci-Trezza: I Malavoglia. It is a great novel,

in spite of the pity: but always in spite of it.

In Cavalleria Rusticana
,
however, Verga had not yet come to

the point of letting loose his pity. He is still too much and too

profoundly offended, as a passionate male. He recoils savagely

away from the sophistications of the city life of elegant little

ladies, to the peasants in their most crude and simple, almost

brute-like aspect.

When one reads, one after the other, the stories of Turiddu,

La Lupa, Jeli, Brothpot, Rosso Malpelo, one after the other,

stories ofcrude killing, it seems almost too much, too crude, too

violent, too much 3.
question ofmere brutes.

As a mattes* of fact, the judgment is unjust. Turiddu is not a

brute: neither is Alfio, Both are men of sensitive and even

honourable nature. Turiddu knows he 4s wrong, and would
even let himself be killed, he says, but for the thought of his old
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mother. Thewlegant Maria and her Erminia are never so

sensitive and Jirect in expressing themselves; not so frankly

warm-hearted/

As forJeli, Jmo could call him a brute? or Nanni? or Brothpot?

They are pemaps not brutal enough. They are top gentle and
foflbearing, too delicately naive. And so grosser natures trespass

on them unpardonably; and the revenge flashes cfbt.

His contemporaries abused Verga for being a realist of the

Zola school. The charge is unjust. The base of the charge

against Zola is that he made his people too often merely

physical-functional arrangements, physically and materially

fuitetioning without any “higher” nature. The charge against

Zola is often justifiable. It is completely justifiable against the

earlier d’Annunzio. In fact, the Italian tends on the one hand
to be this creature of physical-functional activity ^pd nothing

else, spasmodically sensual and materialist; hence the violent

Italian outcry against the portrayal of such creatures, and
d’Annunzio s speedy transition to neurotic Virgins of the Rocks

and ultra-refinements.

But Verga’s people are always \v ople in the purest senje of

the word. They are not intellectual, but then neither was

Hector nor Ulysses intellectual. Verga, in his recoil, mis-

trusted everything that smelled of sophistication. He had a

passion for the most naive, the most unsophisticated mani-

festation of human nature. He was not seeking the brute, the

animal man, the so-called cave-man. Far from it. He knew
already too well that the brute and the cave-man lie quite near

under the skin of the ordinary successful man of the world.

There you have the predatory' cave-man of vulgar imagination,

thinly hidden under expensive cloth.

What Verga’s soul yearned for was the purely naive human
being, in contrast to the sophisticated. It seems as if Sicily, in

some way, undSr all her amazing forms of sophistication and

corruption, still preserves s#me flower of pure human candour:

the same thing that fascinated Theocritus. Theocritus was an

Alexandrine courtier, singiflg from all his “musk and insolence”

of the pure idyllic Sicilian shepherds. Vcrga*is the
#
Theocritus of

the nineteenth century, born among the Sicilian shepherds, and

speaking of them in prose more sadly tlftin Theocritus, yet with

some of the same eternal Sicilian dawn-freshness in his vision.
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It is almost bitter to think that Rosso Malpelo fiust often have

looked along the coast and seen the rocks tliat the Cyclops

Hung at Ulysles; and that Jeli must some timq^or other have

looked to the yellow temple-ruins of Girgenti.

Verga w<is fascinated, after his mortification in the beau

monde, by pure naivete and by the spontaneous passion of life,

that spurts beyond all convention or even law. Yet as we read,

one after the other, of these betrayed husbands killing the

co-respondents, it seems a little mechanical. Alfio, ’Jeli,

Brothpot, Gramigna ending their life in prison: it seems a bit

futile and hopeless, mechanical again.

The fault is partly Verga’s own, the fault ofhis own obsession.

He felt himself in some way deeply mortified, insulted in his

ultimate sexual or male self, and he enacted over and over

again the jirama of revenge. We think to ourselves, ah, how
stupid of Alfio, ofJeli, of Brothpot, to have to go killing a man
and getting themselves shut up in prison for life, merely because

the man had committed adultery with their wives. Was it

worth it? Was the wife worth one year of prison, to a man, let

aloqe a lifetime?

We ask the question with our reason, and with our reason we
answer No! Not for a moment was any of these women worth

it. Nowadays we have learnt more sense, and we let her go her

way. So the stories are too old-fashioned.

And again, it was not for love of their wives that Jeli and

Alfio and Brothpot killed the other man. It was because

people talked. It was because of the fiction of “honour”. Wc
have got beyond all that.

We are so much more reasonable. All our life is so much
more reasoned and reasonable. Nous avons changi tout cela.

And yet, as the years go by, one wonders if mankind is so

radically changed. One wonders whether reason, sweet reason,

has really changed us, or merely delayed 6r diverted our

reactions. Are Alfio and Jeli and Gtamigna utterly out of date,

a thing superseded for ever? Or are they eternal?

Is man a sweet and reasonable cre*ature? Or is he, basically, a

passional ph^nomdnon? Is man a phenomenon on the face of

the earth, or a rational consciousness? Is human behaviour to

be reasonable, throughbpt the future, reasoned and rational?

—

or will it always display itselfin strange and violent phenomena?
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Judging froiriall experience, past and present, one can only

decide that hurlan behaviour is ultimately one of the natural

phenomena, btyond all reason. Part of the phenomenon, for

the time beinw^is human reason, the control of reason, and the

power of the^Vord. But the Word and the reason are them-

selws only part of the coruscating phenomenon of human
existence; they arc, so to speak, one rosy shower freftn the rockei?

which gives way almost instantly to the red shower of ruin or

the green shower of despair.

Man is a phenomenon on the face of the earth. But the

phenomena have their laws. One of the laws of the pheno-

meijpn called a human being is that, hurt this being mortally

at its sexual root, and it will recoil ultimately into some form of

killing. The recoil may be prompt, or delay by years or even

by generations. But it will come. We may take it as g law.

We may take it as another law that the very deepest quick of

a man’s nature is his own pride and self-respect. The human
being, weiH phenomenon, may be patient for years and years

under insult, insult to his very quick, his pride in his own
natural being. But at last, O phenomenon, killing will comqof
it. All bloody revolutions are the result of the long, slow,

accumulated insult to the quick ofpride in the mass ofmen.

A third law is that the naive or innocent core in a man is

always his vital core, and infinitely more important than his

intellect or his reason. It is only from his core of unconscious

naivete that the human being is ultimately a responsible and

dependable being. Break this human core of naivete—#nd the

evil of the world all the time tries to break it, in Jeli* in Rosso

Malpelo, in Brothpot, in all these Vcrga characters—and you

get dither a violent reaction, or, as is usual nowadays, a merely

rational creature whose core of spontaneous life is dead. Now
the rational creature, who is merely rational, by some cruel

trick of fate remains rational only for one or two generations

at best. Then he is quite ma^. It is one of the terrible qualities

of the reason that it has no life of its own, and unless continually

kept nourished or modified bj the naive life in man and woman,
it becomes a purely parasitic and destructive^hing^ Make any

human being a really rational being, and you have made him a

parasitic and destructive force. Make* any people mainly

rational in their life, and their inner activity will be the
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activity of destruction. The more the populations of the world

become only rational in their consciousness, fie swifter they

bring about their destruction pure and simple.

Verga, like every great artist, had sensed &is. What he
bewails really, as the tragedy of tragedies, in th?j» book, is the

ugly trespass of the sophisticated greedy ones upon the naive ‘life

Ofthe true human being: the death of the naive, pure being

—

or his lifelong imprisonment—and the triumph or the killing

of the sophisticated greedy ones.

This is the tragedy of tragedies in al\ time, but particularly

in our epoch: the killing off of the naive innocent life in all of

us, by which alone we can continue to live, and the ugly

triumph of the sophisticated greedy.

It may be urged that Verga commits the Tolstoian fallacy, of

repudiating the educated world and exalting the peasant. But
this is not the case. Verga is very much the gentleman, exclu-

sively so, to the end of his days. He did not dream of putting

on a peasant’s smock, or following the plough. What Tolstoi

somewhat peiversely woi shipped in the peasants was poverty

itself, and humility, and what Tolstoi perversely hated was
instinctive pride or spontaneous passion. Tolstoi has a perverse

pleasure in making the later Vronsky abject and pitiable,

because Tolstoi so meanly envied the health} passionate male

in the young Vionsky. Tolstoi cut off his own nose to spite his

face. He envied the reckless passionate male with a carking

envy, because he must'havc felt himself in some way wanting in

comparison. So he exalts the peasant: not because the peasant

may be a more natural and spontaneous c rcature than the city

man or the guardsman, but just because the peasant is poverty-

striken and humble. This is malice, the envy of weakness and

deformity.

We know now that the peasant is no bettei than anybody else;

no better than a prince or a selfish young army officer or a

governor or a merchant/ In fact* in the mass, the peasant is

worse than any of these. The peasant mass is the ugliest of all

human masses, most greedily selffth and brutal of all. Which
Tolstoi, leading down from the gold bar of heaven, will have

had opportunity to observe. If we have to trust to a mass
,

then better trust the* upper or middle-class mass, all masses

being odious.
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But Verga bl no means exalts the peasants as a class: nor
does he believeJn their poverty and humility. Verga’s peasants
are certaiftly rit Christ-like, whatever else they are. They are

most normal!^ ugly and low, the bulk ofthem. And individuals

ar^ sensitive and simple.

Verga turns to the peasants only to seek for a certain some-
thing which, as a healthy artist, he worshipped. Even Tolstoi,

as a. healthy artist, worshipped it the same. It was only as a

moralist and a personal being that Tolstoi was perverse. As a

true artist, he worshipped, as Verga did, every manifestation

of pure, spontaneous, passionate life, life kindled to vividness.

As a perverse moralist with a sense of some subtle deficiency

in himself, Tolstoi tries to insult and to damp out the vividness

of life. Imagine any great artist making the vulgar social

condemnation of Anna and Vronsky figure as diviTie punish-

ment! Where now is the society that turned its back on

Vronsky and \nna? Where is it? And what is its condemnation

worth, to-day?

Verga turned to the peasants to find, in individuals
,
the vivid

spontaneity of sensitive passionate life, non-moral and ribn-

didactic. He found if always defeated. He found the v ulgar and

the greedy always destroying the sensitive and the passionate.

The vulgar and the greedy are themselves usually peasants:

Verga was far too sane to put an aureole round the whole class.

Still more arc the women greedy and egoistic. But even so,

Turiddu and Jcli and Rosso Malpclo and Nanni and Gramigna

and Biothpot arc not humble. They have no saint-like, self-

sacrificial qualities. They are only naive, passionate, and

natural. They are “defeated” not because there is any glory

or sanctification in defeat; there is no martyrdom about it.

They arc defeated because they arc too unsuspicious, not

sufficiently armed and ready to do battle with the greedy and

the sophisticated. When th^ do stride, they destroy themselves

too. So the real tragedy is that they are not sufficiently con-

scious and developed to deifcnd their own naive sensitiveness

against the inroads of the greedy and the vulgar. The greedy

and the vulgar win all the time: which, alas, is onfy too true, in

Sicily as everywhere else. But Giovanni yerga certainly doesn’t

help them, by preaching humility. He does show them the

*knife ofrevenge at their throat.
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And these stories, instead of being out of da|[e, just because

the manners depicted are more or less obsolete even in Sicily,

whieh is a good deal Americanised and “cleanWl up”, as the

reformers would say; instead of being out of <ft.te, they are

dynamically perhaps the most up to date of stories. The
'J’chekhovian after-influenza effect of inertia and will-lessness is

wearing off, all over Europe. We realise we’ve had about enough
of being null. And if Tchekhov represents the human being

driven into an extremity of self-consciousness and faintly-

wriggling inertia, Verga represents him as waking suddenly

from inaction into the stroke of revenge. We shall see which of

the two visions is more deeply true to life.

“Cavalleria Rusticana” and “La Lupa” have always been

hailed as masterpieces of brevity and gems of literary form.

Masterpieces they are, but one is now a little sceptical of their

form. After the enormous diffusiveness of Victor Hugo, it was
perhaps necessary to make the artist more self-critical and self-

effacing. But any wholesale creed in art is dangerous. Hugo’s

romanticism, which consisted in letting himself go, in an orgy

of effusive self-conceit, was not much worse than the next creed

the French invented for the artist, of self-effacement. Self-

effacement is quite as self-conscious, and perhaps even more
conceited than letting oneself go. Maupassant’s self-effacement

becomes more blatant than Hugo’s self-effusion. As for the

perfection of form achieved—Merimee achieved the highest, in

his dull stories like “Mateo Falcone” and “L’Enlcvcmcnt de la

Redoute’’.* But they are hopelessly literary, fabricated. So is

most of Maupassant. And if Madame Bovary has form, it is a

pretty flat form.

But Verga was caught up by the grand idea ofself-effacement

in art. Anything more confused, more silly, really, than the

pages prefacing the excellent story “Gramigna*’s Lover” would

be hard to find, from the pen of a^great writer. The moment
Verga starts talking theories, our interest wilts immediately.

The theories were none of his own: just borrowed from the

literary smartics o£ Paris. And poor Verga looks a sad sight in

Paris ready-foadcs. And when he starts putting his theories

into practice, and effacing himself, one is far more aware of his

interference than when he just goes ahead. Naturally! Because

self-effacement is, of course, self-conscious, and any form of
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emotional sclfionsciousness hinders a first-rate artist: though

,it may help thf^second-ratc.

Therefore i\ “Cavalleria Rusticana” and in “La Lupa” we
are just a bit#.oo much aware of the author and his scissors. He
hqp clipped too many away. The transitions are*too abrupt.

All is over in a gasp: whereas a story like “La Lypa” covers at

least several years of lime.

As a matter of fact, we need more looseness. We need an
apparent formlessness, definite form is mechanical. We need

more easy transition from mood to mood and from deed to

deed. A great deal of the meaning of life and of art lies in the

apparently dull spaces, the pauses, the unimportant passages.

They are truly passages, the places of passing over.

So that Verga’s deliberate missing-out of transition passages

is, it seems to me, often a defect. And for this reasoned story like

“La Lupa” loses a great deal of its life . It may be a masterpiece

of concision but it is hardly a masterpiece of narration. It is

so short, our acquaintance with Nanni and Maricchia is so

fleeting, we forget them almost at one e. “Jeli’’ makes a far more
profound impression, so does “Rosso Malpelo”. These seem

to me the finest stori* » in the book, and among the finest stories

ever written. Rosso Malpelo is an extreme of the human
consciousness, subtle and appalling as anything done by the

Russians, and at the same time substantial, not introspective

vapours. You will never forget him.

And it needed a deeper genius to write “Rosso Malpelo” than

to write “Cavallcria Rusticana” or “La Lupa”. BuUtlfe literary

smartics, being so smart, have always praised the latter two

above the others.

This business of missing out transition passages is quite

deliberate on Verga’s part. It is perhaps most evident in this

volume, because it is here that Verga practises it for the first

time. It was a new dodge, and he handled it badly. The
sliding-over of the change

4
from Jeli’s boyhood to his young

manhood is surely too deliberately confusing!

But Verga had a double motive. First w^s the Frcnchy idea

of self-effacement, which, however, didn’t go #ery deep, as

Verga was too much of a true southerner to know quite what it

meant. But the second motive was more dynamic. It was

connected with Verga’s whole recoil from the sophisticated
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world, and it effected a revolution in his style. Instinctively he

had come to hate the tyranny of a persistently llgical sequence,

or even a persistently chronological sequence. VTime and the

syllogism both seemed to represent the sophisticated falsehood

and a sort df bullying, to him.

He tells us himselfhow he came across his new style:
**

‘I had published several of my first novels. They went well:

I was preparing others* One day, I don’t know how, there came
into my hands a sort of broadside, a halfpenny sheet, sufficiently

ungrammatical and disconnected, in
f which a sea-captain

succinctly relates all the vicissitudes through which his sailing-

ship has passed. Seaman’s language, short, without an un-

necessary phrase. It struck me, and I read it again; it was what

I was looking for, without definitely knowing it. Sometimes,

you know* just a sign, an indication is enough. It is a reve-

lation. . .
.”

This passage explains all we need to know about Verga’s

style, which is perhaps at its most extreme in this volume. He
was trying to follow the workings of the unsophisticated mind,

and"trying to reproduce the pattern.

Now the emotional mind, if we may be allowed to say so, is

not logical. It is a psychological fact, that when we are thinking

emotionally or passionately, thinking and feeling at the same

time, we do not think rationally: and therefore, and therefore,

and therefore. Instead, the mind makes curious swoops and

circles. It touches the point of pain or interest, then sweeps

away ag&iE in a cycle, coils round and approaches again the

point of pain or interest. There is a curious spiral rhythm, and

the mind approaches again and again the point of concern,

repeats itself, goes back, destroys the time-sequence entirely, so

that time ceases to exist, as the mind stoops to the quarry, then

leaves it without striking, soars, hovers, turns* swoops, stoops

again', still does not strike, yet is nearer, nearer, reels away again,

wheels offinto the air, even forgets, quite forgets, yet again turns,

bends, circles slowly, swoops and stoops again, until at last

there is the closing^n, and the clutch of a decision or a resolve.

This activity of the mind is strictly timeless, and illogical.

Afterwards you can deduce the logical sequence and the time

sequence, as historians do from the past. But in the happening,

the logical and the time sequence do not exist.
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Verga tried L convey this in his style. It gives at first the

sense ofjumbljjand incoherence. The beginning of the story

“Brothpot” is a good example of this breathless muddle of the

peasant mines.' When one is used to it, it is amusing, and a new
movement in deliberate consciousness: though the humorists

have used the form before. But at first it may tbe annoying.

Once he starts definitely narrating, however, Verga drops tffe

“muddled” method, and seeks only to be concise, often too

concise, too abrupt in the transition. And in the matter of

punctuation he is, p maps deliberately, a puzzle, aiming at the

same muddled swift effect of the emotional mind in its move-
ments. He is doing, as a great artist, what men like James
Joyce do only out of contrariness and desire for a sensation.

The emotional mind, however apparently muddled, has its own
rhythm, its own commas and colons and full-stops? They are

not always as we should expect them, but they are there,

indicating that other rhythm.

Everybody know*’, of course, that Yeiga made a dramatised

version of “Cavalleria Rusticana” and that this dramatised

version is the libretto of the ev ei -popular little opera o? the

same name. So tha 1 Mascagni’s rathei feeble music has gone

to immortalise a man like Verga, whose only popular claim to

fame is that he wrote the aforesaid libretto. But that is fame’s

fault, not Verga’s.

[Introduction to Lawrences trmslation of Caialhna Ru’ticana, London,
1928 ]

[93]

THE MOTHER

By Grazi\ Deledda

Grazia Deledda is already one of the elder living writers of

Italy, and though her work does not take or^ quite so rapidly as

the novels of Fogazzaro, or even d’Annunzio, that peculiarly

obscuring nebulousness of the past-which-is-only-just-gone-by,

still, the dimness has touched it. It is curious that fifteen or

twenty years ago should seem so much more remote than fifty
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or eighty years ago. But perhaps it is organicJly necessary to

us that our feelings should die, temporarily, towards that strange

intermediate period which lies between prescntvactuality and

the revived past. We can hardly bear to recall tire emotions of

twenty or fifteen years ago, hardly at all, whereas we respond

again quite vividly to the emotions ofJane Austen or Dickens,

nearer a hundred years ago. There, the past is safely and finally

past. The past of fifteen years ago is still yeastily working in us.

It takes a really good writer to make us overcome our
repugnance to the just-gone-by emotions. Even d’Annunzio’s

novels are hardly readable at present: Matilda Serao’s still less

so. But we can still read Grazia Deledda with genuine interest.

The reason is that, though she is not a first-class genius, she

belongs to more than just her own day. She docs more than

reproduce the temporary psychological condition ofher period.

She has a background, and she deals with something more
fundamental than sophisticated feeling. She does not penetrate,

as a great genius does, the very sources of human passion and
motive. She stays far short of that. But what she docs do is to

creaftc the passionate complex of a primitive populace.

To do this, one must have an isolated populace: just as

Thomas Hardy isolates Wessex. Grazia Deledda has an island

to herself, her own island of Sardinia, that she loves so deeply:

especially the more northerly, mountainous part of Sardinia.

Still Sardinia is one of the wildest, remotest parts of Europe,

with a strange people and a mysterious past of its own. There

is still an*old mystery in the air, over the forest slopes of Mount
Gennargentu, as there is over some old Druid places, the

mystery of an unevolved people. The war, of course, partly

gutted Sardinia, as it gutted everywhere. But the island is

still a good deal off the map, on the face of the earth.

An island of rigid conventions, the rigid* conventions of

barbarism, and at the sapie time^the fierce violence of the

instinctive passions. A savage tradition of chastity, with a

savage lust of the flesh. A barbaricioverlordship of the gentry,

with a fierce indojpi tabicness of the servile classes. A lack of

public opinion, a lack of belonging to any other part of the

world, a lack of mental awakening, which makes inland

Sardinia almost as savage as Benin, and makes Sardinian

singing as wonderful and almost as wild as any on earth. It is
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the human instibct still uncontaminated. The money-sway still

did not govern Antral Sardinia, in the days ofGrazia Deledda’s
books, twenty* a dozen years ago, before the war. Instead,

there was a jfavage kind of aristocracy and feuda^sm, and a
rule of ancient instinct, instinct with the definite but indescrib-

able tang of the aboriginal people of the island, hot absorbed
into the world: instinct often at war with the Italian Govern-
ment; a determined, savage individualism often breaking with
the law, or driven into brigandage: but human, of the great

human mystery.

I%is this old Sardinia, at last being brought to heel, which is

the real theme of Grazia Dcledda’s books. She is fascinated by
her island and its folks, more than by the problems of the human
psyche. And therefore this book, The Mother

,
is perhaps one of

the least typical of her novels, one of the most “Continental”.

Because here, she has a definite universal theme: the conse-

crated priest «nd the woman. But she keeps on forgetting her

theme. She becom» o more interested in th*' death of the old

hunter, in the doings of the boy Anhochus, in the exorcising of

the spirit from the little girl possessed. She is herself somewhat

bored by the priest’s hesitations: she shows herself suddenly

impatient, a pagan sceptical of the virtues of chastity, even in

consecrated priests; she is touched, >et annoyed, by the pathetic,

tiresome old mother w'ho made her son a priest out of ambition,

and w'ho simply expires in the terror of a public exposure: and,

in short, she makes a bit of a mess of the book, bcc^se she

started a problem she didn’t quite dare to solve. She shirks the

issue atrociously. But neither will the modern spirit solve the

proBlcm by killing offthe fierce instincts that made the problem.

As for Grazia Delcdda, first she started by sympathising with

the mother, and then must sympathise savagely with the young

woman, and theiwran’t make up her mind. She kills off the old

mother in disgust at the old^woman’» triumph, so leaving the

priest and the young woman hanging in space. As a sort of

problem-story, it is disappointing. No doubt, if the priest had

gone off with the woman, as he first intemied, then all the

authoress’s sympathy would have fallen to the old abandoned

mother. As it is, the sympathy falls between two stools, and the

title Im Main is not really justified. The mother turns out not

to be the heroine
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But the interest of the book lies, not in falot or charac-

terisation, but in the presentation of sheer instructive life. The
love ofthe priest for the woman is sheer instinctive passion, pure

and undefiled by sentiment. As such it is worthysof respect, for

in other books on this theme the instinct is swamped gtnd

extinguished1™ sentiment. Here, however, the instinct ofdirect

sex is so strong and so vivid, that only the other blind instinct

of mother-obedience} the child-instinct, can overcome it. All

the priest’s education and Christianity are really mere snuff

of the candle. The old, wild instinct ofU mother’s ambition for

her son defeats the other wild instinct of sexual mating. An old

woman who has never had any sex-life—and it is astonishing,

in barbaric half-civilisation, how many people arc denied a

sex-life—she succeeds, by her old barbaric maternal power over

her son, in finally killing his sex-life too. It is the suicide of

semi-barbaric natures under the sway of a dimly compre-

hended Christianity, and falsely conceived ambition.

The old, blind life of instinct, and chiefly frustrated instinct

and the rage thereof, as it is seen in the Sardinian hinterland,

this is Grazia Deledda’s absorption. The desire of the boy

Antiochus to be a priest is an instinct: perhaps an instinctive

recoil from his mother’s grim priapism. The dying man escapes

from the village, back to the rocks, instinctively needing to die

in the wilds. The feeling of Agnes, the woman who lo\ cs the

priest, is sheer female instinctive passion, something as in Emily

Bronte. It too has the ferocity of frustrated instinct, and is bare

and stark, lacking any of the graces of sentiment. This saves

it from “dating” as d’Annunzio’s passions date. Sardinia is by

no means a land for Romeos and Juliets, nor even Virgins of the

Rocks. It is rather the land of Wuthenng Heights.

The book, of course, loses a good deal in translation, as is

inevitable. In the mouths of the simple people, Italian is a

purely instinctive language, widi the rhythm of instinctive

rather than mental processes. There arc also many instinct-

words with meanings never clearly mentally defined. In fact,

nothing is brought to real mental clearness, everything goes

by in a strefm ofmore or less vague, more or less realised, feeling,

with a natural mist or glow of sensation over everything, that

counts more than the* actual words said; and which, alas, it is

almost impossible to reproduce in the more cut-and-dried
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northern languages, where every word has its fixed value and

meaning, like so much coinage. A language can be killed by

over-precision, killed especially as an effective medium for the

conveyance oSinstinctive passion and instinctive emotion. One

fee]? this, reading a translation from the Italian. Aid though

Grazia Dcledda is not masterly as Giovanni Vcrga is, yet, in

Italian at least, she can put us into the mood and rhythm of

Sardinia, like a true artist, an artist whose work is sound and

enduring.

[Preface to The Mother translated by M <>. Steegmann, London, 1928.]



PART SIX

Americans

[94J

THE SPIRIT OF PLACE

We like to think of the old fashioned American classics as

children’s books. Just childishness, on our pait. 'I he old

America^ art-speech contains an alien quality, which belongs

to the American continent and to nowhere else. But, of course,

so long as we insist on reading the books as children’s tales, we

miss all that.

One wonders what the proper highbrow Romans of the

third and fourth or later centuries read into the strange utter-

ances of Lucretius or Apuleius or Tcrtullian, Augustine or

Athanasius. The uncanny voice of Iberian Spain, the weird-

ness of old Carthage, the passion of Libya and North Africa;

you may bet the proper old Romans never heard these at all.

They read old Latin inference over the top of it, as we read

old European inference over the top of Poe or Hawthorne.

It is’hard to hear a new voice, as hard as it is to listen to

an unknown language. We just don’t listen. There is a new
voice in the old American classics. The world has declined

to hear it, and has babbled about children’s stories.

Why?—Out of fear. The world fears a new experience more

than it fears anything. Because a new expedience displaces so

many old experiences. And it is like trying to use muscles that

have perhaps never been used, or that have been going stiff

for ages. It hurts horribly.

The world doesn’t fear a new idea. It can pigeon-hole any

idea. But It can’t pigeon-hole a real new experience. It can

only dodge. The world is a great dodger, and the Americans

the greatest. Because they dodge their own very selves.

There is a new feeling in the old American books, far more
296
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than there is in the modern American books, which are pretty
empty of any feeing, and proud of it. There is a “different”

feeling in the old American classics. It is the shifting over
from the old psyche to something new, a displacement. And
displacements hurt. This hurts. So we try to tie *it up, like

a cut finger. Put a rag round it.

It is a cut too. Cutting away the old emotions and con-
sciousness. Don’t ask what is left.

Art-speech is the only truth. An artist is usually a damned
liar, but his art, if it be art, will tell you the truth of his day.

And^hat is all that matters. Away with eternal truth. Truth
lives from day to day, and the marvellous Plato of yesterday

is chiefly bosh to-day.

The old American artists were hopeless liars. But they

were artists, in spite of themselves. Which is morc*than you
can say of most living practitioners.

And you please yourself, when you read The Scarlet

Letter, whether you >cccpt what that sugary, blue-eyed little

darling of a Hawthorne has to say for himself, false as all

darlings are, or whether you read the impeccable truth of his

art-speech.

The curious thing about art-speech is that it prevaricates

so terribly, I mean it tells such lies. I suppose because we
always all the time tell ourselves lies. And out of a pattern of

lies art weaves the truth. Like Dostoievsky posing as a sort of

Jesus, but most truthfully revealing himself all the while as a

little horror.

Truly art is a sort of subterfuge. But thank God for it, we
can stee through the subterfuge if we choose. Art has two great

functions. First, it provides an emotional experience. And
then, if we have the courage of our own feelings, it becomes

a mine of practical truth. We have had the feelings ad nauseam.

But we’ve never dared dig the actual truth out of them, the

truth that concerns us, whether :
t concerns our grandchildren

or not.

The artist usually sets out—or used to—te point a moral

and adorn a tale. The tale, however, points the oth<Pr way, as a

rule. Two blankly opposing morals, the artist’s and the tale’s.

Never trust the artist. Trust the talc. The proper function

of a critic is to save the talc from the artist who created it.
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Now we know our business in these studies; saving the

American tale from the American artist.

Let us look at this American artist first. How did he ever

get to America, to start with? Why isn’t he a European still,

like his father before him?

Now listen to me, don’t listen to him. He’ll tell you the lie

you expect. Which is partly your fault for expecting it.

He didn’t come iit search of freedom of worship. England

had more freedom of worship in the year 1 700 than America

had. Won by Englishmen who wanted freedom, and so stopped

at home and fought for it. And got it. Freedom of worship?

Read the history of New England during the first century of

its existence.

Freedom anyhow? The land of the free ! This the land of the

free! Wfiy, if I say anything that displeases them, the free

mob will lynch me, and that’s my freedom. Free? Why I

have never been in any country where the individual has such

an abject fear of his fellow-countrymen. Because, as I say, they

are free to lynch him the moment he shows he is not one of

them.

No, no, if you’re so fond of the truth about Queen Victoria,

try a little about yourself.

Those Pilgrim Fathers and their successors never came here

for freedom of worship. What did they set up when they got

here? Freedom, would you call it?

They didn’t come for freedom. Or if they did, they sadly

went back on themselves.

All right then, what did they come for? For lots of reasons.

Perhaps least of all in search of freedom of any sort: positive

freedom, that is.

They came largely to got away—that most simple of motives.

To get away. Away from what? In the long run, away from

themselves. Away from, everything. That’s why most people

have come to America, and still do come. To get away from

everything they are and have beer.

“Henceforth hr masterless.”

Which iS
1

all very well, but it isn’t freedom. Rather the

reverse. A hopeless sort of constraint. It is never freedom

till you find something you really positively want to be. And
people in America have always been shouting about the things
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they are not. Unless, of course, they are millionaires, made
or in the making.

And after all there is a positive side to the movement. All

that vast flood of human life that has flowed over the Atlantic

in ships fromEurope to America has not flowed cg/er simply

on & tide of revulsion from Europe and from the confinements

of the European ways of life. This revulsion wtes, and stjjl

is, I believe, the prime motive in emigration. But there was
somecause, even for the revulsion.

It seems as if at times man had a frenzy for getting away
from any control of any sort. In Europe the old Christianity

was *£he real master. The Church and the true aristocracy

bore the responsibility for the working out of the Christian

ideals: a little irregularly, maybe, but responsible nevertheless.

Mastery, kingship, fatherhood had their power destroyed at

the time of the Renaissance.

And it was precisely at this moment that the great drift over

the Atlantic Waited. What were men drifting away from? The
old authority of Euiope? Were the> breaking the bonds of

authority, and escaping to a new m< ire absolute unrestrained-

ness? Maybe. But there was more to it.

Liberty is all very wdl, but men cannot live without masters.

There is always a master. And men either live in glad obedi-

ence to the master they believe in, or they live in a frictional

opposition to the master they wish to undermine. In America

this frictional opposition has been the vital factor. It has given

the Yankee his kick. Only the continual influx of more; servile

Europeans has provided America with an obedient fabouring

class. The true obedience never outlasting the first generation.

But there sits the old master, over in Europe. Like a parent.

Somewhere deep in every American heart lies a rebellion

against the old parenthood of Europe. Yet no American feels

he has completely escaped its mastery. Hence the slow,

smouldering patience of y^ncrican • opposition. The slow,

smouldering, corrosive obedience to the old master Europe,

the unwilling subject, the unremitting oposition.

Whatever else you are, be masterless.

Ca Ca Caliban

Get a new master, be a new man.
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Escaped slaves, we might say, people the republics of Liberia

or Haiti. Liberia enough! Are we to look at America in the

same way? A vast republic of escaped slaves. When you
consider the hordes from eastern Europe, you might well say

it: a vast republic of escaped slaves. But on^dare not say

this of the Pilgrim Fathers, and the great old body of idealist

Americans, the modern Americans tortured with thought. A
vast republic of escaped slaves. Look out, America! And a

minority of earnest, &lf-tortured people.

The masterless.

Ca Ca Caliban

Get a new master, be a new man.

What did the Pilgrim Fathers come for, then, when they

came so gjrucsomely over the black sea? Oh, it was in a black

spirit. A black revulsion from Europe, from the old authority

of Europe, from kings and bishops and popes. And more.

When you look into it, more. They were black, masterful

men, they wanted something else. No kings, no bishops

maybe. Even no God Almighty. But also, no more of this

new “humanity 5
’ which followed the Renaissance. None of

this new liberty which was to be so pretty in Europe. Some-
thing grimmer, by no means free-and-easy.

America has never been easy, and is not easy to-day. Ameri-

cans have always been at a certain tension. Their liberty is a

thing of sheer will, -sheer tension: a liberty of Thou shalt

not. And it has been so from the first. The land of Thou
shalt noT. Only the first commandment is: Thou shalt not
presume to be a Master. Hence democracy.

“We are the masterless.” That is what the American Eagle

shrieks. It’s a Hen-Eagle.

The Spaniards refused the post-Renaissance liberty of

Europe. And the Spaniards filled most of America. The
Yankees, too, refused, refused thc^post-Rcnaissance humanism
of Europe. First and foremost, they hated masters. But

under that, they hated the flowing ease of humour in Europe.

At the bottom of the American soul was always a dark sus-

pense, at the bottom of the Spanish-American soul the same.

And this dark suspense hated and hates the old European

spontaneity, watches ft collapse with satisfaction.
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ttvery continent has its own great spirit of place. Every
people is polarised in some particular locality, which is home,
the homeland. Different places on the face of the earth have
different vital effluence, different vibration, different chemical

exhalation, different polarity with different stars: c£ll it what
you like. But the spirit of place is a great reality# The Nile

valley produced not only the corn, but the terrific religion?

of Egypt. China produces the Chinese, and will go on doing

so. The Chinese in San Francisco will in time cease to be
Chinese, for America is n great melting-pot.

There was a tremendous polarity in Italy, in the city of

Romfc. And this seems to have died. For even places die. The
Island of Great Britain had a wonderful terrestrial magnetism

or polarity of its own, which made the British people. For the

moment, this polarity seems to be breaking. Can Engfand die?

And what if England dies?

Men are less free than they imagine; ah, far less free. The
freest are perhaps least free.

Men are free when they are in a li\ ing homeland, not when
they are straying and breaking away. Men are free wh£h
they are obeying some deep, inward voice of religious belief.

Obeying from within. Men are free when they belong to a

living, organic, believing community, active in fulfilling some

unfulfilled, perhaps unrealised purpose. Not when they are

escaping to some wild west. The most unfree souls go west,

and shout of freedom. Men are freest when they are most

unconscious of freedom. The shout is a rattling ofi chains,

always was.

Men arc not free when they are doing just what they like.

The moment you can do just what you like, there is nothing

you care about doing. Men are only fi ee when they are doing

what the deepest self likes.

And there is getting down to the deepest self! It takes some

diving.

Because the deepest self isL way down, and the conscious

self is an obstinate monkey. But of one thing ^e may be sure.

.If one wants to be free, one has to give up the illusion of doing

what one likes, and seek what it wishes done.

But before you can do what it likes, you must first break

the spell of the old mastery, the old it.
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Perhaps at the Renaissance, when kingship and fatherhood

fell, Europe drifted into a very dangerous half-truth: of liberty

and equality. Perhaps the men who went to America felt this,

and so repudiated the old world altogether. Went one better

than Europe. Liberty in America has meant so fir the breaking
away from gll dominion. The true liberty will only begin when
"Americans discover it, and proceed possibly to fulfil it. It
being the deepest whole self of man, the self in its wholeness, not
idealistic halfness.

That’s why the Pilgrim Fathers came to America, then;

and that’s why we come. Driven by it. We cannot sec that

invisible winds carry' us, as they carry swarms of locusts, that

invisible magnetism brings us as it brings the migrating birds

to their unforeknown goal. But it is so. We are not the mar-
vellous choosers and deciders we think we are. It chooses for

us, and decides for us. Unless, of course, we arc just escaped
slaves, vulgarly cocksure of our ready-made destiny. But if

we are living people, in touch with the source, it drives us and
decides us. We are free only so long as we obey. When we run
counter, and think we will do as w e like, wre just flee around like

Orestes pursued by the Eumenides.

And still, when the great day begins, when Americans have
at last discovered America and their ow n wholeness, still there

will be the vast number of escaped slaves to reckon with, those

who have no cocksure, ready-made destinies.

Which will win in America, the escaped slaves, or the new
whole? men?
The real American day hasn’t begun yet; Or at least, not

yet sunrise. So far it has been the false dawn. That is, in the

progressive American consciousness there has been the one
dominant desire, to do away with the old thing. Do away
with masters, exalt the will of the people. The will of the

people being nothing but a figment, the exalting doesn’t

count for much. So, in the nanVj of the will of the people, get

rid of masters. When you havc^got rid of masters, you are left

with this mere phrase of the will of the people. Then you
pause and bethink yourself, and try to recover your own
wholeness.

So much for the conscious American motive, and for democ-
racy over here. Democracy in America is just the tool with
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which the old master of Europe, the European spirit, is under-
mined. Europe destroyed, potentially, American democracy
will evaporate. America will begin.

American consciousness has so far been a false dawn. The
negative ideal of democracy. But underneath, ancf contrary
to this open ideal, the first hints and revelations of<T. It, the
American whole soul.

You. have got to pull the democratic and idealistic clothes

off American utterance, and see what you can of the dusky
body of it underneath.

“Henceforth be masterless.”

Henceforth be mastered.

1
From Stvdu s in Classic An,mean Liteuitine, 1924

"

[95]

TENIMORr COOPER’S WHITE NOVELS

Benjamin Franklin had a specious little equation in provi-

dential mathematics:

Rum -f Savage - 0.

Awfully nice! You might add up the universe to nought,

ifyou kept on.

Rum plus Savage may equal a dead savage. But is a dead

savage nought? Can you make a land virgin by killing off its

aborigines?

The Aztec is gone, and the Incas. The Red Indian, the

Esquimo, the Patagonian arc reduced to negligible numbers.

Ou sont les neiges (Tantan?

My dear, wherever they arc, they will come down again

next winter, sure as houses.

Not that the Red Indian wifi e'er possess the broad lands of

America. At least I presume net. But his ghost will.

The Red Man died hating the white man. W£hat remnant of

'him lives, lives hating the white man. Go near the Indians, and

you just feel it. As far as wc are concerned, the Red Man is

subtly and unremittingly diabolic. Even when he doesn’t

know it. He is dispossessed in life, and unforgiving. He
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doesn't believe in us and our civilisation, and so is our mystic

enemy, for we push him off the face of the earth.

Belief is a mysterious thing. It is the only healer of the soul's

wounds. There is no belief in the world.
<t

The Rtd Man is dead, disbelieving in us. He is dead and
unappeased. Do not imagine him happy in his Happy Hunting
'Ground. No. Only those that die in belief die happy. Those

that are pushed out of life in chagrin come back unappeased,

for revenge.

A curious thing about the Spirit of Place is the fact that no

place exerts its full influence upon a new-comer until the old

inhabitant is dead or absorbed. So America. While the

Red Indian existed in fairly large numbers, the new Colonials

were in a great measure immune from the daimon, or demon, of

AmericS. The moment the last nuclei of Red life break up
in America, then the white men will have to reckon with the full

force of the demon of the continent. At present the demon
of the place and the unappeased ghosts of the dead Indians

act within the unconscious or under-conscious soul of the white

American, causing the great American grouch, the Orestes-like

frenzy of restlessness in the Yankee soul, the inner malaise

which amounts almost to madness, sometimes. The Mexican

is macabre and disintegrated in his own way. Up till now,

the unexpressed spirit of America has worked covertly in the

American, the white American soul. But within the present

generation the surviving Red Indians are due to merge in the

great 'white swamp. Then the Daimon of America- will work
overtly, and we shall see real changes.

There has been all the time, in the white American soul, a

dual feeling about the Indian. First was Franklin’s feeling,

that a wise Providence no doubt intended the extirpation of

these savages. Then came Crcvecocur’s cpntradictory feeling

about the noble Red Man and the innocent life of the wigwam.
Now we hate to subscribe to BeTijamin’s belief in a Providence

that wisely extirpates the Indiap to make room for “cultivators

of the soul”. Jn Cr£vecceur we meet a sentimental desire for

the glorification of the savages. Absolutely sentimental.

Hector pops over to Paris to enthuse about the wigwam.
The desire to extirpate the Indian. And the contradictory

desire to glorify him. Both are rampant still, to-day.
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The bulk of the white people who live in contact with the
Indian to-day would like to see this Red brother exterminated;
not only for the sake of grabbing his land, but because of the
silent, invisible.^but deadly hostility between the spirit of the

two jaces. The minority of whites intellectualise
J
the Red

Man and laud him to the skies. But this minority t§f whites is

mostly a highbrow minority with a big grouch against its own*
whiteness. So there you are.

I doubt if there is possible any real reconciliation, in the

flesh, between the white and the red. For instance, a Red
Indian girl who is servant in the white man’s home, if she is

treated with natural consideration, will probably serve well,

even happily. She is happy with the new power over the

white woman’s kitchen. The white world makes her feel

prouder, so long as she is free to go back to her own people

at the given times. But she is happy because she is playing at

being a white woman. There arc other Indian women who
would never serve the white people, and who would rather die

than have a white man for a lover.

In either case, there is no reconciliation. There is no mystic

conjunction between tht spirit of the two races. The Indian

girl who happily serves white people leaves out her own race-

consideration, for the time being.

Supposing a white man goes out hunting in the mountains

with an Indian. The two will probably get on like brothers.

But let the same white man go alone with two Indians^ and

there will start a most subtle persecution of the unsuspecting

white. If they, the Indians, discover that he has a natural

fear of steep places, then over every precipice in the country

will the trail lead. And so on. Malice! That is the basic

feeling in the Indian heart, towards the white. It may even

be purely unconscicyis.

Supposing an Indian loves a white >yoman, and lives with

her. He will probably be ver/*proud of it, for he will be a big

man among his own people, e,specially if the white mistress has

money. He will never get over the feeling of pride at dining

in a white dining-room and smoking in a white drawfhg-room.

But at the same time he will subtly jeer at his white mistress,

try to destroy her white pride. He will submit to her, if he is

forced to, with a kind of false, unwilling childishness, and even
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love her with the same childlike gentleness, sometimes beautiful.

But at the bottom of his heart he is gibing, gibing, gibing at

her. Not only is it the sex resistance, but the race resistance as

well.
^

There &ems to be no reconciliation in the flesh.
,

That leaves us only expiation, and then reconciliation in the

soul. Some strange atonement: expiation and oncing.

Fenimore Cooper has probably done more than any. writer

to present the Red Man to the white man. But Cooper’s

presentment is indeed a wish-fulfilmerK:. That is why Fenimore

is such a success still.

Modern critics begrudge Cooper his success. I think I resent

it a little myself. This popular wish-fulfilment stuff makes it so

hard for the real thing to come through, later.

Cooper was a rich American of good family. His father

founded Cooperstown, by Lake Champlain. And Fenimore was

a gentleman of culture. No denying it.

It is amazing how cultured these Americans of the first half

of the eighteenth century were. Most intensely so. Austin

Dobson and Andrew Lang are flea-bites in comparison. Vol-

umes of very raffine light verse and finely drawn familiar litera-

ture will prove it to anyone who cares to commit himself to

these elderly books. The English and Trench writers of the

same period were clumsy and hoydenish, judged by the same

standards.

Truly, European decadence was anticipated in America;

and American influence passed over to Europe, was assimilated

there, and then returned to this land of innocence as something

purplish in its modernity and a little wicked. So absurd'things

are.

Cooper quotes a Frenchman, who says,
“LAmirique est

pourrie avant d'Stre m&re” And there is £ great deal in it.

America was not taught by France—by Baudelaire, for example.

Baudelaire learned his lesson frdln America.

Cooper’s novels fall into two^lasscs: his white novels, such

as Homeward Round, Eve Effingham, The Spy, The Pilot, and

then the i^eatherstocking Series. Let us look at the white novels

first.

The Effinghams aBe three extremely refined, genteel Ameri-

cans who are “Homeward Bound” from England to the States.
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Their party consist of father, daughter, and uncle, and faithful

nurse. The daughter has just finished her education in Europe.
She has, indeed, skimmed the cream off Europe. England,
France, Italy, and Germany have nothing more to teach her.

She is bright ana charming, admirable creature; a real modern
heroine; intrepid, calm, and self-collected, yet admirably
impulsive, always in perfectly good taste; clever and assured*

in her speech, like a man, but withal charmingly deferential

and modest before the stronger sex. It is the perfection of the

ideal female. We have karned to shudder at her, but Cooper
still admired.

Onboard is the other type of American, the parvenu, the

demagogue, who has “done” Europe and put it in his breeches

pocket, in a month. Oh, Septimus Dodge, if a European had
drawn you, that European would never have been forgiven by
America. But an American drew you, so Americans wisely

ignore you.

Septimus is the American self-made man. God had no hand
in his make-up. He made himself. He has been to Europe,

no doubt seen everything, including the Venus dc Mil©.

“What, is that the Verms dc Milo?” And he turns his back

on the lady. He’s seen her. He’s got her. She’s a fish he has

hooked, and he’s off to America with her, leaving the scum of a

statue standing in the Louvre.

That is one American way of Vandalism. The original

Vandals would have given the complacent dame a knock with

a battle-axe, and ended her. The insatiable Americ^iP looks

at her. “Is that the Venus de Milo?—come on!” And the

Venus de Milo stands there like a naked slave in a market-place,

whom someone has spat on. Spat on!

I have often thought, hearing Amcilcan tourists in Europe

—in the Bargcllo in Florence, for example, or in the Piazza di

San Marco in Venice—exclaiming, “Isn’t that just too cun-

ning!” or else, “Aren’t yo€ perfectly crazy about Saint

Mark’s! Don’t you think th<jge cupolas arc like the loveliest

turnips upside down, you know”—as if the beautiful things of

Europe were just having their guts pulled out by thesq^\merican

admirers. They admire so wholesale. Sometimes they even

seem to grovel. But the golden cupolas of St. Mark’s in Venice

are turnips upside down in a stale stew, after enough American
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tourists have looked at them. Turnips upside down in a stale

stew. Poor Europe!

And there you are. When a few German bombs fell upon
Rheims Cathedral up went a howl of execration. But there

are more;,ways than one of vandalism. I should think the

American admiration of five-minutes’ tourists has done more
to kill the sacredness of old European beauty and aspiration

than multitudes ofJbombs would have done.

But there you are. Europe has got to fall, and peace hath

her victories.

Behold then Mr. Septimus Dodge returning to Dodge-town
victorious. Not crowned with laurel, it is true, but wreathed

in lists of things he has seen and sucked dry. Seen and sucked

dry, you know: Venus de Milo, the Rhine, or the Coliseum:

swallowed like so many clams, and left the shells.

Now the aristocratic Effinghams, Homeward Bound from

Europe to America, arc at the mercy of Mr. Dodge: Septimus.

He is their compatriot, so they may not disown him. Had they

been English, of course, they would never once have let them-

selves become aware of his existence. But no. They are

American democrats, and therefore, if Mr. Dodge marches up
and says: “Mr. Effingham? Pleased to meet you, Mr. Effing-

ham”—why, then Mr. Effingham is forced to reply: “Pleased

to meet you, Mr. Dodge.” If he didn’t, he would have the

terrible hounds of democracy on his heels and at his throat,

the moment he landed in the Land of the Free. An Englishman

is freeJo continue unaware of the existence of a fellow-country-

man, if the looks of that fellow-countryman are distasteful.

But every American citizen is free to force his presence .upon

you, no matter how unwilling you may be.

Freedom!

The Effinghams detest Mr. Dodge. They abhor him. They
loathe and despise him. They have an unmitigated contempt

for him. Everything he is, says-, and does, seems to them too

vulgar, too despicable. Yet they are forced to answer, when
he presents himself: “Pleased to meet you, Mr. Dodge.”

Freedom!
ft

Mr. Dodge, of Dodge-town, alternately fawns and intrudes,

cringes and bullies.. And the Effinghams, terribly “superior”

in a land of equality, writhe helpless. They would fain snub
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Septimus out of existence. But Septimus is not to be snubbed.

As a true democrat, he is unsnubbable. As a true democrat,

he has right on his side. And right is might.

Right is might. It is the old struggle for power.

Septimus, a true democrat, is the equal of any man. As
a true democrat with a full pocket, he is, by the amount that

fills his pocket, so much the superior of the democrats wilh

empty pockets. Because, though all men are born equal and
die equal, you will not get anybody to admit that ten dollars

equal ten thousand dolors. No, no, there’s a difference there,

however far you may push equality.

Septimus has the Effinghams on the hip. He has them fast,

and they will not escape. What tortures await them at home,
in the Land of the Free, at the hands of the hideously affable

Dodge, we do not care to disclose. What was the persecution

of a haughty Lord or a marauding Baron or an inquisitorial

Abbot compared to the persecution of a million Dodges? The
proud Effinghams are like men buried naked to the chin in

ant-heaps, to be bitten into extinction by a myriad ants.

Stoically, as good democrats and idealists, they writhe and
endure, without making too much moan.
They writhe and endure. There is no escape. Not from

that time to this. No escape. They writhed on the horns of

the Dodge dilemma.

Since then Ford has gone one wrorse.

Through these white novels of Cooper runs the acid of ant-

bites, the formic acid of democratic poisoning. The Effinghams

feel superior. Cooper felt superior. Mrs. Cooper felt superior

too.
#
And bitten.

For they were democrats. They didn't believe in kings, or

lords, or masters, or real superiority of any sort. Before God,

of course. In the sight of God, of course, all men were equal.

This they believefd. And therefore, though they felt terribly

superior to Mr. Dodge, yct,#incc thcry were his equals in the

sight ofGod, they could not feel free to say to him: “Mr. Dodge,

please go to the devil.” Thcy^iad to say : “Pleased to meet you.”

What a lie to tell! Democratic lies.
(

What a dilemma! To feel so superior. To know you are

superior. And yet to believe that, in the sight of God, you are

equal. Can’t help yourself.
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Why couldn’t they let the Lord Almighty look after the

equality, since it seems to happen specifically in His sight,

and stick themselves to their own superiority. Why couldn't

they?

SomehQw they daren’t.

They wqrc Americans, idealists. How dare they balance a

mere tense feeling against an Idea and an Ideal?

Ideally—i.e., ii\the sight of God, Mr. Dodge was their equal.

What a low opinion they held of the Almighty’s faculty for

discrimination.

But it was so. The Ideal of Equality.

Pleased to meet you, Mr. Dodge.

We are equal in the sight of God, of course. But er

Very glad to meet you, Miss Effingham. Did you say—eri

Well now, I think my bank balance will bear it.

Poor Eve Effingham.

Eve! Think of it. Eve! And birds of paradise. And apples.

And Mr. Dodge.

This is where apples of knowledge get you, Miss Eve. You
should leave ’em alone.

“Mr. Dodge, you are a hopeless and insufferable inferior.”

Why couldn’t she say it? She felt it. And she was a heroine.

Alas, she was an American heroine. She was an Educated
Woman. She knew' all about Idfals. She swallowed the

Ideal of Equality with her first mouthful of Knowledge.
Alas for her and that apple of Sodom that looked so rosy. Alas

for all .her knowing.

Mr. Dodge (in check knickerbockers) : Well, feeling a little

uncomfortable below the belt, are you, Miss Effingham?

Miss Effingham (with difficulty withdrawing her gaze from

the Infinite Ocean): Good morning, Mr. Dodge. I was

admiring the dark blue distance.

Mr. Dodge: Say, couldn’t you admire something a bit

nearer.

Think how easy it would have been for her to say “Go
away!” or “Leave me, varlet!”—t>r “Hence base-born knave!”

Or just to Jum Her back on him.

But then he would simply have marched round to the other

side ofher.

Was she his superior, or wasn’t she?
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Why surely, intrinsically, she was. Intrinsically Fenimorc
Cooper was the superior of the Dodges of his day. He felt it.

But he felt he ought not to feel it. And he never had it out
with himself.

That is wl^ one rather gets impatient with hin^. He feels

he is superior, and feels he ought not to feel so, an<| is therefore

rather snobbish, and at the same time a little apologetic. Which
is surely tiresome.

If a man feels superior, he should have it out with himself.

“Do I feel superior bepause I am superior? Or is ft just the

snobbishness of clags, or education, or money?”
^Class, education, money won’t make a man superior. But

if he’s just born superior, in himself, there it is. Why deny it?

It is a nasty sight to see the Effinghams putting themselves

at the mercy of a Dodge, just because of a mere idea or ideal.

Fools. They ruin more than they know. Because at the same
time they are snobbish.

Septimus a« the Court of King Arthur.

Septimus: Hello, Arthur! Pleased to meet you. By the way,

what’s all that great long sword about?

Arthur: This is Excalibur, the sword of my knighthood and
my kingship.

Septimus: That so! We’re all equal in the sight of God, you

know, Arthur.

Arthur: Yes.

Septimus: Then I guess it’s about time I had that yard-and-

a-half of Excalibur to play with. Don’t you think sol We’re

equal in the sight of God, and you’ve had it for quite a while.

Arthur: Yes, I agree. (Hands him Excalibur.)

Septimus (prodding Arthur with Excalibur): Say, Art,

which is your fifth rib?

Superiority is a sword. Hand it over to Septimus, and you’ll

get it back between your ribs.—The whole moral ofdemocracy.

But there you are. Eve Efiinghamliad pinned herself down
on the Contrat Social, and she was prouder of that pin through

her body than of any mortal thing else. Her Ideal. Her

Ideal ofDemocracy. %
When America set out to destroy Kings and Lords and

Masters, and the whole paraphernalia ofEuropean superiority,

it pushed a pin right through its own body, and on that pin it
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still flaps and buzzes and twists in misery. The pin of demo-
cratic equality. Freedom.

There’ll never be any life in America till you pull the pin out

and admit natural inequality. Natural superiority, natural

inferiority* Till such time, Americans just bti’zz round like

various sortj of propellers, pinned down by their freedom*and
equality.

That’s why these white novels of Fenimore Cooper are only

historically and sardonically interesting. The people are all

pinned down by some social pin, and, buzzing away in social

importance or friction, round and round pn the pin. Never

real human beings. Always things pinned down, choosing

to be pinned down, transfixed by the idea or ideal of equality

and democracy, on which they turn loudly and importantly,

like propellers propelling. These States. Humanly, it is

boring. As a historic phenomenon, it is amazing, ludicrous,

and irritating.

If you don’t pull the pin out in time, you’ll never be able to

pull it out. You must turn on it for ever, or bleed to death.

Naked to the waist was I,

And deep within my breast did lie,

Though no man any blood could sp\

,

The truncheon of a spear

Is'it already too late?

Oh God, the democratic pin!

Freedom, Equality, Equal Opportunity, Education, Rights

ofMan.
The pin! The pin!

Well, there buzzes Eve Effingham, snobbishly, impaled. She

is a perfect American heroine, and I’m sure she wore the first

smartly-tailored “suit” that ever woman wore. I’m sure she

spoke several languages. I’m svre she was hopelessly com-

petent. I’m sure she “adored” her husband, and spent masses

of his money, and divorced himlbecause he didn’t understand

Love.
t

American women in their perfect “suits”. American men
in their imperfect coats and skirts!

I feel I’m the superior of most men I meet. Not in birth,
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because I never had a great-grandfather. Not in money,
because I’ve got none. Not in education, because Fm merely

scrappy. And certainly not in beauty or in manly strength.

Well, what then?

Just in mysrff.

When I’m challenged, I do feel myself superioj to most of

the men I meet. Just a natural superiority.

But not till there enters an element of challenge.

When I meet another man, and he is just himself—even if he

is an ignorant Mexican pitted with smallpox—then there is no

question between us of superiority or inferiority. He is a man
arid I am a man. We are ourselves. There is no question

between us.

But let a question arise, let there be a challenge, and then I

feel he should do reverence to the gods in me, because they are

more than the gods in him. And he should give reverence to

the very me, because it is more at one with the gods than is his

very self.

If this is conceit, I am sorry. But it’s the gods in me that

matter. And in other men. •

As for me, I am glad to salute the bra\ e, reckless gods in

another man. So glad to meet a man who will abide by his

very self.

Ideas! Ideals! All this paper between us. What a weariness.

If only people would meet in their very selves, without want-

ing to put some idea over one another, or some ideal.

Damn all ideas and all ideals. Damn all the false sjtrcss, and

the pins.

I am I. Here am I. Where are you?

Ah, there you arc! Now, damn the consequences, we have

met.

That’s my ideajofdemocracv, ifyou can call it an idea.

[From Studies in Classic American Lirnatwe, 1924 ]
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T96]

FENIMORE COOPER’S LEATHERSTOCKING
NOVELS

In his Leatherstocking books, Fenimore is off on another

track. He is no longer concerned with* social white Americans

that buzz with pins through them, buzz loudly against every

mortal thing except the pin itself. The pin of the Great Ideal.

One gets irritated with Cooper because he never for once

snarls at the Great Ideal Pin which transfixes him. No, indeed.

Rather he tries to push it through the very heart of the

Continent.

But I have loved the Leatherstocking books so dearly.

Wish-fulfilment

!

Anyhow, one is not supposed to take Love seriously, in these

books. Eve Effingham, impaled on the social pin, conscious

all the time of her own ego and of nothing else, suddenly flut-

tering in throes of love: no, it makes me sick. Love is never

Love until it has a pin pushed through it and becomes an Ideal.

The ego, turning on a pin, is wildly In Love, always. Because

that’s the thing tojbe.

Cooper was a Gentleman, in the worst sense of the word.

In the* Nineteenth Century sense of the word. A correct,

clockwork man.

Not altogether, of course.

The great national Grouch was grinding inside him. Prob-

ably he called it Cosmic Urge. Americans usually do: in

capital letters.

Best stick to National Grouch. The great American grouch.

Cooper had it, gentleman that hi* was. That is why he flitted

round Europe so uneasily. Of course, in Europe he could be,

and was, a gentleman to his heart’s content.

“In shor;”, he says in one of his letters, “we were at table

two counts, one monsignore, an English Lord, an Ambassador,

and my humble self.”

Were we really!
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How nice it must have been to know that one self, at least,

was humble.

And he felt the democratic American tomahawk wheeling
over his uncomfortable scalp all the time.

The great iWherican grouch.

Two monsters loomed in Cooper’s horizon.

Mrs. Cooper My Work
. My Work My Wife

My Wife My Work,
The Dear Children

,
My Work ! ! !

There you have the essential keyboard of Cooper’s soul.

If there is one thing that annoys me more than a business

man and his Business, it is an artist, a writer, painter, jnusician,

and My Work. When an artist says My Work, the flesh goes

tired on my bones. When he says My Wife, I want to hit him.

Cooper grilled about his work. Oh, heaven, he cared so

much whether it was good or bad, and what die French thought,

and what Mr. Snippy Knowall said
,
and how Mrs. Cooper t<jok

it. The pin, the pin

!

But he was truly an artist: then an American: then a

gentleman.

And the grouch grouched inside him, through all.

They seem to have been specially fertile in imagining

themselves “under the wigwam”, do these Americans, just

when their knees were comfortably under the mahogany, in

Paris, along with the knees of

4 Counts

2 Cardinals

1 Milord

5 Cocottes

1 Humble self

You bet, though, that wher the cocottes were being raffled

off, Fenimore went home to his Wife.

Wish Fulfilment Actuality

The Wigwam vs. My Hotel

Chingachgook vs. My Wife*

Natty Bumppo vs. My Humble Self
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Fenimore, lying in his Louis-Quatorze hotel in Paris, passion-

ately musing about Natty Bumppo and the pathless forest, and
mixing his imagination with the Cupids and Butterflies on the

painted ceiling, while Mrs. Cooper was struggling with her

latest gowj> in the next room, and the dejeuner* was with the

Countess at eleven. ...
*Men live by lies.

In actuality, Feqimore loved the genteel continent ofEurope,

and waited gasping for the newspapers to praise his Work.
In another actuality he loved the torjjahawking continent of

America, and imagined himself Natty Bumppo.
His actual desire was to be: Monsieur Fenimore Cooper

,
le grand

Serivain amiricain.

His innermost wish was to be: Natty Bumppo.
Now Natty and Fenimore, arm-in-arm, are an odd couple.

You can see Fenimore: blue coat, silver buttons, silvcr-and-

diamond buckle shoes, ruffles.

You see Natty Bumppo: a grizzled, uncouth old renegade,

with gaps in his old teeth and a drop on the end ofhis nose.

But Natty was Fenimorc’s great wish: his wish-fulfilment.

“It was a matter of course,” says Mrs. Cooper, “that he

should dwell on the better traits of the picture rather than on

the coarser and more revolting, though more common points.

Like West, he could see Apollo in the young Mohawk.”
The coarser and more revolting, though more common

points.

You sec now why he depended so absolutely on My Wife.

She had to look things in the face for him. The coarser and

more revolting, and certainly more common points, she had to

see.

He himself did so love seeing pretty-pretty, with the thrill of

a red scalp now and then.

Fenimore, in his imagination, wanted to be Natty Bumppo,
who, I am sure, belched 'after he Lad eaten his dinner. At the

same time Mr. Cooper was nothing if not a gentleman. So he

decided to stay in France and have it all his own way.

In France, Natfy would not belch after eating, and Chingach-

gook could be all the Apollo he liked.

As ifever any Indian was like Apollo. The Indians, with their

curious female quality, their archaic figures, with high shoulders
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and deep, archaic waists, like a sort of woman! And their

natural devilishness, their natural insidiousness.

But men see what they want to see: especially if they look

from a long distance, across the ocean, for example.
Yet the Laiithcrstocking J^ooks are lovely. Lovely half-lies.

They form a sort of American Odyssey, with Natty Bumppo
for Odysseus.

Only, in the original Odyssey, there is plenty of devil, Circes

and swine and all. And Ithacus is devil enough to outwit the

devils. But Natty is a saint with a gun, and the Ihdians are

gentlemen through and through, though they may take an
occasional scalp.

There are five Leatherstocking novels: a decrescendo of reality,

and a crescendo of beauty.

1. Pioneers: A raw frontier-village on Lake Chjynplain, at

the end of the eighteenth century. Must be a picture of

Cooper’s home, as he knew it when a boy. A very lovely

book. Natty Bumppo an old man, an old hunter half

civilised.

2. The Last of the Mohicans: A historical fight between^the

British and the French, with Indians ora both sides, at

a Fort by L,ake Champlain. Romantic flight of the

British general’s two daughters, conducted by the scout,

Natty, who is in the prime of life; roman tie death of the

last of the Delawares.

3. The Piaine: A wagon of some huge, sinister Kentuckians

trekking west into the unbroken prairie. # Prairie

Indians, and Natty, an old, old man; he dies* seated on

a chair on the Rocky Mountains, looking east.

4. The Pathfinder: The Great Lakes. Natty, a man of about

thirty-five, makes an abortive proposal to a bouncing

damsel, daughter of the Sergeant at the Fort.

5. Deerslayer: #Natty and Hurry Harry, both quite young,

are hunting in the yirgin wiki. They meet two white

women. Lake Champlain again.

These are the five LeatlTerstocking books: Natty Bumppo
being Leatherstocking, Pathfinder, Deersl^er, according to

his ages.

Now let me put aside my impatience at the unreality of this

vision, and accept it as a wish-fulfilment vision, a kind ofyearn-
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ing myth. Because it seems to me that the things in Cooper
that make one so savage, when one compares them with actu-

ality, are perhaps, when one considers them as presentations

of a deep subjective desire, real in their way, and almost

prophetic. , V
The passionate love for America, for the soil of America,' for

example. As I say, it is perhaps easier to love America passion-

ately, when you loijk at it through the wrong end of the tele-

scope, across all the Atlantic water, as Cooper did so often, than

when you1
are right there. When you ajc actually in America,

America hurts, because it has a powerful disintegrative

influence upon the white psyche. It is full of grinning,

unappeased aboriginal demons, too, ghosts, and it persecutes

the white men, like some Eumenides, until the white men give

up their absolute whiteness. America is tense with latent

violence and resistance. The very common sense of white

Americans has a tinge ofhelplessness in it, and deep fear ofwhat
might be if they were not common-scnsical.

Yet one day the demons of America must be placated, the

ghqsts must be appeased, the Spirit of Place atoned for. Then
the true passionate love for American Soil will appear. As yet,

there is too much menace in the landscape.

But probably, one day America will be as beautiful in actu-

ality as it is in Cooper. Not yet, however. When the factories

have fallen down again.

And again, this perpetual blood-brother theme ofthe Leather-

stocking, novels, Natty and Chingachgook, the Great Serpent.

At present it is a sheer myth. The Red Man and the White

Man are not blood-brothers: even when they are most friendly.

When they are most friendly, it is as a rule the one betraying

his race-spirit to the other. In the white man—rather highbrow

—who “loves” the Indian, one feels the white man betraying

his own race. There is something unproud, 'underhand in it.

Renegade. The same with the c Americanised Indian who
believes absolutely in the white mode. It is a betrayal.

Renegade again.

In the actual flesh, it seems to me the white man and the red

man cause *a feeling of oppression, the one to the other, no
matter what the £opd will. The red life flows in a different

direction from the white life. You can’t make two streams
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that flow in opposite directions meet and mingle soothingly.

Certainly, if Cooper had had to spend his whole life in the

backwoods, side by side with a Noble Red Brother, he would
have screamed with the oppression of suffocation. He had to

have Mrs. Cdbper, a straight strong pillar ofsociety to hang on
to. And he had to have the culture of France to turn back to,

or he would just have been stifled. The Noble Red Brother

would have smothered him and driven him mad.
So that the Natty and Chingachgook myth must remain a

myth. It is a wish-fulfilment, an evasion of actualfty. As we
have said before, the folds of the Great Serpent would have

b&en heavy, very heavy, too heavy, on any white man. Unless

the white man were a true renegade, hating himselfand his own
race spirit, as sometimes happens.

It seems there can be no fusion in the flesh. But the spirit

can change. The white man’s spirit can never become as the

red man’s spirit. It doesn’t want to. But it can cease to be

the opposite and the negative of the red man’s spirit. It can

open out a new great area of tomr lousness, in which there is

•rbSm for the red spirit too.

To open out a ne^ r wide area of consciousness means to slough

the old consciousness. The old consciousness has become a

tight-fitting prison to us, in which we are going rotten.

You can’t have a new, easy skin before you have sloughed

the old, tight skin.

You can’t.

And you just can’t, so you may as well leave off pretending.

Now the essential history of the people of the Umted States

seems to me just this: At the Renaissance the old consciousness

was becoming a little tight. Europe sloughed her last skin, and

started a new, final phase.

But some Europeans recoiled from the last final phase. They

wouldn’t enter
#
the cul-de-sac of post-Renaissancc, “liberal”

Europe. They came to America.

They came to America for two reasons:

1 . To slough the old European consciousness completely.

2. To grow a new skin underneath, a new*form. This second

is a hidden process.

The two processes go on, of course, simultaneously. The

slow forming of the new skin underneath is the slow sloughing
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of the old skin. And sometimes this immortal serpent feels

very happy, feeling a new golden glow ofa strangely-patterned

skin envelop him: and sometimes he feels very sick, as if his

very entrails were being torn out of him, as he wrenches once

more at hispid skin, to get out of it.

Out! OutJ he cries, in all kinds ofeuphemisms.

He’s got to have his new skin on him before ever he can get

out.

And he’s got to get out before his new skin can ever be his

own skin.

So there he is, a torn, divided monster.

The true American, who writhes and writhes like a snake

that is long in sloughing.

Sometimes snakes can’t slough. They can’t burst their old

skin. Ther they go sick and die inside the old skin, and nobody
ever sees the new pattern.

It needs a real desperate recklessness to burst your old skin

at last. You simply don’t care what happens to you, if you
rip yourselfin two, so long as you do get out.

It also needs a real belief in the new skin. Otherwise you
are likely nevtY to make the effort. Then you gradually sicken

and go rotten and die in the old skin.

Now Fcnimore stayed very safe inside the old skin: a gentle-

man, almost a European, as proper as proper can be. And, safe

inside the old skin,,he imagined the gorgeous American pattern

ofa new skin.

He hatted democracy. So he evaded it, and had a nice dream
of something beyond democracy. But he belonged to demo-
cracy all the while.

Evasion!—Yet even that doesn’t make the dream worthless.

Democracy in America was never the same as Liberty in

Europe. In Europe Liberty was a great life-throb. But in

America Democracy was always something anti-life. The
greatest democrats, like Abraham ^Lincoln, had always a sacri-

ficial, self-murdering note in thejr voices. American Demo-
cracy was a form of self-murder, always. Or of murdering

somebody e^e.

Necessarily. It was a pis alter. It was the pis alter to European

Liberty. It was a cruel form of sloughing. Men murdered
themselves into this democracy. Democracy is the utter
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hardening of the old skin, the old form, the old psyche* It

hardens till it is tight and fixed and inorganic. Then it must
burst, like a chrysalis shell. And out must come the soft grub,
or the soft damp butterfly of the American-at-last.

America lAs gone the pis alter of her democracy. Now she
must slough even that, chiefly that, indeed.

What did Cooper dream beyond democracy? Why, in his

immortal friendship of Chingachgook and Natty Bumppo he
dreamed the nucleus of a new society. That is, he ^reamed a
new human relationslvp. A stark, stripped human relationship

of two men, deeper than the deeps of sex. Deeper than pro-

perty, deeper than fatherhood, deeper than marriage, deeper
than love. So deep that it is loveless. The stark, loveless,

wordless unison of two men who have come to the bottom of

themselves. This is the new nucleus of a new society, the clue

to a new world-epoch. It asks for a great and cruel sloughing

first of all. Then it finds a great release into a new world, a

new moral, a n<*w landscape.

Natty and the Great Serpent art leither equals nor unequals.

Each obeys the other when the moment arri\es. And each is

stark and dumb in the other’s presence, starkly himself, with-

out illusion created. Each is just the crude pillar of a man,

the crude living column of his own manhood. And each

knows the godhead of this crude column of manhood. A new
relationship.

The Leatherstocking no\els create the myth of this new
relation. And they go backwards, from old age

#
t© golden

youth. That is the true myth of America. She starts old, old,

wrinkled and writhing in an old skin. And there is a gradual

sloughing of the old skin, towards a new youth. It is the myth

of America.

You start with actuality. Pioneers is no doubt Cooperstown,

when Cooperstown was in the stage of inception: a village of

one wild street of log cabins under the forest hills by Lake

Champlain: a village of jfude, wild frontiersmen, reacting

against civilisation.

Towards this frontier-village in the wintertime, negro slave

drives a sledge through the mountains, o^er deep snow. In

the sledge sits a fair damsel, Miss Temple, with her handsome

pioneer father, Judge Temple. They hear a shot in the trees
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It i$ the old hunter and backwoodsman, Natty Bumppo, long

and lean and uncouth, with a long rifle and gaps in his teeth.

Judge Temple is "squire” of the village, and he has a

ridiculous, commodious “hall” for his residence. It is still

the old English form. Miss Temple is a patten?young lajly,

like E\c Effingham: in fact, she gets a young and very genteel

but impoverished Effingham for a husband. The old world

holding its own on the edge of the wild. A bit tircsomcly .too,

with rather more prunes and prisms than one can digest. Too

romantic. <

Against the “hall” and the gentry, the real fronticrs-folk,

the rebels. The two groups meet at the village inn, and at the

frozen church, and at the Christmas sports, and on the ice of

the lake, and at the great pigeon shoot. It is a beautiful,

resplendent: picture of life. Fenimore puts in only the glamour.

Perhaps my taste is childish, but these scenes in Pioneers

seem to me marvellously beautiful. The raw village street,

with wood fires blinking through the unglazcd window-chinks,

on a winter’s night. The inn, with the rough woodsman and
the*drunken Indian John; the church, with the snowy congre-

gation crowd il'ig to the fire. Then the lavish abundance of

Christmas cheer, and turkey shooting in the snow. Spring

coming, forests all green, maple-sugar taken from the trees:

and clouds ofpigeons flying from the south, myriads of pigeons,

shot in heaps; and. night-fishing on the teeming, virgin lake;

and deer-hunting.

Pictuiv§ ! Some of the loveliest, most glamorous pictures in

all literature.

Alas, without the cruel iron of reality. It is all real enough.

Except that one realises that Fenimore was writing from a safe

distance, where he would idealise and have his wish-fulfilment.

Because, when one comes to America, one finds that there is

always a certain slightly devilish resistance in the American
landscape, and a certain "slightly bitter resistance in the white

man’s heart. Hawthorne gives thi^ But Cooper glosses it over.

The American landscape has never been at one with the white

man. Nevej. And white men have probably never felt so

bitter anywhere, gs here in America, where the very land-

scape, in its very beauty, seems a bit devilish and grinning,

opposed to us.
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Cooper, however, glosses over this resistance, which in actu-
ality can never quite be glossed over. He wants the landscape
to be at one with him. So he goes away to Europe and sees it

as such. It is a sort of vision.

^nd, nevelfthelcss, the oneing will surely take fla.ee—some
day.

The myth is the story of Natty. The old, lean hunter aChd

backwoodsman livts with his friend, the grey-haired Indian

John, an old Delaware chief, in a hut within reach ofthe village.

The Delaware is christianised and bears the Christian name of

Jojjn. He is tribeless and lost. He humiliates his grey hairs

in drunkenness, and dies, thankful to be dead, in a forest fire,

passing back to the fire whence he derived.

And this is Chingachgook, the splendid Great Serpent of the

later novels.

No doubt Cooper, as a boy, knew both Natty and the Indian

John. No doubt they fired his imagination even then. When
he is a man, cry^ Uised in society and sheltering behind the

safe pillar of Mrs. Cooper, these t\\'» old fellows become a myth
to his soul. He traces himself to a new youth in them.

As for the story: judge Temple has just bccfi instrumental

in passing the wise game laws. But Natty has lived by his gun

all his life in the wild woods, and simply childishly cannot

understand how he can be poaching on the Judge’s land among
the pine trees. He shoots a deer in the close season. The

Judge is all sympathy, but the law must be enforced. Bewildered

Natty', an old man of se\ enty, is put in stocks and jfl prison.

They release him as soon as possible. But the thing was done.

The letter killcth.

Natty’s last connexion with his own race is broken. John,

the Indian, is dead. The old hunter disappears, lonely and

severed, into the forest, aw ay, a >vay from his race.

In the new epoch that is coming, there will be no letter of

the Law.
Chronologically, The Lag of the Mohicans follows Pioneers.

But in the myth, The Pi nine comes next.

Cooper of course knew his own America. He towelled west

and saw the prairies, and camped with ^Jie Indians of the

prairie.

The Prairie
,

like Pioneers
,
bears a good deal the stamp of
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actuality. It is a strange, splendid book, full of sense of doom.
The figures of the great Kentuckian men, with their wolf-

women, loom colossal on the vast prairie, as they camp with

their wagons. These are different pioneers from Ji^dge Temple.

Lurid, brut*!, tinged with the sinisterness of crime; these arc

the gaunt white men who push west, push on and on against

thd natural opposition of the continent. On towards a doom.

Great wings of vengeful doom seem spread over the west, grim

against th? intruder. You feel them again in Frank Norris’s

novel. The Octopus. While in the West cf Bret Hartc there is

a very devil in the air, and beneath him are sentimental self-

conscious people being wicked and goody by evasion.

In The Prairie there is a shadow of violence and dark cruelty

flickering in the air. It is the aboriginal demon hovering over

the core of*the continent. It hovers still, and the dread is still

there.

Into such a prairie enters the huge figure of Ishmacl, ponder-

ous, pariah-like Ishmael and his huge sons and his werc-wolf

wife. With their wagons they roll on from the frontiers of

Kentucky, like Cyclops into the savage wilderness. Day after

day they seem to force their way into oblivion. But their force

of penetration ebbs. They arc brought to a stop. They recoil

in the throes of murder and entrench themselves in isolation

on a hillock in the midst of the prairie. There they hold out

like demi-gods against the elements and the subtle Indian.

The pioneering brute invasion of the West, crime-tinged

!

And irtto this setting, as a sort of minister of peace, enters

the old, old hunter Natty, and his suave, horse-riding Sioux

Indians. But he seems like a shadow.

The hills rise softly west, to the Rockies. There seems a

new peace: or is it only suspense, abstraction, waiting? Is it

only a sort of beyond?

Natty lives in these hills, in a village of the suave, horse-riding

Sioux. They revere him as an old 4fisc father.

In these hills he dies, sitting in hif chair and looking far cast,

to the forest and gjeat sweet waters, whence he came. He dies

gently, in physical peace with the land and the Indians. He is

an old, old man.

Cooper could see no further than the foothills where Natty

died, beyond the prairie.
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The other novels bring us back east.

The Last of the Mohicans is divided between real historical

narrative and true “romance”. For myself, I prefer the

romance. It has a myth meaning, whereas the narrative is

chjpfly record.

For the first time we get actual women: the da$k, handsome
Cora and her frail sister, the White Lily. The good old division,

the .dark sensual woman and the clinging, submissive little

blonde, who is so “pure”.

These sisters are fugitives through the forest, under the

protection of a Major Heyward, a young American officer and
Englishman. He is just a “white” man, very good and brave

and generous, etc., but limited, most definitely borne . He
would probably love Cora, if he dared, but he finds it safer to

adore the clinging White Lily of a younger sister.

This trio is escorted by Natty, now Leatherstocking, a hunter

and scout «:i die prime of life, accompanied by his inseparable

friend Chingachgo'k, and the Delaware’s beautiful son—Adonis

rather than Apollo—Uncas, The L:»st of the Mohicans.

There is also a “wicked” Indian, Magua, handsome »and

injured incarnation f evil.

Cora is the scarlet flower of womanhood, fierce, passionate

offspring of some mysterious union between the British officer

and a Creole woman in the West Indies. Cora loves Uncas,

Uncas loves Cora. But Magua also desires Cora, violently

desires her. A lurid little circle of sensual fire. So Fenimore

kills them all off, Cora, Uncas, and Magua, and Imvcs the

White Lily to carry on the race. She will breed plenty of white

children to Major Heyward. These tiresome “lilies that fester”,

of our day.

Evidently Cooper—or the artist in him— has decided that

there can be no J^lood-mixing of the two races, white and red.

He kills .’em off.

Beyond all this heart-beafting stand the figures of Natty and

Chingachgook: the twro chadless, wTomanless men, of opposite

races. They arc the abiding thing. Each of them is alone, and

final in his race. And they stand side by side, st|rk, abstract,

beyond emotion, yet eternally together. All the other loves

seem frivolous. This is the new great thing, the clue, the

inception of a new humanity.
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And Natty, what sort of a white man is he? Why, he is a

man with a gun. He is a killer, a slayer. Patient and gentle

aa he is, he is a slayer. Self-effacing, self-forgetting, still he
is a killer.

Twice, in^jthe book, he brings an enemy dowA hurtling.in

death through the air, downwards. Once it is the beautiful,

wieked Magua—shot from a height, and hurtling down ghastly

through space, into death.

This is Natty, the white forerunner. A killer. As in Deer-

slayer, he sfioots the bird that flics in the high, high sky, so that

the bird falls out of the invisible into the visible, dead, he

symbolises himself. He will bring the bird of the spirit out of

the high air. He is the stoic American killer of the old great

life. But he kills, as he says, only to live.

Pathfinder* takes us to the Great Lakes, and the glamour

and beauty of sailing the great sweet waters. Natty is now
called Pathfinder. He is about thirty-five years old, and he

falls in love. The damsel is Mabel Dunham, daughter of

Sergeant Dunham of the Fort garrison. She is blonde and in

all things admirable. No doubt Mrs. Cooper was very much
like Mabel. *

And Pathfinder doesn’t marry her. She won’t have him.

She wisely prefers a more comfortable Jasper. So Natty goes

off to grouch, and to end by thanking his stars. When he had

got right clear, and sat by the campfire with Chingachgook, in

the forest, didn’t he just thank his stars! A lucky escape!

Men of an uncertain age are liable to these infatuations.

They aren’t always lucky enough to be rejected.

Whatever would poor Mabel have done, had she been Mrs.

Bumppo?
Natty had no business marrying. His mission was elsewhere.

The most fascinating Leatherstocking book is the last,

Deerslayer. Natty is now a fresh youth, called Decrslayer.

But the kind of silent prim youth %vho is never quite young,

but reserves himself for different thipgs.

It is a gem of a book. Or a bit of perfect paste. And myself,

I like a bit <jf perfect paste in a perfect setting, so long as I

am not fooled by pretence of reality. And the setting of

Deerslayer could not be more exquisite. Lake Champlain again.

Of course it never rains: it is never cold and muddy and
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dreary: no one has wet feet or toothache: no one ever jeels

filthy, when they can’t wash for a week. God knows what the

women would really have looked like, for they fled through
.the wilds without soap, comb, or towel. They breakfasted

ofja chunk Sf meat, or nothing, lunched the same^and supped
the same.

Yet at every moment they arc elegant, perfect ladies,* in

correct toilet.

Which isn’t quite fair. You need only go carqping for a

week, and you’ll see.

#
But it is a myth, not a realistic tale. Read it aSi a lovely

myth. Lake Glimmerglass.

Dccrslayer, the youth with the long rifle, is found in the

woods with a big, handsome, blond-bearded backwoodsman
called Hurry Harry. Dccrslayer seems to have«been born

under a hemlock tree out of a pine-cone: a young man of the

woods. H^ is silent, simple, philosophic, moralistic, and an

unerring shot. His simplicity is the simplicity of age rather

than of youth. He is race-old. Ah his reactions and impulses

are fixed, static. Almost he is sexless, so race-old. Yet intel-

ligent, hardy, daur'less.

Hurry Harry is a big blusterer, just the opposite of Deer-

slayer. Dcerslayer keeps the centre of his own consciousness

steady and unperturbed. Huny Harry is one of those flounder-

ing people who bluster from one emotion to another, very

self-conscious, without any centre to them.

These two young men are making their wray to *a lovely,

smallish lake, Lake Glimmerglass. On this water the Hutter

family has established itself. Old Hutter, it is suggested, has

a criminal, coarse, buccaneering past, and is a sort of fugitive

from justice. But he is a good enough father to his two grown-

up girls. The family lives in a log hut “castle”, built on piles

in the water, and the old man has also constructed an “ark”,

a sort of house-boat, in which he can take his daughters when

he goes on his rounds to tr^p the beaver.

The two girls are the inevitable dark and light. Judith,

dark, fearless, passionate, a little lurid witl? sin, js the scarlet-

and-black blossom. Hetty, the younger^ blonde, frail and

innocent, is the white lily again. But alas, the lily has begun to

fester. She is slightly imbecile.
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The two hunters arrive at the lake among the woods just

as war has been declared. The Hutters are unaware of the fact.

And hostile Indians are on the lake already. So, the story of

thrills and perils.

Thomas IJardy’s inevitable division of women Alto dark ajid

fair, sinful and innocent, sensual and pure, is Cooper’s division

too* It is indicative of the desire in the man. He wants sen-

suality and sin, and he wants purity and “innocence”. If.thc

innocence goes a little rotten, slightly imbecile, bad luck!

Hurry Harry, of course, like a handsome impetuous meat-

fly, at once wants Judith, the lurid poppy-blossom. Judith

rejects him with scorn.

Judith, the sensual woman, at once wants the quiet, reserved,

unmastered Deerslayer. She wants to master him. And
Deerslayer is half tempted, but never more than half. He is

not going to be mastered. A philosophic old soul, he does not

give much for the temptations of sex. Probably he dies virgin.

And he is right of it. Rather than be dragged into a false

heat of deliberate sensuality, he will remain alone. His soul is

alone, for ever alone. So he will preserve his integrity, and
remain alone hi the flesh. It is a stoicism which is honest and

fearless, and from which Deerslayer never lapses, except when,

approaching middle age, he proposes to the buxom Mabel.

He lets his consciousness penetrate in loneliness into the new
continent. His coqtacts are not human. He wrestles with the

spirits of the forest and the American wild, as a hermit wrestles

with God and Satan. His one meeting is with Chingachgook,

and this meeting is silent, reserved, across an unpassable

distance.

Hetty, the White Lily, being imbecile, although full of

vaporous religion and the dear, good God, “who governs all

things by his providence,” is hopelessly infatuated with Hurry

Harry. Being innocence gone imbecile, like Dostoievsky’s Idiot,

she longs to give herself to the handsome meat-fly. Of course

he doesn’t want her.

And so nothing happens: in that direction. Deerslayer goes

off to meet (Jhingichgook, and help him woo an Indian maid.

Vicarious.

It is the miserable story of the collapse of the white psyche.

The white man’s mind and soul are divided between these two
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things: innocence and lust, the Spirit and Sensuality. Sen-

suality always carries a stigma, and is therefore more deeply

desired, or lusted after. But spirituality alone gives the sense

of uplift, exaltation, and “winged life”, with the inevitable

reaction into^in and spite. So the white man is divjded against

himself. He plays off one side of himself against the other

side, till it is really a talc told by an idiot, and nauseating.

Against this, one is forced to admire the stark, enduring

figure of Deerslayer. He is neither spiritual nor sensual. He
is a moraliser, but he always tries to moralise from actual

experience, not from theory. He says: “Hurt nothing unless

ymi’re forced to.” Yet he gets his deepest thrill of gratification,

perhaps, when he puts a bullet through the heart of a beautiful

buck, as its stoops to drink at the lake. Or when he brings the

invisible bird fluttering down in death, out of thc«high blue.

“Hurt nothing unless you’re forced to.” And yet he lives by

death, by killing the wild things of the air and earth.

It’s not good enough.

But you have there the myth of the essential white America.

All the other stuff, the love, the democracy, the floundering

into lust, is a sort (•? by-play'. The essential American soul is

hard, isolate, stoic, and a killer. It has never yet melted.

Of course, the soul often breaks down into disintegration,

and you have lurid sin and Judith, imbecile innocence lusting,

in Hetty, and bluster, bragging, and self-conscious strength, in

Harry. But there are the disintegration products.

What true myth concerns itself with is not the disintegration

product. True myth concerns itself centrally with the onward

adventure of the integral soul. And this, for America, is

Deerslayer. A man who turns his back on white society. A
man who keeps his moral integrity hard and intact. An isolate,

almost selfless, stoic, enduring man, who lives by death, by

killing, J>ut who is pure white.

This is the very intrinsic#most American. He is at the core

of all the other flux and flifff. And when this man breaks from

his static isolation, and makes a new move, then look out,

something will be happening.

TFrom Studies in Classic American Literature, 1924J
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[97]

EDGAR ALLAN POE

Poe has no truck with Indians or Nature. He makes no bones

about Red Brothers and Wigwams.
He is absolutely concerned with the disintegration-processes

of his ovyn psyche. As we have said, the rhythm of American
art-activity is dual.

1 . A disintegrating and sloughing of the old consciousness.

2. The forming ofa new consciousness underneath.

Fenimo^ Cooper has the two vibrations going on together.

Poe has only one, only the disintegrative vibration. This makes
him almost more a scientist than an artist.

Moralists have always wondered helplessly why Poe’s

“morbid” tales need have been written. They need to be

written because old things need to die and disintegrate, because

the old white 9syche has to be gradually broken down before

anything else can come to pass.

Man must be stripped even of himself. And it is a painful,

sometimes a ghastly process.

Poe has a pretty bitter doom. Doomed to seethe down his

soul in a great continuous convulsion of disintegration, and
doomed, to register the process. And then doomed to be abused

for it, when he had performed some of the bitterest tasks of

human experience that can be asked of a man. Necessary

tasks, too. For the human soul must suffer its own disintegra-

tion, consciously, ifever it is to survive.

But Poe is rather a scientist than an artist. He is reducing

his own self as a scientist reduces a salt in a brucible. It is an

almost chemical analysis ofthe sou^and consciousness. Whereas

in true art there is always the double rhythm of creating and

destroying.

This is why Poe calls his things “talcs”. They are a con-

catenation Sfcause and effect.

His best pieces, however, are not tales. They are more. They
are ghastly stories of the human soul in its disruptive throes.
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Moreover, they are “love” stories.

Jsigeia and The Fall of the House of Usher are really love stones.

Love is the mysterious vital attraction which draws things

together, closer, closer together. For this reason sex is the

actual crisis of love. For in sex the two blood-systems, in the

mile and female, concentrate and come into contact, the

merest film intervening. Yet if the intervening film breaks

down, it is death.

So there you are. There is a limit to everything. There is a
limit to love.

The central law "of all organic life is that each organism is

intrinsically isolate and single in itself.

The moment its isolation breaks down, and there comes an
actual mixing and confusion, death sets in.

This is true of every individual organism, frqjn man to

amoeba.

But the secondary law of all organic life is that each organism

only lives iluuugh contact with other matter, assimilation, and

contact with othi r life, which means assimilation of new
vibrations, non-material. Each individual organism is vivified

by intimate contact with fellow organisms: up to a certain point.

So man. He breathes the air into him, he swallows food and

water. But more than*this. He takes into him the life of his

fellow men, with whom he comes into contact, and he gives

back life to them. This contact draws nearer and nearer, as

the intimacy increases. When it is a whole contact, we call it

love. Men live by food, but die if they eat too much. Men live

by love, but die, or cause death, ifthey love too much.’

There are two loves: sacred and profane, spiritual and sensual.

In sensual love, it is the two blood-systems, the man’s and

the woman’s, which sweep up into pure contact, and almost

fuse. Almost mingle. Never quite. There is always the finest

imaginable wall between the two blood-waves, through which

pass unknown vibrations, fences, but*through which the blood

itselfmust never break, or it means bleeding.

In spiritual love, the corftact is purely nervous. The nerves

in the lovers are set vibrating in unison lik« two instruments.

The pitch can rise higher and higher. But carry*this too far,

and the nerves begin to break, to bleed, as ft were, and a form

ofdeath sets in.
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The trouble about man is that he insists on being master of

his'own fate, and he insists on oneness. For instance, havjng

discovered the ecstasy of spiritual love, he insists that he shall

have this all the time, and nothing but this, for this is life. It

is what he calls “heightening” life. He wants this nerves to

be set vibraling in the intense and exhilarating unison with 'the

nerves of another being, and by this means he acquires an

ecstasy of vision, he^finds himself in glowing unison with all the

universe.

But as d matter offact this glowing unison is only a temporary

thing, because the first law of life is fnat each organism is

isolate in itself, it must return to its own isolation.

Yet man has tried the glow of unison, called love, and he

likes it. It gives him his highest gratification. He wants it.

He wants ^t all the time. He wants it and he will have it. He
doesn’t want to return to his own isolation. Or if he must, it is

only as a prowling beast returns to its lair to rest and set out

again.

This brings us to Edgar Allan Poe. The clue to him lies in

the
t,
motto he chose for Ligeia, a quotation from the mystic

Joseph Glamylle: “And the will therein lieth, which dieth

not. Who knoweth the mysteries of the will, with its vigour?

For God is but a great Will pervading all things by nature

of its intentness. Man doth not yield himself to the angels,

nor unto death utterly, save only through the weakness of his

feeble will.”

It is a^profound saying: and a deadly one.

Becausfc if God is a great will, then the Universe is but an

instrument.

I don’t know what God is. But He is not simply a will.

That is too simple. Too anthropomorphic. Because a man
wants his own will, and nothing but his will, he needn’t say

that God is the same will, magnified ad infinitutn.

For me, there may be one Gqd, but He is nameless and

unknowable.

For me, there are also many gftds, that come into me and

leave me again. And they have very various wills, I must say.

But the p&int is Poe.

Poe had experienced the ecstasies of extreme spiritual love.

And he wanted those ecstasies and nothing but those ecstasies.
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He wanted that great gratification, the sense of flowing, the
sense of unison, the sense of heightening of life. He liad
experienced this gratification. He was told on every hand that
this ecstasy of spiritual, nervous love was the greatest thing in

life, was life«tself. And he had tried it for himself, he knew
that for him it was life itself. So he wanted it. Aid he would
have it. He set up his will against the whole of tlie limitations

of nature.

This is a brave man, acting on his own belief, and his own
experience. But it is also an arrogant man, and a fool!

Poe was going to get the ecstasy and the heightening, cost

wltet it might. He went on in a frenzy, as characteristic

American women nowadays go on in a frenzy, after the very

same thing: the heightening, the flow, the ecstasy. Poe tried

alcohol, and any drug he could lay his hand on. also tried

any human being he could lay his hands on.

His grand attempt and achievement was with his wife; his

cousin, a girl with a singing voice. With her he went in for the

intenscst flow, the heightening, the prismatic shades of ecstasy.

It was the intensest nervous vibration of unison, pressed higher

and higher in pitch, till the blood-vessels of the^irl broke, and
the blood began to flow out loose. It was love. If you call it

love.

Love can be terribly obscene.

It is love that causes the ncuroticism of the day. It is love

that is the prime cause of tuberculosis.

The nerves that vibrate most intensely in spiritual unisons

are the sympathetic ganglia of the breast, of the throat, and the

hind brain. Drive this vibration over-intensely, and you
weaken the sympathetic tissues of the chest—the lungs—or of

the throat, or of the lower brain, and the tubercles are given a

ripe field.

But Poe drove the vibrations beyond any human pitch of

endurance.

Being his cousin, she was more easily keyed to him.

Ligeia is the chief story. Ligcia! A mental-derived name.

To him the woman, his wife, was not Luc)P. She was Ligeia.

No doubt she even preferred it thus.

Ligeia is Poe’s love-story, and its very fanlasy makes it more
truly his own story.
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It is a talc of love pushed over a verge. And love pushed to

extifemes is a battle ofwills between the lovers.

Love is become a battle of wills.

Which shall first destroy the other, of the lovers? Which can
hold out longest, against the other?

Ligeia is &ill the old-fashioned woman. Her will is still' to

submit. She' wills to submit to the vampire of her husband’s

consciousness. Even death.

“In stature she was tall, somewhat slender, and, in her

later days,' even emaciated. I would in vain attempt to portray

the majesty, the quiet ease, of her demeanour, or the incom-

prehensible lightness and elasticity of her footfall. I was nev£r

made aware of her entrance into my closed study save by the

dear music of her low, sweet voice, as she placed her marble

hand on n\v shoulder.”

Poe has been so praised for his style. But it seems to me a

meretricious affair. “Her marble hand” and “the elasticity of

her footfall” seem more like chair-springs and mantelpieces

than a human creature. She never was quite a human creature

to him. She was an instrument from which he got his extremes

ofsensation. His machine d plaisir, as somebody says.

All Poe’s style, moreover, has this mechanical quality, as his

poetry has a mechanical rhythm. He never sees anything in

terms of life, almost always in terms of matter, jewels, marble,

etc.,—or in terms of force, scientific. And his cadences are all

managed mechanically. This is what is called “having a style”.

What jie wants to do with Ligeia is to analyse her, till he

knows all’ her component parts, till he has got her all in his

consciousness. She is some strange chemical salt which he

must analyse out in the test-tubes of his brain, and then—when
he’s finished the analysis—Efimta la commedia!

But she won’t be quite analysed out. There is something,

something he can’t get. Writing of her eyes,*
-

he says: “They
were, I must believe, far larger th|m the ordinary eye’s of our

race”—as if anybody would want eyes “far larger” 'than

other folks’. “They were even ftliler than the fullest of the

gazelle eyes of the tribe of Nouijahad”—which is blarney.

“The hue df the orbs was the most brilliant of black and,

far over them, hifhg jetty lashes of great length”—suggests

a whip-lash. “The brows, slightly irregular in outline, had
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the same tint. The strangeness, which I found in the eyes,

was of a nature distinct from the formation, or the colour,

or the brilliancy of the features, and must, after all, be referred

to as the expression.”—Sounds like an anatomist anatomising

a cat
—“Ah,«word of no meaning! behind whose vast latitude

ofsound we entrench our ignorance of so much ofjhe spiritual.

The expression of the eyes of Ligeia! How for long hours

have I pondered upon it! How have I, through the whole of a

midsummer night, struggled to fathom it! What was it

—

that something more profound than the well of l3emocritus

—which lay far within the pupils of my beloved? \^Jiat was

it? ^ was possessed with a passion to discover. ...”
It is easy to see why each man kills the thing he loves. To

know a living thing is to kill it. You have to kill a thing to know
it satisfactorily. For this reason, the desirous consciousness, the

spirit, is a vampire.

One should be sufficiently intelligent and interested to know
a good dea! about any person one comes into close contact with.

About her. Or about him.

But to try to know any living being is to try to suck the life

out of that being.

Above all things, with the woman one loves. Every sacred

instinct teaches one that one must leave her unknown. You
know your woman darkly, in the blood. To try to know her

mentally is to try to kill her. Beware, O woman, of the man
who wants to find out what you are. And, O men, beware a

thousand times more of the woman who wants to know you,

or get you, what you are.

It is the temptation of a vampire fiend, is this knowledge.

Man does so horribly want to master the secret of life and

of individuality with his mind. It is like the analysis of proto-

plasm. You can only analyse dead protoplasm, and know its

constituents. It is a death process.

Keep knowledge for th% world oT matter, force, and func-

tion. It has got nothing to ^jo with being.

But Poe wanted to know—wanted to know what was the

strangeness in the eyes of Ligeia. She might have told him

it was horror at his probing, horror at being vamped by his

consciousness.

But she wanted to be vamped. She wanted to be probed by
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his consciousness, to be known. She paid for wanting it, too.

hfowadays it is usually the man who wants to be vamped,
to be KNOWN.
Edgar Allan probed and probed. So often he seemed on the

verge. But she went over the verge of death before he came
over the verge ofknowledge. And it is always so.

He decided, therefore, that the clue to the strangeness lay

in the mystery of jvill. “And the will therein lieth, which
dieth not. . .

.”

Ligeia Kad a “gigantic volition”.
. ^ . “An intensity in

though^ action, or speech was possibly, in 'her, a result, or at

least an index” (he really meant indication) “of that gigantic

volition which, during our long intercourse, failed to give other

and more immediate evidence of its existence.'’

I should.have thought her long submission to him was chief

and ample “other evidence”.

“Of all the women whom I have ever known, she, the out-

wardly calm, the cver-placid Ligeia, was the most violently

a prey to the tumultuous vultures of stern passion. And of

such passion I could form no estimate, save by the miraculous

expansion of those eyes which at once so delighted and appalled

me—by the almost magical melody, modulation, distinctness,

and placidity of her very low voice—and by the fierce energy

(rendered doubly effective by contrast with her manner of

utterance) of the wild words which she habitually uttered.”

Poor Poe, he had caught a bird of the same feather as him-

self. One of those terrible cravers, who crave the further sensa-

tion. Crave to madness or death. “Vultures of stern passion”

indeed! Condors.

But having recognised that the clue was in her gigantic

volition, he should have realised that the process of this loving,

this craving, this knowing, was a struggle of wills. But Ligeia,

true to the great tradition and mode of womanly Iovq, by her

will kept herself submissive, recipient. She is the passive

body who is explored and analysed into death. And yet, at

times, her great female will must have revolted. “Vultures

of stern passion !”
e With a convulsion of desire she desired his

further probing and exploring. To any lengths. But then,

“tumultuous vultures, of stem passion”. She had to fight with

herself.
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But Ligeia wanted to go on and on with the craving, with the

love, with the sensation, with the probing, with the knowing, on
and on to the end.

There is no end. There is only the rupture of death. That’s

where men, *nd women, are “had”. Man is always sold, in his

search for final knowledge.

“That she loved me I should not have doubted; and I

might have been easily aware that, in a bosom such as hers,

love would have reigned no ordinary passion. But in death

only was I fully impressed with the strength of her* affection.

For long hours, detaining my hand, would she pour oyj before

me* the overflowing of a heart whose more than passionate

devotion amounted to idolatry.” (Oh, the indecency of all

this endless intimate talk!) “How had I deserved to be blessed

by such confessions?” (Another man would have felt himself

cursed.) “How had I deserved to be cursed with the removal

ofmy beloved in the hour of her making them? But upon this

subject I cannot bear to dilate. Let me say only that in Ligeia’s

more than womanly abandonment to a love, alas! unmerited,

all unworthily bestowed, I at length recognised the principle

of her longing with so wildly earnest a desire fop the life which

was fleeing so rapidly away. It is this wild longing—it is this

vehement desire for life—but for life—that I hav c no power to

portray—no utterance capable of expressing.”

Well, that is ghastly enough, in all conscience.

“And from them that have not shall be taken away even

that which they have.” •

“To him that hath life shall be given life, and from him that

hath not life shall be taken away even that life which he hath.”

Or her either.

These terribly conscious birds, like Poe and his Ligeia, deny

the very life that is in them; they want to turn it all into talk,

into knowing. And so life, which will not be known, leaves

them.

But poor Ligeia, how could she help it. It was her doom.

All the centuries of the spirit, all the years ofAmerican rebel-

lion against the Holy Ghost, had done it to htfr.

She dies, when she would rather do anything than die. And
when she dies the clue, which he only lited to grasp, dies

with her.
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Foiled!

foiled!

No wonder she shrieks with her last breath.

On the last day Ligeia dictates to her husband a poem. As
poems go, it is rather false, meretricious. Bub- put yourself

in Ligeia’s place, and it is real enough, and ghastly beyond

bearing.

Out, out are all the lights-out all!

And over each quivering form

The curtain, a funeral pall, *-• ^

Comes down with the rush of a storm,

And the angels, all pallid and wan,

Uprising, unveiling, affirm

That the play is the tragedy, “Mhn”,
And its hero, the Conqueror Worm.

Which is the American equivalent for a William Blake poem.

For Blake, too, was one of these ghastly, obscene “Knowers”.
“
‘O God!’ half shrieked Ligeia, leaping to her feet and

extending her arms aloft with a spasmodic movement, as I

made an end* of these lines. ‘O God! O Divine Father!

—

shall these things be undeviatingly so? Shall this conqueror

be not once conquered? Are we not part and parcel in Thee?

Who—who knoweth the mysteries of the angels, nor unto death

utterly, save only through the weakness of his feeble will.’
”

So Ligeia dies. And yields to death at least partly. Anche

troppo. ,

As for her cry to God—has not God said that those who sin

against the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven?

And the Holy Ghost is within us. It is the thing that prompts

us to be real, not to push our own cravings too far, not to

submit to stunts and high-falutin, above all, not to be too

egoistic and wilful in our conscious self, but* to change as the

spirit inside us bids us change, a^d leave off when it bids us

leave off, and laugh when we must laugh, particularly at our-

selves, for in deadly earnestness fnere is always something a

bit ridiculous. Hie Holy Ghost bids us never be too deadly

in our earnestness, always to laugh in time, at ourselves and

everything. Partlbularly at our sublimities. Everything has

its hour ofridicule—everything.
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Now Poe and Ligeia, alas, couldn’t laugh. They were
frenziedly earnest. And frenziedly they pushed on this vibra-

tion ofconsciousness and unison in consciousness. They sinned

against the Holy Ghost that bids us all laugh and forget, bids

us know our *wn limits. And they weren’t forgiven.

fjgeia needn’t blame God. She had only her cjvn will, her

“gigantic volition” to thank, lusting after more consciousness,

more beastly knowing.

Ligeia dies. The husband goes to England, vulgarly buys

or rents a gloomy, grand old abbey, puts it into some sort of

repair, and furnisnes it with exotic, mysterious, theatrical

splendour. Never anything open and real. This theatrical

“volition” of his. The bad taste of sensationalism.

Then he marries the fair-haired, blue-eyed Lady Rowena
Trevanion, of Tremaine. That is, she would bc» a sort of

Saxon-Cornish blue-blood damsel. Poor Poe!

“In halls such as these—in a bridal chamber such as this

—

I passed, with the Lady of Tremaine, the unhallowed hours

of the first month of our marriage —passed them with but

little disquietude. That my wife dreaded the fierce moodiness

of my temper—that she shunned and loved m* but little—

I

could not help perceiving, but it gave me rather pleasure than

otherwise. I loathed her with a hatred belonging rather to

a demon than a man. My memory flew back (Oh, with what

intensity of regret!) to Ligeia, the beloved, the august, the

entombed. I revelled in recollections ofher purity . .
.” etc.,

Now the vampire lust is consciously such.

In the second month of the marriage the Lady Rowena
fell ill. It is the shadow of Ligeia hangs over her. It is the

ghostly Ligeia who pours poison into Rowena’s cup. It is

the spirit of Ligeia, leagued with the spirit of the husband, that

now lusts in the slow destruction of Rowena. The two vam-

pires, dead wife and living husband.

For Ligeia has not yieldfd unto Heath utteily. Her fixed,

frustrated will comes back in vindictiveness. She could not

have her way in life. So she, too, will find victims in life. And
the husband, all the time, only uses Rowena as a^living body

on which to wreak his vengeance for his being thwarted with

Ligeia. Thwarted from the final knowing hlr.

And at last from the corpse of Rowena, Ligeia rises. Out
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of her death, through the door of a corpse they have destroyed

between them, reappears Ligeia, still trying to have her will,

to have more love and knowledge, the final gratification which

is never final, with her husband.

For it is true, as William James and Conan Poyle and the

rest allow, fhat a spirit can persist in the after-death. Persist

by its own volition. But usually, the evil persistence of’

a

thwarted will, returning for vengeance on life. Lemures,

vampires.

It is a ghastly story of the assertion of the human will, the

will-tojjove and the will-to-consciousness, asserted against

death itself. The pride ofhuman conceit in knowledge.
There are terrible spirits, ghosts, in the air ofAmerica.

Eleanora
,
the next story, is a fantasy revealing the sensa-

tional delights of the man in his early marriage with the young

and tender bride. They dwelt, he, his cousin and her mother,

in the sequestered Valley of Many-coloured Grass, the valley

of prismatic sensation, where everything seems spectrum-

coloured. They looked down at their own images in the River

of Silence, and drew the god Eros from that wave: out of

their own seK'-consciousness, that is. This is a description of

the life of introspection and of the love which is begotten by

the self in the self, the self-made love. The trees are like ser-

pents worshipping the sun. That is, they represent the phallic

passion in its poisonous or mental activity. Everything runs

to consciousness: serpents worshipping the sun. The embrace

of love, cwhich should bring darkness and oblivion, would with

these lovers be a daytime thing bringing more heightened

consciousness, visions, spectrum-visions, prismatic. The evil

thing that daytime love-making is, and all sex-palaver.

In Berenice the man must go down to the sepulchre of his

beloved and pull out her thirty-two small white teeth, which

he carries in a box with him. It is repulsive and gloating. The
teeth are the instrumentsLof biting or resistance, ofantagonism.

They often become symbols of opposition, litde instruments

of entities of crushing and destroying. Hence the dragon’s

teeth in the myth. Hence the man in Berenice must take

possession Sf the irreducible part of his mistress. “Tantes ses

dents itaient des idAs,v he says. Then they are little fixed ideas

ofmordant hate, ofwhich he possesses himself.
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The other great story linking up with this group is The Fall

of the House of Usher. Here the love is between brother
#
and

sister. When the self is broken, and the mystery of the recog-

nition of otherness fails, then the longing for identification

With the beloved becomes a lust. And it is this longing for

identification, utter merging, which is at the basdfof the incest

problem. In psycho-analysis almost every trouble in jhe

psyche is traced to an incest-desire. But it won’t do. Incest-

desire is only one of the modes by which men strive to get

their gratification of the intensest vibration of thfc spiritual

nerves, without resistance. In the family, the natural

vibration is most nearly in unison. With a stranger, ’there is

greater resistance. Incest is the getting of gratification and the

avoiding of resistance.

The root of all evil is that we all want this spiritugj gratifica-

tion, this flow, this apparent heightening of life, this knowledge,

this valley of many-coloured grass, even grass and light pris-

matically vh composed, giving ecstasy. We want all this

without resistance . We want it continually. And this is the

root of all evil in us.

We ought to pray to he resisted, and resisted to the bitter

end. We ought to decide to have done at last with craving.

The motto to The FaH of the House of Usher is a couple of lines

from Beranger.

Son cocur est un luth suspendu

;

Sitot qu'on le touche il resonne .

We have all the trappings of Poe’s rather overdone, vulgar

fantasy. “I reined my horse to the precipitous brink of a

black and lurid tarn that lay in unruffled lustre by the dwelling,

and gazed dov/n—but with a shudder even more thrilling than

before—upon the
#remodelled and inverted images of the grey

sedge, afid the ghastly tree-stems, and the vacant and eye-

like windows.” The House of Usher, both dwelling and family,

was very old. Minute fungi overspread the exterior ofthe house,

hanging in festoons from the eaves. Gothic archways, a valet

of stealthy step, sombre tapestries, ebon black floors, a pro-

fusion of tattered and antique furniture, rfeeble gleams of

encrimsoned light through latticed panes, and over all “an air
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ofstern, deep, irredeemable gloom”—this makes up the interior.

T'he inmates of the 'house, Roderick and Madeline Usher,

are the last remnants of their incomparably ancient and
decayed race. Roderick has the same large, luminous eye, the

same slightly arched nose of delicate Hebrew moc^l, as charac-

terised Ligeift. He is ill with the nervous malady of his family.

It ;s he whose nerves are so strung that they vibrate to the

unknown quiveringg of the ether. He, too, has lost his self, his

living soul, and become a sensitised instrument of the external

influences,* his nerves are verily like an aeolian harp which must
vibrate^. He lives in “some struggle witHlhe grim phantasm,

Fear”, for he is only the physical, post-mortem reality of a

living being.

It is a question how much, once the true centrality of the

self is broken, the instrumental consciousness of man can

register. When man becomes selfless, wafting instrumental like

a harp in an open window, how much can his elemental con-

sciousness express? The blood as it runs has its own sympathies

and responses to the material world, quite apart from seeing.
’

And the nerves we know vibrate all the while to unseen

presences, unseen forces. So Roderick Usher quivers on the

edge of material existence.

It is this mechanical consciousness .vhich gives “the fervid

facility of his impromptus”. It is the same thing that gives

Poe his extraordinary facility in versification. The absence of

real central or impulsive being in himself leaves him inordi-

nately, mechanically sensitive to sounds and effects, associations

of sounds, associations of rhyme, for example—mechanical,

facile, having no root in any passion. It is all a secondary,

meretricious process. So we get Roderick Usher’s poem,

The Haunted Palace
,
with its swift yet mechanical subtleties

of rhyme and rhythm, its vulgarity of epithet. It is all a sort

of dream-process, where the association between parts is

mechanical, accidental as far as passional meaning goes.

Usher thought that all vegetable things had sentience.

Surely all material things have dPform of sentience, even the

inorganic: surely«they all exist in some subtle and complicated

tension of Vibration which makes them sensitive to external

influence and causes them tp have an influence on other external

objects, irrespective of contact. It is of this vibration or
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inorganic consciousness that Foe is master; the sleep-conscious-

ness. Thus Roderick Usher was convinced that his wliole

surroundings, the stones of the house, the fungi, the water in

the tarn, the very reflected image of the whole, was woven
into a physiol oneness with the family, condensed, as it were,

into one atmosphere—the special atmosphere in*which alone

the Ushers could live. And it was this atmosphere which had
moulded the destinies of his family.

But while ever the soul remains alive, it is the moulder and
not the moulded. It is the souls of living men that subtly

impregnate stone^ houses, mountains, continents, and give

these their subtlest form. People only become subject to stones

after having lost their integral souls.

In the human^calm, Roderick had one connection: his sister

Madeline. She, too, was dying of a mysterious disorder,

nervous, cataleptic. The brother and sister loved each other

passionately and exclusively. They were twins, almost iden-

tical in looka. It was the same absoibing love between them,

this process of unison in nerve-\ibration, resulting in more
and more extreme exaltation and a sort of consciousness,.and

a gradual break-down into death. The exquisitely sensitive

Roger, vibrating without resistance with his sister Madeline,

more and more exquisitely, and gradually devouring her, suck-

ing her life like a vampire in his anguish of extreme love. And
she asking to be sucked.

Madeline died and was carried down by her brother into

the deep vaults of the house. But she was not dejtd. Her
brother roamed about in incipient madness—a irtadness of

unspeakable terror and guilt. After eight days they were

suddenly startled by a clash of metal, then a distinct, hollow,

metallic, and clangorous, yet apparently muffled, reverbera-

tion. Then Roderick Usher, gibbering, began to express

himself: “We have put her living into the tomb! Said I not that

my senses were acute? I now tell \t)u that I heard her first

feeble movements in the hollow coffin. I heard them—many,

many days ago—yet I darcS not—I dared not speak.”

It is the same old theme of “each man drills the thing he

loves”. He knew his love had killed her. He krfew she died

at last, like Ligeia, unwilling and unappeased. So, she rose

again upon him. “But then without those doors there did
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stand the lofty and enshrouded figure of the Lady Madeline of

Usher. There was blood upon her white robes, and the evi-

dence of some bitter struggle upon every portion of her

emaciated frame. For a moment she remained trembling and

reeling to and fro upon the threshold, then, with aJow moaning
cry, fell heavily inward upon the person of her brother, and°in

he* violent and now final death-agonies bore him to the floor a

corpse, and a victimj;o the terrors he had anticipated.”

It is lurid and melodramatic, but it is true. It is a ghastly

psychological truth of what happens in the last stages of this

beloved. love, which cannot be separate^ "cannot be isolate,

cannot listen in isolation to the isolate Holy Ghost. For it

is the Holy Ghost we must live by. The next era is the era

of the Holy Ghost. And the Holy Ghost speaks individually

inside each, individual: always, for ever a ghost. There is no

manifestation to the general world. Each isolate individual

listening in isolation to the Holy Ghost within him.

The Ushers, brother and sister, betrayed the Holy Ghost

in themselves. They would love, love, love, without resistance.

They would love, they would merge, they would be as one

thing. So they dragged each other down into death. For the

Holy Ghost says you must not be as one thing with another

being. Each must abide by itself, and ‘Correspond only within

certain limits.

The best tales all have the same burden. Hate is as inordi-

nate as love, and as slowly consuming, as secret, as underground,

as subtle. All this underground vault business in Poe only

symbolises that which takes place beneath the consciousness. On
top, all is fair-spoken. Beneath, there is awful murderous

extremity of burying alive. Fortunato, in The Cask of Amon-

tillado, is buried alive out of perfect hatred, as the Lady Made-

line of Usher is buried alive out of love. The lust of hate is the

inordinate desire to consume and unspeakably possess the soul

of the hated one, just as the lust of love is the desire to possess,

or to be possessed by, the belovea, utterly. But in either case

the result is the dissolution of bofn souls, each losing itself in

transgressing its own bounds.

The lust fef Montresor is to devour utterly the soul of For-

tunato. It wouldcfee no use killing him outright. If a man is

killed outright his soul remains integral, free to return into the
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bosom of some beloved, where it can enact itself. In walling-

up his enemy in the vault, Montresor seeks to bring about the

indescribable capitulation of the man’s soul, so that he, the

victor, can possess himself of the very being of the vanquished.

Perhaps thi$ can actually be done. Perhaps, in the attempt,

the victor breaks the bonds of his own identity,Jand collapses

into nothingness, or into the infinite. Becomes a monster.

What holds good for inordinate hate holds good for inordinate

love. The motto, Memo me impune lacessit
,
might just as well be

Memo me impune amat.

In William Wilfon we arc given a rather unsubtle account of

the attempt of a man to kill his own soul. William Wilson the

mechanical, lustful ego succeeds in killing William Wilson the

living self. Th<* lustful ego lives on, gradually reducing itself

towards the dust of the infinite.

In the Murders in the Rue Morgue and 1 he Gold Bug we have

those mechanical tales where the interest lies in the following

out of a subtle chain of cause and effect. The interest is

scientific rather than artistic, a study in psychologic reactions.

The fascination of murder itsc If is curious. Murder is not

just killing. Murder is a lust to get at the vc*y quick of life

itself, and kill it—hence the stealth and the frequent morbid

dismemberment of th<* corpse, the attempt to get at the very

quick of the murdered being, to find the quick and to possess

it. It is curious that the two men fascinated by the art of

murder, though in different ways, should have been De
Quinccy and Poe, men so different in ways of life, yet perhaps

not so widely different in nature. In each of them is traceable

that strange lust for extreme love and extreme hate, possession

by mystic violence of the other soul, or violent deathly surrender

of the soul in the self: an absence of manly virtue, which stands

alone and accepts limits.

Inquisition and torture are akin to murder: the same lust.

It is a combat between inqyisitor anfl victim as to whether the

inquisitor shall get at the quick of life itself, and pierce it.

Pierce the very quick of the soul. The evil will of man tries to

do this. The brave soul of man refuses to have the life-quick

pierced in him. It is strange: but just as the thwarted will

can persist evilly, after death, so can the bAve spirit preserve,

even through torture and death, the quick of life and truth.
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Nowadays society is evil. It finds subtle ways of torture, to

destroy the life-quick, to get at the life-quick in a man. Every

possible form. And still a man can hold out, ifhe can laugh and
listen to the Holy Ghost.—But society is evil, evil, and love is

evil. And evil breeds evil, more and more.
f

*

So the mystery goes on. La Bruyere says that all our human
unhappiness viennent de ne pouvoir itre seuls. As long as man
lives he will be subject to the yearning of love or the burning

ofhate, which is only inverted love.

But he is subject to something more than this. If we do not

live to §jt, we do not live to love either.

We live to stand alone, and listen to the Holy Ghost. The
Holy Ghost, who is inside us, and who is many gods. Many
gods come and go, some say one thing and scJme say another,

and we have to obey the God of the innermost hour. It is the

multiplicity of gods within us make up the Holy Ghost.

But Poe knew only love, love, love, intense vibrations and

heightened consciousness. Drugs, women, self-destruction, but

anyhow the prismatic ecstasy of heightened consciousness and

sense of love, of flow. The human soul in him was beside itself.

But it was not'lost. He told us plainly how it was, so that we
should know.

He was an adventurer into vaults afid cellars and horrible

underground passages of the human soul. He sounded the

horror and the warning of his own doom.

Doomed he was. He died wanting more love, and love killed

him. A, ghastly disease, love. Poe telling us of his disease:

trying even to make his disease fair and attractive. Even

succeeding.

Which is the inevitable falseness, duplicity of art, American

art in particular.

[From Studies in Classic American Literature, 1924] (
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[98]

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE AI$>
THE SCARLET LETTER

Nathaniel Hawthorne writes romance.

And what’s romance? Usually, a nice little tale where you
have everything As Vou Like It, where rain never wets your
jacket and gnats never bite your nose and it’s always daisy-

time. As You Like It and Forest Lovers
,
etc. Morte D'Arthur.

Hawthorne obviously isn’t this kind of romanticist: though

nobody has muddy boots in The Scarlet Letter
,
eithe*

But there is more to it. The Scarlet Letter isn’t a pleasant,

pretty romance. It is a sort of parable, an earthly story with a

hellish meaning.

All the time there is this split in the American art and art-

consciousness. On the top it is as nice as pie, goody-gaody

and lovey-dovey. Like Hawthorne being su£h a blue-eyed

darling, in life, and Longfellow and the rest such sucking-doves.

Hawthorne’s wife said she “never saw him in time”, which

doesn’t mean she saw him too late. But always in the
c

Trail

effulgence of eternity”.

Serpents they were. Look at the inner meaning of their art

and sec what demons they were.

You must look through the surface of American art, and see

the inner diabolism of the symbolic meaning. Otherwise it is

all mere childishness.

That blue-eyed darling Nathaniel knew disagreeable things

in his inner soul.
#
He was careful to send them out in disguise.

Always the same. The deliberate consciousness of Americans

so fair and smooth-spoke^, and tfie under-consciousness so

devilish. Destroy! destroy! destroy! hums the under-consciousness.

Love and produce! Love and produce! cackles the upper con-

sciousness. And the world hears only the C.ove-and-produce

cackle. Refuses to hear the hum of destruction underneath.

Until such time as it will have to hear.

The American has got to destroy. It is his destiny. It is
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his destiny to destroy the wkole corpus of the white psyche,

the white consciousness. And he’s got to do it secretly. As the

growing ofa dragon-fly inside a chrysalis or cocoon destroys the

larva grub, secretly.

Though many a dragon-fly never gets out of the chrysalis

case: dies in4de. As America might.

So the secret chrysalis of 7he Scarlet Letter, diabolically

destroying the old psyche inside.

Be good! Be good! warbles Nathaniel. Be good, and never sin!

Be sureyour
1
sins willfindyou out.

So convincingly that his wife never saw him “as in time”.

Thenlisten to the diabolic undertone of The Scarlet Letter.

Man ate of the tree of knowledge, and became ashamed of

himself.

Do you imagine Adam had never lived with Eve before that

apple episode? Yes, he had. As a wild animal with his mate.

It didn’t become “sin” till the knowledge-poison entered.

That apple ofSodom.
We are divided in ourselves, against ourselves. And that

is the meaning of the cross symbol.

In the first place, Adam knew Eve as a wild animal knows

its mate, momentaneously, but vitally, in blood-knowledge.

Blood-knowledge, not mind-knowledge. ‘Blood-knowledge, that

seems utterly to forget, but doesn’t. Blood-knowledge, instinct,

intuition, all the vast vital flux of knowing that goes on in the

dark, antecedent to the mind.

Then came that beastly apple, and the other sort of know-

ledge started.

Adam began to look at himself. “My hat!” he said. “What’s

this? My Lord! What the deuce!—And Eve! I wonder about

Eve.”

Thus starts knowing. Which shortly runs to understanding,

when the devil gets his own.

When Adam went and tbok Eve,pfter the apple, he didn’t do

any more than he had done many a time before, in act. But

in consciousness he did something very different. So did Eve.

Each of them kept an eye on what they were doing, they

watched what was happening to them. They wanted to know.

And that was the* birth of sin. Not doing it, but knowing

about it. Before the apple, they had shut their eyes and their
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minds had gone dark. Now, they peeped and pried and
imagined. They watched themselves. And they felt uncom-
fortable after. They felt self-conscious. So they said, “The
ac/issin. Let’s hide. We’ve sinned.”

No wonder the Lord kicked them out of the Garden. Dirty

hypocrites.

The sin was the self-watching, self-consciousnc%s. The sin,

and the doom. Dirty understanding.

Nowadays men do hate the idea of dualism. It’s no good,

dual we are. The cross. If we accept the symbol, then,

virtually, we accept the fact. We are divided against ourselves.

For instance, the blood hates being known by the mind. It

feels itself destroyed when it is known. Hence the profound

instinct of privacy.

And on the other hand, the mind and the spiritual conscious-

ness of man simply hates the dark potency of blood^acts: hates

the genuine dark sensual orgasms, which do, for the time being,

actually obliterate the mind and the spiritual consciousness,

plunge them in a suffocating flood of darkness.

You can’t get away from this.

Blood-consciousness overwhelms, obliterates* and annuls

mind-consciousness.

Mind-consciousness extinguishes blood-consciousness, and

consumes the blood.

We arc all of us conscious in both ways. And the two ways

are antagonistic in us.

They will always remain so.

That is our cross.

The antagonism is so obxious, and so far-reaching, that it

extends to the smallest thing. The cultured, highly-conscious

person of to-day loathes any form of physical, “menial” work:

such as washing dishes or sweeping a floor or chopping wood.

This menial work is an insult to the spirit. “When I sec men
carrying#heavy loads, doing brutal \\ork, it always makes me
want to cry,” said a beautiful* cultured woman to me.

“When you say that, it intakes me want to beat you,” said

I, in reply. “When I see you with your beautiful head ponder-

ing heavy thoughts, I just want to hit you. if outrages me.”

My father hated books, hated the sight of anyone reading or

writing.

M
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My mother hated the thought that any ofher sons should be
condemned to manual labour. Her sons must have something

higher than that.

She won. But she died first.

He laughs longest who laughs last.

There is a,basic hostility in all of us between thff physical and
the mental, 'the blood and the spirit. The mind is “ashamed”
of*ihe blood. And the blood is destroyed by the mind, actually.

Hence pale-faces.

At present the mind-consciousness and the so-called spirit

triumphs. In America supremely. In America, nobody does

anything from the blood. Always from the nerves, if not from

the mind. The blood is chemically reduced by the nerves, in

American activity.

When an Italian labourer labours, his mind*and nerves sleep,

his blood Sfcts ponderously.

Americans, when they are doing things, never seem really

to be doing them. They are “busy about” it. They are always

busy “about” something. But truly immersed in doing something,

with the deep blood-consciousness active, that they never are.

They admire the blood-conscious spontaneity. And they

want to get it in their heads. “Live from the body,” they

shriek. It is their last mental shriek. Co-ordinate.

It is a further attempt still to rationalise the body and blood.

“Think about such and such a muscle,” they say, “and relax

there.”

And every time you “conquer” the body with the mind

(you can say “heal” it, if you like) you cause a deeper, more

dangerous complex or tension somewhere else.

Ghastly Americans, with their blood no longer blood. A
yellow spiritual fluid.

The Fall.

There have been lots of Falls.

Wefell into knowledge when Eve bit the apple. Self-conscious

knowledge. For the first time the«mind put up a fight against

the blood. Wanting to understand. That is to intellectualise

the blood.

The bloo<2 must be shed, says Jesus.

Shed on the cross of our own divided psyche.

Shed the blood*, ‘and you become mind-conscious. Eat the
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body and drink the blood, self-cannibalising, and you become
extremely conscious, like Americans and some Hindus. Devour
yourself, and God knows what a lot you’ll know, what a lot

you’ll be conscious of.

Mind you ^on’t choke yourself.

for a long time men believed that they could £e perfected

through the mind, through the spirit. They believed, passion-

ately. They had their ecstasy in pure consciousness. They
believed in purity, chastity, and the wings of the spirit.

America soon plucked the bird of the spirit. Anfcrica soon

killed the belief in the Spirit. But not the practice. The practice

continued with a sarcastic vehemence. America, with a

perfect inner contempt for the spirit and the consciousness of

man, practises the same spirituality and universal love and
knowing all the time, incessantly, like a drug l^bit. And
inwardly gives not a fig for it. Only for the sensation . The
pretty-pretty sensation of love, loving all the world. And* the

nice flutUiiiig aeroplane sensation of knowing, knowing, know-
ing. Then the picttiest of all sensations, the sensation of

understanding. Oh, what a lot they understand, the darlipgs!

So good at the trick, they are. Just a trick ofsclf-c#nccit.

The Scarlet Letter gives the show away.

You have your pure-pure young parson Dimmesdale.

You have the beautiful Puritan Hester at his feet.

And the first thing she does is to seduce him.

And the first thing he does is to be seduced.

And the second thing they do is to hug their sin in secret,

and gloat over it, and try to understand.

Which is the myth ofNew England.

Deerslayer refused to be seduced by Judith Hutter. At least

the Sodom apple of sin didn’t fetch him.

But Dimmesdale was seduced gloatingly. Oh, luscious Sin!

He was such a pure young man.

That he had to make a fool of purify.

The American psyche.

Of course, the best part flf the game lay in keeping up pure

appearances.

The greatest triumph a woman can have, especially an

American woman, is the triumph of seducing a man: especially

ifhe is pure.
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And he gets the greatest 'thrill of all, in falling.
—
“Seduce

me,'Mrs. Hercules.”

And the pair of them share' the subtlest delight in keeping

up pure appearances, when everybody knows all the while.

But the power ofpure appearances is something to exult in. All

America giv^s in to it. Look pure!
" "

Jo seduce a man. To have everybody know. To keep up
appearances of purity. Pure

!

This is the great triumph of woman.
A. The Scarlet Letter. Adulteress! The great Alpha.

Alpha! Adulteress! The new Adam and Adama! American!

A. Adulteress! Stitched with gold thread, glittering upon
the bosom. The proudest insignia.

Put her upon the scaffold and worship her there. Worship

her there. ^The Woman, the Magna Mater. A. Adulteress!

Abel!

Abel! Abel! Abel! Admirable!

It becomes a farce.

The fiery heart. A. Mary of the Bleeding Heart. Mater

Adqlerata! A. Capital A. Adulteress. Glittering with gold

thread. Abell Adultery. Admirable!

It is, perhaps, the most colossal satire ever penned. The

Scarlet Letter. And by a blue-eyed darling ofa Nathaniel.

Not Bumppo, however.

The human spirit, fixed in a lie, adhering to a lie, giving

itself perpetually the lie.

All begins with A.

Adulteress. Alpha. Abel, Adam. A. America.

The Scarlet Letter.

“Had there been a Papist among the crowd of Puritans,

he might have seen in this beautiful woman, so picturesque in

her attire and mien, and with the infant at her bosom, an object

to remind him ofthe image ofDivine Maternity, which so many
illustrious painters have ‘vied with one another to represent;

something which should remind htm, indeed, but only by con-

trast, of that sacred image of sinless Motherhood, whose infant

was to redeem th# world.”

Whose iil(ant was to redeem the world indeed! It will be

a startling redemption the world will get from the American

infant.
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“Here was a taint of deepest sin in the most sacred quality

of human life, working such effect that the world was only the

darker for this woman’s beauty, and more lost for the infant

she had borne.”

Just listen^o the darling. Isn’t he a master of apology?

Of symbols, too.

His pious blame is a chuckle of praise all the while.

Oh, Hester, you are a demon. A man must be pure, just

that you can seduce him to a fall. Because the greatest thrill

in life is to bring down the Sacred Saint with a flop info the mud.
Then when you’ve brought him down, humbly wipe offthe mud
With you hair, another Magdalen. And then go home and
dance a witch’s jig of triumph, and stitch yourself a Scarlet

Letter with golcP thread, as duchesses used to stitch themselves

coronets. And then stand meek on the scaffold s*id fool the

world. Who will all be envying you your sin, and beating you

because you’ve stolen an advantage over them.

Hester Prynrm is the great nemesis of woman. She is the

knowing Ligeia risen diabolic from the grave. Having her own
back. Understanding.

This time it is Mr. Dimmesdale who dies. S3le lives on and

is Abel.

His spiritual love w£s a lie. And prostituting the woman to

his spiritual love, as popular clergymen do, in his preachings

and loftiness, was a tall white lie. Which came flop.

We arc so pure in spirit. Hi-tiddly-i -ty!

Till she tickled him in the right place, and lie fell.

Flop.

Flop goes spiritual love.

But keep up the game. Keep up appearances. Pure are the

pure. To the pure all things, etc.

Look out, Mister, for the T'emale Devotee. Whatever you

do, don’t let her start tickling you. She knows your weak spot.

Mind your Purity.

When Hester Prynnc seduced Arthur Dimmesdale it was

the beginning of the end. But from the beginning of the end

to the end of the end is a hundred years or two.

Mr. Dimmesdale also wasn’t at the end of fts resources.

Previously, he had lived by governing his*body, ruling it, in

the interests of his spirit. Now he has a good time all by him-
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self^torturing his body, whipping it, piercing it with thorns,

macerating himself. It’s a form of masturbation. He wants

to get a mental grip on his body. And since he can’t quite

manage it with the mind, witness his fall—he will give it what
for, with whips. His will shall lash his body. A^d he enjpys

his pains. Willows in them. To the pure all things are pure.

It is the old self-mutilation process, gone rotten. The mind
wanting to get it^ teeth in the blood and flesh. The ego’

exulting in the tortures of the mutinous flesh. I, the ego, I will

triumph 3ver my own flesh. Lash! Lash! I am a grand

free sjjirit. Lash! I am the master of my Soul! Lash! Lash!

I am the captain of my soul. Lash! Hurray! “In the fell

clutch of circumstance,” etc., etc.

Good-bye Arthur. He depended on womeri for his Spiritual

Devotees, spiritual brides. So, the woman just touched him
in his weak spot, his Achilles Heel of the flesh. Look out for

the Spiritual bride. She’s after the weak spot.

It is the battle of wills.

“For the will therein lieth, which dieth not
”

The Scarlet Woman becomes a Sister of Mercy. Didn’t she

just, in the late war. Oh, Prophet Nathaniel!

Hester urges Dimmesdale to go away with her, to a new
country, to a new life. He isn’t having dhy.

He knows there is no new country, no new life on the globe

to-day. It is the same old thing, in different degrees, every-

where.' Plus fa change, plus c'est la meme chose.

Hestet thinks, with Dimmesdale for her husband, and

Pearl for’her child, in Australia, maybe, she’d have been

perfect.

But she wouldn’t. Dimmesdale had already fallen from his

integrity as a minister of the Gospel of the Spirit. He had

lost his manliness. He didn’t see the poinj of just leaving

himself between the hands of a woman and going away to a

“new country”, to be her thing ^entirely. She’d only have

despised him more, as every woman despises a man who has

“fallen” to her; despises him with her tenderest lust.

He stood for nothing any more. So let him stay where he

was and dre& out his weird.

She had dished turn and his spirituality, so he hated her.

As Angel Clare was dished, and hated Tess. As Jude in the
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end hated Sue: or should have done. The women make {pols

of them, the spiritual men. And when, as men, they’ve gone
flop in their spirituality, they can’t pick themselves up whole
any more. So they just crawl, and die detesting the female,

or«the females, who made them fall.

The saintly minister gets a bit of his own bacl, at the last

.minute, by making public confession from the very scaffold

where she was exposed. Then he dodges into death. But
he’s had a bit of his own back, on everybody.

“
‘Shall we not rrieet again?’ whispered she, bending her

face down close to him. ‘Shall we not spend our inynortal

life together? Surely, surely we have ransomed one another

with all this woe! Thou lookest far into eternity with those

bright dying eye?. Tell me what thou secst!’
”

“
‘Hush, Hester—hush,’ said he, with tremulous solemnity.

‘The law we broke!—the sin here so awfully revealed! Let

these alono he in thy thoughts. I fear! I fear!’
”

So he dies, throwing the “sin” in her teeth, and escaping

into death.

The law we broke, indeed. You bet!

Whose law?

But it is truly a law,^that man must either stick to the belief

he has grounded himself on, and obey the laws of that belief,

or he must admit the belief itself to be inadequate, and prepare

himself for a new thing.

There was no change in belief, eithej in Hester or in Dimmes-

dale or in Hawthorne or in America. The same old troacherous

belief, which was really cunning disbelief, in the Spirit, in

Purity, in Selfless Love, and in Pure Consciousness. They

would go on following this belief, for the sake of the sensational-

ism of it. But they would make a fool of it all the time. Like

Woodrow Wilsoii, and the rest of modern Believers. The rest

of modern Saviours.

If you meet a Saviour, t®-day, be sure he is trying to make

an innermost fool of yoi]* Especially if the saviour be an

Understanding Woman, offering her love.

Hester lives on, pious as pie, being a public nurse. She

becomes at last an acknowledged saint, Abel of the Scarlet

Letter.
B

She would, being a woman. She has had her triumph over
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the individual man, so she quite loves subscribing to the whole
spintual life of society. She will make herself as false as hell,

for society’s sake, once she’s had her real triumph over Saint

Arthur.

Blossoms out into a Sister-of-Mercy Saint.

But it’s a ?long time before she really takes anybody in.

People kept on thinking her a witch, which she was.

As a matter of fact, unless a woman is held, by man, safe

within the bounds of belief, she becomes inevitably a destruc-

tive force. She can’t help herself. A woipan is almost always

vulnerable to pity. She can’t bear to see anything physically

hurt. But let a woman loose from the bounds and restraints

of man’s fierce belief, in his gods and in himself, and she

becomes a gentle devil. She becomes subtly diabolic. The
colossal evikof the united spirit of Woman. Woman, German
woman or American woman, or every other sort of woman, in

the list war, was something frightening. As every man knows.

Woman becomes a helpless, would-be-loving demon. She is

helpless. Her very love is a subtle poison.

Unless a man believes in himself and his gods, genuinely :

unless he fiercely obeys his own Holy Ghost; his woman will

destroy him. Woman is the nemesis of doubting man. She

can’t help it.
*

And with Hester, after Ligcia, woman becomes a nemesis

to man. She bolsters him up from the outside, she destroys him

from the inside. And he dies hating her, as Dimmesdale did.

Dimmesdale’s spirituality had gone on too long, too far. It

had become a false thing. He found his nemesis in w'oman.

And he was done for.

Woman is a strange and rather terrible phenomenon, to man.

When the subconscious soul of woman recoils from its creative

union with man, it becomes a destructive fprcc. It exerts,

willy-nilly, an invisible destructive influence. The .woman

herself may be as nice as milk, to jll appearance, like Ligeia.

But she is sending out waves of silcnt^dcstruction of the faltering

spirit in men, all the same. She doesn’t know it. She can’t

even help it. But she does it. The devil is in her.

The very women who are most busy saving the bodies ofmen,

and saving the chIMren: these women-doctors, these nurses,

these educationalists, these public-spirited women, these female
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saviours: they are all, from the inside, sending out wavgs of
destructive malevolence which eat out the inner life of a man,
like a cancer. It is so, it will be so, till men realise it and react

to save themselves.

J3od wonit save us. The women are so devilish godly.

Men must save themselves in this strait, and by no sugary
means cither.

A woman can use her sex in sheer malevolence and poison,

while she is behaving as meek and good as gold. Dear darling,

she is really snow-vyhite in her blamelessness. And all the

while she is using Iicr sex as a she-devil, for the endless <Jmrt of

her man. She doesn’t know it. She will never believe it if you
tell her. And if you give her a slap in the face for her fiendish-

ness, she will ru^h to the first magistrate, in indignation. She is

so absolutely blameless, the she-devil, the dear, dutifcil creature.

Give her the great slap, just the same, just when she is being

most angelic. Just when she is bearing her cross most meekly.

Oh, woman out of bounds is a devil. Rut it is man’s fault.

Woman never asked
,
in the first pl ace, to be cast out of her bit

of an Eden of belief and trust. It is man’s business to t>car

the responsibility of belief. If he becomes a spiritual fornicator

and liar, like Ligcia’s husband and Arthur Dimmesdale, how
can a woman believe in him? Belief doesn’t go by choice.

And if a woman doesn’t believe in a man, she believes, essen-

tially, in nothing. She becomes, willy-nilly, a devil.

A devil she is, and a devil she will be. And most men will

succumb to her devilishness.

Hester Prynne was a devil. Even when she was so meekly

going round as a sick-nursc. Poor Hester. Part of her wanted

to be saved from her own devilislincss. And another part

wanted to go on and on in devilishness, for revenge. Revenge!

Revenge! It is jhis that fills the unconscious spirit of woman
to-day. w Revenge against man, and against the spirit of man,

which has betrayed her int$ unbclicl’. Even when she is most

sweet and a Salvationist, sjie is her most devilish, is woman.

She gives her man the sugar-plum of her own submissive sweet-

ness. And when he’s taken this sugar-plurA in his mouth, a

scorpion comes out of it. After lie’s taken this Eve to his bosom,

oh, so loving, she destroys him inch by inclf. Woman and her

revenge! She will have it, and go on having it, for decades and
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decries, unless she’s stopped. And to stop her you’ve got to

believe in yourself and your gods, your own Holy Ghost, Sir

Man; and then you’ve got to fight her, and never give in. She’s

a devil. But in the long run she is conquerable. And just a

tiny bit of her wants to be conquered. You’ve ^ot to fight

three-quartere of her, in absolute hell, to get at the final

quarter of her that wants a release, at last, from the hell ofher

own revenge. But it’s a long last. And not yet.

“She had in her nature a rich, voluptuous, oriental character-

istic—a taste for the gorgeously beautiful.” This is Hester.

This is^American. But she repressed her nature in the above

direction. She would not even allow herself the luxury of

labouring at fine, delicate stitching. Only she dressed her little

sin-child Pearl vividly, and the scarlet letter
1 was gorgeously

embroidered. Her Hecate and Astarte insignia.

“A voluptuous, oriental characteristic ” That lies wait-

ing in American women. It is probable that the Mormons are

the forerunners of the coming real America. It is probable that

men will have more than one wife, in the coming America.

Thafr you will have again a half-oriental womanhood, and a

polygamy.

The grey nurse, Hester. The Hecate, the hell-cat. The
slowly-evolving voluptuous female of the new era, with a whole

new submissiveness to the dark, phallic principle.

But it takes time. Generation after generation of nurses

and political women and Salvationists. And in the end, the

dark erection of the images of sex-worship opce more, and the

newly submissive women. That kind of depth. Deep women
in that respect. When we have at last broken this insanity

of mental-spiritual consciousness. And the women choose to

experience again the great submission.

“The poor, whom she sought out to be tly* objects of her

bounty, often reviled the hand that was stretched to juccour

them.”

Naturally. The poor hate a Salvationist. They smell the

devil underneath.

“She was patirtit—a martyr indeed—but she forbore to

pray for her enemies, lest, in spite of her forgiving aspirations,

the words of the tftessing should stubbornly twist themselves

into a curse.”
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So much honesty, at least. No wonder the old witch-lady
Mistress Hibbins claimed her for another witch.

“She grew to have a dread of children; for they had imbibed
from their parents a vague idea of something horrible in this

dreary won^n gliding silently through the town, with never
any companion but only one child.”

“A vague idea!” Can’t you see her “gliding silently”? It’s

not a question of a vague idea imbibed, but a definite feeling

directly received.

“But sometimes, once in many days, or perchance in many
months, she felt &n eye—a human eye—upon the ignominious

b?and, that seemed to give a momentary relief, as if half her

agony were shared. The next instant, back it all rushed again,

with a still decjfbr throb of pain; for in that brief interval she

had sinned again. Had Hester sinned alone?”

Of course not. As for sinning again, she would go on all

her life silently, changelessly “sinning”. She never repented.

Not she. Why should she? She had brought down Arthur

Dimmesdale, that too-too snow-white bird, and that was her

life-work.

As for sinning ag iin when she met two dark Oyes in a crowd,

why of course. Somebody who understood as she understood.

I always remember Vieeting the eyes of a gipsy woman, for

one moment, in a crowd, in England. She knew, and I knew.

What did we know? I was not able to make out. But we

knew.

Probably the same fathomless hate of this spiritual-conscious

society in which the outcast woman and I both roamed like

meek-looking wolves. Tarrte wolves waiting to shake off their

tameness. Never able to.

And again, that “voluptuous, oriental” characteristic that

knows the mystery of the ithyphallic gods. She would not

betray the ithyphallic gods to this white, leprous-white society

of “lovers”. Neither will
J,

if I can help it. These leprous-

white, seducing, spiritual vj^omen, who “understand
5
* so much.

One has been too often seduced, and “understood”. “I can

read him like a book,” said my first lover of me. The book is

in several volumes, dear. And more and more comes back to

me the gulf of dark hate and other unders&nding, in the eyes

of the gipsy woman. So different from the hateful white light
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of ipiderstanding which floats like scum on the eyes of white,

oh, so white English and American women, with their under-

standing voices and their deep, sad words, and their profound,

good spirits. Pfui!

Hester was scared only of one result of her sin: $earl. Petyl,

the scat let letter incarnate. The little girl. When women bear

children, they produce either devils or sons with gods in them.

And it is an evolutionary process. The devil in Hester pro-

duced a purer devil in Pearl. And the devil in Pearl will

produce—she married an Italian Count—a piece of purer

devilisjmess still.

And so from hour to hour we ripe and ripe.

And then from hour to hour we rot and rot.

There was that in the child “which often 'impelled Hester

to ask in bitterness of heart, whether it were for good or ill that

the poor little creature had been born at all.”

For ill, Hester. But don’t worry. Ill is as necessary as good.

Malevolence is as necessary as benevolence. If you have

brought forth, spawned, a y oung malevolence, be sure there is

a rampant falseness in the world against which this malev-

olence must be turned. Falseness has to be bitten and bitten,

till it is bitten to death. Hence Pearl.

Pearl. Her own mother compares' her to the demon of

plague, or scarlet fever, in her red dress. But then, plague is

necessary to destroy a rotten, false humanity.

Pe&rl, the devilish girl-child, who can be so tender and

loving apd understanding, and then, when she has understood,

will give you a hit across the mouth, and turn on you with a

grin of sheer diabolic jeering.

Serves you right, you shouldn’t be understood. That is your

vice. You shouldn’t want to be loved, and then you’d not get

hit across the mouth. Pearl will love you: marvellously. And
she’ll hit you across the mouth: oh, so neatly. And serves

you right.

Pearl is perhaps the most modern^child in all literature.

Old-fashioned Nathaniel, with his little-boy charm, he’ll tell

you what’s what. But he’ll cover it with smarm.

Hester simply hates her child, from one part of herself. And
from another, she dherishes her child as her one precious trea-

sure. For Pearl is the continuing of her female revenge on
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life. But female revenge hits b<Jth ways. Hits back at its

own mother. The female revenge in Pearl hits back at H^ter,
the mother, and Hester is simply livid with fury and “sadness”,

which is rather amusing.

“The child could not be made amenable to rules. In giving

her existence a great law had been broken; and the result was
a being whose elements were perhaps beautiful and brilliant,

but all in disorder, or with an order peculiar to themselves,

amidst which the point ofvariety and arrangement was difficult

or impossible to discover.”

Of course, the ofder is peculiar to themselves. But the

p&int of variety is this: “Draw out the loving, swei^t soul,

draw it out with marvellous understanding; and then spit in

its eye.”

Hester, of course, didn’t at all like it when her^sweel child

drew out her motherly soul, with yearning and deep under-

standing: and then spit in the motherly eye, with a grin# But

it was a process the mother had started.

Pearl had a peculiar look in her eyes: “a look so intelligent,

yet so inexplicable, so perverse, sometimes so malicious, but

generally accompanied by a wild flow of spires, that Hester

could not help questioning at such moments whether Pearl was

a human child.”

A little demon! But her mother, and the saintly Dimmesdale,

had borne her. And Pearl, by the very openness of her per-

versity, was more straightforward than her parents. She flatly

refuses any Heavenly Father, seeing the earthly one such a

fraud. And she has the pietistic Dimmesdale on toast, spits

right in his eye: in both his eyes.

Poor, brave, tormented little soul, always in a state of recoil,

she’ll be a devil to men when she grows up. But the men

deserve it. If they’ll let themselves be “drawn”, by her loving

understanding, *they deserve that she shall slap them across

the meftith the moment they are drawn. The chickens! Drawn

and trussed.

Poor little phenomenon" of a modern child, she’ll grow up

into the devil of a modern woman. The. nemesis of weak-

kneed modern men, craving to be love-drawn.

The third person in the diabolic trinity or triangle, of the

Scarlet Letter, is Hester’s first husband, Roger Chillingworth.
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He is an old Elizabethan physician, with a grey beard and a
longkfurred coat and a twisted shoulder. Another healer.

But something of an alchemist, a magician. He is a magician

on the verge ofmodern science, like Francis Bacon.

Roger Chillingworth is of the old order of intellect, in direct

line from th$ medieval Roger Bacon alchemists. He has an
old^ intellectual belief in the dark sciences, the Hermetic

philosophies. He is no Christian, no selfless aspirer. He is'

not an aspirer. He is the old authoritarian in man. The old

male authority. But without passional belief. Only intellectual

belief in himselfand his male authority.
‘ *

Shakespeare’s whole tragic wail is because of the downfall of

the true male authority, the ithyphallic authority and master-

hood. It fell with Elizabeth. It was trodden, underfoot with

Victoria.
t|

But Chillingworth keeps on the intellectual tradition. He
hates the new spiritual aspirers, like Dimmesdale, with a black,

crippled hate. He is the old male authority, in intellectual

tradition.

Y9u can’t keep a wife by force of an intellectual tradition.

So Hester took, to seducing Dimmesdale.

Yet her only marriage, and her last oath, is with the old

Roger. He and she are accompliccs^in pulling down the

spiritual saint.

“Why dost thou smile so at me ” she says to her old,

vengeful husband.
* “Art thou not like the Black Man that

haunts the forest around us? Hast thou not enticed me into

a bond which will prove the ruin ofmy soul?”

“Not thy soul!” he answered with another smile. “No, not

thy soul!”

It is the soul of the pure preacher, that false thing, which

they are after. And the crippled physician—this other healer

—blackly vengeful in his old, distorted male* authority, and

the “loving” woman, theybring down the saint betweeA them.

A black and complementary hatred, akin to love, is what

Chillingworth feels for the young, Saintly parson. And Dim-
mesdale responds, jn a hideous kind of love. Slowly the saint’s

life is poisoited. But the black old physician smiles, and
tries to keep him ^.jve - Dimmesdale goes in for self-torture,

self-lashing, lashing his own white, thin, spiritual saviour’s
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body. The dark old Chillingworth listens outside the door and
laughs, and prepares another medicine, so that the game can go

on longer. And the saint’s very soul goes rotten. Which is the

supreme triumph. Yet he keeps up appearances still.

• The black, vengeful soul of the crippled, masterful male,

still dark iifhis authority: and the white ghastliness of the

fallen saint! The two halves of manhood mutually destroying

• one another.

Dimmcsdale has a “coup” in the very end. He gives the

whole show- away by confessing publicly on the scaffold, and
dodging into depth,, leaving Hester dished, and Roger as it

w^rc, doubly cuckolded. It is a neat last revenge.

Down comes the curtain, as in Ligeia’s poem.

But the child Pearl will be on in the next act, with her
|

Italian Count and a new brood of vipers. And Hester greyly

Abelling, in the shadows, after her rebelling.

It is a marvellous allegory. It is to me one of the greatest

allegories in all literature, The Scarlet Letter . Its marvellous

under-meaning! \nd its perfect duplicity.

The absolute duplicity of that blue-eyed Wunderkind of a

Nathaniel. The American wonder-child, with his magical

allegorical insight.

But even wonder-children have to grow up in a generation

or two.

’And even sin becomes stale.

[From Studies in Classic Amencan Literatme, 1924]

[99]

HERMAN MELVILLE’S TYPEE AND OMOO

The greatest sew and poet of the sea for me is Melville. His

vision is more real than Swinburne’s, because he doesn’t

personify the sea, and fa* sounder than Joseph Conrad’s,

because Melville doesn’t sentimentalise the ocean and the sea’s

unfortunates. Snivel in a wet hanky like Lord Jim.

Melville has the strange, uncanny magi?: of jpa-creatures,

and some of their repulsiveness. He isn’t cjuite a land animal.

There is something slithery about him. Something always
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half-seas-over. In his life they said he was mad—or crazy.

He eyas neither mad nor crazy. But he was over the border.

He was half a water animal, like those terrible yellow-bearded

Vikings who broke out of the waves in beaked ships.

He was a modern Viking. There is something curious about

real blue-eyed people. They are never quite human, in the

good classic sense, human as brown-eyed people are human:
the human of the living humus. About a real blue-eyed person

there is usually something abstract, elemental. Brown-eyed

people are. as it were, like the earth, which is tissue of bygone

life, organic, compound. In blue eyes there is sun and rain and
abstract, uncreate element, water, ice, air, space, but not

humanity. Brown-eyed people are people of the old, old world:

Alim menschlich. Blue-eyed people tend to be too keen and

abstract.

Melville is like a Viking going home to the sea, encumbered
with age and memories, and a sort of accomplished despair,

almost madness. For he cannot accept humanity. He can’t

belong to humanity. Cannot.

The great Northern cycle of which he is the returning unit

has almost completed its round, accomplished itself. Balder

the beautiful ft' mystically dead, and by this time he stinketh.

Forget-me-nots and sea-poppics fall into water. The man
who came from the sea to live among men can stand it no
longer. He hears the horror of the cracked church bell, and

goes back down the shore, back into the ocean again, home,

into the salt water. Human life won’t do. He turns back to

the elements. And all the vast sun-and-w'heat consciousness of

his day he plunges back into the deeps, burying the flame in the

deep, self-conscious and deliberate. As blue flax and sea-

poppies fall into the waters and give back their created sun-stuff

to the dissolution of the flood.

The sea-born people, who can meet and mingle no longer:

who turn away from life, .to the abstract, to the elements: the

sea receives her own.

Let life come asunder, they say. I et water conceive no more
with fire. Let mating finish. Let the elements leave off kissing,

and turn th^ir bafcks on one another. Let the merman turn

away from his human wife and children, let the seal-woman

forget the world of nrten, remembering only the waters.
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So they go down to the sea, £he sea-born people. The
Vikings are wandering again. Homes are broken up. Cfoss
the seas, cross the seas, urges the heart. Leave love and home.
Leave love and home. Love and home are a deadly illusion.

Woman, wha| have I to do with thee? It is finished. Con-

wmmatum est. The crucifixion into humanity is ofer. Let us

go back to the fierce, uncanny elements: the corrosive vast sq^.

Or Fire.

Basta! It is enough. It is enough of life. Let us have the

vast elements. Let us get out of this loathsome contplication

of living humanly * itfi humans. Let the sea wash us clean of

the leprosy of our humanity and humanness.

Melville was a northerner, sea-born. So the sea claimed

him. We are mos4 of us, who use the English language, water-

people, sea-derived.

Melville went back to the oldest of all the oceans, to the

Pacific. Der Grosse oder Stille Ozean.

Without doubt the Pacific Ocean is scons older than the

Atlantic or the Indian Oceans. When we say older, we mean
it has not come to any modern consciousness. Strange con-

vulsions have convulsed the Atlantic and Mediterranean peoples

into phase after phase of consciousness, while the Pacific and

the Pacific peoples have^lept. To sleep is to dream: you can’t

stay unconscious. And, oh heaven, for how many thousands

of years has the true Pacific been dreaming, turning over in its

sleep and dreaming again: idylls: nightmares?

The Maoris, the Tongans, the Marquesans, the Fijians, the

Polynesians: holy God, how long have they been* turning

over in the same sleep, with varying dreams? Perhaps, to a

sensitive imagination, those islands in the middle of the Pacific

are the most unbearable places on earth. It simply stops

the heart, to be translated there, unknown ages back, back into

that life, that pulse, that rhythm. The scientists say the

South Sea Islanders belong to the Stone Age. It seems absurd

to class people according to tlieir implements. And yet there is

something in it. The heart of the Pacific is still the Stone Age;

in spite of steamers. The heart of the Pacific*scems like a vast

vacuum, in which, mirage-like, continues the life of myriads of

ages back. It is a phantom-persistence of human beings who

should have died, by our chronology, in the Stone Age. It is a
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phantom, illusion-like trick 'ofreality: the glamorous South Seas.

£venJapan and China have been turning over in their sleep

for countless centuries. Their, blood is the old blood, their

tissue the old soft tissue. Their busy day was myriads of years

ago, when the world was a softer place, more moisture in the air,

more warnf mud on the face of the earth, and the lotus was
a^yvays in flower. The great bygone world, before Egypt. And
Japan and China have been turning over in their sleep, while we
have “advanced”. And now they are starting up into night-

mare.

The world isn’t what it seems.

Th*e Pacific Ocean holds the dream ofimmemorial centuries.

It is the great blue twilight of the vastest of all evenings:

perhaps ofthe most wonderful of all dawns. Who knows?

It must, once have been a vast basin of soft, lotus-warm

civilisation, the Pacific. Never was such a huge man-day
swtlng down into slow disintegration, as here. And now the

waters are blue and ghostly with the end of immemorial

peoples. And phantom-like the islands rise out of it, illusions

ofthe glamorous Stone Age.

To this phantom Melville returned. Back, back, away from

life. Never man instinctively hated human life, our human life,

as we have it, more than Melville did*. And never was a man
so passionately filled with the sense of vastness and mystery

of life which is non-human. He was mad to look over our

horizons. Anywhere, anywhere out of our world. To get away.

To get away, out!

To getaway, out of our life. To cross a horizon into another

life. No matter what life, so long as it is another life.

Away, away from humanity. To the sea. The naked, salt,

elemental sea. To go to sea, to escape humanity.

The human heart gets into a frenzy at last, in its desire to

dehumanise itself.

So he finds himself in the middle, of the Pacific. Truly over

a horizon. In another world, fn another epoch. Back, far

back, in the days of palm trees and lizards and stone imple-

ments. The sunny Stone Age.
' Samoa, Tahiti, Raratonga, Nukuheva: the very names are

a sleep and a forgetting. The sleep-foigotten past magnificence

ofhuman history. “Trailing clouds of glory.”
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Melville hated the world: was born hating it. But he was
looking for heaven. That is, choosingly. tHhoosingly, he ^fras

looking for paradise. Unchoosingly, he was mad with hatred

of tHe world.

Well, the wj>rld is hateful. It is as hateful as Melville found
it. ^Ie was not wrong in hating the world. Delend\est Chicago .

He hated it to a pitch of madness, and not without reason.

But it’s no good persisting in looking for paradise “regained”.

Melville at his best invariably wrote from a sort of dream-
self, so that events which he relates as actual fact hate indeed

a far deeper reference to his own soul, his own inner life.

S& in Typee when he tells of his entry into the valley df the

dread cannibals of Nukuhcva. Down this narrow, steep,

horrible dark gorge he slides and struggles as we struggle in a

dream, or in the act of birth, to emerge in the greyi Eden of

the Golden Age, the valley of the cannibal savages. This is a

bit of birth-myth, or rebirth-myth, on Melville’s part—uncon-

scious, no fcloubt, because his running underconsciousness was

always mystical ana symbolical. He wasn’t aware that he was

being mystical.

There he is then, in Typee, among the dreaded cannibal

savages. And they are gentle and generous with him, and he

is truly in a sort of Eden:

Here at last is Rousseau’s Child of Nature and Chateau-

briand’s Noble Savage called upon and found at home. Yes,

Melville loves his savage hosts. He finds them gentle, laughing

lambs compared to the ravening wolves of his w'hite brothers,

left behind in America and on an American whale-ship.

The ugliest beast on earth is the white man, says Melville.

In short, Herman found in Typee the paradise he was looking

for. It is true, the Marquesans were “immoral”, but he rather

liked that. Morality was too white a trick to take him in.

Then again, they were cannibals. And it filled him with horror

even to Ihink of this. But the savages were very private and

even fiercely reserved in thefi* cannibalism, and he might have

spared himself his shudder? No doubt he had partaken of

the Christian Sacraments many a time. “This is my body,

take and eat. This is my blood. Drink it in rdhiembrance

of me.” And if the savages liked to partake of their sacrament

without raising the transubstantiation quibble, and if they
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liked to say, directly: “This is thy body, which I take from thee

aiftl eat. This is thy blood, which I sip in annihilation ofthee,”

why surely their sacred ceremony was as awe-inspiring as the

one Jesus substituted. But Herman chose to be horrified. I

confess, I am not horrified; though, of course, I^am not on the

spot. But fhe savage sacrament seems to me more valid than

t|pe Christian: less side-tracking about it. Thirdly, he was
shocked by their wild methods of warfare. He died before th‘e

great European war, so his shock was comfortable.

Three* little quibbles: morality, cannibal sacrament, and
stone axes. You must have a fly even in Paradisal ointment.

And* the first was a ladybird.

But Paradise. He insists on it. Paradise. He could even

go stark naked, as before the Apple episode. «And his Fayaway,

a laughing little Eve, naked with him, and hankering after

no apple of knowledge, so long as he would just love her

wkAen he felt like it. Plenty to eat, needing no clothes to wear,

sunny, happy people, sweet water to swim in: everything

a man can want. Then why wasn’t he happy along with the

savages?

Because h$ wasn’t.

He grizzled in secret, and wanted to escape.

He even pined for Home and Mdther, the two things he

had run away from as far as ships would carry' him. Homf
and Mother. The two things that were his damnation.

There on the island, wheie the golden-green great palm-

trees chinked in the sun, and the elegant reed houses let the sea-

breeze through, and people went naked and laughed a great

deal, and Fayaway put flowers in his hair for him— great red

hibiscus flowers, and frangipani—O God, w'hy wasn’t he happy?

Why wasn’t he?

Because he wasn’t.

Well, it’s hard to make a man happy.
* But I should not have been hajjpy either. One’s soul seems

under a vacuum, in the South Seas.

The truth of the matter is, one cannot go back. Some men
can: renegade. But Melville couldn’t go back: and Gauguin
couldn’t reilly go back: and I know now that I could never

go back. Back tawards the past, savage life. One cannot go

back. It is one’s destiny inside one.
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There are these peoples, these “savages”. One does not
despise them. One does not feel superior. But there is a giflf.

There is a gulf in time and being. I cannot commingle my
being with theirs.

‘There they are, these South Sea Islanders, beautiful big men
witfi their goluen limbs and their laughing, gracc&il laziness.

And they will call you brother, choose you as a brother. But
ifrhy cannot one truly be brother?

*

There is an invisible hand grasps my heart and prevents

it opening too much to these strangers. They are beautiful,

they are like children* they arc generous: but they are more
thaifc this. They are far off, and in their eyes is an easy dark-

ness of the soft, uncreate past. In a way, they are uncreate.

Far be it from n&e to assume any “white” superiority. But

they are savages. They are gentle and laughing andj)hysically

very handsome. But it seems to me, that in living so far,

through all our bitter centuries of civilisation, wc; have «till

been living onwards, forwards. God knows it looks like a

cul-de-sac now. But turn to the first negro, and then listen to

your own soul. And your own soul will tell you that however

false and foul our forms and systems are now, ^till, through

the many centuries since Egypt, we have been living and strug-

gling forwards along some road that is no road, and yet is a

great life-development. We have struggled on, and on we

must still go. We may have to smash things. Then let us

smash. And our road may have to take a great swerve, that

seems a retrogression.

But we can’t go back. Whatever else the South Sea-Tslander

is, he is centuries and centuries behind us in the life-struggle,

the consciousness-struggle, the struggle of the soul into fulness.

There is his woman, with her knotted hair and her dark,

inchoate, slightly sardonic eyes. I like her, she is nice. But

I would never vfant to touch her. I could not go back on

myself s<J far. Back to their uncreate condition.

She has soft warm flesh, lifce warm mud. Nearer the reptile,

the Saurian age. Noli me tatigere.

We can’t go back. We can’t go back to t]je savages: not a

stride. We can be in sympathy with them. We»can take a

great curve in their direction, onwards. Byt we cannot turn

the current of our life backwards, back towards their soft
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warm twilight and uncreate mud. Not for a moment. If we
d<£it for a moment, it makes us sick.

We can only do it when we are renegade. The renegade

hates life itself. He wants the death of life. So these ihany

“reformers” and “idealists” who glorify the savages
(

in

America. TFhey are death-birds, life-haters. Renegades.

t
We can’t go back, and Melville couldn’t. Much as he hated

the civilised humanity he knew. He couldn’t go back to th'e

savages; he wanted to, he tried to, and he couldn’t.

Because, in the first place, it made him sick; it made him
physically ill. He had something wrong with his leg, and this

would not heal. It got worse and worse, during his four

months on the island. When he escaped, he was in a deplor-

able condition—sick and miserable, ill, very ill.

Paradis^!

But there you are. Try to go back to the savages, and you
fed as if your very soul was decomposing inside you. That is

what you feel in the South Seas, anyhow: as if your soul was

decomposing inside you. And with any savages the same, if

you try to go their w'ay, take their current ofsympathy.

Yet, as I s^y, we must make a great swerve in our onward-

going life-course now, to gather up again the savage mysteries.

But this does not mean going back on ourselves.

Going back to the savages made Melville sicker than any-

thing. It made him feel as if he were decomposing. Worse

eveih than Home and Mother.

And that is what really happens. If you prostitute your

psyche by returning to the savages, you gradually go to pieces.

Before you can go back, you have to decompose. And a white

man decomposing is a ghastly sight. Even Melville in Typee.

We have to go on, on, on, even if we must smash a way
ahead.

So Melville escaped, and threw a boat-hooK full in the throat

ofone of his dearest savage friends, and sank him, because that

savage was swimming in pursuit. ‘-That’s how he felt about the

savages when they wanted to detain him. He’d have murdered

them one and a\j, vividly, rather than be kept from escaping.

Away from them—he must get away from them—at any

price.

And once he has escaped, immediately he begins to sigh and
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pine for the “Paradise
55—Home and Mother being at the other

end even of a whaling voyage*

When he really was Home with Mother, he found it Purga-
tory? But Typee must have been even worse than Purgatory, a
soft hell judging from the murderous frenzy which possessed

hinf to escaped

But once aboard the whaler that carried him off from Nuku-
heva, he looked back and sighed for the Paradise he had jifst

escaped from in such a fever.

Poor Melville! He was determined Paradise exist^l. So he
was always in Purg^itcfry.

He was born for Purgatory. Some souls are purgatorial by
destiny.

The very freedom of this Typee was a torture to him. Its

ease was slowly horrible to him. This time he was the fly in

the odorous tropical ointment.

He needed to fight. It was no good to him, the^rclaxayon

of the nor -moral tropics. He didn’t really want Eden. He
wanted to fight. Like every American. To fight. But with

weapons of the spirit, not the flesh.

That was the top and bottom of it. His soul was in revolt,

writhing for ever in levolt. When he had something definite

to rebel against—like tty bad conditions on a w'haling ship

—

then he was much happier in his miseries. The mills of God
were grinding inside him, and they needed something to grind

on.

When they could grind on the injustice and folly of mission-

aries, or of brutal sea-captains, or of governments,. lie was

easier. The mills ofGod were grinding inside him.

They arc grinding inside every American. And they grind

exceeding small.

Why? Heaven knows. But we’ve got to grind down our

old forms, our did selves, grind them very very small, to

nothingness. Whether a new somethingness will ever start,

who knows? Meanwhile the Riills ofGod grind on, in American

Melville, and it was himselMie ground small: himself and his

wife, when he was married. For the present, the South Seas.

He escapes on to the craziest, most impossible#of whaling

ships. Lucky for us Melville makes it fantastic. It must have

been pretty sordid.
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And anyhow, on the crazy Julia, his leg, that would never
heal in the paradise of Typee, began quickly to get well. His
life was falling into its normal pulse. The drain back into past

centuries was over.

Yet, oh, as he sails away from Nukuheva, on the voyage that
will ultimately take him to America, oh, the acu\.e and intoler-

able nostalgia he feels for the island he has left.

The past, the^Golden Age of the past—what a nostalgia

we all feel for it. Yet we don’t want it when wc get it. Try the

South Sens.

Melville had to fight, fight against the existing world, against

his own very self. Only he would never quite put the knife in

the heart of his paradisal ideal. Somehow, somewhere, some-
when, love should be a fulfilment, and life sljpuld be a thing of
bliss. That was his fixed ideal. Fata Morgana

.

That was the pin he tortured himself on, liked a pinned-

down butterfly.

Love is never a fulfilment. Life is never a thing of con-

tinuous bliss. There is no paradise. Fight and laugh and
feel bitter and feel bliss: and fight again. Fight, fight. That is

life.

Why pin oursehes down on a paradisal ideal? It is only

ourselves we. torture.

Melville did have one great experience, getting away from
humanity: the experience of the sea.

The South Sea Islands were not his great experience. They
were a glamorous world outside New England. Outside. But
it was the sea that was both outside and inside: the universal

experience.

The book that follows on from Typee is Omoo.

Omoo is a fascinating book; picaresque, rascally, roving.

Melville, as a bit of a beachcomber. The crazy ship Julia

sails to Tahiti, and the mutinous crew are put ashore. Put in

the Tahitian prison. It is good reading.

Perhaps Melville is at his bestfhis happiest, in Omoo. For
once he is really reckless. For ortce he takes life as it comes.

For once he is the gallant rascally epicurean, eating the world
like a snipe*dirt and all baked into one bonne bouche .

For once he if really careless, roving with that scamp,
Doctor Long Ghost. For once he is careless of his actions,
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careless of his morals, careless df his ideals: ironic, as the
epicurean must be. The deep irony of your real scamp: ^our
real epicurean of the moment.
But it was under the influence of the Long Doctor. This

long and bony Scotsman was not a mere ne’er-do-well. He was
a man of humorous desperation, throwing his l^e ironically

away. Not a mere loose-kneed loafer, such as the South Seas
Vem to attract.

9

That is good about Melville: he never repents. Whatever
he did, in Typee or in Doctor Long Ghost’s wicked society, he
never repented. If h£ ate his snipe, dirt and all, and enjoyed it

at^the time, he didn’t have bilious bouts afterwards, which
is good.

But it wasn’t enough. The Long Doctor was really knocking

about in a sort of despair. He let his ship drift rudderless.

Melville couldn’t do this. For a time, yes. For a time, in

this Long Doctor’s company, he was rudderless ajid reckless.

Good as an experience. But a man who will not abandon
himself to despaii or indifference cannot keep it up.

Melville would never abandon himself either to despair or

indifference. He always cared. He always cared enougTi to

hate missionaries, and to be touched by a real act of kindness.

He always cared.

When he saw a white man really “gone savage”, a white

man with a blue shark tattooed over his brow, gone over to the

savages, then Herman’s whole being revolted. He couldn’t

bear it. He could not bear a renegade.

He enlisted at last on an American man-of-war. 5Tou have

the record in White Jacket. He was back in civilisation, but

still at sea. He was in America, yet loose in the seas. Good
regular days, after Doctor Long Ghost and the Julia.

As a matter of fact, a long thin chain was round Melville’s

ankle all the tinfe, binding him to America, to civilisation, to

democr&cy, to the ideal world. It was a long chain, and it

never broke. It pulled him Ifack.

By the time he was twAity-five his wild oats were sown;

his reckless wanderings were over. At the age of twenty-five

he came back to Home and Mother, to fight it*>ut at close

quarters. For you can’t fight it out by ruiyiing away. When

you have run a long way from Home and Mother, then you
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realise that the earth is round, and if you keep on running

yoilttl be back on the same old doorstep—like a fatality.

Melville came home to face out the long rest of his life. He
married and had an ecstasy of a courtship and fifty yeart of

disillusion.

He had jyst furnished his home with disillusions. No more
Typees. No more paradises. No more Fayaways. A mother:

a gorgon. A home: a torture box. A wife: a thing with clay*

feet. Life: a sort of disgrace. Fame: another disgrace, being

patronised by common snobs who just know how to read.

The whole shameful business just makirfg a*man writhe.

Melville writhed for eighty years.

In his soul he was proud and savage.

But in his mind and will be wanted the perfect fulfilment

of love; he wanted the lovey-doveyncss of perfect mutual

understanding.

At proud savage-souled man doesn’t really want any perfect

lovey-dovey fulfilment in love: no such nonsense. A mountain

lion doesn’t mate with a Persian cat; and when a grizzly bear

roars after a mate,jt is a shc-grizzly he roars after—not after

a silky shegp*-
<

But Melville stuck to his ideal. He wrote Pierre to show that

the mpre you try to be good the more you make a mess of

things: that following righteousness is just disastrous. The
better you are, the worse things turn out with you. The better

you try to be, the* bigger mess you make. Your very striving

after righteousness only causes your own slow degeneration.

Well, it is true. No men are so evil to-day as the idealists,

and no women half so evil as your earnest woman, who feels

herself a power for good. It is inevitable. After a certain

point, the ideal goes dead and rotten. The old pure ideal

becomes in itselfan impure thing of evil. Charity becomes per-

nicious, the spirit itself becomes foul. The mfiek are evil. The
pure in heart have base, subtle revulsions: like Dostoievsky’s

Idiot. The whole Sermon on the 'Mount becomes a litany of

white vice.

What then?

It’s our own fault. It was we who set up the ideals. And
if we are such fool^ that we aren’t able to kick over our ideals

in time, the worse for us.
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Look at Melville’s eighty long years of writhing. And to the

end he writhed on the ideal pin.

From the “perfect woman lover” he passed on to the “per-

fect*friend”. He looked and looked for the perfect man friend.

- Couldn’t find him.

Marriage #as a ghastly disillusion to him, because he looked

for perfect marriage.

Friendship never even made a real start in him—save perhips

his half-sentimental love forJack Chase, in White Jacket.

Yet to the end he pined for this: a perfect relationship;

perfect mating; pcfeCt mutual understanding. A perfect friend.

«Right to the end he could never accept the fact that perfect

relationships cannot be. Each soul is alone, and the aloneness

of each soul is a double barrier to perfect relationship between

two beings.

Each soul should be alone. And in the end the clesire for a

“perfect relationship” is just a vicious, unmanly craving.

“ Tous no - niulhevrs viennent de ne pouvoir etre seals.”

Melville, however, refused to draw his conclusion. Life

was wrong, he said. He refused I ife. But he stuck to his ideal

of perfect relationship, possible perfect love. "The w>rld ought

to be a harmonious loving place. And it can’t be. SoHife itself

is wrong.

It is silly arguing. Because alter all, only temporary man
sets up the “oughts”.

The world ought not to be a harmonious loving place. It

ought to be a place offierce discord and intermittent harmonies;

which it is.

Love ought not to be perfect. It ought to have perfect

moments, and wildernesses of thorn bushes—which it has.

A “perfect” relationship ought not to be possjble. Every

relationship should have its absolute limits, its absolute reserves,

essential to the Singleness of the soul in each person. A truly

perfect ^relationship is one in which each party leaves great

tracts unknown in the othenparty.

No two persons can meft at more than a few points, con-

sciously. If two people can just be together fairly often, so

that the presence of each is a sort of balance to the other, that

is the basis ofperfect relationship. There must be true separate-

nesses as well.
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Melville was, at the core,<a mystic and an idealist.

Barhaps, so am I.

And he stuck to his ideal guns.

I abandon mine.

He was a mystic who raved because the old ideal guns shot

havoc. The^unsofthe “noble spirit”. Of “idealSove”.

I say, let the guns rot.

Get new ones, and shoot straight.

[From Studies in Classic American Literature, 1924 ]

[loo]

HERMAN MELVILLE’S MOBY DICK

Moby Dick, 'or the White Whale.

A^hunt. The last great hunt.

For what?

For Moby Dick, the huge white sperm whale: who is old,

hoary, monstrous, and swims alone; who is unspeakably terrible

in his wrath, having so often been attacked; and snow-white.

Ofcourse he is a symbol.

Ofwhat?
I doubt ifeven Melville knew exactly. That’s the best of it.

He is warm-blooded, he is lovable. He is lonely Leviathan,

not a Hobbes sort. * Or is he?

But he is warm-blooded and lovable. The South Sea

Islanded, and Polynesians, and Malays, who worship shark,

or crocodile, or weave endless frigate-bird distortions, why did

they never worship the whale? So big!

Because the whale is not wicked. He doesn’t bite. And
their gods had to bite.

He’s not a dragon. He is Leviathan. H£ never coils like

the Chinese dragon of the sun. He’s not a serpent of the-waters.

He is warm-blooded, a mammal. And hunted, hunted down.

It is a great book.

At first you are put off by the style. It reads like journalism.-

It seems spumous. You feel Melville is trying to put something

over you. It won’^do.
And Melville really is a bit sententious: aware of himself,
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self-conscious, putting something over even himself. But then

it’s not easy to get into the swing of a piece of deep mystiftsm

when you just set out with a story.

itfobody can be more clownish, more clumsy and senten-

tiqpsly in byl taste, than Herman Melville, even in a great

book like Moby Dick . He preaches and holds firth because

Jie’s not sure of himself. And he holds forth, often, so

amateurishly.

The artist was so much greater than the man. The man is

rather a tiresome I^ew Englander of the ethicaf mystical-

transcendentalist sort: Emerson, Longfellow, Hawthorne, etc.

Sb unrelieved, the solemn ass even in humour. So hopelessly

au grand sirieux
,
you feel like saying: Good God, what does

it matter? If life is a tragedy, or a farce, or a disaster, or

anything else, what do I care! Let life be what itjikes. Give

me a drink, that’s what I want just now.

For my part, life is so many things I don’t care? what ft is.

It’s not my affair to sum it up. Just now it’s a cup of tea.

This morning it was wormwood and gall. Hand me the sugar.

One wearies of the grand serieux . There’s something false

about it. And that’s Melville. Oh, dear, when^he solemn ass

brays! brays! brays!

But he was a deep, great artist, even if he was rather a

sententious man. He was a real American in that he always felt

his audience in front ofhim. But when he ceases to be American,

when he forgets all audience, and gives us his sheer appre-

hension of the world, then he is wonderful, his book cqjnmands

a stillness in the soul, an awe.

In his ‘"human” self, Melville is almost dead. That is,

he hardly reacts to human contacts any more; or only ideally:

or just for a moment. His human-emotional self is almost

played out. H^ is abstract, self-analytical and abstracted.

And he
#
is more spellbound by the strange slidings and collid-

ings of Matter than by the things men do. In this he is like

Dana. It is the material elements he really has to do with. His

drama is with them. He was a futurist long before futurism

found paint. The sheer naked slidings of the elements. And the

human soul experiencing it all. So often, it is aliftost over the

border: psychiatry. Almost spurious. Yets# great.

It is the same old thing as in all Americans. They keep their
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old-fashioned ideal frock-coat on, and an old-fashionedailk hat,

whfle they do the most impossible things. There you are:

you see Melville hugged in bed by a huge tattooed South
(
Sea

Islander, and solemnly offering burnt offering to this savage’s

little idol, and his ideal frock-coat just hides his jhirt-tails and

prevents usfrom seeing his bare posterior as he salaams, while

his ethical silk hat sits correctly over his brow the while. Thaj
is so typically American: doing the most impossible things

without taking off their spiritual get-up. Their ideals are like

armour which has rusted in, and will nevty more come off. And
meanwhile in Melville his bodily knowledge moves naked, a

living quick among the stark elements. For with sheer physical

vibrational sensitiveness, like a marvellous wireless-station, he

registers the effects of the outer world. And he records also,

almost beyond pain or pleasure, the extreme transitions of the

isolated, far-driven soul, the soul which is now alone, without

an/ real human contact.

The first days in New Bedford introduce the only human
being who really enters into the book, namely, Ishmael, the

“I”# of the book. And then the moment’s hearts-brother,

Queequeg, tho tattooed, powerful South Sea harpooner, whom
Melville loves as Dana loses “I^ope”. The advent of Ishmael’s

bedmate is amusing and unforgettable. But later the two

swear “marriage”, in the language of the savages. For Quee-
queg has opened again the flood-gates of lose and human con-

nexion in Ishmael.

“As l^sat there in that now lonely room, the fire burning low,

in that irfild stage when, after its first intensity has warmed the

air, it then only glows to be looked at; the evening shades and
phantoms gathering round the casements, and peering in upon
us silent, solitary twain: I began to be sensible of strange

feelings. I felt a melting in me. No more my splintered hand
and maddened heart was turned against the wolfish world.

This soothing savage had redeemed it. There he sat, his very

indifference speaking a nature in wjiich there lurked no civilised

hypocrisies and bland deceits. Wild he was; a very sight of

sights to see; yefc I began to feel myself mysteriously drawn
towards hirft.”—So they smoked together and are clasped in

each other’s am*> The friendship is finally sealed when
Ishmael offers sacrifice to Queeqeug’s little idol, Gogo.
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I was a good Christian, bom aftid bred in the bosom of the

infallible Presbyterian Church. How then could I unite %ith
the idolater in worshipping his piece of wood? But what is

worship?—to do the will of God—that is worship. And what
is the will of God?—tojdo to my fellow-man what I would have
my fellow-nffan do to me—that is the will of Gfd.”—Which
sounds like Benjamin Franklin, and is hopelessly bad theology.

•But it is real American logic. “Now Queequeg is my fellow-man.

And what do I wish that this Queequeg would do to me? Why,
unite with me in my particular Presbyterian form #f worship.

Consequently, I r.iusf unite with him; ergo, I must turn idolater.

S# I kindled the shavings; helped prop up the innocen* little

idol; offered him burnt biscuit with Queequeg, salaamed

before him twic^ or thrice; kissed his nose; and that done, we
undressed and went to bed, at peace with our own consciences

and all the world. But wc did not go to sleep without some
little chat. How it is I know not; but there is np place*like

bed for confidential disclosures between friends. Man and
wife, they say, open the very bottom of their souls to each other;

and some old couples often lie and chat over old times till

nearly morning. 1 hus, then, lay I and Queequeg— a cosy,

loving pair
”

You would think th^ relation with Queequeg meant some-

thing to Ishmael. But no. Queequeg is forgotten like yester-

day’s newspaper. Human things are only momentary excite-

ments or amusements to the American Ishmael. Ishmael, the

hunted. But much more Ishmael the hunter. What’s a

Queequeg? What’s a wife? The white whale must be hunted

down. Queequeg must be just “known”, then dropped into

oblivion.

And what in the name of fortune is the wrhite whale?

Elsewhere Ishmael says he loved Quecqueg’s eyes: “large,

deep eyes, fiery Black and bold.” No doubt like Poe, he wanted

to get the “clue” to them. That was all.

The two men go over frefln New Bedford to Nantucket, and

there sign on to the Quaker whaling ship, the Pequod. It is

all strangely fantastic, phantasmagoric. TJie voyage of the

soul. Yet curiously a real whaling voyage, too.#We pass on

into the midst of the sea with this strange ship and its incredible

crew. The Argonauts were mild lambs in comparison. And
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Ulysses went defeating the Circes and overcoming the wicked

husties of the isles. But the Pequod’s crew is a collection of

maniacs fanatically hunting down a lonely, harmless white

whale.

As a soul history, it makes one angry. As a sea yarn, it is

marvellous: ^here is always something a bit over*the mark, in

sea yarns. Should be. Then again the masking up of actual

seaman’s experience with sonorous mysticism sometimes get#

on one’s nerves. And again, as a revelation of destiny the book

is too deep even for sorrow. Profound beyond feeling.

You are some time before you are allowed <0 see the captain,

Ahatx the mysterious Quaker. Oh, it is a God-fearing Quaker
ship.

Ahab, the captain. The captain of the soul,

I am the master ofmy fate,

I am the captain ofmy soul!

Ahab!

“Oh, captain, my captain, our fearful trip is done.”

The gaunt Ahab, Quaker, mysterious person, only shows him-

self after some^days at sea. There’s a secret about him! What?
Oh, he’s a portentous person. He stumps about on an ivory

stump, made from sea-ivory. Moby Dic^c, the great white whale

tore off Ahab’s leg at the knee, when Ahab was attacking him.

Quite right, too. Should have torn off both his legs, and a

bit more besides.

But Ahab doesn’t think so. Ahab is now a monomaniac.

Moby Uick is his monomania. Moby Dick must die, or Ahab
can’t live any longer. Ahab is atheist by this.

All right.

This Pequod, ship of the American soul, has three mates.

1. Starbuck: Quaker, Nantucketer, a good responsible man
of reason, forethought, intrepidity, what is called a dependable

man. At the bottom, afraid.

2. Stubb: “Fearless as fire, and as mechanical.” Insists on

being reckless and jolly on every occasion. Must be afraid

too, really.

3. Flask: c Stubborn, obstinate, without imagination. To
him “the wondrouf whale was but a species ofmagnified mouse
or water-rat

”
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There you have them: a maniac captain and his three mates,
three splendid seamen, admirable whalemen, first-classamen
at their job.

America!

It is rather* like Mr. Wilson and his admirable, “efficient”

crew, at tifb Peace Conference. Except that none of the

Pequodders took their wives along.

A maniac captain of the soul, and three eminently practical

mates.

America!

Then such 2 cfew. Renegades, castaways, cannibals:

I«hmael, Quakers.

America!

Three giant harpooners, to spear the great white whale.

1. Quccqueg, the South Sea Islander, all tattooed, big and
powerful.

2. Tashtego, the Red Indian of the sea-coast, wher% the

Indian nci La the sea.

3. Daggoo, the huge black negro.

There you have them, three sav .ige races, under the American

flag, the maniac captain, with then great keen h’arpoons, ready

to spear the white whale.

And only after man^j days at sea does Ahab’s own boat-crew

appear on deck. Strange, silent, secret, black-garbed Malays,

fire-worshipping Parsecs. 1 hese are to man Ahab’s boat, w hen

it leaps in pursuit of that whale.

What do you think of the ship Pequod, the ship of the soul of

an American?

Many races, many peoples, many nations, under the Stars

and Stripes. Beaten with many stripes.

Seeing stars sometimes.

And in a mad ship, under a mad captain, in a mad, fanatic’s

hunt.

For what?

For Moby Dick, the great white whale.

But splendidly handled.* Three splendid mates. The whole

thing practical, eminently practical in its working. American

industry!

And all this practicality in the service of a mad, mad chase.

Melville manages to keep it a real whaling ship, on a real
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cruise, in spite of all fantastic*. A wonderful, wonderful voyage.

And«et beauty that is so surpassing only because of the author’s

awful floundcrings in mystical waters. He wanted to get

metaphysically deep. And he got deeper than metaphysics.

It is a surpassingly beautiful book, with an awful meaning, 1

and bad jolts^

It is interesting to compare Melville with Dana, about the

albLtross—Melville a bit sententious. “I remember the first •

albatross I ever saw. It was during a prolonged gale in waters

hard upon/hc Antarctic seas. From my forenoon watch below

I ascended to the overcrowded deck, and thure, lashed upon
the m^in hatches, I saw a regal feathered thing of unspotted

whiteness, and with a hooked Roman bill sublime. At intervals

it arched forth its vast, archangel wings—wondrous throbbings

and fluttcrings shook it. Though bodily unharmed, it uttered

cries, as sorile King’s ghost in supernatural distress. Through
its inexpressible strange eyes methought I peeped to secrets

not below the heavens—the white thing was so white, its wings

so wide, and in those for ever exiled waters, I had lost the miser-

able warping memories of traditions and of towns. I assert

then* that in the wondrous bodily whiteness of the bird chiefly

lurks the sccret*of the spell
”

Melville’s albatross is a prisoner, caugjjt by a bait on a hook.

Well, I have seen an albatross, too: following us in waters

hard upon the Antarctic, too, south of Australia. And in the

Southern winter. And the ship, a P. and O. boat, nearly

empty. And the lascar crew' shivering.

The bird with its long, long wings following, then leaving us.

No one knows till they have tried, how lost, how lonely those

Southern waters arc. And glimpses of the Australian coast.

It makes one feel that our day is only a day. That in t.he

dark of the night ahead other days stir fecund, when we have

lapsed from existence.

Who knows how utterly we shall lapse.

But Melville keeps up his disqursition about “whiteness”.

The great abstract fascinated him. The abstract where we end,

and cease to be. White or black. Our white, abstract end!

.

Then agaii^ it is lovely to be at sea on the PeqUod, with never

a grain of earth to us.

“It was a cloudy, ‘sultry afternoon; the seamen were lazily
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lounging about the decks, or vacantly gazing over into the

lead-coloured waters. Queequeg and I were mildly employed
weaving what is called a sword-mat, for an additional lashing

to our boat. So still and subdued, and yet somehow preluding
Was all the scene, and such an incantation of reverie lurked in

the air thaf each silent sailor seemed resolved ^nto his own
invisible self

”

In the midst of this preluding silence came the first Cry:

“There she blows! there! there! there! She blows!” And then

comes the first chase, a marvellous piece of true sca-writing,

the sea, and shee~ seS-beings on the chase, sea-creatures chased.

There is scarcely a taint of earth—pure sea-motion.
“
‘Give way men,’ whispered Star buck, drawing still further

aft the sheet of#his sail; ‘there is time to kill fish yet before

the squall comes. There’s white water again!—Close to!

—

Spring!’ Soon after, two cries in quick succession on each side

of us denoted that the other boats had got fast^ but hgrdly

were they overboard when with a lightning-like hurtling

whisper Starbuck said: ‘Stand up!’ and Queequeg, harpoon in

hand, sprang to his feet.—Though not one of the oarsmen was

-then facing the life and death peril so close to them aheaS, yet

their eyes on the intense countenance of the mafe in the stern of

the boat, they knew tl^it the imminent instant had come; they

heard, too, an enormous w'allowing sound, as of fifty elephants

stirring in their litter. Meanwhile the boat was still booming

through the mist, the waves curbing and hissing around us like

the erected crests of enraged serpents.
“

‘That’s his hump. There! There
,
give it to him!’.Whispered

Starbuck.—A short rushing sound leapt out of the boat; it

was the darted iron of Queequeg. Then all in one welded

motion came a push from astern, while forward the boat seemed

striking on a ledge; the sail collapsed and exploded; a gush of

scalding vapoufshot up near by; something rolled and tumbled

like aft earthquake beneath us. The whole crew were half-

suffocated as they were fossed helter-skelter into the white

curling cream of the squall. Squall, whale, and harpoon had

all blended together; and the whale, merely grazed by the

iron, escaped
”

Melville is a master of violent, chaoticphysical motion; he

can keep up a whole wild chase without a flaw. He is as perfect
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at creating stillness. The ship is cruising on the Carrol Ground,

south of St. Helena.
—

“It was while gliding through these

latter waters that one serene and moonlight night, when all the

waves rolled by like scrolls of silver; and by their soft, suffusing

seethings, made what seemed a silvery silence, not a solitude;

on such a silent night a silvery jet was seen far iif advance of

the white bubbles at the bow ”

Then there is the description of brit. “Steering north-*

eastward from the 6rozello we fell in with vast meadows of brit,

the minute*yellow substance upon which the right whale largely

feeds. For leagues and leagues it undulated round us. so that

we seemed to be sailing through boundless fields of ripe and

golden wheat. On the second day, numbers of right whales

were seen, secure from the attack of a sperm, whaler like the

Pequod. With open jaws they sluggishly swam through the

brit, which,* adhering to the fringed fibres of that wondrous

Venetian blind in their mouths, was in that manner separated

from the water that escaped at the lip. As moving mowers
wrho, side by side, slowly and seethingly advanced their scythes

through the long wet grass of the marshy meads; even so these

monsters swarrt, making a strange, grassy, cutting sound; and

leaving behind*'them endless swaths of blue on the yellow sea.

But it was only the sound they‘made <y; they parted the brit

which at all reminded one of mow'ers. Seen from the mast-

heads, especially when they paused and were stationary for a

while* their vast black forms looked more like masses of rock

than anything else
”

This btautiful passage brings us to the apparition of the

squid.

“Slowly wading through the meadows of brit, the Pequod

still held her way northeastward towards the island of Java;

a gentle air impelling her keel, so that in the surrounding

serenity her three tall, tapering masts mildly* waved to that

languid breeze, as three mild palms on a plain. And Still, at

wide intervals, in the silvery nigh., that lonely, alluring jet

would be seen.

“But one transparent-blue morning, when a stillness almost

preternaturaltspread over the sea, however unattended with

any stagnant calm;
#
when the long burnished sunglade on the

waters seemed a golden finger laid across them, enjoining
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secrecy; when all the slippered waves whispered together as

they softly ran on; in this profound hush of the visible splfere a
strange spectre was seen by Daggoo from the mainmast head.
“In the distance, a great white mass lazily rose, and rising

higher andjiigher, and disentangling itself from the azure, at

last gleamed before our prow like a snow-slide, hew slid from
the hills. Thus glistening for a moment, as slowly it subsided,

and sank. Then once more arose, and silently gleamed. It

seemed not a whale; and yet, is this Moby Dick? thought
Daggoo ”

The boats were lowered and pulled to the scene.
"
“In the same spot where it sank, once more it slowfy rose.

Almost forgetting for the moment all thoughts of Moby Dick,

we now gazed tit the most wondrous phenomenon which the

secret seas have hitherto revealed to mankind. A vast pulpy

mass, furlongs in length and breadth, of a glancing cream-

colour, by floating on the water, innumerable long ^irms

radiating from its centre, and curling and twisting like a nest of

anacondas, as if blindly to clutch at any hapless object within

reach. No perceptible face or front did it have;#no conceivable

token of either sen.ation or instinct; but undulated there on

the billows, an unearthly, foijmless, chance-like apparition of

life. And with a low sticking it slowly disappeared again.”

• The following chapters, with their account of whale-hunts,

the killing, the stripping, the cutting up, are magnificent

records of actual happening. Then comes the queer tale of the

meeting of the Jeroboam ,
a whaler met at sea, all of wjiose men

were under the domination of a religious maniac, *one of the

ship’s hands. There are detailed descriptions of the actual

taking of the sperm oil from a whale’s head. Dilating on the

smallness of the brain of a sperm whale, Melville significantly

remarks
—

“for J believe that much of a man’s character will

be found betokened in his backbone. I would rather feel your

spine than your skull, whoever you are ” And of the whale,

he adds:

“For, viewed in this light, the wonderful comparative

smallness of his brain proper is more than compensated by the

wonderful comparative magnitude of his spinal ctird.”

In among the rush of terrible, awful huftts, come touches of

pure beauty.
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"As the three boats lay there on that gently rolling sea,

gaz&g down into its eternal blue noon; and as not a single

groan or cry of any sort, nay not so much as a ripple or a

thought, came up from its depths; what landsman would have

thought that beneath all that silence and placidity the utmost

monster of tBc seas was writhing and wrenching in agony!”

perhaps the most stupendous chapter is the one called “The
#

Grand Armada”, at the beginning of Volume III. The Pequod

was drawing through the Sunda Straits towards Java when
she came upon a vast host of sperm whales. “Broad on both

bows, at a distance of two or three miles, and forming a great
(

semicircle embracing one-half of the level horizon, a continuous

chain of whale-jets were up-playing and sparkling in the noon-

day air.” Chasing this great herd, past the Straits of Sunda,

themselves phased by Javan pirates, the whalers race on. Then
the boats are lowered. At last that curious state of inert

irre£>lution • came over the whales, when they were, as the

seamen say, gallied. Instead of forging ahead in huge martial

array they swam violently hither and thither, a surging sea of

whaks, no logger moving on. Starbuck’s boat, made fast to a

whale, is towed in amongst this howling Leviathan chaos. In

mad career it cockles through .the boiling surge of monsters,

till it is brought into a clear lagoon in' the very centre of the

vast, mad, terrified herd. There a sleek, pure calm reigns.

There the females swam in peace, and the young whales came
snuffing tamely at the boat, like dogs. And there the aston-

ished seamen watched the love-making of these amazing

monsters, 'mammals, now in rut far down in the sea
—“But

far beneath this wondrous world upon the surface, another and

still stranger world met our eyes, as we gazed over the side.

For, suspended in these watery vaults, floated the forms of the

nursing mothers ofthe whales, and those that b
#
v their enormous

girth seemed shortly to become mothers. The lake, as
#
I have

hinted, was to a considerable depth exceedingly transparent;

and as human infants while suckipg will calmly and fixedly

gaze away from the breast, as if leading two different lives at

,

a time; and while yet drawing moral nourishment, be still

spiritually feasting upon some unearthly reminiscence, even so

did the young of these whales seem looking up towards us, but

not at us, as ifwe were but a bit of gulf-weed in their newborn
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sight. Floating on their sides, the mothers also seemed quietly

eyeing us.—Some of the subtlest secrets of the seas seemed
divulged to us in this enchanted pond. We saw young Levia-

than amours in the deep. And thus, though surrounded by
cjjrcle upon circle of consternation and affrights, did these

inscrutable creatures at the centre freely and feaflessly indulge

in all peaceful concernments; yea, serenely revelled in dalliance

and delight
”

There is something really overwhelming in these whale-hunts,

almost superhuman#or inhuman, bigger than life, more terrific

than human activity. The same with the chapter on ambergris:

it is so curious, so real, yet so unearthly. And again ^n the

chapter called “The Cassock”— surely the oddest piece of

phallicism in alkthe world’s literature.

After this conies the amazing account of the Try»works, when
the ship is turned into the sooty, oily factory in mid-ocean,

and the oil is extracted from the blubber. In the* night df the

red furnace burning on deck, at sen, Melville has his startling

experience of reversion. He is at the helm, but has turned to

watch the fire: when suddenly he feels the shijj rushing back-

ward from him, in mystic rex ersion
—“Uppermost was the

impression, that whatever swift, rushing thing I stood on was

not so much bound t<J any haven ahead, as rushing from all

havens astern. A stark bewildering feeling, as of death, came

over me. Convulsixcly my hands grasped the tiller, but with

the crazy conceit that the tiller x\as, somehow, in some

enchanted way, inverted. My God! What is the matter with

me, I thought!”

This dream-experience is a real soul-experience. He ends

with an injunction to all men, not to gaze on the red fire xvhen

its redness makes all things look ghasdy. It seems to him that

his gazing on fiy; has evoked this horror of reversion, undoing.

Perhaps it had. He was water-born.

After some unhealthy work on the ship, Queequeg caught

a fever and was like to dif. “Hoxv he wasted and wasted in

those few, long-lingering days, till there seemed but little left

of him but his frame and tattooing. But ias all else in him

thinned, and his cheek-bones grew sharper, hi? eyes, never-

theless, seemed growing fuller and fuller; thiy took on a strange-

ness of lustre; and mildly but deeply looked out at you there
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from his sickness, a wondtous testimony to that immortal

health in him which could not die, or be .weakened. And like

circles on the water, which as they grow fainter, expand; so

his eyes seemed rounding and rounding, like the circles' of

Eternity. An awe that cannot be named would steal over you
as you sat by*the side of this waning savage ”

But Quecqueg did not die—and the Pequod emerges from

the Eastern Strait^ into the full Pacific. “To my meditative*

Magian rover, this serene Pacific once beheld, must ever after

be the sea' of his adoption. It rolls the utmost waters of the

world ”

In fhis Pacific the fights go on: “It was far down the after-

noon, and when all the spearings of the crimson fight were

done, and floating in the lovely sunset sea ;yid sky, sun and
whale both,, died stilly together; then such a sweetness and
such a plaintiveness, such inwreathing orisons curled up in that

rosy*air, tha<t it almost seemed as if far over from the deep green

convent valleys of the Manila Isles, the Spanish land-breeze

had gone to sea, freighted with these vesper hymns. Soothed

agaip, but only soothed to deeper gloom, Ahab, who has

steered off frqp the whale, sat intently watching his final

wanings from the now tranquil boat. For that strange spectacle,

observable in all sperm whales dying—the turning of the head

sunwards, and so expiring—that strange spectacle, beheld pf

such a placid evening, somehow to Ahab conveyed wondrous-

ness Qnknown before, ‘He turns and turns him to it; how slowly,

but how
<
steadfastly, his home-rendering and invoking brow,

with his last dying motions. He too worships fire . .
.’ ”

So Ahab soliloquises: and so the warm-blooded whale turns

for the last time to the sun, which begot him in the waters.

But as we see in the next chapter, it is the Thunder-fire which

Ahab really worships: that living sundering fire of which he

bears the brand, from head to foot; it is storm, the electric

storm of the Pequod
,
when the corposants burn in high, tapering

flames ofsupernatural pallor upon Uie masthead, and when the

compass is reversed. After this all is fatality. Life itself seems

mystically reverse^. In these hunters of Moby Dick there is

nothing but* madness and possession. The captain, Ahab,
moves hand in ha«d with the poor imbecile negro boy, Pip,

who has been so cruelly demented, left swimming alone in the
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vast sea. It is the imbecile child of the sun hand in’hand with
the northern monomaniac, captain and master.

The voyage surges on. They meet one ship, then another.

It Is all ordinary day-routine, and yet all is a tension of pure
madness and horror, the approaching horror of the last fight.

‘"Hither anil thither, on high, glided the snow-\^hite wings of

small unspecked birds; these were the gentle thoughts of the
’ feminine air; but to and fro in the deeps, far down in*the

bottomless blue, rushed mighty leviathans, sword-fish and
sharks; and these were the strong, troubled, *murderous
things of the masculine sea

55 On this day Ahab confesses

hfc weariness, the weariness of his burden. “But do I loc^c very

old, so very, very old, Starbuck? I feel deadly faint, and bowed,

and humped, ag though I were Adam staggering beneath the

piled centuries since Paradise ” It is the Gethsemane of

Ahab, before the last fight: the Gethsemane of the human soul

seeking the last self-conquest, the last attainment of extended

consciousness —infinite consciousness

At last they sight the whale. Ahab sees him from his hoisted

perch at the masthead—“From 1 his height the whale was now
seen some mile or so ahead, at every roll of tile sea revealing

his high, sparkling hump, and regularly jetting his silent spout

into the air.”

The boats are lowered, to draw near the white whale. “At

length the breathless hunter came so nigh his seemingly un-

suspectful prey that his entire dazzling hump wras distinctly

visible, sliding along the sea as if an isolated thing, and con-

tinually set in a revolving ring of finest, fleecy, greyish foam.

He saw the vast involved wrinkles of the slightly projecting

head, beyond. Before it, far out on the soft, Turkish-rugged

waters, went the glistening white shadow from his broad, milky

forehead, a musical rippling playfully accompanying the shade;

and behind, tlfe blue waters interchangeably flowed over the

movirfg valley of his steady wake; and on either side bright

bubbles arose and dancecfrby his side. But these were broken

again by the light toes of Hundreds of gay fowl softly feathering

the sea, alternate with their fitful flight; and like to some flag-

staff rising from the pointed hull of an argosy the tall but

shattered pole ofa recent lance projected fij>m the white whale’s

back; and at intervals one of the clouds of soft-toed fowls
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hovering, and to and fro shimmering like a canopy over the

fish,*silently perched and rocked on this pole, the long tail-

feathers streaming like pennons.

“A gentle joyousness—a mighty mildness of repose in swift

ness, invested the gliding whale ”

The fight vtith the whale is too wonderful, and too awful, to be
quoted apart from the book. It lasted three days. The fearful

sigftt, on the third djjy, ofthe torn body ofthe Parsee harpooner,

lost on the previous day, now seen lashed on to the flanks of

the white t/hale by the tangle of harpoon lines, has a mystic

dream-horror. The awful and infuriated whale turns upon
the shtp, symbol of this civilised world of ours. He smites her

with a fearful shock. And a few minutes later, from the last

of the fighting whale-boats comes the cry:
“
‘The ship! Great

God, where is the ship?’ Soon they, through the dim, bewil-

dering mediums, saw her sidelong fading phantom, as in the

gasequs fata. Morgana; only the uppermost masts out of the

water; while fixed by infatuation, or fidelity, or fate, to their

once lofty perches* the pagan harpooners still maintained their

sinking lookouts on the sea. And now concentric circles seized

the lone boat iftelf, and all its crew, and each floating oar, and
every lance-pofe, and spinning^ animate and inanimate, all

round and round in one vortex, carried the smallest chip of the

Pequod out of sight
”

The bird ofheaven, the eagle, St.John’s bird, the Red Indian

bird, the American, goes down with the ship, nailed by Tastcgo’s

hammer, the hammer of the American Indian. The eagle of

the spirit* .Sunk!

“Now small fowls flew screaming over the yet yawning gulf;

a sullen white surf beat against its steep sides; then all col-

lapsed; and then the great shroud of the sea rolled on as it

rolled five thousand years ago.’’

So ends one of the strangest and most wonderful books in the

world, closing up its mystery and its tortured symbolism. It

is an epic of the sea such as no mafi has equalled; and it is a

book of exoteric symbolism of profound significance, and of

considerable tiresomeness.

But it is a great \>ook, a very great book, the greatest book

ofthe sea ever writtey. It moves awe in the soul.

The terrible fatality.
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Fatality.

Doom.
Doom! Doom! Doom! Something seems to whisper it

in the very dark trees of America. Doom

!

Doom ofwhat?
Doom of our white day. Wc are doomed, doomed. And the

doom is in America. The doom ofour white day.

Ah, well, if my day is doomed, and I am doomed with my
day, it is something greater than I which dooms me, so I

accept my doom as a sign of the greatness which i? more than

I am.

^Melville knew. He knew his race was doomed. Hi:> white

soul, doomed. His great white epoch, doomed. Himself,

doomed. The idealist, doomed. The spirit, doomed.
The reversion. “Not so much bound to any Jjavcn ahead,

as rushing from all havens astern.”

That great horror of ours! It is our civilisation rushin^from

all havens astern.

The last ghastly hunt. The White Whale.

What then is Moby Dick? He is the deepest blood-bejng of

the white race; he ’s our deepest blood-nature.

And he is hunted, hunted, Runted by the maniacal fanaticism

ofour white mental amsciousness. We want to hunt him down.

To subject him to our will. And in this maniacal conscious

hunt of ourselves we get dark races and pale to help us, red,

yellow, and black, east and west, Quaker and fire-worshipper,

we get them all to help us in this ghastly maniacal hunt which

is our doom and our suicide.

The last phallic being of the white man. Hunted into the

death ofupper consciousness and the ideal will. Our blood-self

subjected to our will. Our blood-consciousness sapped by a

parasitic mental or ideal consciousness.

Hot-blooded sea-born Moby Dick. Hunted by monomaniacs

of the idea.

Oh God, oh God, what j!cxt, when the Pequod has sunk?

She sank in the war, and we are all flotsam.

Now what next?

Who knows? Quien sabe? Quien sabe
,
senor?

Neither Spanish nor Saxon America ha^any answer.

The Pequod went down. And the Pequod was the ship of the
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white American soul. She sank, taking with her negro and
Indi&n and Polynesian, Asiatic and Quaker and good, business-

like Yankees and Ishmael: she sank all the lot of them.

Boom! as Vachel Lindsay would say.

To use the words ofJesus, it is finished.

Consummation est!

But Moby Dick was first published in 1851. If the Great
#

White Whale sank ithc ship of the Great White Soul in 1851,

what’s been happening ever since?

Post-moftem effects, presumably.

Because, in the first centuries, Jesus was Cetus, the Whale.

And the Christians were the little fishes. Jesus, the Redeemer,

was Cetus, Leviathan. And all the Christians all his little fishes.

[From Studies tn Classic American Liteiaiure , 1924 ]
•

[101]

WHITMAN

PosT-mortem effects?

But what ofWalt Whitman?
The “good grey poet”.

Was he a ghost, with all his physicality?

The good grey po.et.

Post-mortem effects. Ghosts.

A certain ghoulish insistency. A certain horrible pottage of

human parts. A certain stridency and portentousness. A
luridness about his beatitudes.

Democracy! These States! Eidolons! Lovers, End-

less Lovers!

One Identity!

One Identity!

I AM HE THAT ACHES WITH AMOROUS LOVE.

Do you believe me, when I say po\t-mortem effects?

When the Pequod went down, she left many a rank and dirty

steamboat still fussing in the seas. The Pequod sinks with all

her souls, bift their bodies rise again to man innumerable

tramp steamers, ancbocean-crossing liners. Corpses.

What we mean is that people may go on, keep on, and rush
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on, without souls. They have their ego and their will; that is

enough to keep them going.

So that you see, the sinking of the Pequod was only a meta-
physical tragedy after all. The world goes on just the same.

The ship of the soul is sunk. But the machine-manipulating
body worksJbst the same: digests, chews gum, admires Botticelli

and aches with amorous love.

I AM HE THAT ACHES WITH AMOROUS LOVE.
What do you make of that? I am he that aches. First

generalisation. First uncomfortable universalisation. With
Amorous LoveL Oh, God! Better a bellyache. A bellyache

isvat least specific. But the ache of Amorous Love!
Think of having that under your skin. All that!

I AM HE THAJ ACHES WITH AMOROUS LOVE.

Walter, leave off. You are not he. You are just a limited

Walter. And your ache doesn’t include all Amorous Love, by
any means. If you ache you only ache with a small tyt of

amorous love, and there’s so much more stays outside the

cover ofyour ache, that you might be a bit milder about it.

I AM HE THAT ACHES WITH /ViOROUS LOVE.

Chuff! chuff! chuff!

Chu-chu-chu-chu-chuff !

Reminds one of a ftcam-cftgine. A locomotive. They’re

the only things that seem to me to ache with amorous love.

All that steam inside them. Forty million foot-pounds pressure.

The ache of Amorous Love. Steam-pressure. Chuff!

An ordinary man aches with love lor Belinda, or his Native

Land, or the Ocean, or the Stars, or the Oversoul: jf he feels

that an ache is in the fashion.

It takes a steam-engine to ache with Amorous Love. All

of it.

Walt was really too superhuman. The danger of the super-

man is that he i^mcchanical.

They talk of his “splendid animality”. Well, he’d got it on

the brain, if that’s the placefoi animality.

I am he that aches with amorous love:.

Does the earth gravitate, does not all matter, aching,

attract all matter?

So the body ofme to all I meet or know.
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What can be more mechanical? The difference between

life and matter is that life, living things, living creatures, have

the instinct of turning right away from some matter, and of

blissfully ignoring the bulk of most matter, and of turning

towards only some certain bits of specially selected matter. As
for living creatures all helplessly hurtling together into one

great snowball, why, most very living creatures spend the greater

part of their time getting out of the sight, smell or sound of the*

rest of living creatures. Even bees only cluster on their own
queen. And that is sickening enough. Fancy all white

humanity clustering on one another like alurop of bees.

No# Walt, you give yourself away. Matter does gravitate,

helplessly. But men are tricky-tricksy, and they shy all sorts

ofways.

Matter gravitates because it is helpless and mechanical.

And if you gravitate the same, if the body of you gravitates

to ajl y°u meet or know, why, something must have gone

seriously wrong with you. You must have broken your main-

spring.

You must have fallen also into mechanisation.

Your Moby*Dick must be really dead. That lonely phallic

monster of the Individual you. Dead mentalised.

I only know that my body efoesn’t Ijy any means gravitate

to all I meet or know. I find I can shake hands with a few

people. But most I wouldn’t touch with a long prop.

Ypur mainspring is broken, Walt Whitman. The main-

spring ofyour own individuality. And so you run down with a

great whirr, merging with everything.

You have killed your isolate Moby Dick. You have menta-

lised your deep sensual body, and that’s the death of it.

I am everything and everything is me and so we’re all One
in One Identity, like the Mundane Egg, which has been

addled quite a while.

Whoever you arc, to endless announcements
And of these one and all I weive the song of myself.

Do you? JVell then, it just shows you haven’t got any self.

It’s a mush, not a woven thing. A hotch-potch, not a tissue.

Your self.
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Oh, Walter, Walter, what have you done with it? What have
you done with yourself? With your own individual self? Bor it

sounds as if it had all leaked out of you, leaked into the

universe.

• Post-mortem effects. The individuality had leaked out of him.
No, no, cton’t lay this down to poetry. Th<gse are post-

mortem effects. And Walt’s great poems are really huge fat

•tomb-plants, great rank graveyard growths.

All that false exuberance. All those lists of things boiled in

one pudding-cloth! No, no!

I don’t want alj th&se things inside me, thank you.

> t>‘T reject nothing,” says Walt.

If that is so, one must be a pipe open at both ends, so every-

thing runs through.

Post-mortem effects.

“I embrace all,” says Whitman. ‘T weave all things into

myself.”

Do you really! There can’t be much left ofyou when you’ve

done. When you've cooked the awful pudding of One Identity.

“And whoever walks a furlong without sympathy walks to

his own funeral dressed in his ow n shroud.”

Take ofT your hat then, my funeral proce&ion of one is

passing.

This awful Whitman. This post-mortem poet. This poet with

the private soul leaking out of him all the time. All his privacy

leaking out in a sort of dribble, oozing into the universe.

Walt becomes in his own person the whole world, the wrhole

universe, the whole eternity of time, as far as his rathe? sketchy

knowledge of history will carry him, that is. Because to be a

thing he had to know it. In order to assume the identity of a

thing he had to know that thing. He was not able to assume one

identity with Charlie Chaplin, for example, because Walt

didn’t know Charlie. What a pity! He’d have done poems,

paeans and what not, Chants, Songs of Cinematernity.

Oh, Charlie, my ChAlie, another film is done

As soon as Walt knew a thing, he assumed a t)ne Identity with

it. If he knew that an Eskimo sat in a kyak^immediately there

was Walt being little and yellow and greasy, sitting in a kyak.
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Now wifi you tell me exactly what a kyak is?

Who is he that demands petty definition? Let him behold

me sitting in a kyak.

I behold no such thing. I behold a rather fat old man full of

a rather senile, self-conscious sensuosity.

Democracy. En Masse. One Identity.

The universe in short, adds up to one.

One.
i.

Which if Walt.

His poems, Democracy, En Masse, One fdentky, they are long

sums^in addition and multiplication, of which the answer is

invariably myself.

He reaches the state ofallness.

And whaj then? It’s all empty. Just an empty Allness. An
addled egg.

Walt wasn’t an Eskimo. A little, yellow, sly, cunning, greasy

little Eskimo. And when Walt blandly assumed Allness,

including Eskimoness, unto himself, he was just sucking the

wind out of a blown egg-shell, no more. Eskimos are not minor

little Walts. They are something that I am not, I know that.

Outside the egg ofmy Allness chuckles the greasy little Eskimo.

Outside the egg ofWhitman’s Xllness too.

But Walt wouldn’t have it. He was everything and every-

thing was in him.
,
He drove an automobile with a very fierce

headlight, along the track of a fixed idea, through the darkness

of this world. And he saw everything that way. Just as a

motorist'does in the night.

I, who happen to be asleep under the bushes in the dark,

hoping a snake won’t crawl into my neck; I, seeing Walt go by

in his great fierce poetic machine, think to myself: What a

funny world that fellow sees!

One direction! toots Walt in the car, whiziing along it.

Whereas there are myriads of ways in the dark, not to

mention trackless wildernesses, as Anyone will know who cares

to come off the road—even the Op^ii Road.

One direction! whoops America, and sets off also in an

automobile, t

Allness! shrieks^Walt at a cross-road, going whizz over an

unwary Red Indian.
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One Identity! chants democratic En ftiasse, peltihg behind
in motor-cars, oblivious of the corpses under the wheels.

God save me, I feel like creeping down a rabbit-hole, to get

away from all these automobiles rushing down the One
Identity track to the goal ofallness.

A woman waits for me

He might as well have said: “The femalcness waits for my
maleness.” Oh, beautiful generalisation and abstraction! Oh,
biological function.

“Athletic mothers of these States ” Muscles and wombs.
J

They needn’t have had faces at all.

As I see mys%lf reflected in Nature,

As I see through a mist, One with inexpressible complete-

ness, sanity
,
beauty,

See the bent head, and arms folded over tha breastf the

Female I see.

Everything was female to him. even himself. Nature just

one great function.

This is the nucleus#—after the child is born of woman, man
is born ofwoman,

This is the bath of birth, the merge of small and large,

and the outlet again

“The Female I sec
”

If I’d been one of his women, I’d ha\c given him Female,

with a flea in his ear.

Always wanting to merge himself into the womb of some-

thing or other.

“The Female € see
”

Anything, so long as he could merge himself.

Just a horror. A sort of vihlte flux.

Post-mortem effects.

He found, as all men find, that you can’t really merge in

a woman, though you may go a long way. You can’t manage

the last bit. So you have to give it up, and try elsewhere if

you insist on merging.
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In Calakus he changes his*tune. He doesn’t shout and thump
and*exult any more. He begins to hesitate, reluctant, wistful.

The strange calamus has its pink-tinged root by the pond,

and it sends up its leaves of comradeship, comrades from one
root, without the intervention ofwoman, the female.

So he singp ofthe mystery ofmanly love, the lovtfofcomrades.

Over and over he says the same thing: the new world will be

built on the love <jf comrades, the new great dynamic of life

will be manly love. Out of this manly love will come the

inspiration for the future.

WiU it though? Will it?

Comradeship! Comrades! This is to be the new Democracy «

of Comrades. This is the new cohering principle in the world:

Comradeship.

Is it? Are you sure?

It is the cohering principle of true soldiery, we are told in

Drupi Taps. It is the cohering principle in the new unison for

creative activity. And it is extreme and alone, touching the

confines of death. Something terrible to bear, terrible to be

responsible for. Even Walt Whitman felt it. The soul’s last

and most poignant responsibility, the responsibility of com-

radeship, of m&nly love.

Yet you are beautiful to me, you faint-tinged roots, you
make me think of death.

Death is beautiful from you (what indeed is finally beauti-

ful except death and love?)

I think it is not for life I am chanting, here my chant of

lovfers, I think it must be for death,

For how calm, how solemn it grows to ascend to the

atmosphere of lovers,

Death or life, I am then indifferent, my soul declines to

prefer,

(I am not sure but the high soul of lover^ welcomes death

most)

Indeed, O death, I think nowithese leaves mean precisely

the same as you mean

This is strange, from the exultant Walt.

Death!
f

Death is now his chant! Death!
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Merging! And Death! Which i? the final merge.
The great merge into the womb. Woman.
And after that, the merge of comrades: man-for-man love.

And almost immediately with this, death, the final merge of
death.

*There you have the progression of merging. Sor the great

mergers, woman at last becomes inadequate. For those who
love to extremes. Woman is inadequate for the last merging.

So the next step is the merging of man-for-man love. And this

is on the brink ofdeath. It slides over into death.

David and Jonathan. And the death of Jonathan.
*JIt always slides into death.

The love of comrades.

Merging.

So that if the new Democracy is to be based oy the love of

comrades, it will be based on death too. It w'ill slip so soon

into death.

The last merging. The last Democracy. The last love. The
love of comrades.

Fatality. And fatality.

Whitman would not have been the great poefhe is if he had

not taken the last steps and looked over into death. Death,

the last merging, that vtas the goal of his manhood.

.To the mergers, there remains the brief love of comrades,

and then Death.

Whcicto answering, the sea

Delaying not, hurrying not,

Whispered me through the night, and very plainly before

daybreak,

Lisp’d to me the low and delicious w ord death,

And again death, death, death, death.

Hissing melodious, neither like the bird nor like my
grous’d child’s heart,

But edging near as private's for me rustling at my feet,

Creeping thence steacjjly up to my ears and laving me
softly all over,

Death, death, death, death, death

Whitman is a very great poet, of the <yid of life. A very

great post-mortem poet, of the transitions of the soul as it loses
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its integrity. The poet of the soul's last shout and shriek, on
the sonfines ofdeath. Apris moi le diluge.

But we have all got to die, and disintegrate.

We have got to die in life, too, and disintegrate while we live.

But even then the goal is not death.

Something else will come.

Out of«thc cradle endlessly rocking.

We’ve got to die first, anyhow. And disintegrate while we
still live.

Only we know this much: Death is not the goal. And Love, '

and merging, are now only part of the death-process. Com-
radeship—part of the death-process. Democracy—part of the

death-process. The new Democracy—the brink of death. One
Identity—death itself.

We have died, and we are still disintegrating.

But It is finished.

Consummatum est.

Whitman, the great poet, has meant so much to me. Whit-

man, the one ftian breaking a way ahead. Whitman, the one

pioneer. And only Whitman. No English pioneers, no French.

No European pioneer-poets. In Europe the would-be pioneers

are mere innovatprs. The same in America. Ahead of Whit-

man, nothing. Ahead of all poets, pioneering into the wilder-

ness ofunopened life, Whitman. Beyond him, none. His wide,

strange camp at the end of the great high-road. And lots of

new little poets camping on Whitman’s camping-ground now.

But none going really beyond. Because Whitman’s camp is at

the end of the road, and on the edge of a great precipice.

Over the precipice, blue distances, and the blue hollow of the

future. But there is no way down. It is a dead-end.

Pisgah. Pisgah sights. And Death. Whitman like a Strange,

modern, American Moses. Fcarftflly mistaken. And yet the

great leader.

The essential function of art is moral. Not aesthetic, not

decorative, fiot pastime and recreation. But mor&l. The
essential function of art is moral.

But a passionate, implicit morality, not didactic. A morality
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which changes the blood, rather than the mind. Changes the

blood first. The mind follows later, in the wake.

Now Whitman was a great moralist. He was a great leader.

He was a great changer of the blood in the veins ofmen.
Surely it is especially true of American art, that it is all

essentially nloral. Hawthorne, Poe, Longfellovy, Emerson,
Melville: it is the moral issue which engages them. They all

feel uneasy about the old morality. Sensuously, passionary,

they all attack the old morality. But they know nothing better,

mentally. Therefore they give tight mental allegiance to a
morality which all their passion goes to destroy. Hence the

daplicity which is the fatal flaw in them: most fatal iij the

most perfect American work of art, The Scarlet Letter. Tight

mental allegiance given to a morality which the passional self

repudiates.

Whitman was the first to break the mental allegiance. He
was the first to smash the old moral conception that the jonl

of man u something “superior” and “above” the flesh. Even
Emerson still maintained this tiiesome “superiority” of the

soul. Even Melville could not g^t over it. Whitman was the

first heroic seer to seize the soul by the scruff oPher neckband

plant her down among the potsherds.

“There!” he said to ^ie soul. “Stay there!”

Stay there. Stay in the flesh. Stay in the limbs and lips and

in the belly. Stay in the breast and womb. Stay there, O
Soul, where you belong.

Stay in the dark limbs of negroes. Stay in the body of the

prostitute. Stay in the sick flesh of the syphilitic.. "Stay in

the marsh where the calamus grows. Stay there, Soul, where

you belong.

The Open Road. The great home of the Soul is the open

road. Not heaven, not paradise. Not “above”. Not even

“within”. The dbul is neither “above” nor “within”. It is a

wayfarer down the open road.

Not by meditating. No by fasting. Not by exploring

heaven after heaven, inwardly, in the manner of the great

mystics. Not by exaltation. Not by ecstasy. Not by any of

these ways does the soul come into her own.

Only by taking the open road.

Not through charity. Not through sacrifice. Not even
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through fove. Not through good works. Not through these

does the soul accomplish herself.

Only through the journey down the open road.

The journey itself, down the open road. Exposed to 'full

contact. On two slow feet. Meeting whatever comes down the

open road. r. In company with those that drift^in the same
measure along the same way. Towards no goal. Always the

opfen road. f

Having no known direction even. Only the soul remaining

true to htt'self in her going.

Meeting all the other wayfarers along'tho road. And how?
How-meet them, and how pass? With sympathy, says Whitman. *

Sympathy. He does not say love. He says sympathy. Feeling

with. Feel with them as they feel with thenjselves. Catching

the vibration of their soul and flesh as we pass.

It is a new great doctrine. A doctrine of life. A new great

morality. A morality of actual living, not of salvation. Europe

has never got beyond the morality of salvation. America

to this day is deathly sick with saviourism. But Whitman, the

greatest and the first and the only American teacher, was no
Saviour. Hisamorality was no morality of salvation. His was
a morality of the soul living her life, not saving herself. Accept-

ing the contact with other souls along; the open way, as they

lived their lives. Never trying to save them. As leave try to

arrest them and throw them in gaol. The soul living her life

aloiig the incarnate mystery of the open road.

This was Whitman. And the true rhythm of the American

continent speaking out in him. He is the first white aboriginal.

“In my Father’s house are many mansions.”

“No,” said Whitman. “Keep out of mansions. A mansion

may be heaven on earth, but you might as well be dead.

Strictly avoid mansions. The soul is herself when she is going

on foot down the open road.” ’

It is the American heroic message. The soul is not to pile up
defences round herself. She is not to withdraw and seek her

heavens inwardly, in mystical ecstasies. She is not to cry to

some God beyond, for salvation. She is to go down the open

road, as thg. roacl opens, into the unknown, keeping Company
with those whose joul draws them near to her, accomplishing

nothing save thejourney, and the works incident to thejourney,
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in the long life-travel into the unknown, the soul in her subtle

sympathies accomplishing herselfby the way.
This is Whitman’s essential message. The heroic message

of the American future. It is the inspiration of thousands of
Americans to-day, the best souls of to-day, men and women.
And it is a rifessage that only in America can be fully under-

stood, finally accepted.

• Then Whitman’s mistake. The mistake of his interpretation

of his watchword: Sympathy. The mystery of Sympathy.
He still confounded it with Jesus’s Love, and with Paul’s

Charity. Whitman, *likc all the rest of us, was at the end of

•thetagreat emotional highway of Love. And because he coujfln’t

help himself, he carried on his Open Road as a prolongation

of the emotional highway of Love, beyond Calvary. The
highway of Love ends at the foot of the Cross. There is no
beyond. It was a hopeless attempt to prolong theliighway of

Love.

He didn't follow his Sympathy. Try as he might, he kept on
automatically intci preting it as Love, as Charity. Merging!

This merging, en masse
,
One Identity, Myself monomania

was a carry-over from the old Love idea. It waf carrying*the

idea of Love to its logical physical conclusion. T^ike Flaubert

and the leper. The deejfe of unqualified Charity, as the soul’s

one means of salvation, still in force.

Now Whitman wanted his soul to save itself; he didn’t want

to save it. Therefore he did not need the great Christian

receipt for saving the soul. He needed to supersede the

Christian Charity, the Christian Love, within himself* fn order

to give his Soul her last freedom. The highroad of Love is no

Open Road. It is a narrow, tight way, where the soul walks

hemmed in between compulsions.

Whitman wanted to take his Soul down the open road. And
he failed in so ftr as he failed to get out of the old rut of

Salvation. He forced his Soul to the edge of a cliff, and he

looked down into death. And there he camped, powerless.

He had carried out his Synf^athy as an extension of Love and

Charity. And it had brought him almost to madness and

soul-death. It gave him his forced, unhealfhy, ]jpst-mortem

quality.

His message was really the opposite of Henley’s rant:
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I am the mastei*ofmy fate,

I am the captain ofmy soul.

Whitman’s essential message was the Open Road. The leaving

of the soul free unto herself, the leaving of his fate to her and to

the loom o&the open road. Which is the bravest*doctrine man
has ever proposed to himself.

*Alas, he didn’t quite carry it out. He couldn’t quite break

the old maddening bond of the love-compulsion; he couldn’t

quite get* out of the rut of the charity habit—for Love and
Charity have degenerated now into habit: a bad habit.

Whitman said Sympathy. Ifonly he had stuck to it! Because*

Sympathy means feeling with, not feeling for. He kept on
having a passionate feeling/or the negro slave

f
or the prostitute,

or the syphilitic—which is merging. A sinking of Walt Whit-

man’s soul in the souls of these others.

* He wasn’t keeping to his open road. He was forcing his soul

down an old rut. He wasn’t leaving' her free. He was forcing

her into other people’s circumstances.

Supposing he had felt true sympathy with the negro slave?

He would hSve felt with the negro slave. Sympathy—com-

passion—which is partaking of the passion which was in the

soul of the negro slave.

What was the feeling in the negro’s soul?

“Ah, I am a slave! Ah, it is bad to be a slave! I must free

myself. My soul will, die unless she frees herself. My soul says

I must free myself.”

Whitman came along, and saw the slave, and said to himself:

“That negro slave is a man like myself. We share the same

identity. And he is bleeding with wounds. Oh, oh, is it not

myselfwho am also bleeding with wounds?”

This was not sympathy. It was merging and self-sacrifice.

“Bear ye one another’s burdens”: “Love thy neighbour as

thyself”: “Whatsoever ye do unto him, ye do unto me.1”

If Whitman had truly sympathised, he would have said:

“That negro slave suffers from
1
slavery. He wants to free

himself. His soul wants to free him. He has wounds, but they

are the prife of freedom. The soul has a long journey from

slavery to freedoig. If I can help him I will: I will not take

ever his wounds and his slavery to myself. But I will help
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him fight the power that enslaves him when he wants to be free,

if he wants my help, since I see in his face that he neeifls to

be free. But even when he is free, his soul has many journeys

down the open road, before it is a free soul.”

And of the prostitute Whitman would have said:

“Look at that prostitute! Her nature has turned evil under
her mental lust for prostitution. She has lost her soul. j>he

knows it herself. She likes to make men lose their souls. If she

tried to make me lose my soul, I would kill her. I wish she

may die.”

But of another'prostitute he would have said:

'“Look! She is fascinated by the Priapic mysteries. 'Look,

she will soon be worn to death by the Priapic usage. It is the

way of her soul.»She wishes it so.”

Of the syphilitic he would say:

“Look! She wants to infect all men with syphilis. We
ought to kill her.”

And ot siill another syphilitic:

“Look! She has a horror of hi r syphilis. If she looks my
way I will help her to get cured.”

This is sympatlr . The soul judging for hg-self, and pre-

serving her own integrity.

But when, in Flaube*t, the man takes the leper to his naked

body; when Bubu de Montparnasse takes the girl because he

knows she’s got syphilis; when Whitman embraces an evil

prostitute: that is not sympathy. The evil prostitute has no

desire to be embraced with love; so if you sympathise with her,

you won’t try to embrace her with love. The leper loathes

his leprosy, so if you sympathise with him, you’ll loathe it too.

The evil woman who wishes to infect all men with her syphilis

hates you if you haven’t got s^-philis. If you sympathise,

you’ll feel her hatred, and you’ll hate too, you’ll hate her.

Her feeling is hate, and you’ll share it. Only your soul will

choose the direction of its own hatred.

The soul is a very perfec£judge of her own motions, if your

mind doesn’t dictate to her. Because the mind says Charity!

Charity! you don’t have to force your soul into kissing lepers

of embracing syphilitics. Your lips are the lips 8f your soul,

your body is the body ofyour soul; your ow* single, individual

soul. That is Whitman’s message. And you soul hates syphilis
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and leprosy. Because it is a soul, it hates these things, which
are Against the soul. And therefore to force the *body of your
soul into contact with uncleanness is a great violation of your
soul. The soul wishes to keep clean and whole. The soul’s

deepest will is to preserve its own integrity, against the mind
and the whdffe mass of disintegrating forces.

§oul sympathises with soul. And that which tries to kill

my soul, my soul Hates. My soul and my body are one. Soul

and body wish to keep clean and whole. Only the mind is

capable of'great perversion. Only the mjnd tries to drive my
soul and body into uncleanness and unwholesOmeness.

WEat my Soul loves, I love.

What my soul hates, I hate.

Whenmy soul is stirred with compassion, I an compassionate.

What mycoul turns away from, I turn away from.

That is the true interpretation of Whitman’s creed: the true

revelation of his Sympathy.

And my soul takes the open road. She meets the souls

that are passing, she goes along with the souls that arc going

her way. An^ for one and all, she has sympathy. The sym-

pathy of lovc, tthe sympathy of hate, the sympathy of simple

proximity; all the subtle sympafhisings of the incalculable soul,

from the bitterest hate to passionate love.

It is not I who guide my soul to heaven. It is I who am
guided by my own soul along the open road, where all men
tread. Therefore, I must accept her deep motions of love, or

hate, or compassion, or dislike, or indifference. And I must go

where she takes me, for my feet and my lips and my body are

my soul. It is I who must submit to her.

This is Whitman’s message ofAmerican democracy.

The true democracy, where soul meets soul, in the open

road. Democracy. American democracy wjiere all journey

down the open road, and where a soul is known at once in

its going. Not by its clothes or appearance. Whitman did

away with that. Not by its fan^ly name. Not even by its

reputation. Whitman and Melville both discounted that. Not
by a progressiontof piety, or by works of Charity. Not by

works at all.*Not by anything, but just itself. The soul passing

unenhanced, passing on foot and being no more than itself.

And recognised, and passed by or greeted according to the
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soul’s dictate. If it be a great soul, it will be worshipped in the

road. ^

The love ofman and woman: a recognition of souls, and a
communion of Worship. The love of comrades: a recognition

of souls, and a communion of worship. Democracy: a recogni-

tion of soul?, all down the open road, and a gseat soul seen

in its greatness, as it travels on foot among the rest, down the

common way of the living. A glad recognition of souls, afld a
gladder worship of great and greater souls, because they are

the only riches.

Love, and Merging, brought Whitman to the Edge ofDeath!

Death! Death!

But the cxultancc of his message still remains. Purified of

Merging, purifjpd ofMyself, the exultant message ofAmerican
Democracy, of souls in the Open Road, full of glacj recognition,

full of fierce readiness, full of the joy of worship, when one soul

sees a greater soul.

The only riches, the £rcat souls.

[From Studies in Classic American Liti ature, 1924.]

BOTTOM DOGS

By Edward Dahlberg

When we think of America, and of her huge success, we never

realise how many failures have gone, and still go, to build up

that success. It is not till you live in America, and* go a little

under the surface, that you begin to see how terrible and brutal

is the mass of failure that nourishes the roots of the gigantic

tree of dollars. And this is especially so in the country, and in

the newer parts of the land, particularly out west. There you

see how many sfhall ranches have gone broke in despair, before

the bi£ ranches scoop them up and profit by all the back-

breaking, profitless, grim 111Dour of the pioneer. In the west

you can still see the pioneer work of tough, hard first-comers,

individuals, and it is astounding to see how^often these indivi-

duals, pioneer first-comers who fought like devil* against their

difficulties, have been defeated, broken, %ir efforts and their

amazing hard work lost, as it were, on the face of the wilderness.
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But it is {hese hard-necked failures who really broke the

resistance of the stubborn, obstinate country, and made it

easier for the second wave of exploiters to come in with money
and reap the harvest. The real pioneer in America fought like

hell and suffered till the soul was ground out of him: and then,

nine times out of ten, failed, was beaten. That is why pioneer

literature, which, even from the glimpses one has of it, contains

the hmazing Odyssey of the brute fight with savage conditions

of the western continent, hardly exists, and is absolutely

unpopular. ‘Americans will not stand for the pioneer stuff, except

in small, sentimentalised doses. They know too well the grimness

of it, >he savage fight and the savage failure which broke the

back of the country but also broke something in the human
soul. The spirit and the will survived: but something in the

soul perishec^ the softness, the floweriness, the natural tender-

ness. How could it survive the sheer brutality of the fight with

thdtAmerican wilderness, which is so big, vast, and obdurate!

The savage America was conquered and subdued at the

expense of the instinctive and intuitive sympathy of the human
soul. JThe fight was too brutal. It is a great pity some publisher

does not undertake a series of pioneer records and novels, the

genuine, unsweetened stuff. The books exist. But they are

shoved down into oblivion by the common will-to-forgct. They
show the strange brutality of the struggle, what would have

been called in the. old language the breaking of the heart.

America w,as not colonised and “civilised” until the heart was

broken in the American pioneer. It was a price that was paid.

The heart* was broken. But the will, the determination to

conquer the land and make it submit to productivity, this was

not broken. The will-to-success and the will-to-produce became

clean and indomitable once the sympathetic heart was broken.

By the sympathetic heart, we mean that instinctive belief

which lies at the core of the human heart, that people and the

universe itself are ultimately kind. This belief is fundamental

and, in the old language, is embodied in the doctrine: God is

good. Now given an opposition too ruthless, a fight too brutal,

a betrayal too bittgr, this belief breaks in the heart, and is no

more. Then you have either despair, bitterness, and cynicism,

or you have the mqph braver reaction which says: God is not

good, but the human will is indomitable, it cannot be broken,
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11 wiu succeed against all odds. It is not God’s business to be
good and kipd, that is man’s business. God’s business is«to be
indomitable. And man’s business is essentially the same.

’This is, roughly, the American position to-day, as it was the

position of the Red Indian, when the white man came, and of

the Aztec #nd of the Peruvian. So far as we qan make out,

neither Redskin nor Aztec nor Inca had any conception of a

“good” God. They conceived of implacable, indomifable

Powers, which is very different. And that seems to me the

essential American position to-day. Of course the white

American believes ‘that man should behave in a kind and
^benevolent manner. But this is a social belief and a% social

gesture, rather than an individual flow. The flow from the

heart, the wiymth of fellow-feeling which has animated
Europe and been the best of her humanity, individual, spon-

taneous, flowing in thousands of little passionate currents often

conflicting, this seems unable to persist on the America® foil.

Instead you get the sodal creed of benevolence and uniformity,

a mass will, and an inward individual retraction, an isolation,

an amorphous separateness like grains of sand, each
#
grain

isolated upon its own will, its own indomilat)lencss, its own
implacability, its own unyielding, yet heaped together with all

the other grains. Tfys makes the American mass the easiest

mass in the world to rouse, to move. And probably, under a

long stress, it would make it the most difficult mass in the

world to hold together. .

The deep psychic change which we call the breaking of the

heart, the collapse of the flow of spontaneous warmtli between

a man and his fellows, happens of course now all over the world.

It seems to have happened to Russia in one great blow. It

brings a people into a much more complete social unison, for

good or evil. But it throws them apart in their private, indivi-

dual emotions. ‘Before, they were like cells in a complex tissue,

alive hnd functioning diversely in a vast organism composed

of family, clan, village, nation. Now, they are like grains of

sand, friable, heaped togeftier in a vast inorganic democracy.

While the old sympathetic flow continues, there are violent

hostilities between people, but they are not secretly repugnant

to one another. Once the heart is broken, people become

repulsive to one another, secretly, and they develop social
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benevolence. They smell in’each other’s nostrils. It has been
said often enough of more primitive or old-world peoples, who
live together in a state of blind mistrust but also of dose
physical connexion with one another, that they have no nosfcs.

They are so close, the flow from body to body is so powerful,

that they hardly smell one another, and hardly Arc aware at

all of offensive human odours that madden the new civilisa-

tions. As it says in this novel: The American senses other

people by their sweat and their kitchens. By which he means,

their repulsive effluvia. And this is basically true. Once the

blood-sympathy breaks, and only the nerVe-sympathy is left,

humajji beings become secretly intensely repulsive to one

another, physically, and sympathetic only mentally and
spiritually. The secret physical repulsion between people is

responsible [or the perfection of American “plumbing”,

American sanitation, and American kitchens, utterly white-

enaraelled and antiseptic. It is revealed in the awful advertise-

ments such as those about “halitosis’*-, or bad breath. It is

responsible for the American nausea at coughing, spitting, or

any of those things. The American townships don’t mind
hideous litter of tin cans and paper and broken rubbish. But

they go crazy at'thc sight ofhuman excrement.

And it is this repulsion from the physical neighbour that is

now coming up in the consciousness of the great democracies,

in England, America, Germany. The old flow broken, men
could enl^-ge themselves for a while in transcendentalism,

Whitmanish “adhesiveness” of the social creature, noble

supermen, .lifted above the baser functions. For the last hun-

dred years man has been elevating himself above his “baser

functions” and posing around as a transcendentalist, a super-

man, a perfect social being, a spiritual entity. And now, since

the war, the collapse has come.

Man has no ultimate control of his own consciousness. If his

nose doesn’t notice stinks, it just doesn’t, and there’s the end

of it. If his nose is so sensitive that a stink overpowers him,

then again he’s helpless. He can’t prevent his senses from

transmitting and his mind from registering what it does

register.
*

And now, man h^ begun to be overwhelmingly conscious of

the repulsiveness of his neighbour, particularly of the physical
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repulsiveness. There it is, in Jimes Joyce, in Aldous Huxley,
in Andr£ Gide, in modem Italian novels like Parigi—in alL the

very moden? novels, the dominant note is the repulsiveness,

intimate physical repulsiveness of human flesh. It is the

expression of absolutely genuine experience. What the young
feel intensely, and no longer so secretly, is the extreme repul-

siveness of other people.

It is, perhaps, the inevitable result of the transcendental

bodiless brotherliness and social “adhesiveness” of the last

hundred years. People rose superior to their bodies and soared

along, till they had exhausted their energy in this performance.

The energy once exhausted, they fell with a struggling plunge,

not down into their bodies again, but into the cesspools^f the

body.

The modern fiovel, the very modern novel, has passed quite

away from tragedy. An American novel like Man.lto.ttan Transfer

has in it still the last notes of tragedy, the sheer spirit of suicide.

An Engl’sk novel like Point Counter Point has gone beyond tragedy

iqto exacerbation, and continuous nervous repulsion. Man is

so nervously repulsive to man, so screamingly, nerve-rackingly

repulsive! This novel goes one further. Man just Smells,

offensively and unbearably, not to be bornr. The human
stink!

The inward rcvulsidh ofman away from man, which follows

on the collapse of the physical sympathetic flow, has a slowly

increasing momentum, a wider swing. For a long time, the

social belief and benevolence of man towards man Icecps pace

with the secret physical repulsion of man away from man.

But ultimately, inevitably, the one outstrips the other. The
benevolence exhausts itself, the repulsion only deepens. The
benevolence is external and extra-individual. But the revulsion

is inward and personal. The one gains over the other. Then

you get a gruest>mc condition, such as is displayed in this book.

Th« only motive power left is the sense of revulsion away

from people, the sense of the repulsiveness of the neighbour. It

is a condition we are rapidly coming to—a condition displayed

by the intellectuals much more than by the common people.

Wyndbam Lewis gives a display of the utterly repulsive effect

people have on him, but he retreats into the in&llect to make

his display. It is a question ofmanner and%»anners. The effect
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is the same*. It is the same exclamation: They stink! My God,
they gtink!

And in this process of recoil and revulsion, the affective con-

sciousness withers with amazing rapidity. Nothing I have’ ever

read has astonished me more than the “orphanage” chapters

of this book. There I realised with amazement hove rapidly the

human psyche can strip itself of its awarenesses and its emo-
tional contacts, and reduce itself to a sub-brutal condition of f

simple gross persistence. It is not animality—far from it. Those

boys are mych less than animals. They are cold wills func-

tioning with a minimum of consciousness! The amount that

they are not aware of is perhaps the most amazing aspect of

their Character. They are brutally and deliberately unaware.

They have no hopes, no desires even. They have even no
will-to-exist, for existence even is too high a terfh. They have a

strange, ston^ will-to-persist, that is all. And they persist by
reaction, because they still feel the repulsiveness of each other,

of everything, even of themselves. <

Of course the author exaggerates. The boy Lorry “always

had his nose in a book”—and he must have got things out of

the ttooks. If<he had taken the intellectual line, like Mr.

Huxley or Mr. Wyndham Lewis, he would have harped on the

intellectual themes, the essentia? feeling being the same. But

he takes the non-intellectual line, is in revulsion against the

intellect too, so we have the stark reduction to a persistent

minimum of the huhian consciousness. It is a minimum lower

than the savage, lower than the African Bushman. Because it is

a willed minimum, sustained from inside by resistance, brute

resistance against any flow of consciousness except that of the

barest, most brutal egoistic self-interest. It is a phenomenon,

and pre-eminently an American phenomenon. But the flow

ofrepulsion, inward physical revulsion of man away from man,

is passing over all the world. It is only perhaps in America,

and in a book such as this, that we sec it most starkly revealed.

After the orphanage, the essential theme is repeated over a

wider field. The state of revulsion continues. The young
Lorry is indomitable. You can’t destroy him. And at the

same time, you can't catch him. He will recoil from everything,

and nothing on earth will make him have a positive feeling, of

affection or sympathy or connexion. His mother?—we see her
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in her decaying repulsiveness. He has a certain loyalty, because
she is his sort: it is part of his will-to-|>ersist. But he mustturn
his back on fter with a certain disgust.

The tragedian, like Theodore Dreiser and Sherwood
.Anderson, still dramatises his defeat and is in love with himself
in his defeated role. But the Lorry Lewis is in too deep a state

of revulsion to dramatise himself. He almost deliberately finds

•himself repulsive too. And he goes on, just to see if he can*hit

the world without destroying himself. Hit the world not to

destroy it, but to experience in himselfhow repulsive it is.

Kansas City; Beatrice, Nebraska; Omaha; Salt Lake City;

Bprtland, Oregon; Los Angeles, he finds them all alike,

nothing if not repulsive. He covers the great tracts of prairie,

mountain, forest, coast-range, without seeing anything but a

certain desert <£aliness. His consciousness is resistant, shuts

things out, and reduces itself to a minimum.
In the Y.M.C.A. it is the same. He has his gang. But^the

last word about them is that they stink, their effluvia is offensive.

He goes with wor.en, but the thought ofwomen is inseparable

from the thought of sexual discasi and infection. He thrills to

the repulsiveness of it. in a terrified, perverted way.® His

associates—which means himself also—read 3arathustra and
Spinoza, Darwin and Hegel. Uut it is with a strange external,

superficial mind that l^s no connexion with the affective and

effective self. One last desire he has—to write, to put down his

condition in words. His will-to-persist is intellectual also.

Beyond this, nothing.

It is a genuine book, as far as it goes, even if it is^an objec-

tionable one. It is, in psychic disintegration, a good many
stages ahead of Point Counter Point. It reveals a condition that

not many of us have reached, but towards which the trend of

consciousness is taking us, all of us, especially the young. It is,

let us hope, a n*plus ultra. Tne next step is legal insanity, or

just crigne. The book is perfectly sane; yet two more strides,

and it is criminal insanity.#
The style seems to me excellent,

fitting the matter. It is shear bottom-dog style, the bottom-dog

mind expressing itself direct, almost as if it barked. That

directness, that unsentimental and non-drafttatised thorough-

ness of setting down the under-dog mind surpasses anything

I know. I don’t want to read any more bdbks like this. But I
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aip glad to have read this <olie, just to ktiow what is the last

worjj in repulsive consfciousness, consciousness in a state .of

repulsion. It helps one to understand the world, and save? one

the necessity of having to follow out the phenomenon* of

physical repulsion any further, for the time being.

[Preface to J Dogs, London, 1929 ]
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AMERICANS

By Stuart P. Sherman

Professor Sherman once more coaxing American criticism the

way it should go.

Eike Benjamin Franklin, one of his. heroes, he attempts the

invention of a creed that shall ‘‘satisfy the professors of all

religions, and offend none”.

Hfc smites the marauding Mr. Mencken with a velvet glove,

and pierces th« obstinate Mr. More with a reproachful look.

Both gentlemen, of course, will purr and feel flattered.

That’s how Professor Sherman treats his enemies: buns to

his grizzlies.

Well, Professor Sherman, being a professor, has got to be

nice to everybody about everybody. What else docs a professor

sit in a chair of English for, except to dole out sweets?

Awfully nice, rather cloying. But there, men are but children

of a later growth.

So much for the professor’s attitude. As for his “message”.

He steers his little ship of Criticism most obviously between the

Scylla of Mr. Mencken and the Charybdis ofAir. P. More.

I’m sorry I never heard before of either gentleman: except that

I dimly remember having read, injfhe lounge of a Naples hotel,

a bit of an article by a Mr. Mencken, in German, in some
German periodical: all amounting to nothing. .

But Mr. Mencken is the Scylla of American Criticism, and
hence, of Afnerican democracy. There is a verb “to men-
ckenize”, and a ‘ftoun “menckenism”. Apparently to men-
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ckenize is to manufacture jeering little jjas-bomb phrases against
everything (Jpep and earnest, or high and noble, and to 4>aint
the face of corruption with phosphorus, so it shall glow. And
a fnehckenism is one of the little stink-gas phrases.
Now the nouveau riche jeune file of the bourgeoisie

,
as Professor

Sherman p§ts it; in other words, the profiteers^ flappers all

read Mr. Mencken and swear by him: swear that they don’t
give a nickel for any Great Man that ever was or will be. Gfeat
Men are all a bombastical swindle. So asserts the nouveau riche

jeune file, on whom, apparently, American democracy rests.

And Mr. Mcncl^n <4
learnt it her”. And Mr. Mencken got it in

Germany, where all stink-gas comes from, according to Pro-
fessor Sherman. And Mr. Mencken does it to poison the*noble

and great old sgirit of American democracy, which is grandly

Anglo-Saxon in origin, but absolutely American in fact.

So much for the Scylla of Mr. Mencken. It is the first essay

in the book. The Charybdis of Mr. P. E. More is tjje last ejp£y:

to this moi-sicr the profrssor warble's another tunc. Mr. More,
author of the Shelburne Essays

,
is lrarned, and steeped in tradi-

tion, the very antithesis of the nihilistic stink-gassing Mr.

Mencken. But alns, Mr. More is remote: somewhat haughty

and supercilious at his study table. And cven,^ilasser! with all

his learning and remoteness, he hunts out the risky Restoration

wits to hob-nob witft on high Parnassus; Wycherley, for

example; he likes his wits smutty. He even goes and fetches out

Aphra Behn from her disreputable oblivion, to entertain her

in public.

And there you have the Charybdis of Mr. More; Snobbish,

distant, exclusive, disdaining e\en the hero from the Marne

who mends the gas bracket: and at the same time absolutely

preferring the doubtful odour of Wycherley because it is—well,

malodorous, says the professor.

Mr. MenckeiE Great Men and the Great Past arc an addled

egg futl of stink-gas.

Mr. P. E. More: Great ^len of the Great Past are utterly

beyond the mobile vulgus . Ect the mobile vulgus (in other words,

the democratic millions of America) be cynically scoffed at by

the geiftlemen of the Great Past, especially Ae n^ighty ones.

To the Menckenites, Professor Sherman^ays: Jeer not at the

Great Past and at the Great Dead. Heroes are heroes still,
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they do n<ft go addled, as you would try to make out, nor turn

into jtink-bombs. Tradition is honourable still,
t
and will be

honourable for ever, though it may be splashed like a futurist’s

picture with the rotten eggs of menckenism.

To the smaller and more select company of Moreites: Scorn

not the horny hand of noble toil:
“—the average rman is, like

(Mr. Mbre) himself, at heart a mystic, vaguely hungering for a

peace that diplomats cannot give, obscurely seeking the

permanent amid the transitory: a poor swimmer struggling for

a rock amid the flux of waters, a lonely pilgrim longing for the

shadow ofa mighty rock in a weary land. And rif ‘P. E. M.’ had
a bit more of that natural sympathy ofwhich he is so distrustful,

he would have perceived that what more than anything else

to-day keeps the average man from lapsing into Yahooism is

the religion ofdemocracy, consisting of a little bundle ofgeneral

principles wffich make him respect himself and his neighbour;

a bundle ofprinciples kindled in crucial times by an intense

emotion, in which his self-interest, his petty vices, and his envy

are consumed as with fire; and he sees the common weal as the

mighty rock in the shadow of which his little life and per-

sonality are to De surrendered, if need be, as things negligible

and transitory.’

All right, Professor Sherman. All the profiteers, and shovers,

and place-grabbers, and bullies, especially bullies, male and
female, all that sort of gentry of the late war were, of course,

outside the average. The supermen of the occasion.

The Babbitts, while they were on the make.

And as* for the mighty rocks in weary lands, as far as my
experience goes, they have served the pilgrims chiefly as sanitary

offices and places in whose shadows men shall leave their offal

and tin cans.

But there you have a specimen of Professor Sherman’s

“style”. And the thin ends of his parabola.

The great arch is of course the Religion ofDemocracy, which

the professor italicises. Ifyou want /o trace the curve you must

follow the course of the essays.

After Mr. Mencken and Tradition comes Franklin. * Now
Benjamin Frankliif is one of the founders of the Religion of

Democracy. It w^s he who invented the creed that should

satisfy the profcssoi! of all religions, not of universities only,
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and offend none. With a deity called Providence. Who turns

out to be a#sort •of superlative Mr. Wanamaker, running the

glob£ as a revolving dry-goods store, according to a profit-and-

loss system; the profit counted in plump citizens whose every

want is satisfied: like chickens in an absolutely coyote-proof

chicken-run.

In spite of this new attempt to make us like Dr. Franklin, the

flesh wearies on our bones at the thought of him. The professor

hints that the good old gentleman on Quaker Oats was really an

old sinner. If it had been proved to us, we might hate liked him.

As it is, he just wearies the flesh on our bones. Religion civile,

hideed.

Emerson. The next essay is called “The Emersonian

Liberation”/ ^cll, Emerson is a great man still: or a great

individual. And heroes are heroes still, though ^heir banners

may decay, and stink.

It is true that lilies may fester. And virtues likewise. •The

great Virtut of one age has a trick of smelling far worse than

weeds in the next.

It is a sad but undeniable fact.

Yet why so sad. fond lover, prithee why so sad? Why should

Virtue remain incorruptible, any more than anything else? If

stars wax and wane why should Goodness shine for ever

unchanged? That too makes one tired. Goodness sweals and

gutters, the light of the Good goes out with a stink, and lo,

somewhere else a new light, a new Good. Afterwards, it may

be shown that it is eternally the same Good. But to us poor

mortals at the moment, it emphatically isn't.

And that is the point about Emerson and the Emersonian

Liberation—save the word! Heroes are heroes still: safely dead.

Heroism is always heroism. But the hero who was heroic one

century, uplifting the banner of a creed, is followed the next

century by a h
#
ero heroically ripping that banner to rags, bic

transit*veritas mundi.
.

.

Emerson was an idealist: a believer in “continuous revela-

tion”, continuous inrushes of inspirational energy from the

Oversoul. Professor Sherman says: “His
#
message; when he

leaves us is not, ‘Henceforth be masterless’, but Bear thou

henceforth the sceptre of thine own controlthrough life and the

passion of lifcV*
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When Emerson says: “I am* surrounded by messengers of
Godnvho send me credentials day by day,”, then all right for

him. But he cosily forgot that there are many messengers,' He
knew only a sort of smooth-shaven Gabriel. But as far as we
remember, there is Michael too: and a terrible discrepancy

between the«credentials of the pair of ’em. Thin there are

other cherubim with outlandish names bringing very different
(

messages than those Ralph Waldo got: Israfel, and even

Mormon. And a whole bunch of others. But Emerson had a

stone-deaf fcar for all except a nicely aurcoled Gabriel qui

n'avail pas de quoi.

Erqprson listened to one sort of message and only one. To
all the rest he was blank. Ashtaroth and Ammon are gods as

well, and hand out their own credentials. Byt Ralph Waldo
wasn’t haviqg any. They could never ring him up. He was

only connected on the Ideal phone.
‘rWe are all aiming to be

idealists,” says Emerson, “and covet the society of those who
make us so, as the sweet singer, the orator, the ideal painter.”

Well, we’re pretty sick of the ideal painters and the uplifting

singer^. As a matter of fact we have worked the ideal bit ofour

nature to death, and we shall go crazy if we can’t start working

from some otheV bit. Idealism ^ow is a sick nerve, and the

more you rub on it the worse you feel afterwards. Your later

reactions ‘aren’t pretty at all. Like Dostoievsky’s Idiot, and

President Wilson sometimes.

Emerson, believes in having the courage to treat all men as

equals. It takes some courage not to treat them so now.

“Shall 1 .not treat all men as gods?” he cries.

Ifyou like, Waldo, but we’ve got to pay for it, when you’ve

made themfeel that they’re gods. A hundred million American

godlets is rather much for the world to deal with.

The fact of the matter is, all those gorgeous inrushes of

exaltation and spiritual energy which made Emerson a great

man, now make us sick. They are with us a drug habit. So

when Professor Sherman urges us ift Ralph Waldo’s footsteps,

he is really driving us nauseously astray. Which perhaps is

hard lines on the professor, and us, and Emerson, feut it

wasn’t I who gartecl the mills ofGod a-grinding.

I like the essay oq Emerson. I like Emerson’s real courage.

I like his wild and genuine belief in the Oversoul and the
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inrushes he got from it. But it ft a mqseum-interest. Or else it

is a taste of the old drug to the old spiritual drug-fiend in me.
\V$’ve got to have a different sort of sardonic courage. And

the sort ofcredentials we are due to receive from the god in the

shadow would have been real bones out of hell-broth to Ralph
Waldo. Sic Transeunt Dei hominorum.

So no wonder Professor Sherman sounds a little wistful,

and somewhat pathetic, as he begs us to follow Ralph WalBo’s
trail.

Hawthorne: A Puritan Critic of Puritanism. This essay is

concerned chiefly with an analysis and praise of The Scarlet

tetter. Well, it is a wonderful book. But why does nobody give

little Nathaniel a kick for his duplicity? Professor Sherman
says there is qpthing erotic about The Scarlet Letter. Only
neurotic. It wasn’t the sensual act itself had an^ meaning for

Hawthorne. Only the Sin. He knew there’s nothing deadly

in the act itself. But if it is Forbidden, immediately it lftdhns

lurid with interest. lit; is not com erned for a moment with

what Hester and Dimmcsdale I'-ally felt. Only with their

situations as Sinners. And Sin looms lurid and thrilling^when

after all it is only just a normal sexual passion? This lundness

about the book makes one feel like spitting.* It is somewhat

worked up: invented the head and grafted on to the lower

body, like some serpent of supposition under the fig-leaf. It

depends so much on coverings. Suppose you took off the fig-leaf,

the serpent isn’t there. And so the relish is all twq-faced and

tiresome. The Scarlet Letter is a masterpiece, but in duplicity

and half-false excitement. .

And when one remembers The Maible Faun
,
all the parochial

priggishness and poor-bloodedness of Hawthorne in Italy, one

of the most bloodless books ever written, one feels like giving

Nathaniel a kick in the seat of his poor little pants and landing

him back in New England again. For the rolling, many-

godded medieval and pagan world was too big a prey for such

a ferret.

Walt Whitman. Walt Is the high priest of the Religion of

Democracy. Yet “at the first bewildering contact one wonders

whether his urgent touch is of lewdness* or divinity”, says

Professor Sherman.

“All I have said concerns you.” But it doesn’t. One ceases
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to care about so many thing. Ohe ceases to respond or to react.

And at length other things come up, which Walt and Professor

Sherman never knew.
- “Whatever else it involves, democracy involves at least one
grand salutary elementary admission, namely, that the world

exists for the benefit and for the improvement of aft the decent

individuals in it.” O Lord, how long will you submit to this

Insurance Policy * interpretation of the Universe! How
“decent”? Decent in what way? Benefit! Think of the world’s

existing for people’s “benefit and improvement”.

So wonderful says Professor Sherman, *ther way Whitman
identifies himself with everything and everybody: Runaway
slaves and all the rest. But we no longer want to take the whole

hullabaloo to our bosom. We no longer w^pt -to “identify

ourselves” w^h a lot of other things and other people. It is a

sort of lewdness. Noli me tangere, “you’^ 1 don’t want “you”.

Whitman’s “you” doesn’t get me.

We don’t want to be embracing evefything any more. Or
to be embraced in one of Waldo’s \ ast promiscuous armfuls.

Merci, monsieur!

Wcfve had eifough democracy.

Professor Shefman says that if Whitman had lived “at the

right place in these years of Proletarian ^Millennium, he would

have been hanged as a reactionary member of the bourgeoise”.

(’Tisn’t my spelling.)

And he gives Whitman’s own words in proof: “The true

gravitation hold of liberalism in the United States will be a

more universal ownership of property, general homesteads,

general comforts—a vast intertwining reticulation ofwealth. . .

.

She (Democracy) asks for men and women with occupations,

well-off, ow ners of houses and acres, and with cash in the bank

and with some craving for literature too”—so that they can

buy certain books. Oh, Walt!

Allans! The road is before us.

Joaquin Miller: Poetical Conquistador of the West. A long

essay with not much spirit in it, shotting that Miller was a true

son ofthe Wild and Woolly West, in so far as he was a veijr good

imitation of other people’s poetry (note the Swinburnian bit)

and a ratjier poor ajsumer of other people’s played-out poses.

A self-conscious little “wild” man, like the rest of the “wild”
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men. The Wild West is a pose that pays Zane Grey to-day, as

it once paid«MilUr and Bret Harte and Buffalo Bill.

A.note on Carl Sandburg. That Carl is a super-self-conscious

literary gent stampeding around with red-ochre blood on his

hands and smcared-on soot darkening his craggy would-be-
criminal br?)w: but that his heart is as tender as Jin old* tomato.
Andrew Carnegie. That Andy was the most perfect American

citizen Scotland ever produced, and the sweetest example of

how beautifully the Religion Civile pays, in cold cash.

Roosevelt and the National Psychology. Theodore didn’t

have a spark of magnanimity in his great personality, says

Professor Sherman, what a pity! And you see where inlands
you, when you play at being pro-German. You go quite out

of fashion.

Evolution of the Adams Family. Perfect P^ligrec of the

most aristocratic Democratic family. Your aristocracy is

played out, my dear fellows, but don’t cry about it, y#u’vc

always got ) our Democracy to fall back on. If you don’t like

falling back on it of your own fre< will, you’ll be shoved back

on it by the Will of the People.

“Man is the animal that destiny cannot break.”

But the Will of the Pcopl^ can break Man and the animal

man, and the destined man, all the lot, and grind ’em to

democratic powder, Professor Sherman warns us.

Allons! en-masse is before us.

But when Germany is thoroughly broken, Democracy finally

collapses. (My own prophecy.)

An Imaginary Conversation with Mr. P. E. More: You’ve

had the gist of that already.

Well there is Professor Sherman’s dish of cookies which he

bids you eat and have. An awfully sweet book, all about having

your cookies and eating ’em The-cookics are Tradition, and

Heroes, and treat Men, and $350,000,000 in your pocket.

Ahdeating ’em is Dcmociacy, Serving Mankind, piously giving

most of the $350,000,000 bfcck again. “Oh, nobly and heroically

get $350,000,000 togetlier,” chants Professor Sherman iji

this fitany of having your cookies and eating ’em, “and then

piously and munificently give away $349,000,0*0 again.”

P.S. You can’t get past Arithmetic.

[Review in Dial, May 1923 ]
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FOUR AMERICAN NOVELS

jigger Heaven

,

by Carl Van Vechten; Flight

,

by Walter

White; Manhattan Transfer, by John Dos Passos; In Our

Time, by Ernest Hemingway

Nigger Heaven is one of the negro names for Harlem, that

dismal region of hard stone streets way up Seventh Avenue
beyond One Hundred and Twenty-Fifth Strgctj where the

population is jll coloured, though not much of it is real black.

In the daytime, at least, the place aches with dismalness and a

looftipnd soijt of squalor, the stone of the streets seeming

particularly dead and stony, obscenely sfony.

Mr. Van Vechten’s book is a nigger book, and not much of a

one. It opens and closes with nigger cabaret scenes in feeble

imitation of Cocteau or Morand, second-hand attempts to be

wildly lurid, witft background effects of black arid vermilion

velvet. The middle is a lot of stuffing abput highbrow niggers,

the heroine being one ofthe old-fashioned school-teacherish sort,

.

this time an assistant in a public library; and she has only one

picture in hfr room, a reproduction of the Mona Lisa, and on

her shelves only books by James Branch Cabell, Anatole

France, Jean Cocteau, etc.; in short, the literature of dis-

illusion. This is to show how refined she is. She is just as refined

as any other “idealistic” young heroine who earns her living,

and we have to be reminded continually that she is goldcn-

browft.

Round this heroine goes on a fair amount of “race” talk,

nigger self-consciousness which, if it didn’t happen to menti&n

it was black, would be taken for merely another sort of self-

conscious grouch. There is a lov^-affair—a rather palish-

brown—which might go into any feeble American novel

whatsoever. 4nd the whole coloured thing is pec&liarly

colourless,a second4^md dish barely warmed up.

The author seems to feel this, so he throws in a highly-spiced
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n|ggcr in a tartan suit, who livSs qff women—rather in the
distance—and two perfect red-peppers of nigger millionairesses

who swim in seas ofchampagne and have lovers and fling them
away and sniff drugs; in short, altogether the usual old bones
of hot stuff, warmed up with all the fervour the -author can
command^-which isn’t much.

It is a false book by an author who lingers in nigger cabarets
hoping to heaven to pick up something to write about and iftake

a sensation—and, of course, money.
Flight is another nigger book; much more respecteble, but not

much more important. The author, we are told, is himself a
hegro. If we weren’t told, we should never know. But t^iere is

rather a call for coloured stuff, hence we had better be informed
when we’re^eying it.

The first part of Flight is interesting—the removal of Creoles,

just creamy-coloured T)Id French-negro mixture, from the

Creole quarter ofNew Orleans to the negro quarter of Atj^ftta.

This is real, as far as life goes, and external reality: except that

to me, the Creole quarter of New Orleans is dead and lugu-

brious as a Jews’ burying-ground, instead of highly romantic.

But the first part ofFlight is good negro data.

The culttye of Mr. White’s Creoles is mud? more acceptable

than that of Mr. Van ^Vcchtcn’s Harlem golden-browns. If it is

only skin-deep, that is quite enough, since the pigmentation of

the skin seems to be the only difference between the negro and

the white man. If there be such a thing as a negrp soul, then

that of the Creole is very very French-American, and that of

the Harlemite is very very Yankee-American. In fact, there

seems no blackness about it at all. Reading negro books, or

books about negroes written from the negro standpoint, it is

absolutely impossible to discover that the nigger is any blacker

inside than we are. He’s an absolute white man, save for the

colour of his sltin: which, in many cases, is also just as white as

a°Mc’diterranean white man’s.

It is rather disappointing. One likes to cherish illusions about

the race soul, the eternalNegroid soul, black and glistening and

touched with awfulness and with mystery. One is not allowed.

The rfigger is a white man through and thtouglj. He even sees

himself as white men see him, blacker jhan he oqght to be.

And his soul is an Edison gramophone on which one puts the
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current records: which iswHht the white man’s soul is, just the

same* a gramophone grinding over the old records*

New York is the melting-pot which melts even the nigger.

The future population of this melting-pot will be a pale-

greyish-brown in colour, and its psychology will be that of

Mr. White <y Byron Kasson, which is the psychology of a

shrewd 'mixture of English, Irish, German, Jewish, and negro.

Thfcc are the grapd ingredients of the melting-pot, and the

amalgam, or alloy, whatever you call it, will be a fine mixture

ofthem. Unless the melting-pot gets upset.

Apparently there is only one feeling abou*t th« negro, wherein

he differs from the white man, according to Mr. White: and

this is the feeling of warmth and humanness. But we don’t feel

even that. More mercurial, but not by any mgaus wajrmer or

more human^ the nigger seems to be: even in nigger books.

And he sees in himself a talent for life (Much the white man has

losft.
#
But remembering glimpses of Harlem and Louisiana, and

the down-at-heel greyness of the colourless negro ambiente,

myself I don’t feel even that.

But the one thing the negro knows he can do, is sing and dance.

He kdbws it, Because the white man has pointed it out to

him so often. There, again, however, disappointment! About

one nigger in a thousand amounts to anything in song or

dance: the rest arc just as songful and limber as the rest of

Americans.

Mimi, the pale-biscuit heroine of Flight, neither sings nor

dances. She is rather cultured and makes smart dresses and

passes over as white, then marries a well-to-do white American,

but leaves him because he is not ‘‘live” enough and goes back

to Harlem. It is just what Nordic wives do, just how they feel

about their husbands. And if they don’t go to Harlem, they go

somewhere else. And then they come back. As Mimi will do.

Three months ofNigger Heaven will have her feft up, and back

she’ll be over the white line, settling again in the Washington

Square region, and being “of Frcnah extraction”. Nothing is

more monotonous than these removal!..

All these books might as well be called Flight. They give one

the impressionj)fsw&rms ofgrasshoppers hopping big hojJs, and
buzzing occasionally on the wing, all from nowhere to no-

where, all over the place. - What’s the point of all this flight,
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when they start from nowhere tmd alight on nowhere? For the
Nigger Hea\en is

#as sure a nowhere as anywhere else.

Manhattan Transfer is still a greater ravel of flights from
ndwnere to nowhere. But at least the author knows it, and gets
a kind of tragic significance into the fact. John Dos*Passos is a
far better Waiter than Mr. Van Vechten or Mr. \^hite, and his

book is a far more real and serious thing. To me, it is*the best

modern book about New York that I have read. It is an endless

series of glimpses of people in the vast scuffle of Manhattan
Island, as they turn up again and again and agahi, in a con-
fusion that has no*obvious rhythm, but wherein at last we
recognise the systole-diastole of success and failure, the end
being all failure, from the point ofview of life: and then another

flight towarejp another nowhere.

If you set a iJlank record revolving to receive cjjl the sounds,

and a film-camera goiit£ to photograph all the motions of a
scattered group of individuals, at the points wheje they jjrfeet

and touv h in New YoA, you would more or less get Mr. Dos
Passos’s method. It is a rush of disconnected scenes and scraps,

a breathless confusion of isolated moments in a group of lives,

pouring on through the years, from almost ev?ry part ot New
York. But the order of time is more or less Kept. For half a

page you are on the Lackawanna ferry-boat—or one of the

ferry-boats—in the yt^ir 1900 or somewhere there—the next

page you are in the Brcvoort a year later—two pages ahead it is

Central Park, you don’t know when—then the^wharves

—

way up Hoboken —down Greenwich Village—the Algonquin

Hotel—somebody’s apartment. And it seems to be different •

people, a different girl every time. The scenes w hirl past like

snowflakes. Broadway at night—whizz! gone!—a quick-lunch

counter! gone!—a house on Riverside Drive, the Palisades,

night—gone! But, gradually, you get to know the faces. It is

like a movie picture with an intricacy of different stories and no

close-tips and no writing in betw een. Mr. Dos Passos leaves out

the writing in between.

But if you are content to be confused, at length you realise

that the confusion is genuine, not affected; it is life, not a pose.

The bdok becomes what life is, a stream offtiffeiynt things and

different faces rushing along in the consciousness* with no

apparent direction save that of time; from past to present, from
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youth to age, from birth to death, and no apparent goal at all.

But Ttfhat makes the rush so swift, one gradually realises, is

the wild, strange frenzy for success: egoistic, individualistic

success.

This very complex film, of course, does not pretend to film all

New York. Journalists, actors and actresses, dantfls, unscru-

pulous lawyers, prostitutes, Jews, out-of-works, politicians,

labour agents—thaf kind of gang. It is on the whole a gang,

though we do touch respectability on Riverside Drive now and
then. But it*s a gang, the vast loose gang ofstrivers and winners

and losers which seems to be the very pep of,New York, the

city itselfan inordinately vast gang.

At first it seems too warm, too passionate. One thinks: this is

much too healthily lusty for the present New Yo^c. Then we
realise we are away before the war, when the place was

steaming ancfalive. There is sex, fiercT
,
ranting sex, real New

Y<*£: sex as the prime stimulus to business success. One
realises what a lot of financial succesf has been due to the

reckless speeding-up of the sex dynamo. Get hold of the right

woman, get absolutely rushed out of yourself loving her up,

and ydu’ll be aBle to rush a success in the city. Only, both to

the man and wofnan, the sex must be the stimulant to success;

otherwise it stimulates towards sfiicide, as it does with the one

character whom the author loves, and wlfo was “truly male”.

The war comes, and the whole rhythm collapses. The war
ends. There are the same people. Some have got success,

some haven't. But success and failure alike arc left irritable and
inert. True, everybody is older, and the fire is dying down into

spasmodic irritability. But in all the city the fire is dying down.

The stimulant is played out, and you have the accumulating

irritable restlessness of New York of to-day. The old thrill has

gone, out of socialism as out of business, out of art as out of

love, and the city rushes on ever faster, with mfire maddening

irritation, knowing the apple is a Dead Sea shiner.

At the end of the book, the man ^ho was a little boy at the

beginning of the book, and now is ^failure of perhaps some-

thing under forty, crosses on the ferry from Twenty-third Street,

and walks aw^y inlb the gruesome ugliness of the New^Jersey

side. He is making another flight into nowhere, to land upon
nothingness.
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“Say, will you give me a lift?” lie asks the red-hafred man at

fhe wheel (of a fufriiture-van).

‘‘How fur ye goin’?”

“I dunno . . . Pretty far.”

The End.

He migfctjust as well have said “nowhere!”
In Our Time is the last of the four American books, ^nd Mr.

Hemingway has accepted the goal. He keeps on making flights,

but he has no illusion about landing anywhere. He knows it

will be nowhere every time.

In Our Time calls itselfa book of stories, but it isn’t that. It is a

series of successive sketches from a man’s life, and makes a
fragmentary novel. The first scenes, by one of the big lakes in

America—probably Superior—are the best; when Nick is a

boy. TTien coAe fragments of war—on the Italian front. Then
a soldier back home, \wry late, in the little towfi way west i{ji

Oklahoma. Then a young American and wife in post-war

Europe; a long sketch #bout an American jockey Tn Milan and
Paris; then Nick is back again in the Lake Superior region,

getting off the train at a burnt-out town, and tramping across

the empty country to camp by a trout-stream. Trout* is the

one passion life ha., left him—and this won’t la#t long.

It is a shdrt book: and it docs not pretend to be about one

man. But it is. It is a\much as we need know of the man’s life.

The sketches are short, sharp, vivid, and most ofthem excellent.

(The “mottoes” in front seem a little affected.) And these few

sketches arc enough to create the man and all his*history: we

need know no more.

Nick is a type one meets in the more wild and woolly regions

of the United States. He is the remains of the lone trapper and

cowboy. Nowadays he is educated, and through with every-

thing. It is a state of conscious
,
accepted indifference to every-

thing except freedom from work and the moment’s interest.

Mf. Hemingway does it extremely well. Nothing matters.

Everything happens. One wants to keep oneself loose. Avoid

one thing only: getting connected up. Don’t get connected up.

Ifyou get held by anything, break it. Don’t be held. Break it,

and g#t away. Don’t get away with the idea of getting some-

where else. Just get away, for the sake of gettinjfaway. Beat it!

“Well, boy, I guess I’ll beat it.” Ah„the pteasure in sfying that!
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Mr. Hemingway's* sketches,\for this reason, are excellent:

so short, like striking a match, lighting a brief sensational

ciga&tte, and it’s over. His young love-affair tnds as one throws

a cigarette-end away. “It isn’t fun %ny more.”—“Everything’s

gone to hell inside me.”
It is really honest. And it explains a great djul of senti-

mentality. When a thing has gone to hell inside you, your

senlimcntalism tries to pretend it hasn’t. But Mr. Hemingway®
is through with the sentimentalism. “It isn’t fun any more.

I guess I’ll Jj^eat it.”

And he beats it, to somewhere else. In the end he’ll be a sort

of tr^imp, endlessly moving on for the sake ofmoving away from

whert he is. This is a negative goal, and Mr. Hemingway is

really good, because he’s perfectly straight about it. He is like

Krebs, in that devastating Oklahoma sketch: •he" doesn’t love

anybody, and it nauseates him to hav*to pretend he does. He
clqpsn’t even want to lo\c anybody; he doesn’t want to go any-

wh^e, hfcudoesn’t want to do anything. He wants just to

lounge around and maintain a healthy state of nothingness

inside himself, and an attitude of negation to everything outside

himself. -And *vhy shouldn’t he, since that is exactly and

sincerely what Jte feels? If he really doesn't care, then why
should he care? Anyhow, he doetn’t.

[Review in Calendar of Modern Letta s, April I9f7 ]
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